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SLTMMARY

Halogen radical anions have been proposed as intermediates

in many inorganic redox reactic¡ns involving halide ions or halogens.

This thesis presents a detailed study of the reactions of halogen

radical anions Cr; , ,ri and Ii with divalent first row transition

metal aquo-ions from vanadium through zinc.

Flash photolysis and pulse radiolysis have been used to

produce the radical anions (X;). Rates and activation parameters

have been obtained for their disproporironation reactions,

X Xg +X+x
2 2

and reactions with aquated electrons and hycirogen atoms have been

investigated. The equilibrium constants K, and Krfot re¿ì(ltions

leading to the formation of CIr- from hydroxyl radicals (CH) have

been measured.

OFI + Cl- =:È CI + OH-

cl +cl- + CL;

Eo val-ues for the half rea-ctic'ns

X

K

K
1

2

2

2

+e : 2X

2
x +e s- X

have been calculated from available equilibrium and thermodynamic

data. The resulting free energy changes have been verified b¡r r.omp-

arison with kinetic data.

Inorganic redox mechanisms can be classified as either

inner or outer sphere. Inner-sphere mechanisms nray be further

definecl as "substitution controlled'' or ''electron-transfer contrc,I.,i.ed".

The large variationin -AGo from 2gO '.J rnol-1 fo. Ct
2+

aq+ Cl,

to 27 kJ mol-1 fo" Mn2+.q + ero-, aqd in ligand exchange race frorr'

- I x 109 sec-1 o' ct2åq to -ri',"u""1 ot v2åq give rise to a

variety of mechanisms. ProdUct arral-ysiri, stoichiomertrir;s, rateS,

and activation L''arameters have l¡een t;sed to place the reactiouu



( ii)
studied into one of the above three catagories. Variations in

mechanism and kinetic parameters from metal to metal are

discussed in terms of current theories of electron transfer processes.

The results allow a critieal assessment of reaction schemes proposing

halogen radical anions as intermediates.
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FOREWORD

The subject of this thesis involves the fields of free radical

or radiation chemistry, and inorganic reaction kinetics. For this

reason the discussion has been divided into two parts, Part 1 dealing

with halogen radical anions, their production and properties, and

Part II, which is to some extent dependent on Part 1, dealing with

the redox reactlons of the radical anions with divalent first row

transition metal aquo ions. The experimental techniques required

for each siudy are similar and are ccvered mainly in Part 1, however

each part requires its own particul-ar -background knowledge and

separate introductions have beeil written.

Expe;."imental results which -v-\rere not considered crucial to

the discussi(,"t of results in Sections'{, 5, and 13 have been moved

to the back of the thesis in sections R4, R5 and R13 respectively.

It is hoped that the importarrt d.iscussion sections will be more fluent

because of the removal of ti is 'inforr.nation which shou-l-d be considered

t,g ,rlrprrÌ emenlary.



PART I

PROD JC .ION Otr' HALOGEN RADICAL ANIONS
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SECTION 1 INTRODLTCTION

1 . 1 HISTORICAL

The upsurge in the study of reaction kinetics in the 1920's

led to the postulation of radical species in aqueous solution. Their

importance in explaining many chain reactions and in particular

photochemical processes was quickly realized. The existence of

hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxy (HO2) radicals \Mas proposed, mainly

in investigations on the catalyzed decomposition of hydrogen peroxide

(LTri, 1952). Subsequentty it was generally in vogue to break all

mechanism down to one electron steps, necessitating the'use of rnany

radical species as intermediates in the reactiotrs of two electron

redox agents such as hydrogen peroxic.te, lralogens, persuiphates.

oxygen and ozone.

1. 1. 1 Halo n radicals Þroposed as intermediates.

The recognition of halogens as accepting one electron at a

time (Ardon & Plane, 1959) implics the oxistence of halogerl atoms

or radical anions in the reactions oi haiogens.

2
e

2

orX e =- X iX
2

In the study of the reactions of ferric and ferricyanide ions

with iodide ions, Wagner (I924) found a retarding eff ect of free

iodide.' This he attributed to a complexation of iodine atoms with

ioclide ion.

I+I : r,;

Dickinson & Ravilz (I930), Hershey & Bray (1936), and'

Fudge & Sykes (1952) later supported '"iri;' proposition. The halo,1en

radical auions were àssumed to be quite stable with respe.'t to

halogen atoms and the speed of complex¡tion was very lrigh. 1l,¡

more reactions involving halogr--rl atoins lvere studied lt v'as realized

that this retar.-ìing effect was more general. In the study of tire

nhotochemical reaction of haloilens with hydrogen peroxiCe cr oxal¡tte,

X +

+

x



Berthoud & Bellenot (1924) proposed 8"2 .

2.

This was supported

by Allmand & Young (1931) who also included Ir- and later by

Griffith, Mcl(eown &'Winn (1933 a,b) and Callow, Griffith & McKeown

(1e 3e ).

Br + Br- --.---.---- Frz'
Taube & Bray (1940) were the first to propose c1, in the

study of the retarding effect of excess chloride on the catalyzed

chain reaction of ozone and hydrogen peroxide'

c] +cf 
- 

clz-

Between 1940 and the first direct observation of halogen

radical anions in solution in 1955, several more workers proposed

them as intermediates in the oxidation of hal-ide ions by fr-'rric ancl

ceric i >ns (King & Pandow, 1953) or the photoreduction of halogens

by manganous ions (Rutenberg & Taube, 1950; Rutenberg & Taube;

I e51)

Meanwhile, various investigators had studied the photo-

ciremistry of halide ions. In 1931, Franck & Haber were the fi¡:t

to pos'i,ulate that ultraviotet light produced chlorine atoms at:C

hyr.rogen atorns from aqueous chloride solutions.

HrO + Cl- + hv -ê Cl' + H' + OH-

The calcul.ations of Rabinowitch (1942\ supported this

hyF.'"i¡esis, suggesting that the adsorption bands of halide ions were

in fact eLectron transfer to solvent in nature. The 1950rs saw a

revival in inorganic photochemistr¡r. Rutenberg & Taube (1950,

1951), Roy, Hamil1 & Williams (1955) and stottlemeyer (1954)

prcp..ised that halogen atoms or radical anions were forrned in the

phctôivsis 
.of 

solutions of halogerrs.

xt *hv + x2 +x
'Ric\r fi Taube (1954) also suggested the production of Cif from a

tr¿rnsition metal complex PtCI62-.
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1.1.2 Direct observation of halog en radical anions.

Although unassigned untiL 1955, the first observation of

halogen radical anions was made in 1896 when Goldstein reported

that under the influence of ionizing radiation, alkali halide crystals

assumed characteristic colours. The nature of these colour

centres was the subject of much investigation (Seitz; 1946, 1954)

until, using the new technique of ESR, Kanzig (1955) and Casttier

8t. Kanzig (1957) showed that the V centres in X-irradiated KCI

crystals \¡vere due to the chloríne radical anion (CIt).

1gb5 sâw the first real breakthrough in the study of the radical

arrions. \Mith the newly developed technique of flash photolysis,

Grossr-einer & Matheson (1955) photolyzed halide ions and produced

transir nts abscrbing in the near LIV. On the basis cf the spectra

it was prolrosed that they were the halogen radical anions (X;).
'l,he observations v/ere extended in 1957 by Grossweiner & Matheson

when they reported the first directly observed reactions of the

r'adicar- anions, the disproportionation reaction.

x; +x[ --> xt +x
The development of pulse radiolysis proved to be of great

importauce to the study of the radical anions because as Taube

& Bray (1g40) had proposed, hydroxyl radicals, formed by irradiation,

rver,-' found to react with halide ions to produce halogen atoms and

subsequently the radical anions

: x+oHOH+X
x+x X

2

Many of the fundamental properties of the radicaLs har"e been

inves.igated by pulse radiolysis.

2 HEMICAL PR,ODL]CTION OF HALOGEI\ RADICAL ANIONS

Strong oxidising agents can oxidise halide ions to halogetrs

srrpposecliy through the corr€sp,-rnding radical anion. Some

propert,es of the ra,clical anions can then Ì:e inferred from a detai-ed
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study of the reaction mechanism. For example Fudge & sykes

(1952 a,b) proposed that the iodine radical anion formed in the

oxidation of iodide ion by ferric ion reacted both with ferrous and

ferric ions, the rati.o of the constants, k-2: k3, being approximately

7:l
F"3+ + I- =ì FeIz+ (1)

t)- ,r
FeI'- + I- -- 

"'eo- 
+ r,' Q)

Qr-2+
Feo- * r; =- Feo' * Iz (3)

It is highly likely that redu.cing agents capable of reducing

halogens to halide ions must also produce halogen'radical anions

as intermediates but studies on this type of system have in general

been Less detailed than studies on oxidation of halides' (e.9. Carter

& Davidson, 7952; Conocchioli, Hamilton & sutin, 1965; I\lalin &

swinehart, 1969). The use of these methods to study þ¿lt>¡len

radical anions, because they are indirect, is obviously Lr';ní;ed and

none but the most qualitative observations can be made'

other raclical species rna' \e s"f ficiently powerful r'edox

agents to convert halide ions or h:1:.gens to halogen radical ani.orts'

A particularly important example is the hydroxyl radical "¡'irr'-h

oxidises halide ions to the radical anions, according to th:=

stoicheiometr ic equation.

2X- + OH =- oH- * x;
The details and importance of this reaction will be discussed in

section 1. 3. Chemical systems capable of producing hydroxyl

radicals ahve been known for many years (LTri, 1952). Fenton

type reagents in which a mixture of an oxidisable me'al ion arid

hydrogen peroxide produce hydroxy). l'aijeals have been used rvitr

success in many flow systems (e. g, czapski & samuni, li'ti9;

Czapski, Levanon and Samuni, 1969).
I'+H

tMN
2
o <-ì ,r(n' "i 

* + cir + oH-
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Addition of halide ion to such a solution should produce halogen

radical anions, but complications due to the presence of the metal

ion wilt undoubtedly be experienced. No such study has been

reported.

1. 3 RADIATION CHEMICAL PR ODLT CTION OF HALOGEN
RADICAL ANIONS

High energy radiation causes- the decomposition of water.

The mechanism of this decomposition was the subject of much

controversy until the advent of pulsed radiation Sources in about

1960. The currently accepted theory is based on the radical mechan-

ism developed by'Weiss (1944).

HzO -e-19I-8I>e-ae, H, OH

The reducing species formed åre aquated electrotrs (e aq)

and hydrogen atoms (H) which are inter'converted accordi'ng to the

equation

"- "q 
+ HBo+ ----> H + H2o

The major oxidising specicr ts i:re hydroxyl radical {OH)

and as Taube & Bray (1940) sL:gqesied, :his species reacts rvith

halide ions to produce halogen radical anions.

OH + 2X- <- OH- + Xr-

section 4 of this thesis deals with primary and seconciary

radiation chemical processes in some detail. Section 11. 5 give s

some 'examples of redox reactions of the orimary radiation chemical

radicals. Onty a brief resume of some studies on the radiation

chemistry of halide solutions, to illustrate the importance of

radiation chemistr)¡ to the stud;' of hal-ogen radical anions, r¡'ill be

given here.

In 1935 Fricke & Hart found that halide ions in rrrcrJerate

concentration produced a catalyzed cìec,¡rnposition of r¡'ater ulì'i'-'r

irradiation. At high iodide ccrrcen+.r'ations some iodine v¡as formeC.
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Lanning & Lind (1938) confirmed this by producing iodine from

irradiated aqueous solutions of hydrogen iodide and hydrogen

iodide from irradiated aqueous solutions of iodine. Weiss (L944')

interpreted Lannirrg&Lindrs results in terms of the reaction of

hydroxyl radicals with iodide.

OH+l- : OH- +I
In the 1g50's the availabilit¡r of UOCo as a convenient source

of penetrating Y radiation led to a resurgence in radiation chemistry

and several workers found additional evidence for the reaction of

hydroxyl radicals with halide ions by studying the effect of halide

ions on the yield of hydrogen peroxide in aqueous soluti¡;n (e.g.

Sworski 7954, 1955a)

oH + oH HzOz

OH+X-
Pulsed electron irradiation in the 1960's a110weC oi::ect

study of the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with halide ions and some

reactions of halogen raclical ¿nin:ls. Tl-r-e first re.port was in 1964

by Cercek Ebert, Keene & Sw'¡-l-lc;' whc produced Brr- from brornide

solutions. Anbar & Thomas (1964) produced CIf from chlr.'ide

solutions and Thomas (1965) reported the formation of.Ir' . Since

1965 radiation chemical techniques, in particuLar pulse radic.rlysis,

have been used to establish many important properties of halo';r:n

radical anions.

4PH AL 1\ I' HA
ANiONÊ

In many instances it is possible to produce halogen atc¡ns

or radical anions by photochemical rnethcds. Flash photol;rsis 1as

proved particuJ.arly useful in studying halogen radical arliorrs. It

is convenient to distinguish systems in which halogen --'adrcalr ',re

produced directly as a resul"t of iire prir;:ary photocher---rical act, fr<¡m

those in whiclr the halogen racilcals are produced indireciiy L'y
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secondary reactions of other radicals which are themselves

produced photochemically. Systems which produce halogen radicals

directly are discussed in terms of the nature of the primary photo-

chemical reaction.l

1.4. 1 Charge transfer to solvent. (CTTS)

In aqueous solution halide ions exhibit an intense adsorption

around 200nm. Franck and Scheibe (1935) designated these spectra

as f lelectron affinity" spectra. Rabinowitch (L942) interpreted the

doublets observed in the I-aq and (less obviously) Br-aq spectra

as due to the formation of halogen atoms in two states, 'r=, and
2 "lz'P.,, , by a charge transfer process. The energy differences

'l 2
bet-;veen the adsorption maxirna of the two peaks in the doublet

corr\ sporrcled with those observed in the gas phase spectra of

halogen atoms.

f Footnotc:

"Halogen radicals'r is used as a collective term for halogen

atonrs (X) and halogen radical anions (X;). Halogen atorns cie, not

: rhiL¡it an accessible absorption spectrum but the radical anions are

readily observed in the region 350-400 nm. They are rapidly

irrterconverted according to the equilbrium .

x+X- : x;
The equilibrium constants are around 105Imol- 1 so that

with free halide concentrations in excess of 10-5-ot I-1, halogen

radical anions wiII be the predominant species. The rate of

app"cach to equilibrium is very fast so that unless observations

<:an be made on a nanosecond time scale it is impossible to

distinguish between primary processes producing halogen atoms or

he1.c,gen radical anions. No such measurement has yet been made.
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The nature of the species produced by the electron from

the anion after the absorption was less clear. Studies of the effects

of ionic strength and temperature and of the spectra of halide ions

in non-aqueous solvents indicated that the fate of the electron

excited by the charge-transfer absorption was dominated by the

nature of the solvent. Stein & Treinin (1959, 1960) have proposed

a model which predicts both the e!-ergies of the absorption peaks

and the solvent and environmental effects with reasonable accuracy.

The primary excited state is seen as an electron moving in an orbitai

involving the first hydration layer, but still centred on the parent

atom.

X-aq + hv -+ X-"q"
Scavenger experimelrts sho'.t' th¿t this excited strie doe"'

not react directly with added scavenger or with the sol'rent, but

dissociates to form aquated electrons and halogen ator'ls in the

bulk of the solution.
- >i<

X aq ----> Xaq * '; ¿

In the presence of exc.ess ìralicìc equilbrium between halogen

atoms and halogen radical anions is rapidly establiehed ,

X+X- =- X;
Flash photolysis studies have since confirmed the nature

of the prima.ry photochemical process. Grossweir'er & Math ';on
(1957) have observed halogen radical anions, and Matheson, Mulac

& Rabani (196.3) observed the aquated electron in flash photolysed

halide solutions. A comprehensive list of systems of this type in

which halogen radicaL anions h¿:ve been observed or proposerl rs

given in table 1. 4.

7.4,2 Charge transfer to metal.

(a) Inert complexes

Halogenopentaa.mminer:obalt (III) complex citlir.re exhibit

a characterÍstic absorption band of high intensity in the ulil"a vrcrlet
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Because of its high intensity this band is attributed to a charge-

transfer rather than a symmetry forbidden ligand-field excitation.

The energy of the band maximum lecreases from Co(NHr)bC12+

( Àmax 228 nrnl to Co(NH.).8r2+ ( Àmax 253 nm) to Co(NH o)rl2*' lJ'þ J o

( Àmax 28? nm). This parallels the faII in electron affinity of the

halogen atom of the complex. Linhard and Weigel (1951) were the

first to propose,in the 366 nm phocolysis of Co(NH3)bI2+ that the

absorption caused charge transfer to take place from J.igand to

metal (LMCT). Ligand to metal charge transfer is now well

established as a process responsible for the photochemical reduction

of transitlon metal complexes and flash photolysis of a series of

halogenopentaamminecobalt (III) and rhodiurn (III) corrrplexes has

been shown to produce halogen racìical altions (see tabJe 1.4).

+ 2+
MA

5

X + hv -->' (MA X) Primary absorption
5

2+ 2+ Geminate recombination within
solvent cage

(vle . x) --> MA X

2+ 2+(me .x) -> MA + X Difiusion from solvent cage
5 5

2+ -_> M(II) + 5A Dissociation (A :: amnîinr. ligand)MA
5

X + X- -===-\ X.- Fast post-equiJ-ibrium
¿

Ligand to metal charge J.ransfer processes can occu:^ in

labile as well as inert transition metal complexes.

(b) Labile complexes

Despite the complication of dealing with equilibrium mixtures

of various complexes, the charge transfer photochem.;.stry of labile

systems was investigated before inert systems. f romherz & Lih
(1931) analyzed the spectra of diLute s.rlutions of lead hali.des r:r

terms of superimposed absorptior' bands of Pb2+aq artc PbX+aq.

Fromherz & Watls (1936) obtained sr:er:¡ra of tetraÌ:ar.cgenotil. (iI)

complex anions, and Rabinowitch & Stockma:/er (1941) sysì'iematically

2

5

5
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surveyed the spectra of halogenoiron (III) complexes. In these

cases it was found that the difference in À max for the chloro- ,

l¡romo-, and iodo- complexes could be directly correlated with

the electron affinity of the halogen atom (Rabinowitch, 19421, and

the spectra l¡¡ere attributed to ligand to metal charge transfer

excitations (LMCT).

Many labile complexes have low overall quantum yields

due to secondary back reactions. Evans 6 {,Ìri (1951) measured

the quantum yield for production of chlorine atoms from mono-

chloriron (III) by scavenging the atoms (or radical anions) with

vinyl nnnomers and measuring the polymer yields. The value of

0. 13 at 300-400 nm that they obtained \rì¡as very much greater tharr

tha'; obtainerl by measuring the concentrations of ferrous ion

produccJ in the absence of scavengers, because the secondary

back reactions are extremely efficient.
,L D-t-

FeCl'- + hv + (Feo' C1) Primary absorption
Ðr Ðt-

(Fe'''- . CI) ---+ FeCl"' Germinate recombination withi::
solvent cage

+ Cl Diffusion from cage Q= 0. tg

tr.ast equilibrium
2* * CI- Secondary recombination

+ Cf Disproportionation
2+ + Cl' Tertiary recombination

Fe -Ð Fe

Cl+Cl C1

ôr
Z ¿'1-

C1 + eF

CI)

2+

2+

2

clz + clz
åct; * Fe

(c)

--> FeCl

-+ cI;

-> tr ecl

2

2l-

Other complexes

Many other complexes (for example the halogeno-platinum

gï'or;-p compJ.exes) lie somewhere between the inert and labil e

cornplexes both in their substitution rates and their photochemical

reactions. They also exhibit charge-transfer spectra that have

b--,-.n confidently assigned as LMCT spectra (Balzani & Carassitl.

19?0). In some cases fl.ash photolysis experiments have coi¡firmt:C'

thc f.,rm¡.tic¡n of hal.ogen raciical anions (Wright & Lauren:c, !97?';
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Langmuir & Hayon,, 196?).

(d) Ion pairs

oppositely charged ions can forrn outer-sphere complexes

or ion pairs due to the electrostatic attraction between the ions.

Ion pairs often show absorption bands in their spectrum which are

not present in the spectra of the cation or anion alone (Linhard

& Weigel, 1951). Photolysis in these bands generally leads to redox

reactions. The classic example of a transition metal complex-

halide ion pair, hexaamminecobalt ([t])-iodide, has recently been

shown to produce iodine radical anions when flash photolysed

(Malone & Endicott, t97 2)

co(NFi*)ut+ . I- + I + hv 
-> 

co2+ + 6NH, * r;
The primary phot,rchemi< aI proc(:ss cârl be attributed to

charge transfer from anion to catiotr (IPCT). The difference

between this process and LTIICT is that electron transfer must

take place through liga.nds in the first coordination sphere of the

¡,rc_.r¿] ; -¡¡.

.the discussion of the photochemistry of transition metal

complexes and ion pairs h¿rs lreen limited to systems in which

halogen radical anions carr. be pr"oduced by photolysis. A more

comprehensive list of photoctremical sTstems of this kind in

which halogen radical anions a'-e formed is given in table 1.4.

The photochemical reactions of rnei;al complexes have been the

subject of a number. of ::ecent reviews (Adamscn, .waLtz, zinato,

watts, Fleischauer & Lindholm, 1968; Adamson, 1969; Endicott,

i 9?0) of which that b¡' p,alzar'î &, Carassiti (1970) is most compre-

hensive

1 . 4. 3 Direct bond dis sr¡rrt ation / cleavage

In the gas pha;;e jrt the vrsible region halogens exhibit a

r¡ibraiion¿rl banrj spectruu-r which ccìnverges to a continuurn due to
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dissociation into atoms (Herzberg, 1966). LInder very low

pressures dissociation proceeds through an electronically exciteci

state producing halogen atoms in the ground state ('"r 7-) and
,------o tlz

excited state (Pl 
È. 

At higher pressures and in solution, pre-

dissociation from the upper state may be induced leading eventually

to two ground state hydrogen atoms. Halogens are extensively

hydrolysed in aqueous solution bu; by addition of excess halide

ion and acid,hydrolysis can be suppressed and trihalide ions are

formed. (Eigen & Kustin, 1962; Pink, 1970).

x2* HZO : X- + OX- + ZH+ Hydrolysis

X-+X- : X^- Trihatideionformation--2-3
Trihalide ions extlibit intense absorption bands, Àmax

decreasing from iodine (353 nm) to brt,nrine (267 nm) t'r chlor'''re

(220 nrn). The energies of the absorption bands can be correlate'i

with the gas phase spectra of halogens and with the Ì:onc strengths

in the trihalide ions. Dissociation or bond cleavage (BC) taiies

place in the primary photolys:¡ :tep Halogen radical a::ions ;lave

been observed in the flash photoìysis cf trihalide ion solutions.

(Stottlemeyer, 1953; Grossweiner & Matheson, 1957). '[rr: overall

stoicheiometric equation can be written.

xo +x + hv ----> 2Xo'ó¿¿
The extreme lability of the (Xr-, X) equilLbrium pre:l.trdes

ctistinction between the two possible photolysis mechanisms

(1) and (2), r-:nless observations can be made on a sub-nanosecond

time scale.

X^-+ hv 2X+X
J ( 1r

2){+2X
2

2X

2_

2

X

X

Xg+hv
x+x-or

-:tç-

+x
(2)
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in a secondary photochemical reaction

PhotoJ_ysis of hydroxide ion in aqueous solution produces

hydroxyl radicals and aquated electrons. (Dainton & Fowles,

1965; Barrett, Fox & ManseII, 1966).

OH-+hv + OH+e-

The usefuLness of this reaction as a route to Xi production

is limited by two complications. In alkaline conditions hyclroxyl

radicals do rül react with chloride and react only slowly with

bromide ion (see 4.4, 4.5), and À max for the hydroxide ion is

at such short wavelengths ( (tOO nm) that very little effective

light enters the solution

Aqueous solutions of transition metal ions when photolysed

oftrn undergo charge transfer to metal type excitatiorls (see 1.4.2\

If the transfer is from a water molecule or hydroxide ion, hydroxyl

radicals are produced.

F'eOH2+ + hv --+ F"2+ + OH (Adamson, Bau1ch & Dainton, 1962)

ceoiîS+ + hv --) c"3+ + oH (sworski, 1955b,195?)

The hydroxyl radicals can be scavenged by addition of halide i.ons.

A system of this type will be suitable for study of the radical anions

pr:oviding that the small concentrations of metal ions do not unduly

interferc with the necessary measurements.

l'he simplest and best photochemical method for producing

hydrc'xyl radicals is by bond cleavage or dissociation of hydrogen.

peroxide (Baxendale & 'Wilson, 1957).

HrO, + hv ?OIJ.

The major complication in this system is that if th<:

hy lrogen peroxide concentration is too high or the scavenging

rate toô low, hydroxyl radicals may react with hydrogen peroxide

(.','ricke & Thomas, 1964; Thomas, 1965).

H
2
o

2
+OH + HO

2
+H2O k-2x 10

7 - ,-1 -1IIrlOI S
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t-
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I
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I

-Xb

2

x

x

5

2+

Br
2

C1

3

x
x

2+

5

2-

2-

I
I

Ptx^2ô,
Prx6-

Ptcl6
PtCl

t̂)

RhA

RhA

x
cl-

Cl-, Br-
C1-, Br-

CoAUBT

CoArBr

2+

2+

2+

2+

2+

2+

2+

2+

CoA -Xb

CoA -Xb

CoA -Xb

CoA -Xb

CoA

CoA

L942

19 5?

196 3

r972

19 59

1965

196 7

i955

19 50

19 51

7954

19 57

1958

19 5B

1965

1965

1972

1963

19?0

19?0

197 0

r972

19 60

196 3

19 54

, 1972

Year System Process X Reference

t4.
Table 1. 4A

Photochemical Production of Halogen Radicals

CTTS

CTTS

CTTS

CTTS

CTTS

CTTS

CTTS

BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

LMCT

LMCl
LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

Proposed

Observed

Observed

Observed

Observed

Pr oposed

Observed

Proposed

Ì'ro¡rosed

Pr<lposed

Observed

Observed

Prnrosed

Proposed

Observed

Proposed

Observed

Proposed

Proposed

Observed

Observed

Observed

Proposed

t-'rcposed

Froprsed

Observed

a

b

c

d

e

f
g

L
ll

I

J

k

b

t
m

ft

o

d

p

q

S

u

p

T

VJ



x

v

e

a

z

aa

bb

I
d

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

LMCT

IPCT

IPCT

PtA

PtA
4
X

2

2+

2+
24

Br

ttgX 
+

tr
FeXo'

Fex2+
,-L

FeCl''
Or

FeCIo'

coA^3*. x-
coA:3+. x-

19 70

t972

19 67

1942

7942

1 949

195 1

19 58

r972

ReferenceX
2

ProcessSystemYear

15.

Proposed

Observed

Observed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Froposed

Proposed

Observed

Notes (Tab1e 1.44)

X = CI, Br ancl I
For an explanation of process see 1.4
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5 PROPER EN ADICAL ANION

1.5. 1 EquiJ.ibria and thermodynamic properties

\Mhen Grossweiner' & Matheson (1955, 1957) first observed

transient spectra in the flash photolysis of halide ions and

halogens, they realized that the spectra in the near LIV

( Àmax - 360 nm) could not be due to halogen atoms. Much earlier,

sev¿ral workers had found retarding effect of halide ions on

reactions invol-ving halogen atoms and attributed them to the

formation of halogen radical anions (see 1. 1. 1)

x+x : x; (1)

Conclusive evideitce was obtained that the species observed

in irr.adiated alkali hali,cle crystal.s was Xf rather than X atoms,

by ESR uhen it was shov¿n that tl.'e electron density was shared

by exactly two halogen ai,oms (Kanzlg, 1955).

More recently pul.se radiolysis has confirmed this

conclusion. The equiLibrium cLrifstant for the formation of Br,
.,.rrC I-- trom the corresponCing halogen atom has been determined

z
bv .-rbserving the dependence of ttre absorbance due to the radical

anion upon the concentration :f halide ion. The equilibrium

constants for the reactiorls

Br + Br'- : t'i Q)

r+r <- r;' (3)

are (2.2 -t I) x 105 1möl-t 
-("ut""l<, 

Eber{ Gilbert & Swallow,

1965) and 1.1 x 105 l mol-t (B"tundale et a1., 1968). Repetition

of the I^- results at temperatures up to 80oC gave AHo for the2 -t+quitibrium as -23 kT mol- - (Eaxendale & Bevan, 1969). From

the free energy change ( 
^Go) 

o.re finds Â$o is +1? J mol-1 L-t.
The small positive value i'nplies that loss of solvent order around

the largc I, ion outweighs th". 'regative change to be expected upon

comple:<ation. The st¿,biJity of. ti is aLmost totally due to enthalpy

ratb.r:t than entropy terms. I¡ot ¡r2- ¡1o tempel'ature dependence
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of the equilibrium constant has been reported. The equilibrium

constant for Clf formation has not been previously measured

but by analogy with the other halogens is assumed to be around

to5 t -o1-1. (Malone & Endicott, rg72l, in agreement with our

currently measured value. (see 4. 5).

The rate of attainment of equilibrium between X and X -
2

is very rapid, probably diffusion controlled. Early work on 1"t e

t"i system showed th.atkrwas greater than 5 x 10
9_ --1 -1ImOI S

(Cercek et aI., 1965; Sutton et al., 1965). In 1966, Matheson,

Mulac, \Meeks & Rabani estimated it as -1010 t mol-t "'t, a

conclusion supported by later investigations (Zehavi & Rabani,

19?2). The rate of formation of I, from the hydroxyl- radical.s

ha.. been shown to be limited by the value of k"; Baxeldale, Ber-an
I -1 0-1

& Stott (1968) obtained k3 = ?.6 x 10" l mol - s

The extreme lability of this equilibrium means that

despite the unfavourable value of the equilibrium constant, if a

suk,strate reacts much faster ( ) 104 ti-"") with X than wiil;

x^- reaction through the free halogen atom may be imp.-'rta,;b.
2

Sutton, Adams, Boag & Michael (1965) proposed that the reaction

of Brf with hydrogen peroxide occurs only through bromine

atoms.

t'i : Br +Br Øl
_+

Br + HZOZ ----> Ba + HO2 + H' (5)

At low acid concentrations the equili.brium (6) between

OH and C1i (and to a lesser extent nrf )maV lie towards the left.

OH + 2X =- X, + OH- (6)

As befor'e, the rapidity of the reactions allows CIi to

react through hydroxyl radicals. This was qualitatively

re.cognized in the photolysis of chloroiron (III) complexes at

pH> 2 where oxygen is evolved (Buxton, wilford & williar:.ns,

libZ). rt is proposed that chlorine atons formed in the 1:rima'ry
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photolysis step react with water to produce hydroxyl radicals

and subsequently oxJ/gen.

FeCl2++ hvÐ Fe2++ cI
CI+H2O =+ oH+cI-+
OH+OH
cr + H2o2

HO2 + HO2

With pH ) 2 and chl.orid

Ku is such that equilibrium (6) lies wd-I to the right. (see 4.5)

In more concentrated solutions of halide ion, there is

evidence that higher cornplr.ixes than X, may be formed. In
o 

-1
7g72, Cercek observed spectra in 0.3'mot 1 ^oNaBr that he

attri.hute cl to the tribrorniile raC.;caI anion Brgo-. This species

was formed verY raPidJ--¡ .

Br - + Br -å 
p.ì" 2- (12)

2 't "-^3
The equilibrirrm constant, K12, is given as 20 1 mol- 1

-or.i +he measurement relie s upoìr small differences in extinction

co:fficient at 270 nrn, a wavelength where interference by

tribr'<¡mide ion ( Àmax = 26i nm, E =4 x 10') would be severe.

According to cercek the tribromide raclical anion has a p K a

of 3. ?, the resuir again depending on measurelnents of small

differences at 270 nm.

'- rr+ : HBr - (13)t"l- +H+ + HBr,
Nl[ore extensive investigations of equilibria in solutions

of high halide concentration are required to confirm these results.

1.5.2 Spe ctra of h¿ logen i'adical anions

Ihe electronic absorpticn spectra of the haJ.ogen radical

aniors were first repo:ted by Grossweiner & Matheson (1957).

Their s;tectra have rr¡çve'tl essentially accurate despite improve-

ment in experimental l.t cliniq.ues. The three spectra are shown

in ,'ig. 1. 5. The only dilÍerence from the spectra of Grossweiner

_+
+

-+ H o
2 2

(7)

(8)

(e)

( 10)

(1 1)

Hzo 
z

HOr+CI-+H+

+
H

centrations ( o. 05 mol l- 1

* oz
e con
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& Matheson is the appearance of another lower intensity band

at ?00 nm for t"l, reported by Zehavi & Rabani (19721. The

extinction coefficients at maxima are large fa all three species

(see Fig. 1.5), making detection of the radical anions in micro-

molar quantities a relatively easy matter. The spectra in the

solid state, eitller in crystals or glasses, show good agreement

with those in the liquid phase (Brown & Dainton, 1966).

ESR spectra have been measured in atkali halide crystals

(Kanzig, 1955) and in glasses at ??oK (Brown & Dalnton, 1966;

Marov & symons, 19?1). The spectra have been assigned to

halogen radical anions as they show electron density shared

betrveen two identical halogen atoms.

P*eactions of halogen radical anÍons

Halogen radical anions show both radical and redox

properties. As radicals they dimerize (disproportionate)

1. t.3

xr+x, -> x;
react with other radicals

e.g. xz +H +H+ 2X

+ X

and initiate radical polymerization (Evans $ {,Tri, 1949).

cI^- + M
¿ -> ct- + clM

C] M + M ---> CI MM etc.

As redox agents they oxidise rretal ions
2+ 3+

e. g. Fe-' + 12 -= Fe + 2I

reduce metal ions (Fudge & Sykes, 1952)
3+ 2+

e. g. Fe- + I, --à Fe- * Iz
and react with many organic compounds (Langmuir & Haycn, 1967)

q. g. ct, + C2H5OH C2H4OH + zcl + H+

Part 1 of this thesis generally deals with radical

properties of halogen radical anions and reactions of Bt, , CL;

:¿r.d i^- ãre cove¡ed in secti.ons 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. respe;-ti.veJ.y.
2
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Part 2 deats with redox reactions of halogen radical anions

and transition metal ions. section 11.6 contains a table of the

standard reduction potentials of halogen radical anions and

summarises previous redox studies.
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SECTION 2 EXPERIMENTAL

2 1 APPARATLTS GENERA L DESCRIPTION

2. t.1 Flash photolYsis

. The experimental arrangement for flash photolysis is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.11'.

The photolysis flash is produced by discharge of an

energy storage capacitor through a xenon-oxygen fil]ed fl-ash

lamp. Discharge is triggered by an ignitron-thyratron circuit

which simultaneously produces a pulse to trigger the oscilloscope

time-base. Should " 
gsçer.rd oscilloscope trace be desirable, an

acljt'stable-delay pulse generator is incorporated in the trigger

circuit.
changes in the ¡;olutions being studied are monitored

spectrophotometricaliy by a xenon or xenon-mercury lamp. The

emergent beam passes into a monochromator-photomultiplier

rlstpry.. The signal from ihe pir,rtomultiplier is reduced in

in'ipedance by a vottage followet' and displayed as a function of

time on a storage oscillosct'Pe.

Relevant specifications, Iayout, and circuit details are

given in Appendix 1.

2. L.2 Pulse radic'ìYsis
.I.he experimental arrangernent for pulse radiolysis is

sho..'/n diagrammatically in Fig. 2. 18.

The system is similar to that used in flash photolysis

except that the ligh* flash is r eplaced by an electron pulse of

abcut 2 ¡rsec duration deliverrec from a 1.3 MeV Van der Graaf

accelerator. The elec't'.'-¡trs enter the ceLl in a direction

perpeilclicular to the monito; i- rg beam.

Thes¡,'stemil:ì(.c]-a,itheArrstralianAtorlricEner.gv

cc,nmission, Lucas Heighi.s, irari been previcusly described.

(Bu.Ll ock &Çeopsp, 19? 0 )
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2.2 PERI'ORMANC E - FLASH PI{OTOLYSIS

The suitability of the flash photolysis apparatus for

a particular study may be limited by several factors, e. g. the

resolution time, the noise associated with the detection system,

the reproducibitity or poÌver of the photolysis flash etc. In

section 2.2 tt'e major limitations are considered individually.

2.2. t Flash lamp

During the discharge of the flash lamp observalion of

reactions is difficult because tracsients are still being fornned

and stray light from the flash may interfere with the moni-toring

light signal (see 2. 2.2'). Optimum conditions require nrinimum

discharge time and maximum energy output.

Fig. 2.2A shows a typical inie;rsity vs time piot for he

Iight flash. The rise time or time taken to reach maximum

intensity was 8 ¡rs and the half width of the flash a+, h¿¿l.o height

was 4 ¡rs. Approximately 500 J were dissipated ¡'rr:r flash. The

spectral distribution of the riSrit f--rn the flash lamp was noi

measured but there is no j^333. n to suspect that it diffe¡s

substantially from that obtained by other workers using inert-

gas filted discharge lamps. Christie & Porter (1952) feu¡rl. that

the spectral distribution in the region 240-440 nm is inCependent

of:
(a) inert gas used

(b) filling pressure (provided it is greater '|,han 5cm of Hg)

(c) energy of discharge (provided it is greater than 500 J)

combining their measurements with those of Ed3erton (i946)

the spectral distribution shown. í.n r,"g. 2,28 is obtained. '.1'he'

spectrum is a continuum within the measured range ; nd although

measurements were not made below 240 nrn, it is eviC.erri. .''rc'rm

the fact that 1 ¡rmol 1- 
1 c,r.tcentraticns of CI, caq be oroduced
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from chloride solutions ( Àmax -190 nm), that the intensity

at wavelengths below 240 nrn is sufficient for our purpose.

2.2.2 Stray light f rom the flash

Interference by tight from the flash on observation of

the monitoring tight signal depends on several factors, primarily

the relative intensity of the monitoring beam and the stray light

entering the monochromator. Consequently interference is

most Severe when observations are made at wavelengths less

than 300 nm or on absorbing solu,ions, because in both cases the

mo¡itoring signal is considerably attenuated (relative to a

non-absorbing solution at about 400 nm). Interference can be

reduced by restricting observations; to wavelengths where '.

mercury-xenon lamp gives out narrow high intensity lines

(e. g. 297, 313, 366, 405 nm).

Interference can also be reduced, at the expenrre of some

overall signal, by increasing the degree of collirnlti,cn on tl¡.r:

input slits of the monochr,)rr,<i-ot With the present 1 mm kr.'rl-rs

and a non absorbing solution, ¿ l, a mercury line, the sign':l

produced by stray llght from the flash is less than 3CÜ n,V high

and can if necessary be subtracted from the ah'sorption siglal.

which is typically 1V in magriitude. In the worst instances

where significant absorption by the solution takes place, oi¡s--rv-

ations may be restricted to times later than 50 ps. This is not

an untenable restriction.

2.2.3 Electrical interference from flash

Careful attention to earth points was the main reclui'remeut

to minimize electrical pickup. -411 components and po'uver

supplies were isolated from any large conductor (suc:n as r.cks

to hold po\Mer suppties or the aluminium alloy top of the apparatr'.s)

arrcl eartìr wires were rurr Lu a single point. Totai c¡lclos'iL ¡ c'f
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po\¡¡er supplies, especially for the voltage follower, was also

important.

The limiting interference in the final arrangement was

found to be pickup directly by the oscilloscope. The intensity

was independent of attachment of signal cables to the scope'

appeared unattenuated even if the inputs lrere shorted to earth,

and was reduced as the distance between the oscilloscope and

the discharge was increased. With the oscilloscope at 3 m

distance the maximum observed trace deflection was about 2rnrn.

Ihis was considered negJ-igible compared to the likely signals

to be measured. The Curation of the pickup signal was of the

sarrle c¡rder as the lignt flash ( - 30 Fs), however it oscillated
L

ab:ut zero with a freguency of about 5 x 10'Hertz.

2.2.4 Monitoring light

High frequency nr'ise in the light signal from the xenon

or mercury-xenon lemp is negtigible. The power supply emits

; sñ a-ll amount of 100 Hertz ri.pple. The signal to noise ratio

ir; about 250 and except where extreme sensitivity is required

this is negligible.

A more troublesome feature is instabiLity in the arc

position. The susceptibility of discl¡arge lamps to this type

of fluctuation is uripredictai;ic and va:'ies with the make of the

Iamp, the type (i. e. Xe or Xe-Hg), the age of the lamp and from

lamp to lamp withrin a particular make. Generally it was found

that corrpact arc ?5W l.amps \Mere more stable than the larger

150W ]amps. Var ous rnethods were tried to stabilize the arc

srich a s application of magnetr^ fields. These efforts were of

lim"ited effectivenessi (, jcasionally a lamp was temporarily

stabiiized. Measuremerrts rr,ith a fluctuating arc were impossible,

the sigJrral to noise r¿tto u-¿r.s often less than 5 and the pe;:iod of

os:illation varied from 0. l to 2 seconds. The only solution was
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rejection of unstable lamps.

2.2.5 Detection system

Long term stability in the detection system is excellent.

There is no 50 Hertz noise in the EHT supply of the photo multiplier
High frequency "shot" noise under conditions of low light
intensity is the major limitation in the detection system. This

can generally be avoided by observation at a wavelength of high

monitoring light intensity. Noise can aLso arise if the components

of the detection system are not rigidly clamped to the bench. A

particularly troublesome example was an oscillation with a period

of about 0. 1 seconds detected after firing thelamp. The source

of this noise was found to be a physical vibration of the moho-

chronator collimator initiated by tire shock of the discharge.

2.2.6 Response time

The major limitation on the rate of any re¿rction tho.t

can be studied is imposed by the duration of the phouolysing fjash

(see 2.2.7). In most insta^rce s stra¡r light (see 2. 2.2) and

electrical interference (see 2.2,31 limit observations to r'.mes

Iater than 40 ps. If the half life of the reaction is less than 12 ¡rs,

then in 40 ¡rs, even transients produced in 10 ¡rnrol I 
- j 

"orr"entrat-.
ions have decayed to a concent;:ation of about 1 ¡rmol 1-1. A

reaction with a half life of. 12 ps is in most instances the fastest

that can be observed.

The response time of the deteclion system isl.imited
by stray capacitance in the circuit. The half time frtr a signal

to rise is about 0.5 ¡rs whilst the fall half time is about 2 ps

When compared with the limitations :rnposed by the f.l.aslr durabion

this is not normally a serious corrrplication.

ST]RVED SI NAL -IC NOISE ÏI ATIOS FL,\ T f PIìOTOLYSIS,

Tìle best way to illttstrat') errors likely to occur in
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measurement of the halogen radical anion concentration as a

function of time, given the likely limitations discussed in 2,2,

is to discuss the various systems used to generate halogen

radical anions, separately. Chloride, bromide and iodide are

not treated individualty; it is generally found that within a factor

of 2 the same yietd of X, is produced for each halogen.

Consequently differences occurÍ'ing in the overall signal to noise

ratios are not usually large.

2.3. t F1ash photoly sis of halide solutions

Solutions of halide ions generally produce about
_1

1 ¡rmol 1-' concentrations of radical anions when flashed. \Mith

an extinction coefficient of 104 and in a 10 cm cell tlris ccl'::esponds

to an optical density of 0. 1 or a chatrge of 800 mV in a 4.0V

incident light signal. Observation at the intense 366 l'rm mercury

line would give less than 10 mV high frequency noise. Coupled

with about 15 mV of 100 HerIz ripple from the lam1' this resul-ts

in an overall signal to noise i'a+.io of about 30 producing an

excellent trace (for example se: Fig. R5. 3A)

2.3.2 Flash photolysis of halo en solutions

About 6 pmol 1- concen-trations of racl,ical anions can

be produced from halogen solutions. This corresponds tr¡ ¿n

optical density of about 0.6 and voltage changes of 3V in a 4V

incident signal. The improvement in signal to noise ratio

(relative to halide solutions which produce only 1 ¡lmol 1- 
1

concentrations) that woul-d be expected is somewhat offset by

the necessity of using higher photoinr:ltip1ier EHTrs because the

tri-ioclide ion, I;, and bromine, Btr, absorb significa-ntly at

366 nm, cutting down the transmiil.ed light signal. Nevertlt'-'less

a signal to noise ratio of abcut 100 is usually obt¿rireo (for

example see Fig. R5. 3H)
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Most of the reactions of the radical anions lñ/ere followed

in halogen solution. If the reaction rate is fast (tå -12 ¡rs)

compared to the flash duration then signÍ.ficantly less than the

initial 6 ¡rmol I- 
1 

"orr""ntration 
of halogen r adical anions will

be observed. (see 2.2,61. !'or an observed concentration of
-1about 1 ¡rmol I-' the average signal to noise ratio is about 10

(for example see Fig. R13.38).

2.9.3 Flash photolysis of halogenoiron (III) complexes

Flash photolysis of - 10-4 -ol I-1 
"o,,""ntrations 

c¡f

brcmo and chloroiron (III) complexes produces about 6 ¡rmo1 I

concentrations of X--. The extinction coefficients of FeCl2* "ndz

F"Br2* at 366 nm are about 1000 and 500 respectivery and

at,enua*,ion of thre monitoring light signal is l arge. The averagtì

signal to noise ratio for observation of X, in these solutions

is about 40, but good traces are still obtained (for example see

Ftg. R5. 3J)

2, 3.4 Flash photolysis of hydrogen peroxide

Between 10 and 15 ¡rmol l-1 
"on""ntrations 

of hydroxyl

radicals lvr/ere produced by the unfiltered flash from dilute
-3 -2 -1(10 10- " mo1 l-') solutions of hydrogen peroxide. In thc

presence of aci$hydroxyl radicals are rapidly and quantitat"ively

scâr.renged ty hatidc ions to produce haLogen radical anions

(see 1 .4.4) Hydrogen peroxide does not absorb significantly

above 280 nm so that the monitoring beam is not significantly

e.tienuated. The transmittance changes ( - 3.6 V in 4V incident

itght) sh.ow signal to noise ratios of about 200. Excellent traccs

are obtained. (For example see Fig. R5. 3I)

,1. 4 T'ORMANCE PTIT-SE RADIOLYSIS

The expcrimental e.]:rangement for pulse radiol.¡sis is

ver.;r similar to chat for flash photolysis (seé 2' 1)' Mar^Y of r're

1
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same limitations discussed in 2.2 apply here. The pulse

radiolysis facility at Lucas Heights performs poorly by

comparison with facilities in other laboratories (Matheson &

Dorfman, 1969) but the major additions necessary to upgrade

its performance are still under consideration. The performance

figures quoted below are typical, not necessarily optimum.

2.4. t Electron pulse

The electron pulse from the 1. 3 MeV Van der Graaf

acceleration is of about 2 ¡.tsec dlration with an average cur:rent

of about 10 mA, which is critically dependent upon the state of

the cathode. Between 500 2000 rads are delivered per pulse

and the spread of the tream on the surface of the cell is a-hout
,

I.7 crno. Fig. 2.4A shows a typic¿tl current vs tirrre plot fo:

a single pulse. Observations during the pulse are usually

possible, subject to interference by Cherenkov rarliati¡n (see

2.4.21, but allowance for the rate of build-up of tr-a.nsients must

be made.

The major problem ex'r erienced with-the pulse i¡ a lack

of dose reproducibility. Variations of up to 20Ío ârê oorrlrrLon with

occasional pulses showing a 50Ío variation. Fcr kinetic

investigations these may not be serious but for equilibrium

constant determinations (e.g. see 4.5) these fluctuations,

particularly in the long term, are a serious problern'

2. 4. 2 Cherenkov radiation

Absorption of high energy radiation by a tri+nsparent

medium resufts in the emission cf lower energy quanta. Trris

effect produces a light flash of the sàme duration as th.e electron

pulse and a spectral, distributiort showing increasing -ntensi iy

at shorter wavelengths . (i oa À 
-t, Franck & Tit:r,m, 193?).

The emission is predomiiø11iL! in a broad cone in tìee fotrv'rcl'
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direction (Shaede & Wa]ker, 1969) so that the usualnormality

of monitoring beam and electron beam minimizes the amount

of {e"urkov entering the monochromator-photomultiprier

system. At wavelengths below 400 nm the amount of cerenkov

radiation scattered into the monochromator may be significant'

Fortunately its duration is only equal to that of the pulse

a)tl unLess the detection system is driven beyond a point where

it can readily return to its equilibrium condition, observations

can be made immediately after the pulse. Should observations

during the pulse be necessary allowance for the effect of

Cerenkov radiation ca.n be rnade provided it is not too severe'

2. 4.3 Elec trical inttrrference from electron pulse

To shield the operator . rom xrays produced in the pulse

the apparatus, with the exception of the oscilloscope and

po\Mer supplies, is c.cnr,alned in a heavily shielded room. This

shielding also minirni.zes the electrical interference caused by

,.iie t._ectron pulse, the only seûsitive components remaining in

s. r¡se proximity to the pulse. be,ing the photomultiplier and

its associated amplifier. 'l'hese are contained in metal cases

and the shielding eppears quite adequate; no electrical inter-

ference from the pulse cou-'.tl be detected.

2.4.4 Monitoring light

The light sourcc used in the existing pulse radiolysis

set i s a 300 W xenon la,aìp. This type of lamp requires

considerably more colnplex nolver supplies than the ones used

for flash photolysis (see 2.2.4.) but the particular lamps used

in this work showed good a.rc suability. The noise level on the

Iigtlï signal was neglig'ibIe coripared with the noise introduced

by the ,letection syst€,r-r. (see 2' 4.5')

2. /,.5 Detection system

The detection system is similar to that usecl in flash
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photolysis except that an AC amplifier is used in place of

the voltage follower ( cf 2.2.5r. High frequency noise in both

the photomultiplier EHT supply and the amplifier results in

considerable high frequency noise in the signal. Typical signal

to noise ratios of about 100 are observed for the unattenuated

monitoring light signal in the region 300 - 600 nm.

2.4.6 Response time

As in flash photolysis the major limitation on the maximum

reaction rate that can conveniently be studied is imposed by the

duration of the pulse' A 2 ¡rs P:ilse requires a half life in excess

of 2 ps for convenient observation and imposes on absolute

lower limit of about 1 ps orr the half life of any reaction that

can tr¿ studied.

The response tiine of the detection system can be seen
lr

in the rounding of thr: C'èrenkov rr diation signal (see Fig. 2.4A').
[ì

\Mith an infinitely shc;'t resporise time the Cèrenkov radiation

shour.d 5e the same Square shape as the pulse. The apparent

harf time for rise and falL of the c),årent<ov signal is 0.5 F"

which does not cause arry distortion in signals decaying with

half lives of 2 ps c-lr mot'e.

2.5 OBSERVED SIGNAL T'C

The yield of radicals produced in pulse radiolysis depends

primariJ.y on the dose rate. With the exception of solutions that

contain certain scavenP,ers capable of doubting the yieJ-d of one

radical, at the expense of arrcti^rer, (see 4.3) the yield is

inicpr:ndelt of the ¡ature of tl e solution. Observationof halogen

rarÌical anions is made nc about 350 nm' a wavelength at which

the response of the detectio'i r,¡ystem is close to optimum.

Otirer .;ransients rrrai not absorb so strongly or may absorb

at less convenient wavelengLil", in u'hich cast the ol¡served

I'f OI TIO - PTILSE DIOLYSIS
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signal to noise ratios will be correspondingly higher.

A 1000 rad dose produces about 2' 5 ¡rmoL I-1

concentrations of halogen radical anions from halide solutions.

In a 1 cm cell with an extinction coefficient of tO4 this correspond

to an optical density of 0.025 and an observed signal of about

200 mv with an incident light intensity of 4V. The signal to

noise ratio in this instance is about 5, but under favourable

conditions where both the dose and the yield of halogen radical

anions can be increased signal tc noise ratios of up to 20 can

be obtained.

2.6 R GENTS AND STANDARDIZATION

only reagents used in the production of haio$en i'-,iical

anions and investigation of their strtrsequent decay are disciisserJ

ín 2.6. Redox r.eactions and the necessary reagents are

covered in Part II of the thesis (for reagents see sectron 12.11.

2.6. I Reagents

sodium chl0ride and s.rdiu¿rn þromide were BDH or J\{ay

and Baker AnalaR grade. Potassium iodide used wag -r- nivaR

brand. 'Where ionic strength was adjusted, Fluka puriss

sodium perchlorate was used.

BDH Anala R iodine and bromine were used to merk: up

halogen solutions. chlorine was prepared by the action of

concentrated hydrochloric acid on AnalaR potassium permang-

anate. It was once vacuum distilled and stored in a bulb on a

vacuum line. Dilute aqueolrs solutions lffere prepared by

distilling quantities into frozen a.qr'.eous solutions. Hydrogen

peroxide was obtained as a stabilizer free 30no sohrbion from

Laporb chemicals.

To adjust acidities G. F. lim|th Anala R ocrchlcric acid

was usei. AII water was <ieionizeci and then doubte dig:1:li'rl

c
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from neutral permanganate and acidic dichromate under an

atmosphere of oxygen in anall glass still.

CIG high-purity dry nitrogen or dry argon was .scrubbed

in a chromous chloride scrubbing column to remove residual

oxygen. Nitrous oxide was once vacuum distilled medical

grade from CIG. Oxygen for solutions or to filt gas lamps lwas

untreated CIG medical grade, whilst xenon was grade X,

99.999qo obtained from British Oxygen.

AII solutions were stored in stoppered glass vessels

as preliminary results had shown that storage in polythene

for an extended period was llkely to affect the reproducibitity

of the resul-ts.

"!,. 6. 2 Standardization

Alkali halides were generally taken as primary standards
'Whero necessary standardízation against silver nitrate was

performed potentiometrically. Sodium perchlorate was

estimated gravimetrically by drying aliquots at 11OoC.

perchloric acid was standardized against AnalaR sodium

tetraborate and hydrogen peroxide by redox titration with

potassium permanganate.

.Halogens were usually estimated spectrophotometr:ically

by conversion t<.r the tri-halide ion with excess halide. Chlorine

was converted to tri-iodide by reaction with excess iodide.

2 ? EXPERIMENT AL METHODS - F"LASH PHOTOLYSIS

2 I 1 Aerated solutions

As will be shown later most reactions of halogen radical

anions were unaffected by the presence of oxygen or air (see

sections 5.3. ?, 5.4.7r. To study such a system it is

necessary only to put it in a stoppered 10 cm quattz

spectrophotorneter cell through whicir the monitoring t¡€arTr
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passes, adjacent to the flash lamp.

2.7. 2 Temperature controlled aerated solutions

To control temperature the 5 cm quartz jacketed cell

shown in Fig. 2.7A is used. A peristaltic pump circulates

thermostated deionized water through the jacket. The aerated

solution is simply placed in the solution compartment of the

ceLl.

Above 200 nm absorbance and scattering of the flash

light by the water jacket is insignificantly greater than in a

non-jacketed cel1. The temperature which is monitored by

a thermistor is control-led to + 0.20C. Temperature rises

caused by a single flash are less than 0. 1oC.

2.7 .3 Deaerated solutions

In the study of some reactions of iodine radical anions

it is necessary to remove oxygen from the solution. This is

achieved in either of two ways.

(a) Evacuation method

The solution is placed in the bulb section of the ce11

shown in Fig. 2.78. It is frozen in liquid nitrogen, pumpecl to

a low pressure ( - tO ¡m of Hg) on a vacuum line and then

thawed. The procedure is repeated at least once or until

a good vacuum ( - i Fm of Hg) is obtained, and the solution tippeci

into the cell side of the. apparatus.

(b) Replacement method

If another gas such as nitrogen or argon is bubbl"rd

{hrough an aerated solution for a sufficiently long time

ciisplacement of the oxygen will take place. Intermittant

¿vacuation of the atmosphere above the solution aids dissoluticri

of the oxygen. The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 2.7C uses

ir::s m:tirod to remove oxygen from sciuiions in which sc¡iveni;
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loss is not critical. {,Tp to 1 ml (in 50 mI) of water may be

lost in the proceclure.

The solution to be deoxygenated is placed in the bulb

and evacuated through A. Nitrogen is then admitted through

R and allowed to bubble through the solution for about 60 s.

the procedure is usually r:epeated twice.

2 7 4 as saturated solutions

It is often necessary to saturate a solution with a

par ticular gas such as oxygen or nitrous oxide. Two methods

can again be used, their application depending upon the accuracy

required in the final volume.

(a) Evacuation mcthcd

A teflon coatecì magne ic stirring bar is placed in the

bulb of tr'ig. 2.78 prior to the adciition of the solution. The

deaeration procedure .de scribed in sectio n 2.7. 3 (a) is performed

and the cell Ieft on íhe vacuuln Iíne. After the final thawing the

des.:'ed gas is introduced ancl the solution stirued for about

15 minutes to achieve satul'ati.on. The concentration of gas

in the solution can b': estrmated from the pressure over the

solution and its solubility. lVhen it js necessary to vary the

concentration of the gas tÌris methol must be used.

(b) Replacement methcd
'When a sma1l loss of solvent is unimportant the more

convenient replacêm€rrt method can be used. The procedure

given in 2.7.3 (b) is z'epeated using the desired gas to replace

the air from the solution. The final bubbling with gas is of

exte;r.led duration (about ö mi.;'. ) to ensure saturation of the

s:,Iution. The conceri,:.'ation of gas is assumed equal to its

saturation solubili ty,
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2.7.5 Temperature controlled deaerated solutions

The water jacketed cel1 has no provision for deaeration,

however, by use of a syringe technique deaerated solutrons

can be used and air entry kept to a minimum. A rubber seal

with a hole for the thermistor is inserted in place of the

ce1l stopper, (see Fig. 2.7A1. Nitrogen or other gas is passed

into the cell through a syringe needle inserted through the

seal. Another syringe needle is used to ventthe nitrogen

out of the cell. The solution to be used is deaerated by a

replacement method and injected into the celI through the out-

Iet syringe needle which is then removed. A smail positive

pressure of gas is applied to the solution througliout the

experiment.

2. 8 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS - PTTLSE RADIOI, YSIS

2. 8. 1 Aerated solutions

The celL for use in pulse radioJ.ysis is sh'rl'¡n in Fig.

2. BA. The face through r¡hrcn ttre electron beam passes is

ground down to minimum thicllness to prevent attenuation of

the electron beam. Observations are made as cfos"e as

possible to this front face because 1.3 MeV clectrons petretrate

only about 3 mm in a medium of density 1.0.

The solution to be irradiated is placed in a syringe and

subsequently injected through the two -'tray tap A irrio the cell.

After irradiation the solution is ejected through A by application

of gas pressure to the solui:ion through B.

2 B 1 T)eaeroted solutions

Solutions to be deaerated a :e placed in a s¡;ringe ai d

the ptunger removed. The de';ired gas is then bubcled through

the solution from the syringe outleL for about l.'l *¡;nutes to

replace air frcm the solrtrion. The plunger is re-'-nserted and
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the syringe capPed.

With nitrogen or other gas flowing into the cell

through B and out through tap A, the syringe is placed on top

of A and solution forced into the cell against the nitrogen

pressure.
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StrCTION 3 TREATMENT OF RESLTLTS

3 1 INTERPRETATION OF OSCILLOSCOPE TRACES
'When a solution is subjected to a pulse of irradiation (light or

electrons) changes in optical density due to formation of transients may

occur. Consequentty the intensity of the monitoring J.ight signal entering

the pLrotoraultiplier is attenuated and the photomultiplier output reflects

this change. A trace of photomultipJ.ier out put against time is recorded

on the oscilloscope. In many cases the percentage change in light signal

is smali and it is desirable to observe only changes in light signal by

subtracting a constant voltagc-, equal to the observed voltage before

pulsing, frcrr: the photomultiplier signal. This facility is provided

by ,t"u of a voltr.ge comparato.r' amplif;er in the osciLliscope.

3. 2 MEASLTREMENT OF OS CJILLOSCOPI] TRACES

The oscilloscope stores Ine signal on the screen. voltage

changes can be read directi¡'from the screen to an accuracy of

!2Ít (.i.:,;r a. I cm deflection). This is often sufficient for spectral

measure rrents but not for kinetics. Iiy photographing the trace onto

10 x 12 crn Polaroid 3000 or Krtdaì" Tri-X pan film the photograph can

be directJ.y measured to about -i- Lla accuracy. Further improvement

can be obtained by use of a manually drive;l trace reading machine

,(see Appendixl.2) which displays a cLgitsl voltage proportional to the

vertical dispJ-acement. Accuracy of + 0.íofo can be achieved with this

method. The most accurate'out inconvenient method involves enlarge-

ment of the Tri-X pan transparency to an accurately known ( - 4x)

magniîication and manual :opying onto graph paper. Use of thick estgr

based 10 .¡: LÍl cm transparencies ininr.nizes distortion. Accuracy of

+ 0.2Ío is possible with this n::"hod.

3. 3 CONVT-]F ßION TO OP,I'IC1\L D¿-NSITI]IS

Prror to kinetic anr:J"ysis th= ,rrf iage vs time curve dispiayed on
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the trace must be converted to an optical density vs time curve.

Between 1.0 and 20 voltages are read at fixed times and these are

converted by the following method.

At any time, I, the optical density relative to that before

putsing can be calculated from the expression,

OD t
- losro + - tosro 

_#ou,
is the voltage observed before flashing

is the voltage observed at time t

is the change in voltage observed at time t

where V
o

v,
AVt

Ry adjusting the EHT applied to the photomultiplier its response

can be adjusted to give a fixed initial output -,roltage, Vo (usualLy 4.0V).

The ;.epetitive nature of the calculation of OD can then be c'liminated

Lry preparin¡4 a computed tabuLation of AVt, at a fixed Ve, with

clrresponding OD1 and if desired, the simple integrated rate law

expressions of logs OD1 and 1/ODt. The program for preparing tabJ-es

cnd a sarnple output is given in Appendix 4. 1.

¿\lternatively the entire calculation of rate constants (;o:'

sirr¡le systems) or optical densities can be computertzed. Program A

(see Appendix 4.2) perf.orms this function and must be used in preference

to the tables .^rhere Vo is not fixed or is not a convenient number.

3.4 j-¡-;RIVA,IlON OF RATE CONSTANTS

3.4. 1 Simple decay/formation kinetics
'When the observed species A reacts by or is formed by a

simple first order process,

A k1, pr.oducts

or a sitnple second order process,
.A+A þ. products

the ir,i-:grated rate expressions loge IA] t and 1/ tAl l when plotted

e.gainst time give straight lines of slope equaL to the rate constant, k,

or ',<2. 'vr,hen A is the only absorbing species-r at the wavelengih of
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of observation plots of logu OD1 and 1/Oo, are also linear, the slopes

being -k1 and zkZ I €1 respectively.

When there exists a stoicheiometric' relationship between

absorbing """"t"n! 
(e.g. Ir-) and absorbing product (I;) allowance can

be made for product absorption by use of a combined extinction

coefficient.

1îor example:

+ I ---> I + I
2 2 3

which exhibits linear plots of 1/OOi against time, but calculation of

the rate constant requires the use of an apparent extinction coefficient

of(e
r2

3.4.2 Compe ting first and se conC crder reactions

In r.;rost instances the changes occurring cannot be analysed

in terms of a simple first or second order r:eaction. In many cases

halogen radical anions disalpear b¡¡ concurrent first and second order

proces se s.

x Il- products

I

;rri)

:,
tt

X * x; Æ1 products
2 2

Hence u, tx;l r- 'zt<rlxr)

Integration of ttris rate lav¡ requires that

loge lxz ] t = -loge Ix o

zk2lxtlt+k 2k x
2 2

2 I
J

)
- ktt

+k-OI

This expression requires knowledge of the rate constants

2k2 arrd k1 and is of little use in situations where they are unknown.

It is best used a diagnost. c test of mechanism when rate constants

have beert e',r.imated by anoth'¿r rnetl¡.td.

If, as is the case wi,ii1 ralogen radical anions, the second

order rate ccitstant, 2k2, !si knowti rr()ft independent experiments

a simple nurri,erical integrait,-,n procedure using es'$|nated valrre s of
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k1 and the known value. of. 2k2 can be used to attempt to fit the

experimental concentration against time curve with a theoretical one.

Several values of k, can be tried and in interpolation method used to

estimate the best fit value. Program FIT (Appendix 4. 3) has been

designed for this purpose.

3.4. 3 Complex reaction schemes

Reaction schemes more complex than in 3.4.2 or situations

in which more than one species is absorbing are best treated by a

computer ,iit method. Program \MRt6 (Schmidt, 1966) has been

adapted to suitthis purpose (Appendix 4.4). It is capable of handling

up to 30 reactions and 2? reactants. There are Several approaches

to kinetic problems in whicil this p'rocedure is of great assistance,

for exampJ.e :-
(a) If a complex mechanism is proposed,the relative importance

of individual steps is ascer'tair.ecl by fixing all rate constants but one,

and observing the effect va-;ring this rate constant on the concentration

agair,.si titr,? curve Produced.
(b) If the mechanism is L'ncwn but rate constants are not,

they can be adjusted to fit th.e experimental concentration against

time curve.

(c) If a mechanism is known but asrsumptions must be made

to derive a simple kinetrc relatiorrsìri¡--', the vslidity of these assumpt-

ions can be tested.

This list is not exhaustive. This technique of computer

simuLation is probably the rnost valuable technique in handling complex

reaction schemes.
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SECTION 4 RADIA TTON CHEMISTRY

Section 4 discusses the reactions of halogen radical anions

studied by pulse radiolysis. As a prequisite to understanding these

reactions knowledge of the reactions leading to production of the radical

anions from hydroxyl radicals is necessary. In turn, an understanding

of the primary processes involved in the formation of hydroxyl radicals

is aclvantageous. In sections 4. 1 and 4.2 a very brief and simplified

resrmé oI'"he complicated history ai-:.cl- currently accepted theories

of primary radiation chemical processes is given. Section 4. 3 discusses

the reactions of aquated electrons with some commonly used scavengers.

The signif icance of electron scavêngers witl become apparent when

reactions cf tiatogen radical anions pt rduccii by radiation chemical

and photochemical techniques ¿ìre discussed ' (Sections 4'7 - 4'9'

5. 3 - 5.5)

g4lsToRICAL
lho1.tly after the discovery of radioactivity, the first reports

on the erlect of this radiation on ,r'renrical systems \Mere published,

and in 1908 Cameron & Ramsay studied the effect of radon o<rays on

watèr. I,or the next 50 years the complexi.ty of the chemical processes

occurirtg in water prevented a cleai'under.¡tanding of the primary

radiation chemical processes. Revie'ws of the subject by Allen (1961)

and Draganic & Draganic (19?i) illustrate some of the problems

encountered.

In the development oí flash nhctolysis, Norrish & Porter (1949)

used high energy single light flaslres to study reactions in photochemical

systems. Tìlc development o.i high enr:r$¡r electron sources which

could reaûiLy be programmed to gi.ve single sub-microsecond pulses of

radiarion, .¡,hilst still deti.vering enough energy to prodüce detectable

che¡.rical- changes from a single pu1s.: enalrled pulse radiolysls to bc
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developed. Similar observation techniques to flash photolysis were

employed. (For example see 2. 1). The potentialities of the technique

rrere quickly realized and it has now become an invaluable aid to

radiation chemists. (Matheson & Dorfman, 1969).

4 2 PRTMARY PR,OCESSES IN THE RADIATION CHEMISTRY
OF WATER

4. 2. I Ìr,nergy deposition

Interaction of all forms of high energy radiation with water

Ieads to ionization, in most casês producing secondary electrons

of sufficient energy to cause ioniza.tion themselves. An understanding

of the interactions of high energy electrons with water is fundamental

to all ra.diation chemistry. As an electron'or charged particle passes

a water rrrole.)Lle, the electrcris in th: water molecule are excited.

The slower or Iess energetic 'ihe particle, the longer it stays in the

vicinity of a particular water' r'r'llecule and hence the greater will
be its effect on the bondin¡t electrons. Some electrons are excited

to a,iisooeì:tion or ionization ievel producing what is now believed

to ),o a zair of oppositely charged ior:.s H",O* and e- within a solvent'2
cage (Bevan & Hamil}, 1970). Strnee of the excited electrons may

themselves have sufficient energy to break clear of the parent molecule

and cause further ionization of surrounding molecules. The energy

of these so called seconclary electv'r:rs is less than that of the primary

electrons and consequently the ionizaticns produced are much closer

together. The track produced by a single high speed electron in water

can be visualized as along straighttrack of infrequently spaced ionization

with occasional clusters )r "Spuf'S'' of ionized molecules caused by

secondai'-r eiectrons (AI1en, 1961).

4.2.2 Scrlvation and spur rt:actions

The ionized moleclle s rvitt'ir^ their solvent cage may either

diftuse from or reorient the .'loivent caÊe around them to becor::re
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separate species or may become collisionally deactivated and re-

combine to form a water molecule.
+-+(H2o-d, 

";) + Hro'aq + e aq (1)

J-

(HzO-d, 
"-¿) 

HzO Q')

There is some evidence that if very high ( - 1 mol I- 1)

concentrations of scavengers are present in solution the number of

radicals reacting is greater than the number observed inthe bulk

of the solution. This suggests that reaction withthe unsolvated ion

pair may be taking place in competition with the geminate recombination

(21. (Bevan & HamiII, 19?0; Sawai & Hamill, 1970).

Ii1ormation of aquated electrons and hydroxyl radicals from

ionized molecules is verY raPid.
++

. HZO'"q + OHaq + H'aq (3)

The fastest observations so far made have been about 20 ps after

the absorption of energy and it appears that the species '.hen observed

are kinetically and observationally indistinguishable frorl i;he spet:ies

observed after several microse,:oncts (8, cî.skill, Wo]ff, & Hunt,

1969, 19?0; Peled & Czapski, 7971; Ilunt, wolff, Bronskill, jr'lah,

Hart & Matheson, 19?3).

\Mithin the "spurs" radical concentrations are much higher

than in the rest of the solution and h,efore diffusion ottt of the ",spul'"

can take place many radicals are lost by radical-radical reactions.

e. g. OH + e-aq ---> OH-

oH + oH HzOz

e aq + e-aq Ð HZ* zOH-

It is possible that the small yields of molecula,' proclucts,

H, and HZOZ, and hydrogen atoms are for.ned in spur rear:tions.

4 2 3 Bulkreactions

Fortunately the non-homc,geilous sPur reactionli are Or¡er in

about 1 ns and tire primary radiation pn'oducts can then be ti'eat': t :.i

uniforrrily distributed over the bulk of ',he solution. The yicids of
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various species in the bulk of solution are expressed by G values

(molecules produced per 100 eV absorbed). Values below are from

Hart & Anbar (1970).

G (eaq) =

G(n+) = 2.8

2.6

0. 1

2.6

0.5

0. 45

G (OH)

G (OH)

G (H)

c (Ij2)

G (H2O2) = 0. ?

In dilute aqueous solutions reactions of the solute occur only

with raclicals which have diffused into the b*ulk of the solution. In

hatide solurtionr.;, for examplr:, elect:: >ns and hydrogen atoms may

react with added electron sc¿.vengers (see 4.3) whilst hydroxyl radicals

react with halide ions to produ,-': halogen radical anions. (See 4.4,

4.5, 4. 6)

EC I}''ON SCAVENGERS

-)"adiation chemical form.¿,-tion of halogen radical anions requires

only the presence of hydrox)'l racticals. Aquated electrons and hydrogen

atoms onJy complicate tire system by competing with halide ions for

hydroxyl radicals,

2X- + OH

e-aq + OH

H+OH

xi + c'tit

oH-

s-

--->

(1)

(2t

(3)Hzo

or reacting with halogen radical anions (see 4. 7)

e-aq + xi -> 2x- (4)

It is desiral-,, e to remove electrons b,' addition of various reactive

substratcs, collectively ca1'-ec electron scavengers.

e-aq * S --+ croducts (5)
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4 3 1 Acids

Aquated electrons react rapidly (k= 2.3 x 1010 1-ol-t"-t,
Anbar & Neta, 19OZ¡l with hydronium ions to form hydrogen atoms

e-aq + tro* H2o + H

If hydrogen atoms do not interfere or are in turn scavenged,

this maybe an effective method of eliminating complicating radicals

from the system.

4.3.2 Nitrous oxide

e-aq+Nro_+N2+oH- k = 5.6 x t09 Imor-t"-t (Arrbar& Neta, 196?)

H + N2O *N2'+H2O+ OH k=105 l mol-1"-1(Anbar & Neta, 195?)

Nitrous oxicle is soluble rn water tc the extent of about 10-2
_1

mol 1-' (Stephen & Stephen, 1963). At thir, :oncentration it lvrll remove

aquated electrons in less than 100 ns, resulting in the formation oL'

an equal concentration of hydroxyl radicals, effectively et.it ii.nating

the complications caused by electrons and simultaneour;ly doubling

the hydroxyl radical yield.

G (OH)N2O=G(OE)+G(".q) = 5.2

HyrJrogen atoms react only slowly with nitrous oxi.de aì:!d are

not efficiently scavenged.

4. 3. 3 Sulphur hexafluoride
10 -1 -1Imol s -(Asmus

& Fendler. 1968)
e aq+SF ---> sF +OH +OI{ k=1.65x10

6 4

f Footnote

The rate constant quoted is an average of all v¿.lues compiled

by Anbar & Neta, (196?. Most of the íunrl rmental e-aq rate ccnst¿ nts

are well documented; original references are contained in lire above

compilation.
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In some laboratories sulphur hexafluoride has replaced nitrous

oxide as an electron scavenger. There is little to choose in reactivity

or solubility and both form hydroxyl radicals. Sulphur hexaflouride

itself is relatively inert to redox agents but the hydrolysis products

of the reduced SF4 fragment, in particular sulph ite,
2-+

SF4 + 9H2O --> SOg- + 6H3O + 4F

react with oxidising agents (OH or IFr2t)21. Nitrous oxide does not

suffer from this complication.

4. 3. 4 Hydrogen peroxide

e-aq + HzOz ---+ .OH- + OH k = 1.2 x 10
10- --1 -1lfnOI S

H + Hzoz-----> H2O + OH k = 108 I mol-t"-t (Anbar & Neta, 19Û?)

Hydrogen peroxide reacts with aquirted electrons arrrl hy dro.;en

atoms producing hydroxyl radicals. Its effectiveness in simplifying

reaction schemes is limited because it also reacts with trydrcxyl radicals

and consequently its concentration must be kept within narrow limìts

OFI + HrO, , HZO +1g1O, k= 2 x ltj ..-r..I-ls-1 (Anbar & Neta, l'96?)

(Anbar 8i Neta,
1967)

o k=1.9x10 10 -1 1

2
S (Anbar & I'leta, 196?)

10k:2x.10 I mol (Anbar & l'Jeta, 1967)

10 1

4.3.5 Oxvgen

e-aq + O, --->

H + 02 -> 
I-IO2

e aq *x2 --+ x; k:2 x 10 I moi ' (Anbar $¿ ]{e.'ca., 1!ì67)
-1 (Anbar & Neta, L'r"{?;

The effectiveness of oxygen as an elèctron scavenger or Lycl.roger-

atom scavenger is limi.ted by its solubility ( -10-3 ,rtol 1-1; Stephen &'

Stephen, 1963) and the reactivity of radicals produced. The reaction

scheme is seldom sufficiently simplified by the conversion of electrons

to the mitdly oxidising or reducing irydroperoxy radicals.

4. 3. 6 Halogens

For the study of halogen radical anion reactions haio3ens are

effective electron scavengers.

I mol
-1 -1

S

S

2
z HtX

2 ->x ì-H
1^ -.-1k=2x 10'" I mo., -s
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The reclucing radicals are rapidly rernoved with a correspond-

ing increase in the yield of halogen radicaÌ anions.

c(x;r*r= c(oH) +c(eaq)+c(H) =5.7

Provided that the presence of halogen does not interfere with

other components of the system, for example reactive metal ions,

they are very effectil'e scavengers

4 4 FORMATION OF Br FROM OH
2

Linnenbom & Cheek (1965) suggested that the formation of

Brj fr:om hydroxyl radicals produced in the radiolysis of aqueous

solutions v/as a'simple two stage equrlibrium.
gC+OU 

=_- Br+CH'
Br + Il-- =- Uri

Mat.hreson, Mulac, Weeks and Rabani (1966) found the ra'!_eof

formation was pH dependent, en observation that cannot be satisfactorily

explained by this simple mechanism. They suggested the formation of

the intermediate BrOH-, wnicii can react with trO* or simply dissociate,

to ex,r,l.+in'ihe pH dependence. This intermediate has since been

detected in irradiated aqueous gt Ìsses containing Bt (Marov & Symons,

19?1) and a similar intermediate, HOSCN , has been observed in the

oxidation of thiocyanate ions by hydroxyl r-'adicals (Behar, Bevan &

Scholes, 197 1)

er- + OH

BrOH <- Br + OH-

BrOH- + H+ =-- Br + H -O2

Br + Br- <- t"l
Re cently simultarreous studiers on the reactions have been

publishect by' Zehavi & Rabani (1972) and Behar (1972). Zehavi &

Rabani rcpcrtrate constants for the reactions in the scheme of

Matheson 1'f rr1 (1966) in tnc rcid or neutral region. Behar studied

thc eqüäi'prium constants fci'forn':.uì^'i of Bri fi'om OHin the pH
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following scheme.
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In this range the results were explained by the

Br + OH <=+ BrOH

BrOH- <- Br + OH-

BrOH- + Br- <- Br^- * OH-¿..
Br * Br-

A combined reaction scheme to cover the pH range 0 to 11.5

can be written using the most reliable of the above values. Derived

and selected equilibrium and kinetic properties are self consistent,

and consistent with available experimental and thermodyna-mic clata.

Above pH 11.5 compLications arise because hydroxy-LradicaLs are

deprotonated and may react at different rates.

OH + OH- Ë-----= O- + H^O pK = 11.8 (\Meeks & Rabani,
1966)

'We have made no specific measurements on the formation of

Br^- but the tabutated values (See Table 4.4A1 are consistcrrt with our
¿

experimental observations.

4 5 FORMATION OF Cl FROM OH
2

4 5. 1 Literature data

The formation of Ctf from hydroxyl radicals has not been

as thoroughly investigated as that of Btr. The only 1:ulse radjo'.-r'sis

study is'byAnbar and Thomas (1964). In acid solution (pH less than 3)

the yietd of CIf was independent orIcr-] (above 10-3 mol I-1) and

corresponded to G (OH), but in neutral solution G (Cl;) depended on

I Cf 
-] (up to 3 mol 1- 

1) and 'was le¡;s than that in acid sclution. 'Iirey

interpreted these results as an acid deperrient equilibrium, count.rr-

acted in neutral solution by spur effects.
g+

OH + CI- : OH- -1"C1

The resuì.ts agr eed with i.lie i'esuLts of steady irra,iratio'-
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¡) Br- + OH : BrOII-

2) BrOH- + Br + OH

Ð Broli + Bf <- Br
2

+oH

4) BrOIí 1 ¡¡+ ¡- Br * H K+

o-+
2,

Br+Br Br
2

K
5

k
5

L
o

k^ = (1.9 + 0. 3) x tO8 t -ol-1"-1J_
Ko=33+15
k o = (6 + 3) x 106 I mo1-ls-l

Table 4 4A

10ka = (,1.4 + 0. 8) x 10 I rnol

1

-1 -1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

o I
= (2.7 * 1) x 10(

= (1.6 + t) x L,2 i .nor-ls-l

-l-
3H- -'. H'

s)

6)

5

c1:lnjj

k = 1o1oI -oI-1"-1
= (?.2 + t) x 105

4
= (4.5 + 2) x 10'

-1I mol
-1s

K6=1'Bxro12l
1
a
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Footnotes and References - TabLe 4.4A

(a) Zelrravi & Rabani (1972)

(b) Zehaví & Rabani (t9721

(c) Ze]¡ravi & Rabani (79721

(d) Zelnaví & Rabani (I9721

(e) KZ = urlo_,
(f) k-Zlkn= 2.2 (Matheson, Mulac, 'Weeks & Rabani; 1966)

(g) Zeh.aví & Rabani (19721

(h) KtKg = (1.06 + 0.3) x 10

(i) k_s =ur/o,
(j) Zehaví & Rabani (19721

(k) 2Br- + OIt '¡. ¡¡+ ¡:= Br

K over aII = Kt KZ KS KO

hence K4 = 
^SOO/*S(I) k-4 = unl*n

(m) Cercek, Ebert, Gilbert and Swallow

(n) Cercek et al. (1965)

(o) Cercek et al. (1965)
-1 -14 -1(P) K6 = Kw-'; Kw = 1o '- mor I '

4 1I mol (3ehar, L9721

( 1e6 5), Matheson et al. ( te66)

f +Hro
= KrKrK6 = K1 K¿ KS
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competition studies which had indicated a pH dependence of the

(CI-, OH) rate constant (Allen, 1961). To explain these results and

the observation that the rate constant showed the ionic strength depend-

ence expected for a 1f, 1 - reaction, Anbar and Thomas (tO0+¡

proposed the formation of HOCI- the existence of which in the solid

state has since been confirmed (Ginns''& Symons, I972), in a fast

pre-equ.librium, followed by the rate determining reaction of H+

with this complex

cr- + oH +S clou-
-L slow

c10H- + H' Ê--- Cl + H o
2

fast
CI + Cl.

l'he alter:rati,¡c equilibria

CI OH-

CIOH- + Cl-

rr1VI
2

=-,ì CI + OH

==è CI +oH
2

which were important in the analogc.us Br-. reaction (See 4. 4) should

also L.: corrsidered as possible paths.

4 -rquilibrium expres sions

The formation of Cl fronOElcan be represented by:
2

CT +OH s--- ClOH
1

ClOH =-: CI + OH

K

Iíz

CIOH + CI
3

+ KCIOH + -rI 4

Cl+Cl C1
2

K
5

o

b.2

clz + oH

cl -t- H2O

Tire overall equilibrtt;r-n cons lant,

2Cl- + _.t-l' + OH ç=_-ì: Cl; + H2O KO

must, frorn the stoicheiometry, i-le "',-iatec by

K

-

K
b̂2

H
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Ko=K
-K
=(

1

1

1

Kz Ks Ko

Kg Ke

K¿ Ks

If the assumption that cl, is the only absorbing species at

365 nm is made then expressions for the maximum absorbance aS a

function of pH and Cl- concentration can be derived.

(a) At high Icr-] ()2 x lo-3 mot t-1) clou - & Cl; are the only

species in significant concentration at equilibrium

G(oH) = G (c1;t = G tctf) +G (cloH-)

whei.e C rcI; t.i" the CI, yield under conditions where Cli is the

only significant radical species.

Col,i.,aring the absorbance due to C1f when equitibrium is attainetr

D, with that -when G (OH) = C (CIf ), Doo

Dæ [ctou-] + [ct2 ] o
D

From r:quilibrium (3)

lctz ]

K = [c1 OH
-l

IcIoH lIcl-]

C1OH- = [oH-ì
[ct

2
K Icr-l

3

;l3
t

l

I *tD@
D

OH
K

(b) At Low [ct-]
At equilibrium, oH, cloH-, cl, and ct, coexist and expression

Obeconres.

D- = [ou]+ [crou-] + [ct] + [ctrJ . @
,

\-1 @
3

lD Ic]
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From equilibrium (5)

Ks = [cr; ]

tõ-rTFi-l

[ct] = |
rõul iltcl-l

From eqr'.ilibrium (1)

K cloH-l
1 OH

[os] = r

lcroH=] Çlcr
From equi,librium (3)

lclou-l =

TCçT

@

@

2loH-l
K1K3 [C

oH-
K K C1

3

Subst.ti'iil'tg io @ one obtains

I

Dæ = los-]
D

1+K lcr-l
K K lct-l

1 3

[os] =

tcltl 2

1

jjoo

D
. [ou-l 1*'Çfc,i-l * ryr-l * 1

4. 5. 3 Evaluation of equilibrium constants

From expression@, at a fixed ICr-] a plot of D*/D against

IOH- ] should be a straight line of slope

ss 1+K CI
1

lt @

t
5

and intercept

I
K;i-d1

+1 @



At various Cl- concentrations a plot of I

be a straight line of slope.

5

Figure 4. 5A shows plot

trations. Figure 4.58

at 22 + 20C and ionic st

KS = 6x
From expression @ one obtains.

s of D-/D against IOU- ] at four Cl- concen-

shows a plot of Lc. against 1/[CI-] from which

rength = o. ?o tiof r- 1 
.

Ã -110' 1 mol

55.
against l/[Ct-] should

@

5

s?= 1

K

-l
C1S

5 I 1 -r 1

KrKgIcr ]' K3

Figure 4.5C shows a ptot of Sr. ICf-]against t/[Ct-] fronr which

4
1mo101sB=

3

KK
60

1

1
K

2.2 x LO

K

9
and I 1

KI
3

K = 4.5x10
2 x to5 I mo1-1

1 2
Now K K

K
4

and K
2

and K
3

K

-10

-1

1

KrKgK
KlK4K
1.8 x 10

5

6

I t2 -or- 
2

-r.1.6 x 10

I x 10-15 mol I

These equilibrium. constanl;s can be checked by compari.i.-ig the

observed and expected results under ct:ldi:ions of high ICf-] ()'lì x 10-3

mo1 I-1). From expression ø in 4.5.2

Doo oH- l
Kq [cr-]D

1)-
I





3

I 5

2

1

0 5 i0

Figs. 4.5B-, 4.5C cI^

1o-4 / tct-l t mol-1

Formation

t¡

3

s_.tcl-l
5

2

0

10-4 / icl-l
-1

I mol

5 ß
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Figure 4. 5D shousa plot of experimental D-/D values against t Off 
-]/

I Cf-] The straight line is calculated using the previously determined

value of Kr. The agreement is satisfactory. Table 4. 5A lists the

derived equitibrium constants.

4. 5. 4 Compariso n with literature valuçs

Anbar and Thomas (1964) made only a few observations on the

Cli field as a function of pH an¿ [Cf-] . Their resuLts in the acid

pH region are in qualitative agreement with our i, in that the CIi yield

starts to drop when Iorr- ] /t cr-] is greater than about 10- 
10.

At neutral pH thcy observed CI; Lf ICf-] was greater than

O. S n:o1 l.- 
1, 

"n effect they attributed to spur reactions. Fror.l the

eur .'eítl results the equilibrium ratio of the C1^- to OH can be calculaterl

as a runstion of [cr-] Even ", , ;;; ,jt """"åtrations 
of cI-,

e.rpression 2 (4.5. 2) predicts that the less the 0. 51'o of OH are

converted to ctr- at equilibrium. The conclusion of Anbar and Thomas

ihat at pFI 7 ,"r; is formed only in the spurs, which are regions of high

acidity, appears to be correct.

4. c. 5 ComPa rison with thermodynamic quantities

+OH =r

Frorn data in Table 4. 5A and 4.44

2X +H x, + nro+ Ko

1.8 x 10

one can obtain:-

12 ^or-2
I

rrlvr
Ko

and Ko(Br) -2rnol

Eo = -RTlnK

(ü-t 0. 50 v

(Br-¡=0.98 V

The oH, OH- couple in acid solution is assumed to be

1.9 x to16 t2

from the expressron

AGo = -nF

orìe car. calcul.ate APo

AEO

OH+H*-ie-.+ ÍI
2
O Eo=+2.8V
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CI-+OH + CIOH-

C1OH.

CIOH.+Ci_CI;+OH

K^=(9+4)x10¿-
K^=(5+2)x10ó-

4- 54

5
K =(2+1)x10 t mol- 1

1

-15 mol I
-10

2

4
4

K
5

=(6+2)x10 1 mol

K = 1.8 x 1012 I mor-1

Table

-L

oH- + H'

t)

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

-1

(a)

(a)

ClOH
++H

-cl 
+H2O K = (1.6 + 0.8) x 10-.

(a)

(a)

(a)

(b)

Cl+C1

{a)

$t

-S

-
C1

2

H
2 6

tr'ootnotes and R.eferences Table '1' 5A

This work

K6 = 1/K*
2

-1¿t -1=10'-mol 1-K'w

o

oH

Ctl
-1
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from which it can be calculated

CIZ +e
Bri + e- <^ 2Br

E
o

o
= t2.30 V

= *1.82 VE

4. 5.6

values which compare favourably with the values of +2.29 and +1. ?? V

calculated from thermodynamic quantities (Appendix 2. 3).

Rate of formation of CI

The rate of formation of CI-- depends both o., [Ct-] arr¿ [H+]
¿

in the pH region of 0 - 4. Anbar and Thomas made observations on

this rate but did not evaluate individual rete constants. The use of

2 ¡rs pulse of radiation make-s rate measurements on the formation of

Clf very clifficuit, because sufficientì,y low chioricle ancl acid colrcen-

trations to obr;erve a subsequent Iurmation, must be used, with the

result that orher radical reac:tions become important.

OH+X- OH- +X
OH + OII __à HZOZ

OH + eãq ---> OH-

oH+H ----> HIO

X+eãq X'
etc.

The use of a nanosecond pulse facility wouìd greatly simplify the rate

measurements.

The observed rates of formation cf CI..,- are in qualitative
¿

agreement with those obser¡'ed by Anbar and Thomas (1964). \À¡e have

made no estimates of rate constants involved. l

4.6 FORMATION Or' I FROM OH
2

4.6. 1 Equili. ¡rium constants

B,:xendale and Bevan (1968, 1969) studied the yield of Ir- in

pulse radiolys;ed iodide solutinn as a function of I- concentration and

tenrperature. They did not ir,vestigate the effect of pH, but thr.l observ-

ati<..n of I , at pH ? is well estÐrbLished. (Ilaxendale and Bevan, 1969)
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The overall equilibrium constant

+ Iz +HzO Ko
30

can be calculated from thermodynamic data (cf 4. 5. 5) as 1 x 10

12 ,no|-2. Assuming that the equiJ.ibrium constant K,

I +OH =: IOH K.'' L _1
is, by analogy with CIOH- and BrOH about 10 I mol ^ then the

equilibrium constants in table 4.6A can be estima.ted (cf. 4,4, 4-5)

Table 4.64

= 10 Imol 1

2T- + H+ + oH

ïoH

IOä-

IOH-

I+I
UTI

aTiI

I +OH .IOH

I+OH

Ç
I+H2O
f;
Hro

it

++H
--s
----

+
+ --Àtl- 

-

s-

K

K

K

K

K

1

2

3

4

5

= 1012 ^ol 1- 
1

= 1017
24

=10

= 1 x to5 t -o1-1
= 1.8 x 1012 I *oI-1K

b̂

'Xhe large values of. K' K, and Kn are large comparecì !n

the Cl or Br systems. It can be estimated that at pH 14 the equilil'

riur,r between OH and I is 99To infavour of I even atII-] = t0-10 *oI
1-

.!.-'. The only effect of iodide concentration on the observation of I,
arises through its effect on equilibrium (5).

4 6 2 T':Ùate coilstants

The rate of reaction of hydroxyl radicals with iodide is pH

i.ndependent over the rrreasured r'alrge (Anbar and Neta, 1967). The

firstpulseradiolysisstudybyThornas(1965)gavearateconstantof
(t,z + 0. 13) * 1010 I mol-1"-1brrt did not distinguish the rate ci,-.term-

ining s'rep.

I- + OH =--ì OH- + I (1)

i+I- î- I-- Ql-2

R.:xen.tlaLe and Bevan (1969) reinvestigaterl tl,e reactio'' with a
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view to its suitability as a reference for competition kinetics but

found that step (2) is rate timiting. They estimate

k1 - 3 x t010 1 
"'o1-1"-1

k2= 7' 6 x to9 t mol s-1

Llnder similar conditions to those used by Thomas (1965) the results

are in quantitative agreement. 'we have made no measurements on

the rate of formation of Ii.

4.7 DECAY OF Br
2

1-hemajorprocessremovingBrr'"theabsenceofadded
r eac,,.ive substratds is the disproportionation reaction (1).

wl + rlrl --> eri + nr - (1)

ÌlarJ.y pu-].se radiolysis studies of bromide by Sutton' Adams' Boag'

and Michael (1965), Cercek, Ebert, Gilbert and swallow (1965) and

l{:theson, Mulac, Weeks and Rabani (1966) observed the disproportion-

ation. flsing ,¡arious electron scavengers they measured rate constants,
o 

r -ol- 
1"- 1

2k.. as shown in Tab1e 4.7'Ã. The average value of 3' 5 x 10"
t

has sincre been substantiated by flash photolysis studies (see 5íll'

4 'r. t Deae rated neutral bromide

In the absence of added electron scavengers Brf decayed by

a reasonable ;econd order process after the first 1] Lralf lives' In

this i.r.t.iial period significant departure of the second order plots from

linearity r,.,,as observed. l{atheson, Mu1ac, \Meeks and Rabani (1966)

also observed initial curvature which they attributed to reaction of

:rquated electrons with Brf (k2* 1' 3 x t010 l mot-1"-1)

Br *Br -> 
Br +Br (1)

2 2 3

Br +eaq ---> zEr (21
2

e-aq + e aq

[ +sr

(3)

elaq + Bri --+ T)x (4)
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Table 4.7 A

2r7 0

0

rc-27,

1
2

1

a

a

b

c

c

2

2

7

1

4-70

_4
10

1

ß'4 -10- 
2

3
01

References:

(a) Sutton, Adams, Boag and Michael (1965)

(b) Cercek, Ebert, Gitbert and Swallow (fg0S)

(c) Matheson, MuIac, 'Weeks an'i Rr:bani- (t000¡

3.6+0.?

4.2 + 0.8

3.6 + 0.6

3.3

4.s+t

3.3

1

+

1

1

Br

Br

N

N

N

Br

Br

Br

Br

Br

Br,

t

t

t

t

2

2

o

o

o

2

2

2

Refle"- l
-1(mol I ^)

pHI2krxl
(1 mot-

0

1 1
)S

System
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(5)

etc.

From the initial slope of the second order plot it can be estimated

that k, = (8+4) x 109 1 mol- t"- t, in reasonable agreement with the

value of Matheson et a1 (1966). No attempt to computer fit pulse

radiolysis decay curves in terms of thd'above scheme was made but

in the analogous flash photolysis experiments good fits were obtained

(see 5. 3. 1).

4 7 .2 Acidified deaerated bromide

Aquated electrons are rapidly converted to hydrogen atoms

b¡' acid (see 4. 3. 1)

+

++H

eäq+H ---> H (1)

The second c¡rder decay curves forBt, in acid solution are good

s:cond order after a slight initiat curvature extending over about

one haLf life. The second order decay has a rate constant of 3. ? +
e -1 -1 .0.5 x 1(t" 1 mol--s - in good agreement with the rate of the disproport-

ionation reaction (2)

ør, + er, ---> t", + Br Ql

F rom the initia.l curvature which is attributed to reaction of hydrogen

2
the rate constant k, can be estimated as 5 + 2 x 10

I
atoms with Br

-1 -1I mcl "sr

H+Br 2Br
++H (3)

2

,L 7 3 Nitrous oxide saturated bromide

Aquated electrons are rapidly converted to hydroxyl racìicals

by rrit.r'rus oxide (see 4.3.2). In the presence of excess bromide

hydroxyL radicals produce more F.rl (see 4.4)

e-aq + NrO --> N2 * OH + OH- (1)

OH+Br Br + OH- (2',,
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(3)Br*Br Br
2

good second order with a rate

mol- 1"- 1 i., excerlent agreement

I mol- 1"- 1 obt"ined by Cercek,

Ebert, Gilbert 
"rrA 

S*.Uow (1965) in the same system.

4.7 " 4 Srimmary

The pulse radiolysis derived rate constants are compared

with those from flash photolysis and literature values in section

5.3.11.

4. BJECAY OF C1^-

The reactions of CI..- in pulse radiolysed chloride solution
¿

have not p:rerrlcusly been sturli.ed. Fi tsh photolysis studies have

attributed the decay of CI, to the disprop'ortionation reaction (1)

but have failed to agree orl cì.'/âiue for 2k, (see 5.4).

ct[ + ct, --+ cI; F cI- (1)

ea.irated n eutral chloride

To produce measurable yí:lds of clf in neutral solution the

concentration of ICf-] must be above 0.3 mol 1-1 (Arrb"r and Thomas

1964). In 0.5 mol l-1 [CI-] , secc¡d orde¡ p1ots for the decay of

Cli show considerable curvature.. analogotrs to, but more pronounced

than, the curvature experienced in the correspcnding L¡romide system.

Compared to the bromide case the decay of Clf is further complicated

by reactions reducing Cli to its initial bulk concentration (at 0. 5

mol j.-'1[Cr-], Clf is produced in tl-,e spur regions in excess of bulk

equilibriu, rÌ concentrations ) .

CI +CI --> cl + (1)
2 2 3

C1--+eaq-->
¿

etc.

2C':

CI.

(2t
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(3)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

2

CIOH ---s..s- CI +OH (4)

etc.

The reaction scheme is too complex to analyse by conventional means

and contains too many unknown rate constants to use computer

simutation. Comparison of the the initial and final slopes of the
10_ _-1 -1

second order plot suggests k^= (1 + 0.5) x 10-- l mol -sz-
4.8.2 Acidified deaerated chloride solution

Addition of moderate (- 10-2 -oI 1-1) .orr"entrations of acid

atrlows c¡ne to drop the cirloride concentration to about 10-2 mo1 1-1

where: Cii is forrned in the bulk of solution rather' than in the spur

z'egions, The complicating re-equilibration reactions are consequently'

eliminatcd. LÌnder these conditions the second order decay of CLI

showed initiat curvature over about two half lives, attributable to

reactic¡n of C1.- with hydrogen atoms.
z

e aq+H+ 
-> 

H (1)

CIZ + Cl

cti +n

H+H

H+ Cl
3

-> cl +CI
3

2CI+H+

--+

2

H
2
+

H'+C1 +Cl2

i'rom initial and final sl-opes it can be estimated that ko=(1+ 0.5)

* 1010 I mol-1"-1 trrd k, = (5 12) t to9 t mol-1"-1'

4 B 3 i.iitrous oxide saturated c ride solution
. If nitrous oxide is to be an effective electron scavenger the

pH must be .above 4 (see 4.3.2'). At this pH,high concentrations of

chlorld.e are required to convert hydroxyl radicals to Cli.
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e aq+N o-->N +OH +OH
2

c1 +oHoH + 2Cl

If reaction (21 is complete

2

2
(1)

(2',)

(3)

G (Cl
2

) = G(On¡ a Ç (e ae)

g 2G (OH)

Compared to the same solution without nitrous oxide where G(CIr-t =

G (OH), a doubling of the yield of Ct, should be observed. Within

the timits of experimental error, this is achieved at pH 4 with ICt-]
= 0.5 mol I-1. In this system the decay of CI, is excellent second

order over at leaLt 2 haif.Iives with a rate constant 2k, of (6+ 2) x 10

m01
1 -1

S

2

--> cl +cI

I I

clz + cl

8. 4 SummarY

The ra-te constants derived in section 4. I are compared with

those frcm flash photolysis and literature values in 5. 4.11.

4.9 DECAY OF I ,
'fhe rate of decay of I, - produced by pulse radiolysis or

iodiOe solutions has not been measured. The disproportionation

reaction (1) wrth a rate constant, 2k\, of ?.5 x 109 I mot-1"-1 i"
well establisLed as the major process by which Ii decays in flasir

photolysed iodiCe and iodine solutions (see 5. 5)

+ I _-> + ( 1)
2

4.9.1 N itrous oxide saturated iodide solution

As expected, nitrous oxide approximately doubies the yit,Id

cf I -'' frcm an irradiated iodide solution (see 4.3.21. Observation a'í.
2

î l5 nm where E
1^--z¿ - confirms a 2:1 stoichiometry betweenI I

2 3

3

!:

Ii;I.;

T'2 rernoi'ed by disproportionation and I, formed.
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+ I --à I + I (1)
2 2 3

The decay of tl (observed at 405 nm whereE r'7Èt, -) and the
3

and (7.5 + 2) x 10
I

1 mol -1 -1
s respectively. These values are in

excellent agreement with those determined by flash photolysis

methods (see 5. 5)

I

formation of Ii (observed at 313 nm wheretr; aEe, -) are both good.

second order with rate constants of (8.0 + 2) - x 10d3 l mol-1"-1
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SECTION 5 FLASH PHOTOLYSIS

The majority of results in this thesis were obtained by flash

photolysis techniques. As in Section 4 some knowledge of the distri-

bution of radicals and the photochemical methods of production $
halogen radical anions is a necessary p"u-t"qtisite to discussion of

the decay processes involved. Photochemical methods of production

of halogen radical anions have been discussed in 1.4

5. 1 ABSORPTION OF PHOTOLYSING LIGHT - RADICAL YIELDS

5. 1. 1 Energv Dissipation

The output from the fLa.sh lamp is virtually a continuum (see

2.2.1). The light absorbed b)' the solution ai, a particular r,vavelen¡th

is expressed by the relation

OD

t

where I is the incident 1:ght intersiiy
o

It is the transmitted lignt intensity

E. is the extinction coef ficient of species i
I

[Cf i" the molar concentration of species i
t is the depth of solution through which the Iight T;a.ss€s

In general onJ.y one species is responsible for the desired phoic-

chemical change ancl only light of suitable wavelengths for excitation of

this species need be considered.

5.7.2 Overall yields

The concentration of radicals pr.'odu ced in a system depends

upon the amount of effective light absorbed by the solution a-r.rf the

quantum efficiency of the photochemical process. The tiigher th': cpticaJ

densi.¡y of the solution the more J.ight is abr.;crbed, consequerrtly, unless

secondary effects or back reactions ar r affected, the higher tkrt: active

te ..[ c.lI - 1-
toBrO Io n I

i= 1I
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solute concentration the greater the overall yield.

5. 1. 3 Effective vields

The physical arrangement for flash photolysis in this laboratory

is such that observations are made on a section of solution in the

centre of the cell about 1 cm for the side waII. To improve detection

accuracy the concentration of radicals produced in this section should

be maximized and in most cases balance between the following effects

must be obtained.

(a) Too snrall a solute concentration does not absorb enough Iight.
(b) 1'oo large a solute concentration absorbs almost all the light in
the first 1 cm and the intensity of light reaching the effective region

will be low.

The optimurn concentration of solute r epencs upon the system being

studied, for example, the optirnum Brf concentration is below 10-3

mol 1- 
1, the optimum Br- concentratiJn is between 10- 

2 
^rd,10- 

1 mol
-1I ' (see Table 5.38), and ti e optimurn chloride concentration is above

-.1
0. 5 mr.¡r Ì (see Table 5.48).

5. 1.4 Scavenger effects

Some of the photochemical systems used to produce halogen

radical anions also pro.luce other radicals, the most common being

aquateci electrons. LTse of various, electron scavengers (see 4" 3) may

aid in simplyfying the resulting reactior¡ schenie s. It sirould be pointed

out that some of the scavenge¡'s discussed (particularly HrO, and

halogens) are themselves photoactive and their photodecomposition

products must be considered.

5. 2 FoB-lviA.'-IoN oF HALOGELRAIUCAL4I$IQN-9

Photochemical formaí;icl of halogen radical anions proceeds

through halogen atoms, hydroxyl rr-,rtrcals and aquated electrons

(seei. 4). T'he form¿rtion of h,¡,-t^oxyl radíca1s from a.quated electrons
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(see 4.3.2, 4. 3.3) and halogen radical anions from hydroxyl radicals
(see 4.4, 4.5, 4.6) has been discussed in detail. Except for the primary
processes involved, formation of halogen radical anions from pulse

radiolysis and flash photolysis follows the sarne mechanism.

Because of the limited resolution time for flash photolysi

measurements (t >30 FS; see 2.4.6) it was impossible to make observ-

ations on the rate of formation of halogen radical anions in flash photo-

lysis systems.

5.3 DECAY OF Br
2

In the absence of other reactive substances Br, dccay-. b¡r

the disproportionation reaction.

Fr, + Fr, --? eri + ef
This is the best documented reaction of l:irlogen radical a.rions, being

agreed upon by five different groups.

Langmuir and Hayon (1967) studied the flash photolysis c.f bromiC

ion and mercuric bromide complexes and found that the decal' of ltr,
could be attributed to a second ur'<iet' re;letion with a rate constant in

good agreement with that obtained by pulse radiolysis. In th.' course

of our investigation, Malone & Endicott (1972) reported values of the

second order rate constant for decay of Brr- from ni.trous oxide

saturated bromide solution and solutions of halogeno¡rentaamm!.necobalt

(III) complexes. Pulse radiolysis determinations of the disproportir.rn-

ation rate constant have been discussed in section 4.7.

A summary of our measurements anci the published values

purporting to be for the disproportionation reaction are Listed in

Table 5. 34.

el



Table 5. 3A

Br +Br Æ, Br +Br

1965

l-3S 5

1965

1966

196 6

1966

196?

i9 67

1972

r972

Çurrent '
Current

Current

Current

Current

Current

Current

Year Method'i: PII

pr
pr

pr
pr
pr
pr

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

pr

Br ,Br ,
Pr' ,Br,
Br-, NrO

Br-
Br-, NrO

Br-, NrO

Br-
,-

Hg Brl
Br-, N"O

-t:
CoArBr-'
Br-, NrO

Br-, NrO

Br-, NrO

Fr' ,Br,
Br , HZOZ

Fe Br2r
Br-, NrO

3.6 + 0.7

4.2 + 0.8

3.6 + 0.6

3.3+1
4.5 + 7

3.3+1
3.?1'0.t
3.2 'r 0. 1

5.8+1
3.2 + 0.6

3.1 + 0.6

4.4 + I
7.0 + 2

5.3 + 0.8

5.5+1
5.2 + 0.8

3.3 + 0.6

7

1

4.- 10

()

6

1

1

.6

6

6

1

1

1

6

System

2

_a
2kx 10 "

2,7

2,7

)
1(mol I

Ie*-]

10- 
3

-1
10

1.0
-1

10
-110¡
-1

10

10-3

-1

1 0

2

2

10

10

10

-4

-2

-1

-¿

-to'z
-4

10

10- 
3

2x10-
2x 10

1.0

2x10

J
Refr

CL

a

b

c

c

c

d

d

e

e

5.3.5
5.3.5

5.3.5

5. 3.7

5.3.8
5. 3.9

4.7 .3
-lo
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5.3.2 Aerated neutral bromide solutions

Oxygen reacts rapidly with aquated electrons and hydrogen

atoms to produce hydroperoxy radicals (HO2) or their conjugate

base peroxy radical anions (O;) - see 4. 3.5

, e aq + 02 ----> O; , (1)

H+O2 -+ HOZ Ql

The pK of HO, is about 4. 9 (Behar, Czapski, Rabani, Dorfman and

Schwarz, 19?0) so that above pH5, Oi nredominates.

HO (3)
2

+-H' + O,

The dec

of(g+3)x109
v/as poor second order with a rate ccnstant

1

-1

Br +Br ----> Br + B:r (4)
2 2 3

Br + o --> 2Br- + O
2

(o)
2

2- (6)o +O --> o + o
22 2

I
Computer fitting of the data, 3avo l¡^ = (6 + 3) x 10 I rnol- S

The value, as might be expected, rs close to that obtained for the

rate constant of the (Bri, HO2) reaction (see 5. 3.4)

5. 3. 3 Acidified deaerated bromide solution

Aquated electrons produced in the photolysis of bromide ion

are rapidly scavenged by acid (see 4" 3. 1)

Br-*hv-->Br+eaq

2

2

1

+
( 1)

(21e aq+H
-à, 

H

The hydrogen atoms prociucedaisc¡ react with trí (Su';ton, Adams,

Boag and Michael, 1965) which decays, ir our experiments, by a

poor second order process with 2k-9 x 109 I mol-1"-1. Tl.e decay

can be analysed in terms of the following reactions.

2
1B

3
*Br i3)
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Br^- + H
¿

H+H

+ 2Br

+rr -'2

---) H* + Br- r Br

-++ H' (4)

(5)

(6)

(1)

(21

(3)

(41

(5)

H+Br
3 2

o _-1 -1
The best value of kn is (? + 3) x.10" I mol-'s-^.

In aerated acidic solutions (pH (a) oxygen scavengers hydrogen

atoms to form hydroperoxy radicals (see 5.3.21

+e aq+H ----> H
H+O +HO

2

Br +Br
2 2

t", + HO, -----> 2Br-

2

L)eca¡r of Bro is poor second order with a rate constant, 2k,
) o 

-1 -1of (8 + 3) x 10- I mol 's The reaction scheme can be written,

Br^ * Br
J

+ H+ * oz

HO2 + HOz HZ ) 2

HO +Br -> Il+'+ Br- + Br
2

(6)
2 3

5- 3- 5 Nitrous oxide saturated bromide solution

Nitrous oxide con- erts aquated electrons to hydroxyl radicals

(see 4.3, 2). In the presence cf e;xcess bromide hydroxyl radicals

react to form bromide radical. anions.

o -ì-o

* o2

A computer fit of the rate of decay of Bt, in the first flash
g-o --1 -1 .

on a particular solution gave kn = G!21 x 10" 1mol 's - in reasonable

agreement with values ol'(3.8) anci ':..6 + 0.5) x tO9 t mol-1s-1 obtained

by Sutton, Adams, Boag and Michael (1965) and Cercek, Ebert, Gilbert

and SwaLl-ow (1965) respectively.

'.'3r + hv 
->' T:r + e aq ( 1)
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--+ N +oH +oH (21e aq+NzO

2

OH+Br Br + OH- (3)

Br + Br- ---: t"i (4)

The stoicheiometry of the primary process (1) suggests that addition

of nitrous oxide to a deaerated bromidJ solution should exactly double

the yield of. Br I if nítrous oxide has no effect on the amount of light

absorbed, the quantum efficiency or the amount of geminate recombin-

ation. As, shown in Table 5. 38, within the limits of experimental

error a doubling-is observed at aII bromide concentrations.

In nitrous oxide saturated neutral solutions the decay of Bri
is good second order with a rate constant that increases as the bromide

concentrati on increases.

t", +arl =->

The values in Table 5.38 a¡e in good agreement with liter-
atut.,: r,-rLuer for the disproportionatir.¡lr rate constant (see Table 5.34).

Thi,- eìr¡:nge in rate constant with brornide concentration can be attri-
buted to the effect of changing ior.ic strength of the solutions. The

variation is in reasonable agreement with that expected for a reactant

charge produce of *1, supporting the propcsition that the reaction

occurs between singty charged ior:r, of like sign

5. 3.6 Neutral aqueous brom:.ne solution

In aqueous solution l¡romine is hydrolysed. (Pink, 1970)

+ (1)2H +Br +OBr

Flash pkrr.rtoivsis ofbromine solutionl containing 10-3 mot 1-1 bromide

produces some transient bu,l; '.'ie decay is very rapid and mixed first and

second orcier. It is probaL¡le that rcrt only Br, is being photolysed but

als;<l hypobromite (Amichai i,rL.l Treinin, 1969; Amichai, Czapski and

T.reinir. 1969). The increaserl rats of tlccay of. P r, may be due

Br, + IJ'O s-



Tab1e 5" .ìB

¡n'iJ N

(mol I
2
o

-1

Notes:

I lF'"Z ]o i" the yield of Bri produced ina similar bolutionwithoutNrO

>:< Errors stated are reproducibilities they do not include 2olo ercor in t",
2

-J
c,fi

3
1 0

-1
10

1.0

i
I
L Br'-l

-1(moI I *)

(r.s10.2)x1o

(4.9+0.5)x10

-6

-6

-b(1.6+0.4)x10

1.9 + 0.4

2.0 + 0.4

1.6 + 0.6

tr'i1 *rol In'i J 
o

JI

3.2 + 0.1

4.4 + 0.3

7.0 + 1.0

10-9*
-1 -1

s

2kU x

(l mol
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to reaction with OBrl
+

2H + 2Br + OBr Br + 2Br + H o (21
2 2 2

+
( 1)

No rate measurements were made in this system.

5. 3. ? Acitiified bromine/bromide solution

Acid and bromide suppress the"hydrolysis of bromine with

the subsequent formation of the tribromide ion. (Pink, 1970).

2H +Br +OBr

Br +Br Br
3

(2t
2

nr.i is formed in the flash photolysis of this solution- (See 1 .4.3\

Br + hv ---> Br *Br (3)
3 2

Br + Br -->'Br
2

(4t
1.lonlc

Br, + HrO s

strength) is excellent second order with a rate constant at 250.,f

(5.3 + Q.8) x tO9 t mol-t"-t, in good agreement with literature ..aluie.

('ftr:le 5. 3A). No change was observed upon deaeration or oxygenation

of the solution. It is concluded that if oxygen does react with Bri
its rate constant is insignificantly small (kS <to6 t rnol-1"-1)

o +Br ----à (s)
¿ 2

5. 3" I Hydrogen peroxide/bromide solution

Good yields of Brf are forrned in the flash photolysis of

neutral or acidic solutions of bromide ion and hydrogen peroxide

(see 1 , 4.41

Decay"of Brl in this solution (pH 1 and 0.2 mo1 1

HrO, + hv --> 2O}l

OH J Br- -- Br + OH-

F3r, + O,

(1)

(21

(3)Br*Br B'z'



At low concentrations of hydrogen peroxide ( - 10 mol I - 1)

the decay of Brr- is good second order with a rate constant, 2k^, of
o - -1 -1 ô -1 

+

(5.5 + 1) x 10o l mol-ts-t at 22 + zoc and 0.2 mol 1-1 ionic strength.

Thi s is in reasonable agreement with literature values and values

obtained in other systems (see Table 5. 3A). At higher concentrations

of HrOrthe fit of the decay of Frl to â second order rate law

becomes less good and a trend towards first order is apparent. '['he

results can be analysed in terms of a relatively slow ( kS- tO5 t -oI- 
1

-1s-') reaction of hydrogen peroxide with Br, competing with the

disproportionation reaction (4).

--à Br *Br
+

77.

-3

(4)

(5)

(2',

Br

Br
2

2

+ Br,

* Hzoz

,

2Br +H +HO
2

5 3 9 Aciclified ferric bromide solution

In aqueous solution bromide and ferric ions form weak inner

spher'e complexes.

+ 2+ (1)Fe *Br =- FeBr
2+ a g¡-¡-- FeBr

2

3

+
FeBr

Photolysis of these complexes in the LMCT band leads to production

of Bri and aquated ferrous ions in equal concentration (see 1 .4.2).

The tecay of Bri is good second order over two half lives with a

rate constant, ,i^, at 2boC and 0.2 mol 1-1 ionic strength of (5. 2

o -'-1 -1 .+ 0. 8) x 10" 1 mol-'s-' in good agreement with that measured in other

ly"t"-" (see Table 5. 3A).

FeBr2* r hv -+ Br * Fe2+ (3)

BrtBr- + ,"i Øl

rrl + B"i "r, 
+ Br (5)

-o*B"i + Fez Fe (IIr), 2er (6)
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The reaction of ferrous with Br, (6), does not interfere at

these extremely low ferrous concentrations (- 5 x 10-6 rnot 1- 
1),

because as later results (13. 1.1) show the rate constant, k6, is

-2 x lo6 I mol- t"- t, 103 times slower than the disproportionation

reaction.

5. 3. 10 Te-pe"ature dWetd r
consr"F---

disproportionation rate

A solution of bromine with excess bromide and acid was used

to generate Bri for a study of the temperature dependence of the

disproportionation rate constant (cf SectÍon 5. 3. 7). No permanent

changes ïvere observed in the system at 366 nm.

Br- + Bro- + hv --> 28,-,
Ja'

(1)

BrZ + Br"Z -+ 8"3 + rlr
The following parameters were obtained

-1kJ mol

(2)

Jot,
J

^SL

tL+2

-22+4 Jr¡roi -K
-1

I 1(5.9+0.8)x10 I mol S2k2 Q'o Cl
1

5. 3. 11 Summary

See Table 5.3C



Reaction

2 2

Br
2 2

Br +e aq
2

Br -!-H

Br +o
22

Br +HO
2 2

Br .)

Ììote s

5. 3.5

4.7.3

5.3.7

5.3.8

5.3.9

5.3.1
4.7.r

5.3.3
4.7.7

5.3.2

5.3.4

5. 3.8

Table 5- 3C

Derived Rate Constants

10

-3
10

0.2

-110

1 0-2

_1
10+

LO'2

-1
10

0.2

3BrBr +

rE+

3. 1+0.6¡'.
3.3 + 0.6

5.3+0.8x.

10+4
8+4

3

5+2

3

+

J

nl

6
-1

10

* Hzoz

4+2
_4

10
-J
CO

Section Ionic Strength

(mot t- 1)

Rate Constant
_q

x10
-1 -1(l mo1 's -)

Lit. Value

x 1o-9
-1 -1(I mol ^s ^)

13

3

b

t

c

3

c d

3.3

3a

{'Valu¿ quoted is 2k
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References Table 5. 3C

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

See References to Table 5. 3A

Matheson, Mu1ac, Weeks and Rabani (1966)

Sutton, Adams, Boag, and Michael (1965)

Cercek, Ebert, Keene and SwaIIow (1965)

5.4 DECAY OF CI
2

Grossweiner and Matheson (1957) observed CI, in the flash

photolysis of chloride solutions but did not measure the rate of decay.

In 196? Langmgir and Hayon found a second order decay of Cl, in

solutions of sodiùm chloride and mecuric chloride complexes.

attributed this to the dispi'oportionation reaction,

They

CIz + CIZ ---> CIs * Cl

with a rilte constant of (1.3 + 0.2) x to10 t mol-1"-1. 'We believe

that a more complex reaction scheme is involved. lVlalone and Endicott

(19?2) measur-.ed the r:ate of decay of CIf in nitrous oxide saturated

clil-oride solution at pH 1. At this pH nitrous oxide is not an effective

e1e\ctrtrn scavenger (see 4.3. I, 4.3.2, and hydrogen atoms J,r'es'ì'Ìt

in il eir solution may complicate the decay of Ctf (see 5.4. 3). They

a.lso observed the decay of CI, in a solution of Co(trans I t+]¿iene)
f,

C1r' but fountl significantly curved second order plots. The literature

to ttr:-o- time coes not appear to contain an authoritative report of the

CIr- disproportic.rnation rate constant. Table 5. 4A lists our values

and compares them with previously published values.

5 4 1 Neutral deaerated chloride splution

Ct atoms are produced directly by the primar'y- pliotoche:mical

proces.ì in the flash photolysis of chloride solutions (see 1 .4. L')

CI-aq * hv -->
CI + CI- -=

Cl+eaq

2
C1

( 1)

(21



Table, 5.44

2k
+C] C1-+ CI +cI

3

T.-€âf Method¿'

'i.Method

pr = pulse radiolysis

fp = flash photolysis

f Ref erences

(a) Langmuir and Hayon (tg6Z)

rb) Malone and Endicott (19721

19 67

1967

1967

19 6?

I972

r972

Current

Current

Current

Current

Current

Current

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

pr

Systein

C1

cI-
t_

IJgC! n'Tt_
ngcri
cl-, N2O

Co(An)Cl

cI-, N20

Cl., CI2

CI-, C12

cl , H2o
2.+

I'eCI-

2
o

2

2

+

CI ,N

-I
S

9

)

2k x 1_0.,

(1 mol

15. 1 + 1

13.8 + 2

12.5 + 1

15.0 + I
8.4 +. 2

8.2 + 4

7.0 + 1

6.0 + 1

5.5 + 0.5

5.5+1
5.5 + 0.8

6.0+2

pH

6

1

6

L

1

1

4

1

1

1

1

4

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0. 1

0. 1

0. 1

0.5

-.1
CI

(mol I t)

5.4. I
4.8.3

a

a

a

a

b

b

4

4

4

5.4.8

5

5

5

5

7

7

J
Refl

æ
lJ
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The low efficiency of the photolyzing flash at wavelengths<200nm

where Cl- is photoactive is responsible for the smalf ( - 10-? r¡ol 1-1)

yietds ot Cti with dilute chloride solutions. Table 5,4r_lists the

yield of Cif from ftash photolyzed chloride solution as a function of

chloride concentration.

The decay of CIi in dilute neut'ral deaerated chloride solution

'approaches first order with a rate constant of - 1.5 * 103 "-1, depend-

ing somewhat on the concentration of chloride. The fit is not good

and it is probable that the decay, of Ctl is a mixture of first and seccnd

order processes.

2
--> Ct, + Cl

+ productsC1
2

CI^- is in equilibrium with other radical species CI, C1OH
2

¿ nd OH (see 4. 5)

cI -+oH- : cloH-+cI (5)
2

cIoH- - - oH+cl- (6)

At ptl -i the equitibria 1ie almost completely in favour of CIOH- ar-C

OH. In the absence of any other decay reactions such as (3), Ö;
wou.ld equitibl.iate by first order processes. The observed first order

deca;,r is prolrably due to reaction (5). The rate constant kU must

thereforr- be abo,rt tO10 I mol-1"-1 ,o obtain the observed first order

rate constant atIOff-] = 1O-7 -oI 1-1. A reasonable estimate of the

second order component could not be made.

Langmuir and Hayon (196?) studied the decay of Cli in:-reutral

0.5 mo1 l-1 chloride solution and observed a second order decay

with a rate.constant attributed to 2k, of 1.5 x 10
10. .-1 -1

-tMOI S

'-Tnder identical conditions we observed a similar second order prooess

r¡,'ith rate constant 1.8 x 1010 I mol-1"-t. The fit of the decay to a

secon4 order plot is Lìoor, witb- the observed rate contant decreasing

C1+C1
2

(3)

(4)
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as the reaction proceeds. Results in the anal ogous bromide system

were interpreted in terms of a concurrent reaction with e-aq.

cIg

2CL-

+cl (3)

Cti+eaq -->

e aq+e aq --->

eraq + cI; ----> ct, + ct- (9)

Computer simulation of the Clr- decay curve using the above

scheme gives a satisfactory fit to the experimental data with kz

(1. s + o. 5) x 1o1o I -oI- 
1"- 1 It is probable that the second order

decay of Cl., obser'¿ed by Langrüuir and H4yon (i967) is not solel.y

due to reaction (3) but ínvolves reacti.ons ('/) to (9).

5.4.2 Neutral aerated chloride solution

To maximize the yieJ-J c't CI, and minirníze the effect of the

first order equilibration r,:¿rctions, only 0. 5 mol 1- 
1 chloride was

invesLi'--tecl in neutral aerated solutic,n. Aquated electrons are rapidly

scaì/er,g?d b¡ oxygen in aerated soJutj.on (see 4.3.5). The resulting
peroxy radicals may react wittr C-; .

C1 +cl -----> cI + C1 ( 1)
2 2

e aq*O -?o 2
(2)

2

2
CIc1 ++

2

(71

H + 20H-
2

(8)

3

ct, + o, -+ zct- + 02 (3)

oi + o, -> or'- * oz (4)

The decay of Clf in neutral aerated solution was poor second order

with a rate constant of (t. A + 0.5) x tO10 t mol-1=-1. Computer

fitting of th

0.5) x tolo
e :xperimental der:ay eurl''? was achieved with ko = (I.2 +
_ _-1 -1lmol s .

5. 4. 3 Acidified deaeratel r;Lloride soluti.¡n

The decay of CI I iri acidifie¿ u:¿er¿ted soluti-orr was second
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order with significant initial curvature, similar to that observed in

the pulse radiolysis of deaerated acidified chloride.

+e aq*H

+CI

+H

--+

+

---

-->

H

CI^-
2

- ,l-zCL +H

(1)

(z',,

(3)

(4)

(5)

(41

(5)

(6)

C1

CI

2 2

2

H.+ H

H+Cl
H

2

3
C1

2

Tt^e Clf aecay was adequately computer fitted by the above

scheme with 2k.-,'= 6 x tO9 t mol-1"-1 
"rrd 

k3 = (1.0 + 0.4) x 1010

1mol-1*-1. ,A'tzpII 2 therate of decay was almost independent of

chloride 
"orr"unttations 

abo',¡e f C-2 -ot t-1.

5 4.4 Acidilied aerated chlc'ride sohitiorr.

In acidified aerated s;iution the decay of. CI, was poor second

order. The second order ¡rlot shol-"'ed the typical upward curvature

êxperienced when the other reactive,^adical (in this case HOz) decays

slc¡wer tha;:. the halogen radical anion. After considerable reaction

has taken place irrOrJ>>lCt, J ,i nd the plots approach first order.

The decay of Clf can be fitteo by the scheme,

e-aq * H

H+O
¿̂

+. --+ H (1)

---å Ho
2

(2)

C1 +cl C1 +cI (3)
2 3

C1
2

+ HOz -+

+
-L-+H'

C1

2

HO +HO ---> H o + o
2 2 2

HO +CI --à
2 3

zcr- +H++o,

Ii{ +c] +cL, *oz
2 2

The best vaiue of kn was estimate'-l :rs (5 + 3) x 10
9_ _-1 -1Imol s
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5 4 5 Nitrous oxide saturated chloride solutions

Above pH 4 nitrous oxide scavenges aquated electrons to

produce hydroxyl radicals (see 4 .3.2). Depending upon the acid and

chloride concentrations hydroxyl radicals may react with chloride

to form Cl
2

e aq + N2O -r N2 +'OH + OH (1)

C1 +H o (21
2 2

If reactiorL (21 is complete the yield of Cl, should be twice that in

a nitrous oxide free solution. Table 5.48lists the Ct, yields under

various chloride concentraticns ar¡d acidities with arrd without NrO.

Table 5.48

----s.
-

OH+2C1-+H+

Ict-1
(mot t- 1)

INoo .

(rrroi r- 1)

-l-
pH

10- 
3

1

_?
10

0.5

0.5

0.5

3

7

4

7

4

I

7

7

4

7

4

0

0a

10- 
3

0rc-2
-2

1010-2

r)

1o

:)
10

1.0-2

10- 
o'

0

0

(3.0+0.5)x10-B

(2.8+0.5)xt0-8

(2.5 + 0. 5) x 10-8

(3.0 + 0. 5) x 10-B

o
(5.5+1)x10-"

o
(?+1)x10-'

(6. 1+0.5)x10-t
n

(6.2 + 0. 5) x 10-¡
4

(6.0 + 0. 5) x 10-'

(1.2 + 0.2) x 10-6

Yield Cl
(mor r- 1)

2

0. 5
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It can be seen that only at pH 4 with high chloride concentrations is

the expected doubling realized: This implies that under all other

conditions radicals other than CIf , namely OH and CIOH-, will
be present. These may complicate the decay of CI,

In NrO saturated dilute chloride solution (10-

at pH 7 and pH 4 the decay of C1o approaches first order with a rate

constant of between 1.5 and 2. o'* tO3 "-1, depending only slightly

on chLoride concentration. The first order decay is due to the equil-

ibration be5ween Cli and CIOH- or OH due to the formation ot Cli
in excess of equilibrium concentrations in the primary photolytic step.

CI +OH CIOH + CI
2

(itoH-

The ciecay of CI, in N, 1

solution at pH 7 is roughly scccr:d order with a rate constant of (9 + 2)

x 109 1mo1-1"-1. Slight upward curvature is observed in the second

order ¡,1:ts sur.ggesting that reaction v,'ith another more sIowly decaying

radr.caL js occurring concurrently with the disproportionation reaction
(5). The only other radical spÈci\'s of significant concentration under

these conditions is CIOH-.

C1 +cl ----> ci- + cl. (5)
2 2

C1 + CIOH --> zCL + HOCI (6)
2

c10H + c10H --> 2C1 (7)

The results suggest that k? ( k5- kU but computer simulation

with tìrree unknown rate ccnstan'ts is unreliable.
,|

A r plt 4 in NrO saturated C. 5 .rol 1-' chloride solution, CL;

is the onl1' significant radicaL, 'Ihe decay of Clo- is good second ordero o --1 -1over at least 2 half.lives .¡'ith a rare ccnstant of (7 + 2l x 10" I mol 's

attr.'i.buted to lhe disproportionation reaction (5). Allowing for ionic

OH+Cl
O saturate<l 0. 5 mol 1

2
-10 mol l

(3)

(4)

chloride

3 1

*Hzoz
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strength differences this value is in reasonable agreement with other

measured values of the disproportionation rate constant (see Table

5.4A.).

6,4.6 Neutral aqueous chlorine solution

Even at high (0.5 mol I-1) chloride concentrations, chlorine

is extensively hydrolysed in neutral "qí"orl" solution (Eigen and

Kustin, 196 2).

s raìv¿ +cl (1)C';

crz.
2

+ HzO .-: 2H+ + Cl- + OCl- (21

The presence of hypochlorite ions complicates the system by producing

other radicals on photolysis (Treinin, 1970).

ClO + hv ---> ClO + e aq (3)

and directly reacting with CI,

2Cl + cto + 2:H+ --> cl- + 2C1 + H o (41
2 2 2

Moderate (-2 x 10-6 mol t-1¡ yietds of some transien';,

presumabty CI, , 'were produced by flash photolysis of neutrai aquÊous

chlorine solutions. The decay of this transient was intermediate

t,etween first and second order. No further rate measurements were

made in this ;ystem.
5. 4. ','l \ cidified chlorine / chloride solution

Hydroiysis of .Jhlorine can be suppressed by addition of ctrloride

and acid. In 0. 1 mol I-1 chloride at pH 1 approximately 4Ío of tne

lotal chlorine is hydrolysed and the small concentration of HOC1

forme.i is apparently negligible. Flash photolysis of chlorine soiution

prorlucr:s Cf r- free of other radicals (see 1.4. 3)

' cLz+ zcr- + hv -----> 2CI; (1)

Ln this system the decay of CI, is good second order over

several half lives with a rate con¡tant 2k, of (5.5 + 0.5) x 109 I *o1-1"-'1
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in 0. 1 mol t-1 ct- and (6 + 1) x to9 t mol-t"-1 ,r, o.5 mol r-1[crJ.
These values are in good agreement with other estimates of 2k, in
systems where Cl, is the onty significant radical (see Table 5.44).

5.4. B Acidified hydrogen peroxide/chloride solution

llydroxyl radicals are produced,by flash photolysis of dilute
( -tO-3 -o1 t-1¡ fryArogen peroxide solution (see 1.4.41.

H o + hv -----> ?CIJ (1)

radical anions are subsequently formed.

2 2

In acid chlcride solution, CIZ

OH-+ zcl- + H+ È c]_ + H
2

2
o C1

2

5.4. I Acidified ferric r:hloride scritrtion

o (21

(4t

2

The-: deca y of Cll is gooci seconci order ove.r at ieast two iralf lives

with a rate consiant, 2kB, oi (5.5 i 1) x t09 I mol 1"-1 i., good agree-

ment with otl,er values of the dispropc'rtionation rate constant (see

Table 5.44).

ct, + ct, ---> cI; + cr- (3)

A sir.Êlu cxr:riment at 10-l *oi 1-1 lrydrogen peroxide suggested that

¿1 ¡hcse eoncentrations reaction (4) rpas significant, kn can be estimated

as 2 x 105 I mol- 1"- 1.

+H +H+tlHO,
2

crz
Ligand to metal charge transfer in chici'oiron (iII) ions produces

and ferrous ions (7.4.2,\.

cl- + Fecr2+aq r- hv --- F"2+aq + c1f (1)

The decay of Clf is.reasonable second order over almost two half

lives but tlur: to interfering ahsor.banc: by FeCl2*"q at 366 nm, appears

to tend tc''vards first order afle r two half lives.

+
3

cr, + ct[ C1 (z',,
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The disproportionation rate constant 2k' can be calculated as (5.5
o _1 _1

+ 0. B) x 10" I mol-'s-' iÌt good agreement with other values (see
-f.Ute 

5.44). Computer simuLation of the absorbance against time

curve to take account of the absorbance due to FeCI2+aq provides

a better fit to the experimen^tal curve than either simple first or

second order reactions '

1'he r.eaction of F"2+.q, formed in micromolar concentrations

in the primary step, with Clf can be neglected because as later
7 ' t - t, over 102 timesresults (t:-1. 1.1) show kr: 1.4 x 10' I mol 's

slower than the Qisproportionation reaction (2).

Fe q+ C12

5. 4. 10 1_qml/erature dependelce of í¿2
collstant

disproportionation rate

A solution of chlorine / -rc'2 mol 1-t) ,r, 0. 1 mol l-1 chloride

and 0. 1 mol I- 1 perchloric aciel was used to study the effect of temper-

ature on the disproportionaiit'¡n rate constant, 2kZ. The photolysis

flash r.¡/:1s r.J-siricted to wavelengths ;tbove 220 nrn by a quartz filter.

No perinanent changes were obs<:-vecl at 366 nm (see 5.4.7).

zcl + Cl * hu -- ?CL
2

(1)
2

CI +cl
2 --å CI +cj (21

2 3

The following parameters were obtaiile'd

2kz

AHI = 10+2 kJmol-l
Asl = zsla Jmot-l

(25oc) = (5.5+0.5)xro9

5.4" 11 Sunr*g

2+
d Fe (III), zCI (3)

1K
1 -11

Sc.e Table 5.4C

1 mol s (I = 0.2 mol 1



Table 5 4C

Derived Rate Constants

Notes

'i¡Value quoted is 2k

Refegences

(a) Langmuir and Hayon (1967)

COo

C1
2

+ C1
2

cLz +CI
2

C1
2

+eaq

C1
2

+H

C1
2

*oz

+HOC1
2 2

Reaction

5.4.7

5.4.8
5.4.9

4.8. 3

5.4. 1

4.8. 1

5.4.3
4.8.2

5.4.2

5.4.4

Section

o.2 5.5+0.5'1.

6+2,P0.5

0.5

0.5

0. 1

0. 02

0.5

0.5

15+5
10+5

10+4
10+5

t2+5

5 + 3

Ionic Strength

(mol 1- 
1)

Rate Constant

x10
(1 mol-

-9

1 1
)S

1 2
a

r2a

Lit. Value

x10
(1 mol-

-9

1

"- 
1)
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5.5 DFICAY OF'T

The first direct observation of a reaction of halogen radical

anions was by Stottlemeyer (1953) when he observed second order

decay of a transient species, proposed to be Ir-, in flash photolysed

iodide/iodine solutions. \Mithout knowledge of the extinction coefficient

of the species involved the absolute secãnd order rate constant could

not be o'otained- Grossweiner and Matheson (rssz¡ performed a

detailed study of the disappearence of Ll from iodide and tri-iodide

solutions a s a function of iodide concentration and pH. They obtained

a second order rate constant which depended upon iodide concentration
a _1

below 10-" mol 1-'. The rate constant was pH independent. They

attributed the iodide ion dependence to three simultaneous reactions.

I+I + (1)

I+I (2t
2

+ I --> I + I (3)
2 2

(4)

-+
rz

I.,
J

Ç

I

a¡rd I + I

All our experiments werc performed withIl-] >- 1o-2 mol 1-1;

under these conditions equilibrium (4) is 1000:1 in favour of Ii
(Baxendale and Bevan, 1969), and reaction (3) is the only one of

importance. Malone and Endicott ( i972') in their study of reactions

of halogen radical anions with macrocyclic Co (II) complexes reported

values of the disproportionation rate constant of t, produced from a

variety of systems. Their results show wide variation. Literature

values and our values, under varieirs conditions, for the disproportion-

ation rate constant 2k, are given in 'lable 5.54.

5. 5. 1 Deaerated iodine/ioaiae solution

Unlike chlorine or bromine, todine is not extensively hydro-

lysed in neutral aqueous ¡;clrrtiotr.
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Table 5.54

2k
I

3

Notes

System

= flash photolysis

= pulse radiolysis

:k fp

pr
JI

co
ì\,25o c

Refqr'..ences

(a) Stottlemeyer (1953)

(Lrl Grossweiner and Matheson ( 957)
(c) Mal-cne and Endicott (1C72')

1953

19 57

19 57

1972

1972

1972

Current
Current

Current

Current

Year

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

fp

pr

Method'r

I
3

I-
I,
I

coef+
CoA-I

l)

I
2+

I
Ig

r--
3

i,N o
2

n
a

7.7 +

9+
7+

3.5+
5.4 +

9.3+
8.7 +

9.2 +

8.0 +

1.5

3

1

0.6

2

3

2

2

1

21-< x I9
-t(I mo1 -s

o

1

)

?

1-6

4-6

3

3

1

6

6

4l
6

pH

1

0

?

0- 3

10

1

-2

-2
10

10- 
3

2xI0
2x10
4x10

2

2

2

1o-2

r -a
I. I J

(mol 1-
1

)

a

b

b

c

c

c

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

3

1

6

9. 1

Ref
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(1)12+ IlzO <-

I_+I- È ti Ql
2

The minimum iodide concentration used in our experiments was

-2. -12 x l0- o mol I-'. LÌnder these conditions reaction (1) is effectively

rcOqo to the left. It is not necessary to'work at low pH to effectively

suppress hydrolysis.

Figure 5. 5A shows the absorption spectra of l, and Ii in

the range 300 - 500 nm. where the curves cross (i. e.- 365 nm),

,rr- - t gl¡ 
"1d " process such as

(3)

or tr+t, + ti+t- (41

will show nc absorbance change.

Flash photolysis of a deaerated tri-iodide ion solution at

866 nrn shows very tittle transient or permanent change in absorbance

<ìespite the large changes observed at other wavelengths. This

suggests that in this system reactions (3) and (4) adequately clesc:'ibe

tlrc :hanges produced by photolysis. At wavelengths above 365 nm

an initial increase in optical density due to Ir- formation followed by

a decrease tc the initial value due to reaction (a) is observed. The

decery of li follows good second order kinetics with a rate constant

of (g. 2 + 2) x 109 I mol-tr'1 ,r, good agreement with the value of
o _-1 -1(g + B) x 10o I mol-'s - reported by Grossweiner and Matheson under

similar conditions.

Observation at 313 nm where Er - <Èe I shows an initial
2 3

rJecreas:e in absorbance due to removal of ti followed by an increase

as If is reformed by reaction (4). The rate of tf formation exhibits

gnod" s.:cond order kinetics with a rate constant of (8.0 + 2) x t09

i mol-1"-1 i., reasonable agreement with the rate of decay of Io-.

t, *I-+hv+ ,r;
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5, 5. 2 Aerated iodine /ioOiOe soluti on

Decay of t, at 405 nm in flash photolysed aerated iodine solution

exhibits moderately good second order kinetics over the first half

life but subsequently tends towards first order, behaviour typical of

a situation in which first and second order reactions compete for remov-

al of the transient. Analysís of the decây curves using a second order
o _-1 -1

ôomponent, ,Or, of 8.? x 10" I mol-'" ' tîu"-i *ood fit of the data

with a first order component of (4 + 1) x 10' s'

t, + t, ----) ti + t- (1)

Comparisbn with deaerated iodine solution suggests that the

additional first order component is ciue to reaction oi t, with Or.

-+ products (2',t

'.lhe concentration of oxygen in aerated water is aborrt 2 x 10-4 ,no|l-2
so that a pseudo first order rate constant of 4 x t03 

"- 
1 .o."esponds

to an absolute second order rate constant of 2 x 707 l mol-1"-1 fo" k

No reaction of tri ot C]-, with oxygen \Mas observed (k<lO1
-1 -1I mcl-'u-'). Observation of reaction between I, and oxygen is rio't

surprising when the relative free energy changes for the reactions of

Xi radical anions with O, are consjdered. Reaction (2) for Ii is at

Ieast 3b kJ nrol-1 -or" exothermic than for F;rl or CII (see Appendix

2.31. If the rai.e of reaction (2) is controlled sole1y by free energy.ol-

siderations an acceleration of'at least 105 times could be expected for

J.r- comnared to Bri or CIf . This is more than sufficient to account

for the above observations.

5.5. 3 Deaerated iodide solutions

Observation of the decay of t, at 405 nm from deaerated iodide

soluti-cn shows slight initial curvature in second order plots over

about 150 ¡rs,followed by a good second order decay with a rate con.stÍrnt

of (g. ? - à) x 109 r moi-1"-1. The initiat rapid decay is analogous

lz *o,

.)
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to that observed in deaerated neutral bromide and chloride solution

(see 5. 3. 1, 5.4. 1) and can be attributed to reaction of I^- with aquated
2

electrons.

I + _> +I (1)

I (21
2

e aq+e aq-->H + 20H (3)
2

e aq*t; --+ I (4t

I;I
2

'-rÇ

2

+eaq -à 2T

Analysis of the decay curve in terms cf the above scheme gives

k^ = (6 + 3) x ro9t mol-1"-1.¿-
The yield of tf observed at 405 nm is about 75lo of that

expected if aII the If was convsp'rF,iì to t, by reaction (1). This is

in qualitative agreement with the kinet c observation that reaction (1)

is not the only one of importance, but reaction (2) must also be

considered.

5, 5. 4 A era'rcd iodide solution

irìì aerated solution aquated electrons are rapidly scavenged

by oxygen to form Or- (see 4.3.5). In aerated iodide solution second

order plots ott, decay show slight initial curvature over about 300

Fs folloi,ved by a good second order proces,s with rate constant, ,Or,
o _1 _1

of (B + 2) x 10" 1mol-'s-'. After aiout 1ms the decay tends towards

first orOu" in a. similar manner to the deca y of i, in aerated iodine

solution (see 5. 5.21.

---> I +e ao2'2I aq+hv
e aq *OZ -+O 2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

+
2

+o
+

+
_">

+II I
2 3

2
* ozJ

2IZ+ t'-.rO,2H
+

rz
rôT.T ¿L

2
*oz
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I

kn can be estimated as (2 + 1) x 10 I mol-1 -1
S

Our observations on the yield of I, immediately after the decay

of t, are in complete accord with those of Grossweiner and Matheson

(195?). It is found that the yield of I^- in aerated solution is about
3

251o higher than in deaerated solution, an observation which is un-

doubtedly due to the occurrence of reaction (5) with a lzlIr:f,
stoicheiometry rather than the 2:1 stoicheiometry of reaction (3).

5. 5. 5. Acidified deaerated iodide

The decay of t, in acidified deaerated iodide solution is

excellent second'order. Aquated electrons are rapidly scavenged

by acid to form hydi'ogen atoms (see 4.3. 1). The lack of initial

curvature in the second order plots suggests that if reaction bet-ween

H and I^- occurs its rate must be(2 x 100 1mol-t"-t ("ornpare 5.3.3
2

5. 4. 3).

e aq + H+ -----> H (1)

I
2

2

*rz

+H

+I
3

+2t Ji

t

+
+

(z',)

(3)I

H+H Hz (4)

From the second order plots 2krwas found to be (8.9 + 2)

x 109 I mol-t"-1 ,r, excellent agreement with independently mea{t:red

values. 'The low value of ko is in agreement with an estimate of (1.8

+ 0.8) x 10? l mol "-t ,to-"photochemical methods by Dainton and

Sills (1962).

5. 5. 6 Temperature dependence of I dis ortionatirn rate constant
2 -1A deaerated solution of iodine ( - " '

-5 mol l )iniodine(^4x
10-2 mol 1-1) w"s used to study the di,sproportionationraie ,jonstent

as a function of temperature. The photolysis flash was ¡:cs;triciel to

waveiengths above 270 nm by a pvrex filter. No perm¿rnet.t ch¿rnges



were observed in the system at 405 nm (see 5.5. 1)

+I +hv + 2I
2

->I + I
3

The following parameters were obtained

2kz

4 -'tAH/ = 7I+2 kJmol
^-+ -1 -1AS/ = t2+6 Jmol -K

(25oc) = (9. z * zlx 109 I mor- 1s

Summarv'

See Tab1e 5.58

I;

Ç *;
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(1)

(21

1

5.5.?



I *T;
2

Il+e' aq

I +H
2

t, +o,

t] + o,

5.5.1

5.5.3

5.5.5
5. 5.6

4.9. 7

5.5.3

5.5.5

5.5.4

5.5.2

Seciion Ionic Strength
_1

(r¡oi 1 ')
Raie Constant

x10
(1 mol

-9

-1 -1
S )

- 0.04

o. 02

0.04

0.02

0.02

8. 5 + 2'1.

6 I 3

<2

2 J 1

(2+1.lxro-2

7.5 + 2a

1.8 x 10 *

Lit. Value

x 1o-9
-1 -1(I mol s -)

Tab1e 5. 5B_

Derived Ra-te Ccrrstants

Reaction

No!9e

'i'Value quoted is 2k

References

(a) Grossweiner and Matheson (1957)

(b) Dainton and Sill-s ii9ö:)

(o
co
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5.6 COM ARTSON OF ACTIVATION PARAMETERS FOR X
2

DISPROPOlìTIONATIQTL

The upper limit for the rate of any reaction is determined

by the rate at which the reactants can diffuse together. Theoretical

calculations by Debye ancl Smoluchowski (see Caldin, 1964) suggest

an upper limit of about tO10 t mol-1"-l to" reaction between uncharged

species. The predicted value of a diffusion controlled rate constant

depends on both the charge product of the reactants (+ 1 for dispro-

portionation of Xi and to a lesser extent the size of the reacting

species. For relatively large Xf radical anions-tn" Oltnt:"'ot_-, 
_r.

controlled rate ôonstant is expected to be around 5 x 10" 1 mol s

The rate iimiting step for a diffusion controlled reactio¡r is

the diffusion cî the reactantsi; eonsecruently the observed activation

parameters refer to the process of cirffusion. Theoretical calculations

of the energy of activation fc,¡r a diffusion controlled reaction give

an approximate upper limit of 13 k.I mol-1.

The rate constants and activation parámeters for Xi

disprc;,orii¡:nation reactions are all close to the expected diffusion

controlled limit. Although the r',.te constants at ZSoC do not show a

monotonic variation that might be expected from Ctl to tl , the

activation parameters do show a small monotonic variation.

It is apparent tirat the dispr:portic¡nation reactions of halogen

radical anions are diffusion controlleC,
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+
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REDOX REACTIONS
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\.SECTION 11 INTRODLTCTION

This thesis deals specifically with redox reactions between

halogen radical anions and divalent first row transition metal ions.

Electron tr.ansfer reactions of radicals with transition metal ions are

discussed in 11.5 and 11.6. In sections 11.2, 11.3, and 11.4 redox

reactions of metal complexes are used to illustrate the nature and

observational consequences of "inner- sphere" and I'ouier- sphere"

mechanisms. Substitution reactions of divalent first row transition

metal ions are briefly discussed in 11.1 because of their particular

rèlevance to inner-sphere electron transfer reactions.

1] . i ,3LTBSTI TLTT]ON REACTIONS OF DIVALENT F T RO\M
TRANSITION NIETAL AQ-LTO ION S

Substitution reactions of transition metal complexes have been

tl.r: subject of numerous reviews (Langford & Gray, 1965; Eigen &

'Wilkins, 1965; Hewkin & Prince, 19?0; Suti4 1966; Hunt, 1971).

No attempt at a comprehensive survey will be made, but reacti,rn.

of particul-ar interest, namely substitution reactions of clivale^+

llirs, row transition metal aquo complexes will be outlined. These

y.eactions are t;rpical of substitutions on labile metal complexes

(Hewkin & P:,'ince, 19?0)

11. 1. I Solven'i exchange

A fundamental substitution reaction for a solvated metal cation

ts substitution of solvent (i. e. the solvent exchange reaction)
,.+ ,',, '),+

e. g. M(H2o)i- + H2o 
---------\ 

M(Hio)n_ 1(H2o')"' + Hzo

F'or.a.c¡:o metal cations this reaction can be followed by isotopic

tracer nrethods for slow reactions and more usefully by NMR methocls

(Hunt, 19?1; StengJ.e & Langford, 196?), using 1H t.rd 17O, for fast

rea ctions.
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The exchange rates are generally quoted in terms of t , the

mean lifetime of one solvent molecule on the metal ion and for an n

coordinate "pe"iJ

C¡iscussion of the variation in solvent exchange rate with

metal ion (Swift & Connick, 1962), solvent (Benetto & Caldin, 1971)

and coordinated ligands (Hunt, 19?1) is unnecessary for a simple

picture of the relation between substitution rates and solvent exchange

rates, and will not be considered.

11. 1.2 S ubstitution of a neutral lisa-nd

In thr: absence of elec',rostatir forccs between cation and

ligand, the distribution of free J-igand in a dilute solution of metal

complex can be approximate<Í Ly a Boltzman distribution. If a

dissociative mechanism is assumed (Eigen,"1nUtr,

r'/r(Hzo)ã' (1)

l*s.y'
2+
5

M(H ()) (21
2

then for solvent exchange (path (1))

= n. ¡vrtnrolf*J
TA

= n. k e* [ vr(n zo')2; ]

kp ¡ rvrtlirolf*l = 6k", ¡nnturolf*J

d Exchange
dt

kp
2+

M(H20)ã --+M(H20)
sl_ow

L2*
5

-d Exchange
dt

amd íor substitution of L (path (2))

d I M(r{2cìbl.2+] ; kD I vrturol2u*J . tl[ t ]

dt t" Iuro]

If M(Fi2O)3+, the f1ve cjooi"çinate interrr,edtate, shows no

specificity in its reactioits, tl:cn k¡, = k",
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and d[M(H2o)u 
"'*] 

= kD I vl{nro)u'* ] .I t]
dt

= 6 kex IM(H ,olt* ].tr,l-il
The observed second order substitution rate constant is

related to the first order solvent exchange rate constant by

ksub = 6 kex = 0. 108 for water
lHzo l

(see for example Benetto & Caldin, 1971 a, b; Shu & Rorabacher, 1972)

11. 1. 3 Substitution of an anionic ligand

A solution containing cationic metal complexes and anionic

f:cee ligands cloe s not show the Boltzman distribution observed for

nei¡ti'al ligancls, due to electrostatic attractions. The cations tend

to assc-r :iatr: with anions to form "outer- sphere" complexes or ion-

oairs. To relate the substitution rate to the solvent exchange rate

iir a simple manner, the Eigen (1961) substitution mechanism can be

adoptecl. One must assume

(a) a dissociative mechanism operates

(b) asr,ociation to form ion pairs does not affect the rate of the

dissociative step

(c) ligand anii soLvent show equal affinity for ther five coordinated

intermediate

For substitution from a contact ion pair (i. e. one in which

cation and incoming anionic ligand are separated only by the solvent

in the first coordination sphere of the metal ion), the argument is

straight forward.

There are six solvent molecules in the coordination sphere

of the r^'.eta] ion. Seven of the eight octahedral faces are occupied by

;olvent and one by ligand. If dissociation of one of the solvents ir.

the lir st coordination sphere occurs then assumption (c) implies a

i in B ch¿rnce of substltution takÍrrg ptace (i. e. of the ligarrd molecule

o,:cupying the vacated site)
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\Me have;

.)a

M(H2o);' M(H2o):+. L <--> M(H2o)5

d I M(H2o)s r,*] 'Ivr{Hrol|.. L]
+L L* * Hzo

dt

uo

ko Krp . 1*tttrol'jl.t ill
but statistically oo ko

I
6kex

I

aIrvr{nro)u t 
+¡ 

= Krp. kex. ¡rttttrolþt -l6

dt
The observed second order rate constant for substitution of

an anionic ligand is related to the first order solvent exchange rate

constant by,

kexlç Kr
sub

6

I P

For the particular case of a divalent metal ion and a single-

negatively charged ligand in water, KIp is of the order of 1, hence

ksub - k ex.

I1"2 REDOX REACTIONS - OLTTER SPHERE REACTION BE'Í'W IìIÐN
2 METAL COI\,{PLEXES

With few exceptions, redox reactions of transition metal

complexes can be conveniently classified into inner and outer sphere

meciranisms clepending upon the nature of the transition state associated

with e.l.:ctron transfer. The idealized cases of outer and inner sphere

reactions v,i1l be discussed in 11.2 and 11.3. Some examples of

reactions which cannot readiì-¡i be cLassified are given in 11.5.

If, in the transition state associated with electron transfer, the

firsi coordination spheres of both reactants retain the same ligands as
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those present initially (though geometricatly distorted), the mechanism

is termed 'router-sphere". The reaction is visualized as occurring

between flexible but discrete spheres representing reactants, which

touchbutdo not interpenetrate in the transition state.

f
AO

-s
+

ll"- tronsfer

I
+

It is likely but not inevitarble that reactions and products wiII

differ in geometry due to the change irr oxidation state. If this is the

CaSe some rerJt'gani zalionmtrsi: acco.: lpany reaction, either preceding

or following the instantaneour¡ electron tr':¡nsfer expected frorn the 
I

Franck Condon princiPle.

For electron transfer to take place some interaction of electronic
.wa\re.urrutio:^s of reactants and produ<:ts must occur in the transition 

i

staio_ 'The iack of interpenetration in the outer sphere transition state

suggests that the interaction ir; snral1. Marcus (1956, 1963, 1968)

has used this assumption to dc¡rive a theoretical treatment of the rates

of outer sphere electron transfer reactions (For further discussion see

II.2.2 and 13.9).

11.2. i Qualitative obse rvations

Fr.om the definition of the outer sphere reaction certa,in qualita-

tive observations can be predicted. Experimentally these observations

have been used to assign mecha-ilisrnis to various reactions.

(a) Product,;

If one (or both) of the initial products of the electron transfer

is sufficientÌ;,- stable for observatit¡:r then the occurence of an outer'

sphere nrechanism can be inlerred if the coordination sphere(s) has

been ret¡¡ Lned in the corresponding p;'crduct.
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g. cr(Hro)2u+ + co(NH3) cr(Hro)2u+ + 6NH,3+ o. s.

--)
e

6

The fi¡st coordination spliere of the chromiumremains intact (Zwickel
++

& Taube, 1961)

(b) Intermediates

Interactions between reactants in the transition state of an outer-

sphere reaction are, by definition, ',veak. It is probable that at all

other times in the reaction the interactions are similarly weak and

consequently it is unlikely that an intermediate of structure related

to the trarisition state witl be observed (cf 11.3' 1)

1 7.2.2 Ouantitative observations

From the assumption of negligible interaction in the transition

state it is expected (Marcus, 1963) that for reaction of a given reductant

(or oxidant) w.ith a series of r:elated complexes a plot of the free energy

of activation, acl , against tLre overalt free energy change, ÀGo,

should be linear with a slope of 0.5 if the reaction mechanisms are

outer sphere. In practice ttris ¡elati<,'n holds only approximately

anc-r'uhe prorortionality constant of 0.5 is observed only when the over-

aII free energy changes are small (For examples see Rillema &

Endicott, I972; Hyde, Davies 8x sykes, Ig72l. Amore detailed discussion

of the effect of AGo on rhe rates of reactions of halogen radical anions

is given in 13. 9

'i'Footnote

The timescale of the ,.'edox reaction determines the minimum

timescale in which an initial product can be observed and consequently

the stability necessary for product identification.

e. g. If thc redox reaction has a half life or 1 ¡rs then a product which

is stable for .t"onger than 1 ¡rs rnay be cbservable; but if the half time

for the redox reaction is 103s then it,e product must be stable for at

reas¡t io3s. r)evelopment of '/ery fast (10-9 - to- 12s) reaction systems

rrtã,o, wittr suitable choice oi ¡'eac-tions.pre'ride more information on the

initial ploducts.
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11.3 REDOX REA CTIONS - INNER SPHERE REACTION BET\MEEN
2 METAL COMPLEXES

The inner-sphere mechanism requiresa definite change in the

ligands of the first coordination sphere of one of the leactants because

as Taube (19?0) has said "electron transfer takes place within a single

primary bond system". The change, visualized as substitution of

one reactant into the coordination sphere of the other, requires expulsion

of at least one ligand (often solvent) from the substituted reactant.

In the transition state for electron transfer there is considerable

overlap of electronic wave functions.

The weak interaction model proposed for the outer-sphere

reactions is quite inappropriate for inner-sphere reacticns. The

mechanism approaches that of a substitution reaction to forrn a

dinuclear intermediate or transition state wíth one or mor:e bridgittg

ligands followed by an intramolecular electron transfer.

Y

Y

b

XY

-S
Ã

B

X

1t
XX

AO

X

AO
+1

Y

b-1

Y

Y

Y Y
X Y

S

Y

B

YX X
YX

XX

x
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11. 3. 1 Qualitative observations

(a) Products

The Franck-Condon prinicple requires that the position of the

shared ligand(s) is the same immediately before, du¡ing, and

immediately after electron transfer. The final fate of the shared

tigand(s) depends upon the processes occurring after electron transfer

and is irrespective of the reactant to which the ligands originally

belonged. In most cases, particularly those involving first row

transition metal ions, the higher oxidation state complex is more

resistant to substitution than the lower one. As a result the oxi.dant

generaJ-ly contributes the shared ligand and the oxidised i;roduct is

usuatly the only one that is sufficientl--v: stable to observe on the tirne

scale of the experiment. In such instances the shared lig,.,tlci is

invariably transferred as a result of electron transfer (e. g. Taube [i:

Myers, 1954)

e. g. cr(H2o);+ + co(NHr)uct2+ 
-> 

cr(Hro)u cl2r + co2+ + sNH,

This may be a consequer.lc('. of ii..¿ concerted breakdown of the

bridged complex and the unstabie il'i gment,

A

0 Ct
A +

A
0

A

0
ct0

coä + 5A

0
0

0

or simply the greater affinity of the stable complex for the ligand
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Ir
@

Ii'

o

0

cto

A0

A

A c
Cr tr

0
0

A

0

0 A

0
0

+ 5A <-

A.

A

Observation of ligand transfer in the initial products of the

electron transfer is unequivocal proof of an inner- sphere mechanism.

(b) Intermediates

The extent of interaction in the transition state of an inner-

sphere r,¡acticn is often suff;.eiently'.arge for a dinuclear intermediate

of structur.e related to the transition sta.te to exhibit a f inite existenceq

The oxidation states in the !¡.l:rmediate may correspond to reactants

or products. A good exa:r.rple of ti;i.s can be seen in the reaction of

chre:ri'rm III) with hexachloroinidate' (IV), (Sykes & Thorneley, 1970)

wi:ere a b;.idged intermediate (C) wliich exhibits properties associated

with the products is observeC.. Ct

c"3;

(Ð

CI

ct @

fost
.-- -

0

-s[ow

S

0
ctct0

0CI

0

0

+

iI
CI

00

0 Cr

0

0cl0

0+

ct
0

Cr
I[

ct
ct

0

T'he observation of any itit-lei^' :phr:':e inte¡mediate complex

ct

Çt

0
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during the course of the reaction is conclusive proof that an inner-

sphere mechanism is operative. (e. g. Patel, 8a11, Endicott & Hughes,

19 70).

11.3.2 Quantitative observations

In situations where qualitative observations are not possible or

do not unequivocally define the mechanism correlations between the

rates of inner-sphere reactions and other parameters of the system

may be of use in suggesting the type of mechanism. Mechanistic

assignments based on quantitative observations are seldom conclusive"

(a) Relation to substitution rates

The inner-sphere rr:echa.nism involves substitution of one

rr¿actant into the coordination sphere of the other and so no matter

hcw fasi the s':bsequent electron tra'rsfer process is the upper limit
to the rate of the overall reaction is imposed by the rate of substitution

If the substitution is faster ihin the electron transfer,the mechanism

may be rnore precisely labetled "irìner-sphere substitution controlled".

Sec+isn 1l-. 1 relates the suL',stituticn rates to solvent exchange rates.

Exari:,;.les r-'f substitution controlled Lnner-sphere reactions are given

in 13. 1 and 13.2.

Not alt inner,-sphere reactions are substitution controlled.

In many cases the eler:tron transfer step í's considerably slower than

the substitution and the mechanisnì can be ,Cescribed as "inner-sphere

el-ectron transfer controlled". The overall rate conslant for such a

reaction must be less than the substitution rate.

(b) Free energy relationshiPs

The rate of substitution in a metal complex bears no relation

to the fr.ee ;nergy change of any r€:,lox reaction, consequently no

correlation between free en()T"gy change and the rate of a substitution

controlle,l !nner-sphere r.¿àction i¡¡,¡ul-dbe expected. On the other hand;

inner.-sph.er,: electr.on tra:'.s,fer controlled reactions might be expected
l^

to show Sorne dependencc of ÂG/ o'; åG", although 'jirect application
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of the Marcus theory to this situation, where the I'slight interaction"

model is clearly inapplicable, would be a gross simplification
Some success in applying the Marcus relationship to inner-sphere

reactions has been achieved (Haim & Sutin, 1966; Fay & Sutin, 19?0)

but the applicability is less general and less precise than for outer

sphere reactions

II.4 REDOX REACTION BETWEEN A METAL COMPLEXAND A
SIMPLE ANION OR NELTTRAL MOLECLTLE

The concept of inner and outeï sphere reactions developed

for reaction between metal complexes can be applied equally well

to reaction between a metal cor.nplex and a simple neutral or anionic

redox agcnl.. The terms inner arrd c\uter'-'sphere refer to the co-

ordination solrere of the meial com¡lex. The anions are considered

to posses no discrete or la:'ting coordination sphere (Subramanian &

Fisher, t972; Stengle, Pan & I-angford, 1972).

17, 4, 1 Outer sphere re¿rctions

Tlie- reaction will be :'cuter-sphere" if the first coordination

spherlr of ii¡e metal complex remains intact in the transition state

associated with electron tranrsíc r. Electron transfer must take place

through or between ligands in the coordination sphere of the metal

ion.

0

o 0 0

+ +

0 0 0

i'itis mechanism requirer¡ riist the initial metal ion product

r'etaÍns its c,riginal coorrlj.nrrion sphere.

"the degree of interacticn bc,uv'êêiì a cationi-c metal complex and

E.T

0
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an anion is expected, on purely electrostatic grounds, to be gr'eater

than between two metal complexes of the same charge type. The

observation of ion pair formation between inert complexes and free

anions is direct evidence of this interaction . Consequently the Marcus

model of slight interaction is probably inappropriate even for outer

sphere r,eactions of this kind. Deviations from the expected linear

free energy relationships may be expccted (see 17.2.2').

I1.4,2 Inner sphere reactions

If the metal complex is rapidly srrbstituted (Iabile) then sub-

stitution of the anion or neutral molecule into its first coordination

sphere followed by electron tr'ansfer through a primary bond system,

may be preferred over outer ephere electron transfer. This mechanism

is inner-spherein type and in ccntr'ast to the outer sphere ('ase it'-'rn
be seen that the first coordination sphere of tte metal ion in the transit:on

state for electron transfer has already been penetrated by the lignad

involved in the electron tr ansfer.

OO
U

ct s-

0 ET

0
Disz-

00
tub

__-_______s+

0

1t
0

o

0

0

0

00
_.7+Cl

0 0

In cases where the overall rate of reaction is limited by the ;"ate

of the electron transfer step an inteterrned,iate complex of the tv,'¡

reactants may be observed (e.g. CoCL2+ in the oxidation oi'chloride

by cobalt (III) a<iuo ions; Conocchioli, llancollas & Sutin, 1965). i'-f

0

0
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this type of 'relectron tnansfer controlled inner-spherereaction" the

rate of the r.edox reaction will be less than the rate of substitution on

the metal complex (see ll.L.2, 11. 1.3).

where the electron transfer step is rapid compared to the

substitution step the reaction is timited by the rate of substitution which

should be related to the rate of solvent exchange on aquo metal cations

(see 11.1.1).

In both cases, observation of the initial product or an intermediatg

can conchr.¡ively characterise the mechanism. If the initial metal ion

product contains the oxidised or recluced anion (or neutral molecule)

then it is clear that reaction has proceeded by an inner-sphere mechanisn

11. 5 REDOX REACTION BI-]TWEE}J A METAL COMPLEX AND A
RADICAL

---with few exceptions (see 1I.5.4, i.1.5.5, and 11.6) the study
I

of metal complex - radical/ i'c¿rctions has been restricted to organic

radicals (Collinson, Dainton, Mile, '.fazuke & Smith, 1963; Denisov,

19?1) ol the ,rrimary radiation - chemically produced radicals, d.q,
H, rìFT 1r\nbar'& Neta, 196?)

The investigators have generaiiy L,een content to evaluate a rate constant,

very few activation energies h¡'ve been determined, and still fewer

mechanistic observations have been made.

11.5. 1 Aquated electrons, e aq

HrO+e
When its redox behaviour is compared with that of other anions

(for example halide ions, see 1I.4), the simplest of aII radical species,

"-.q, is perhaPs anomalolts

f Footnoter

"Radical" referS to a species'i¿ith ar. unpaired "p" or "S" electron and

excluries sucÌ.r species as ferrrc ion which irave unpaired'rd" electrons.
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Llnlike other ani.ons it appears to possess a distinct but labile co-

ordination sphere, similar but oppositely oriented to the coordination

sphere around labile metal aquo ions. Current models (see Hart &

Anbar, 1970) for the aquated electron suggest a tetrahedral arrange-

ment of water molecules around a small negative centre.

The rate constants for reaction of e-aq with metal complexes,
2+

with the ,:ossibl.e exception of C1O (Anbar & Hart, 1965), are in excess

of the possible substitution rate on the complexes and the metal must

retain its coordination sphere on approach to the transition state. In

a study of the rates of reaction of e-aq with a series of cobalt (III)

complexes, Co(CN).X3-, Venerabte (19?1) estabtished a correlation
Ð

between thc rate constant and the ligand field splitting parameter of

the heteroliganrl, X . Similar' trends have been observed in the reduction

of Co (III) complexes by the cuter sphere reductant" Vjq+ and Cr'(bipy)3*

(Candlin, Halpern & Trimm, 1954). The probable inner sphere

reductants Cr2+aq and Eu2*aq (CanoLin et al., 1964) ".rd U3*"q (Wang &

Espe-r-;cn. iq71) show erratic Ì.¡ut often opposite trends. Venerable

(19?1) i,as iriterpreted his results as showing that aquated electrons

react with inert cobalt (III) conrpì.:xes by an outer sphere mechanism

of the type expected in the reaction of two metal compJ.exes, i. e. the

electron transfer takes place betv,,een disti:'tct coordination spheres

and through two ligands.

I PS-.ç-
ET----l co(cN ),r+ co( -oq co(cN lr>ê-
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It is clear that retention of the e-aq coordination sphere cannot

be demonstrated by product analysis.

11.5.2 Hydrogen atoms, H

(a) Reduction by hydrogen atoms

H+aq + e- <- H Eo = +2.2lV (Appendix 2. 1)

Hydrogen atoms cannot be observed spectrophotometrically

in aqueous solution, and kinetic spectrophotometry is possible only if

the other reactaut or a product has an accessible absorbance. The

great inajority of hydrogen atom rate constants have therefore been

determined by competition methods (Anbar & Neta, 196?).

The rate constants for reaction with transition metal complexes

are in excess of the subst\tution rates on the metal compl-exes wilh

the exct ption of the reactions with Cu2+aq atd Mn2+"q for which the

lates are very close to the expected substitution rates. This suggests

that (possibly excepting Clr2+.q and Mn2*aq) reactions of hydrogen atoms

rvith mertal complexes proceed by an outer sphere mechanism (see

11.4. 1). In a study of the reduction of hexaammine complexes :Í

Co iIlI) and Ru (liI) by hydrogen atoms and hyper-reduced mei;l icr-'s,

Navon & Meyerstein (19?0) proposed that hydrogen atoms reacted by

¿.n inner sphere mechanism in which they penetrated the first coordinatior

sphere to form a seven coordinate intermediate.

M(NH3);+ + H ---+ M(NHr)uH3+ ---* M(NHB)26+ + H+

This mechanism 1Ã¡as proposed because the relative rate constants
Qa

of the two hexaammines and Co(NHS)s HzO ór with hydrogen atoms

\ryere rrot in the order observed for other reductants, known to r'eact

by an.cuter sphere mechanism. A more recent study of the reactions

of aliptiatic.radicals with Co (III) and Ru (III) hexaammines (see 11.5.0'

Lry Cc;i",:n & Meyerstein (19721 has shown that these reactions follolv

bhe same trends as the hydrogen atom reactions. The aliphatic radic¿rl-¡i

are i,'..¡o l'.ï.gle to penetrate the fil'st co+rdination sph,:re of the rnetal
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The special features of these reactions are unresolved.complex.

b Oxidation

I'e
FeH

ro en atomsh

H + e <- H "q Eo = -0.02V (Appendix 5. 1)

In basic solution hydrogen atoms are weak oxidising agents,

but in acid solution the subsequent reaction of hydride ions with

hydronium ions provides a larger ACo.

H+ + U- =.- Hz Eo = +2.23V (Latimer, 1950)

The oxidation of ferrous ion by hydrogen atoms (Czapski &

Stein, 1959; Jayson, Keene, Stirling & SwaIIow, 1969) appears to be

the only well documented oxidation of a metal ion by hydrogen atoms.

Extensive work on the radiolysi,s of ferrous solutions has shown that

hydrogen atorns are quantitatively converted to ferric ions in acid

solutioi.
H r H+ * ru2Lq -- H2* F"3+"q

Jayson et al. (1969) found thatin the pulse radiolysis of de-

aerated ferrous solution an intermediate was formed, which disappeared

by reacii.on with hydronium ions, and was assumed to be a con:;lr:r of

ferric jons and hydride ions, displaying an optical absorptiorr at lÌ25 nr:r
J

r¡¡itl. E - 5001
1t

aq+H (1)

(2',)2iaq + lI
This "lr¡rdride" mechanism had previously been proposed by Ha1pern,

czapski, .Tortner & stein (1960) and czapski, Jortner & stein (1961).

+

2+FeI{ aq
Qf

Fe''aq * H2,

f Footnote
t)-

Assuming the intermediate is FeH".'aq the expected position of the

L¡4C'f' band can be calcul-atecl as 990 nm, by compar'ison with the ferric

halide :omplexes. Er.rors involved in the estimate could not accott:'rt

lor the discrepancy. It is apparant that either the complex is not
.9t
FeH "-,rcl or that the absorption band is not due to LMCT (see 1 .4.21
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Consideration of the thermodynamics of the above mechanism using

the estimates of Eo values given in Appendix 2. 1 casts some doubt

on its validity. If the ferric hydride complex is not more than a few

kJ/mo1 more stable than free ferric and hydride ions then step (1)

is unfavourable by about ?5 kJ/mol, corresponding to an equilibrium

constant for step (1) of about LO'12I mol-1. This value implies that
rìf,

the FeH aq complex would not be present in sufficient concentration

to observe in the pulse radiolysis experiments, and that the reverse

rate cons.iant, k_ 
1 , would have to have the impossibly high value of

about 1019"-1. Either the mechanism proposed is incorrect or the
,-L

FeH''"q complex is considerabl-"v ( - BOkJ/moI) more stable than free

ferric ern.l hydride ions; comparison rvith halide and pseudo halide

complexes of ferric ions suggests th':t this degree of stability would

be unprecedented.

Mechanisms involvir'g I{2+ as the oxidant,

H+H+ =- :Hz* (3)

can lre sLirnìnated o.r'ki.retic grounds because it has been shown that

thc .atr of iormation of H2+ fro- H is less than 103 I -o1-1"-1
(Matheson, 1964); 104 tirnes sios,er than the oxidation of ferrons

by hydrogen atoms. This and a hydr:ogen atom abstraction mechanism

can also be eliminated because a relativel-y long lived intermediate is

observed. (A)

2+ II 2+
tr.e H o +H -->tr.e (H2ob oH

6

3+
fast
+

fl
) *Hz

2

Fe(HrO)
6

(B)

Neither !.nte,'mediate A or B could be expected to show the milli-
second lifetimes observed by Tayson, Keene, Stirling & SwaLlow,

(tOOO¡. On Lh.e available informati'rn, description of the mechanism

is not possikue. It is ap1:arlLnt that overall the react.ion involves

oxiCatior of the ferrous ion but ircne ot' thc proposect mechanisms fit

tr'"III{ttro)u ott'*
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the experimental facts. Considerable experimental skill will be needed

to devise experiments which will finall-y establish the intimate

mechanism of this important reaction.

11.5.3 HydroxYl radicals OH

oH+e- <.-- orl Eo- 2.0v

OH + H* + e- =: "rO 
Eo - 2.8V

Hydroxyl radicals are po\Merful oxidising agents, in both acid

and alkaline solution, capable of oxidising many transition metal

complexes. The rates of reaction of ctz+^q, crr2+"q, and Mn2*aq with

hydroxyl radicals are about the same as the substitution rate on the

metal cation. In a]l other docurnented cases (Anbar & Neta, 1967)

the rates are siþnificantly gr:eater than the substitution rates and an

inner-sphere rnechanism cannrrt be opr rrating. With the exception of
Or

Cuo-"q all other ?quo metal ions show a sþñtt but positive correlation

between ACI and AGo for the reaction (see Fig. 11.5'A). The slope

of the linear free energy plot is 0.075, much smaller than the expected

0. 5 íoy 3, tÍ'- r,sition state of negþgible interaction (Marcus, 1963).

If an;ütr:r-sphere mechanism operates in these cases it is clear that

the effect of AGo is substantially reduced.

Product analysis is of Llttle help in elucidating mechanisms

of hydroxyl radical reactions in aqueous sclution. Oxidation of

ferrocyanide proceeds at a diffusic:r controlled rate to produce

ferricyanide. In this case the reaction proceeds by an outer-sphere

mechanism ancl ferrocyanide does not fit the linear free energy pJ,ot

derivecl for the aquo complexes. Product observations for aquo/

hydroxo complexes must t e perfcrmed very rapidly as fast protonation

reactions ar(j capable of convertirrg tl.e inner-sphere product to the

outer spheie product.
oa inner s[./here 2+

e. g. re(Hro)"u- * otora*rñn"rT:./i{ro).oH-' + H2o

,r- q+
rrr'(Flro)¿u+ + oH r'"(Hzo)ä+ oH
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This reaction has been examined by SwaIIow (1966), who

claims that the initiat product is Fe(HrO)å*, ruling out an inner-

sphere or hydrogen atom abstraction mechanism.

¡'"Il(ttro ,Z* *oH "Io*t r"Il{uro)5oH2+ + Hro -$ 
""ttt(tro)uoH2+

If Swaltowrs observation is correct and one assumes that F"2+ is not

exceptional then the other aquo metal -ons (with the exception of Cu2+

which does not fit the free energy relationship) presumably also react

by an outer-sphere mechanism. The departure frorn the classical

Iinear free energy relationship must be due to the inapplicability of

the simple Marcus treatment.

11. 5.4 Peroxy radicals, HO2' 3.2

Hydroperoxy radicals have a pKa cf 4.88 + 0.10 (Behar,

Czapski, Rabani, Dorfman, and Schwarz, 1970).

HO - + -5 ---1OZ +H K=1.35x10-moII-
can act as oxiders or reducers (Appen,'li.x 2.21.

2

o
2

- -0.60 v

o +e
2

pH)5 -.O.BBV
2

o pH(4. 5 +1.99 V
2

s- o 5(pH{11 = *2.27 V
2 2

o HOz pH)l1 = *1.58 V

2

Both O and HO
2

I+H'+e.

+orHO^+H +e
¿

o
-!+Hr+e-

o
2

E

E

E

E

E

pFl (4. 5HO

o

H

H

t

2

2

The rates of peroxy radical reactions have been the subject

of much conjecture because peroxy radicals are intermedi¿tes in the

oxidation of hydrogen peroxide and reduction of oxygen Barb, Baxen-

dale, George & Hargrave (1951) obtained ,: rte constant ratios for
reactions of Ho, with ne2åq, F"3+"q, *rrd Cu2*aq from the catalyzed,

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide. Absol,ute rate corsiants (sc.;

Tal-¡lLe 11.54) have been ca.lcuLatr:d using tire mosT. recent eçti.nrate of

the rate constant ror the F"2*, I',rO, re rction (Jayson, Parsons & S,w'¿llow
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19?3). The work of Berdnikov, Kozlov & Purmal (1969) appears to

be in conflict with the early work of Barb et aI (1951)

Table 1 1. 5A

Rates of HO, r'eactions with metal ions

2+
Fe

2+
Fe

Qr-
tr]e

+
Cu

2+
Cu

2+
Cu

2+
Cu

,l'Ref erqnces

(a) Jayson, Parsons and Swallow (1973)

(b) Keene (tOA+¡

(c) Barb, Baxendale, George and Hargrave (1951)

(d) Ëerdnikov, Kozlav and Purmal (1969)

(.e) BaxenCale (1962)

The rate of reaction of ferric ions with HO, is at least 103

times faster than substitution on hexaaquoferric ions (see Hewkin

& Prince, 1969), and the mechanism for this reaction must be outer

sphere. The other reactions could proceed by an inner sphere

rnecha'.oism but in the case of ferrous ions an intermediate, thoughr
3-r.

to be an outer-sphere complex of Fe- aq and HO.,- is observed.

a

b

c

d

e

c

d

197 3

19 64

1951

196 I

196 2

195 1

1969

(7.2 + 0. 05) x 10

?.3 x 10'

6

8x10 4

4.3 x 10
I

1.5 x 10
7

5x10 6

B1.1 x 10

Oxidation

Oxidation

Reduction

Cxidation

Reduction

Reduction

Reduction

Ref erence'i.YearRate constant
1 mor- 1s- 1

ReactionM
n+
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(Jayson, Parsons & Swallow, 19?3). If their interpretation of the

nature of the intermediate is correct the reaction must proceed

by an outel sphere mechanism. No other mechanistic evidence is

available on these reactions. Llnfortunately assignment of mechanism

for peroxy radical reactions is impeded by a lack of knowledge of the

spectra and properties of the expected products (e. g. Fe(Ho2)2+,
QJ-

Fe"' . Hoz , etc. )

11.5.5 Oxy radicals and oxyradical anions

Flash photolysis and pulse radiolysis of oxyanion{produces

tran,.:ients generally attributed to the corresponding oxyradicals.

e.g so
ó̂

I |rO a

-> sos

.--> BrO

(Zagorski, Sehested & Nielsen, i971)

(Aimichai & Treinin, 19?0)

(Behar, Czapski & DuchovnY, 19?0)

(Black & Hayon, 19?0)

IV{Nor),,11-"'.

3

COS -à COg

nreo[ + HzPo+

t-.tc.

\/ery few reactions of these radicals, apart from disp,:o1p.;ctio¡r-

ati(, r, rearrangement or reaction wj.th solvent have been studied. The

,rnly reported reaction with a metal complex is the reaction of Ce(III)

nitr'¿rte compLexes with nitrate radicals (NOg) produced by flash

photoi;'sis of ceric nitrate complexes. The observed rate constants,

kn, for tlre reactions , .

+NO _!n* Ce

\¡/ere found to be in the order k5<< Or a kZl Or a Un;

ene;-'g.ies of 4 - B kJ mol-1 fot ir-n o"a >rn ul -o1-ì

(N )
3

with acti.¡ation

for k-. Despite
c

ihe low .rctivation energies the iate constants Or_n are only of the ord'::

cf 106.t mol-1"-1. It is assumed that these reactions are diffusion

.:<¡ntrorlcd with a sterically difficult transition state, possibly involving

bidentate coordination. kU is co¡rsiderably slowe:r' than the other

oCEIII
(3-n)+

n3
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rate constants because of its higher activation energy, which is

assumed to reflect the difficult y of forming a seven coordinate

transitit-rn state. (GIass & Martin, 1970; Martin & GIass, 1970).

11. 5. 6 Small or'ganic radicals

Organic compounds such as aleohols, amines acids and

carbonyl compounds are frequently employed to scavenge hydroxyl

radicals in radiation chemistry experiments (Anbar & Neta, 196?).

Aiiphatic radicals are formed but Little is known of their chemistry.

Cohen and Meyerstein (19721 have studied the reactions of some of

these radicals with cobalt (III) and ruthenium (III) hexaammines and
,J-

Cri"'aq ions. Product observation in the reaction of methoxy raclicals

with P"u(Ntr)T shows that the mechanism is as expected, outer

sphere (r = /,. t x 107 1mol-1"-1)q-L 
---> Ru(NHsl26* * c'2oRu(NHr);' + CH2oH

Fr-¡rmation of formaldehyde rather than methanol implies that the

reaction does not proceed by hydrogen atom abstraction but rather

by simple outer sphere electron transfer. Product analysis vras

not p.:rformed on the other systems studied.

The mechanisms of the Cr2+.q reactions were not investigated

COH
-1S,

btrt for the three radicals studied, CH2OH, CH3CHOH and (CH3)?

the r"a.te conslants fall in the range 4.5 x 10' to 1. 1 x 10'1 mol-'
slighuly slower than the reactions with hydrogen atoms (k - 5 x 108

_1 _'iI mol ^s ^; Anbar & Neta, 1967), and hydroxyl radicals (k = 3. 5

x 108 1 mol- t"- t, Baxendale, Fielden & Keene, 1965), and about the

same rate as the most recent estimate of the rate of reaction with

HO2 (k = 1. 1 x 108 I mol- t"- t, Berdnikov, Kozlav and Purmal, 1969).

1-'he app-".oximate constancy of the rate constant with change in oxida.nt

(rrr rerluctant) suggests that the reactions may be inner sphere, pos':ibly

eontr¡r1e,J by the rate of substitution on C.r2+"q. Estimates of the

substitution rate fot Ct'.2*aq vaiy but the true value is probably
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in reasonablebetween 10 and 10 I mo1 e (Hewkin & Prince, 1969),

accord with the rate constants quoted above.

11. 5. ? Macro-organic radicals

The reactions of some macro-organic radicals and large

peroxy organic radicals with metal complexes have been studied in

relation to polymerízing systems. In almost all cases the reactions

are certainly outer sphere and often involve considerable steric

barriers to reaching the transition state. These reactions have recently

been reviewed (Denisov, 19?1).

11. 5 FJ'DOX REACTIONS BET\A/EEN METAL COMPLEXES AND
HALOGEN RADICAL ANIONS

A review of the formation and some properties of halogen

radical enior,s was given in Section 1. Halogen radical anions can

:¡ct as both oxidising and reducing agents.

X +e s- 2X
2

X +e +X
XZ+e

The redox potentials of these couples have been estimated

to support proposed reaction schemes (Carter & Davidson, 7952;

Hairn &. Taube, 1963; Welton and Higginson, 1965). Malone &

Endicott (tOlZ¡ cstimatecl the Eo values for the three half reactions

using standard free energies of formation and estimating unknown

ones. ( R ri-itar calculation for Brf and If has recently been done

by Wcodruff & Margerum 19?3). Wã fr"rr" calculated (Appendix 2.3)

a cr)nsistent set of values assuming that halogen radical anions are

intermeuliates in the reduction of halogens to halide ions. The values

which -,.re quoted in Table 11.6 agree satisfactorily with previously

publisheo vaiues

1
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Table 11 6

tr]o Values

+0. 06

+0. 11

+0. 3

*0. f i'

+1_.00

+1. 13

+1. 1

+1.0'i'

+1. 04

+1. :l i
+7,42

+1. {

{-1.3

+t.27

I

+0.41

+0. 51

+0. 3

+0. 54

+0.46

+7.77

+1.6?

+1.9

11.69

+2. 08

+2. 06

+2.2

+1. I

a

b

c

a

d

b

e

c

19? 3

197 3

L972

1965

t952

Br

+0.43

+0. 6

+2.29

+2.3

+2.3 - 2.5

+2.59

+2.6

197 3

L972

1952
CI

X2* e 
--X,

X
2

+ e <=å2XX * e+XReferencesYearx

1973

197 3

r97 2

1965

1963

.I

d

b

e

f

Notes: Calculated from given values for I assuming

I+l +t K = 105 I nlol-'1 (B"""rrda1e & Bevan, 1969)
2

eferences

(a) Current estirrrate (Appt'n,jrx 2. 3)

(b) Mal-one and Endicott (I972)

(c) Carter and Davidson (1952)

(d) Woodruff and Margerum (19?3)

(e) Welton and Higginson (tgOS)

(f) H,ri.m and Taube (1963)
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Halogen radical anions are relatively powerful oxidising and

reducing agents, CIf being the strongest oxidiser and weakest

reducer and I.- the strongest reducer and weakest oxidiser. They are
2

easily observed spectrophotometricalty in pmol 1- 
1 corrc"ntrations,

relatively easily generated, their substitution behaviour is typical of

a simple anion and their products are well characterized. They

provide a near ideal "probe" for investigating redox mechanisms,

especially for metal comple*es.+

11. 6. 1 Halogen radical anions as proposed intermediates

The first reactions of halogen radical anions with metal

cornplexes were proposed by Wagner (L924) in the study of the reaction

of fcrric ions with iodide ions.

i'e3*aq + I- ----+ F"2+"q + îIz
Wagner proposed that If formed in the rate determining step reacted

r..'i.ch both ferrous and ferric ions.

/ Footnote:

Lili¡ OAIZ¡ has directly investigated electrode processes occurrri-g

in pulse irradiated halide solutions by polarography. He claims to

have rrìeasured the following Eo values.

I^- * e'- 
-= 

2l- Eo = +1.06V
2

Br" + s- =-> ZF,r' Eo = +0.84V

CIi + e- -= 2C1- Eo = +0.91V

o
The values are internally inconsisteht; the E for CI, must be higher

than Rri which in turn must be higher than If . With the exception of

Ì^- rhe v ilues show no relation to thermodynamically estimated valut's
2"

'nhich are consistent with a:vailable experimental data. The large

4iscrcpancy is almost certainly due to the effect of irradiation on the

drcpping inercury electrode usec! ior polarographic Cetermination.
(cfi l\irey, 197 3)



2+Fe aq *r2 =- Fe3+"q + 2ï-

726.

( 1)

r"3Lq * t; =- Fe2+ag + I, (z)

Fudge and Sykes (1952) made the first quantitative observation when

they used the same scheme to derive a rate constant ratio OrlOrof.7.

In the period between L924 and the first direct observation

of halogen radical anions by Grossweiner & Matheson in 1955, several

other reaction schemes including halogen radical anions were proposed.

The majority of these involved photochernical initiation. (e. g. AIImand

& Young, 1931; Callow, Griffith & NlcKeown, 1939; Rutenberg & 'i'aube,

1950; King & Pandow, 1953). Since 1955 a large number of reri.¡x

reacticn schemes in.,'oLving halcgen radical anions ha.,'e been prcpcsecl

both in oxidation of halide ions by metal ions (e. g. Co (III), IVin trII) )

and reduction of halogens by metal ions (t,. g. V (II), Lr (I\') ). Ther.re

reaction schemes will be covered in more detail in section 13 where they

are directly relevant to the reactions being discussed.

1 1. 6. 2 Directly observed reactior.; ':f tralogen radi.cal anioris - Rat:s

Radical reactions of halc.ger¡ ;'adicrl anions have been discussed

in Part 1of this thesis. The first redox reactions otX, wiih rn

added substrate to be directly studied were reported by Laugmuir

and Hayon (196?). They found that CI, produced from mercurtc

chloride complexes,
,_ 2.-Hgcll-+ hv 

-? 
Hccll + Cl (1)

ci + cl- =----s cL; (2)

reacted with hydrogen peroxide, oxalate and short chain aliphatic

alcohols with rate constants arouncl tO8 t mol-1"-1. Frr- reacted

more slowly (k -105 1 mol-1"-1) with. r;he i ame substrates. I1o rc^ction

ott, with the alcohols could be detected (k(tO2 1 mol-1".'1,. These

rate constants were used as a measure of tire oxidising purwer oi' .he:

various radical species. Comparison witi^ other radicalrì suggested that

the order of oxrdising power was:
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OH > SO4->Clr-t*Ort Ft, >t i
The first report of a directly observed reaction between a

metal complex and halogen radical anions was by Kelly & Endicott

(19?0) in the study of the charge transfer photochemistry of

iodopentaamminerhodium (III) ions. They found that when Rh(II) was

produced as a flash photolysis product the half life of lf was only ?0/o

of that in a system which did not pi'odr-ce Rh(II).

2+ 2+ (3)Rh(NH3)5 r + hv :-> Rh(NI{
3) 4 +NH +I

3

I+I \z' (41

2+ 2+ (5)Rh(NH3)
4

+ H
2
o -----à Rh(NH3)4(H20) I

I
Kelly & Endicott (19?2) estimated tha'l the rate constant k- was ¡:3 x 10

_1 -1I mol-tS-'. In a similar study on the pirotc.rchemistry of various

chloroamminecobart (IÜ) complexes (Caspari, Hughes, Endi'cott and

Hoffman, 19?0) it was found that altho.rgh Co2+"q rdvas reJ-ativ.:ly

duced fragment from the photclysis

cd -v"'rh an estirhated rate consta,nt

coll(tl r+] diene)2+ + ct, coIII(tI l+]diene) cL2* + cl (6)

Malone & Endicott (19?2) revised this estimate in a systematic survey

of the oxidation or CoII(tIr+]diene)t* o, Xf radical anions. 'I'is'¿

rate con'stants they obtained are listed in Table 11. 68.

Table 11.68

+*T; I

coll(t It+] oien") '* *x; Rate constants

(1 +0.4)xl() t I mol- 1
S

1

o
(1.45 + 0. 1) x 10 I mol S

1

-1 -1
S

Br
2

2
C1

t2' (7.2 + C. B) x 10
I 1 mol
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From an intensity dependence of the quantum yield for Co2+aq

formation from Co

for the reaction

Co(NHr)rI co2+"q + 5NH +I (?)
4

3 3
1 1with a rate constant, k7, of 2. 5 x 10 I moI S

11. 6. 3 Directly observed reactions of halogen radical anions -
Mechanisms

2+

and found a linear free energy relationship. From our caLculated Eo

values for the halogen radical anions, assuming that the derived free

energy realtionship is applicable, the r"at* constants for outer sprrere

reactions of halogen radical anions wich Co(t It+] ¿iene¡2+ errn be

predicted. The values obtained are:

III{ttHr) 
,r'* they also obtained indirect evidence

,* * r;

2+
The reaction of I, with Rh(NtS)n produces nh(NHg)+ (H2O)

I (Kelly & Endicott, 19721; from this product which is presumably

the initial product (Rh (III) is substitution inert) it is clear that an

inner sphere mechanism is operative. The incorporation of solvent

water into the prociuct
,+ - 2.;-

Rh(NI{B)4'' +HrO*Iz
rather than the production of a di-iodo ccitnplex

,+-+
Rh(NHS);' * r2 - > Rh(NH3)4 r2'

suggests that If is capable of occupying only one tiganrl site (Aitach-

ment as a bidentate would be expe.'ted tc oroduce the di-io'ic comI,lex).

The reactions of Co(t Ir+] ct¡*.re;2* with halogen radical anions

are all fast (Table 11.6R) and may be diffusion controlled. TI e rate

of solvent exchange on the tetragonally distorted Co(II) lorn' spin d?

complex is not kno'wn but by analogy with other tetra-gonally distorted
ÐL

systems (cuz+aq, cu(t Ir+] oiene)21 cr2åq¡ the r'ate may be as r:.;-gh

as 1010.s-1. Rilemma and Endicott (Ig72) have studied the rates of

reaction of various known outer sphere oxidants with Co(t Ir+] Oien")2+
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ClZ,3x10

7 x Io4I mol

-1 -1
S

IZ(kob"=?x10

IBrr, 7 x 10 1 mol

I

11

-1

-1 -1
s )rz,I mol

-1s. 1 1 5I mol S ) reacts 10 times

faster than predicted for an outer sphere reaction suggesting that
o 

I- 1"- 1)
this mechanism is inapplicable. trl (kob" = !.45 x 10" 1mo,

e -1 -1.
reacts at almost the predicted rate and CU (kobs = 10" I mol -s -)

reacts considerably slower than predicted but. may be limited by the

rate of diffusion. The observed correlations are not inconsistent with

an outer sphere mechanism for the reaction of t"i and Cli rvith

Co(t l4dtene )2* ho*u.rer the reaction of t, is apparently inner sphere'

These considerations do not rule out the possibility of an

inirer sphere mechanism for Clf and U"i. Llnequivocal desiþ@ation

of ti,e rnechanism cannot be made until initial products þ¿rre been

charactç-rized.. Malone & Endicott (19?2) made no product observatiotl

but wrote the reactions as inner sphere.

y + co (t [14] diene)'* * *i ---> co (t Ir+] ¿ie.,e)xY2+ + X

t'he reported reduction of Co(NHB)5I2* by I; (Malone &

Encìiccti, Ig72') proceeds at a rate many times faster 11t"t't 1þs nafe

oi sl,bstitution on the Co (III) reactant and it is clear that this reaction

rnust be outer sphere.
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determined spectrophotometrically with o-phenanthroline (Vogel, 1962)

and chromous was determined by addition to a standard iodine solution

prepared frorpotassium iodide and primary standard potassium iodate

(excess iodine was titrated with thiosulphate).

Manganese (II) was determined by potentiometric titration

with permanganate in pyrophosphate medium. (Vogel, 1962)

' Cobalt (II), nickel (II) and copper (II) were anal-yzed by

electrodeposition of the meta1. The presence of. - 2lo cobalt in the

nickel solution was detected by atomic absorption spectroscopy.

Iron (III) and zinc (II) were determined by potentiometric

titration with AR sodium ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid.

chromium (III) was determined spectrophotometrically as

cirromat : after: oxidation with alkaJ-ine hydrogen p"to*.öde.

1 2 3 METHODS

The methods used in flash photolysis have been previousJ.y

ilescribrrd (Section 2.7) . The same methods were used to study

redox reactions of halogen radical anions. Air sensitive solu-;io¡is oI

metai io.ns were added to the appropriate halide solution after deaelation.

Y irradiations \Ã¡ere carried out with a 1000 Ci 60Co source.

Standard ferrcus sulphate dosimetry was used.
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SECTION 13 REDOX REACTIONS

Reactions of halogen radical anions CIZ' , tt I and Ii with

divalent transition metal aquo ions v anadium through zinc have been

investigated. The reactions of C"z+"q and V2*"q *"te not suitable

for quantitative investigation using flash photolysis because of the

rapididity of the reactions. The rates of these reactions have been

determined by my supervisor Dr. G. S. Laurence. The resul-ts which

have yet to be published are included in 13.7 and 13. B.

The various metal ions are discussed in an order which allows

Iogical development of mechanistic arguments.

13. 1 IRON (II)

In acid solution the potential of the ierric-ferrous n¿lf cell s

+O.77 V (Latimer, 1950)

Fu3*.q * "- 
E- tr'"z+"q Eo = + 0. ??V

AIl three radical anions are sufficiently strong oxidising o.gents to

oxidise iron (II) (see Tab1e 11.6/r,), '.!¡e r''ee energy changes for thc

reactions being
tL

F"z+.q * ,; ÂGo = -22kJ -o1- 
1

AGo = -9?kJ -o1-1

AGo = -1,47 kJ mol-1

2+Fe + Br,aq

2+
Fe aq+ crz

The reaction betw""n F'e2*"q and f , has beenstudiecr by

Laurence (to be published) and will be considered only in ccmparison

with the other radical anions.

Iron (II) reacts rapidly with chlc;^ine and bromine (Cc.rnoccl-ioli,

Hamilton & Sutin, 1965; Carter & Davitlsorr, 1952),
.)I

Feo-aq + àxz ----à Fe(III), X-

and hydrogen peroxide (Wells, 1969).



2Ûe2+^q*HzOz+ 2H 2Fe(III) + 2IlrO+
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_>

Consequently production of hatogen radical anions by fiash photolysis

or pulse radiolysis of solutions containing halogens or hydrogen peroxide

in the presence of ferrous, is impra-ticaI. (cf Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.41.

Production of 
", 

Ot flash photolysis of nitrous oxide saturated

dilute solutions of halide ions (2.3. l,) suffers from the disadvantages

that:

(a) for Nro to be an efficient electron scavenger (section 4.3.2)

the pH must be greater than 4 and at thís pH ferrous is difficult to

store and prepare;

(b) in chloride solutions ferrous acts as an efficient inner fi.iter (see

Section 5. 1) and yields of CI. are very srnall ( - fO-7 -.,1 f'1)
il (10-t - 10t* mol I-1) 

""r'r"".rtration 
of ferric iorr I

to ferrous, halide solution produces equilibrium concentr¿rtions of

monohalogenoiron (III) complexes (fO-  - 10-5 -ol I-1)lvhich are
-6 1

photo-active and produce relatively large ( - 5 x 10 L

concentrations of X, (see Section 2 3. Î;

X- + F.III x2+ + hv + Fez+^q+ xi
Preliminary experiments showed that in both bromr¡ and chloro

systems the observed rate constants for disproporticnatlon of X,
produced by flash photolysis of a soL.ution containing ferric ions.

halide ions and acid were in good agreer.nent with values obtained

in other systems (see 5. 3.9, 4. 3.9).

Except where indicated all flash photolysis experiments were

performed in ferric halide solutiocs.

13. 1. 1 Rates and temperature depe nd.n<,', F.e2+aq + X

mol

2

In acid solution (PH 1, I = 0.2 rnol I

with ferrous ions.
tJ

Feo- + X- --->

u"i- t), and Cl , react
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The rates lvvere studied over the range 15 - 40oC and activation

parameters determined. Tab1e 13. 1A lists the derived rate and

activation energy data.

Table 13 1A

2+Fe +Br
2

(3.6+0.4)x10 6r¡

(25. 2 + 2l

(-42 + 12)

k
25

(l moI-

J
AHT

1 1
)S

(kJ mol

J
AS/

(J mol- 1t<

1
)

-1)

2+
Fe + CI

2

6
Notes: 'r' The apparent contradiction with the value of 8.6 -x 10

-1 -1I mol-'s-' (Thornton & f,àLr'ÈTrct-, 1970) arises from pH

differences. The earlier wo-rl'was performed at pH6 '¿'.h¿êr(-'

significant hydrolysis of ferrous takes place.

,+
Fe-'aq + OH

FeOH+aq * Br

,'- FeoH 
+aq

7(7.4 + 0. 2) x 10

(26. 5 + 2)

(-2O + 12)

_--> Fe(III), 2Br
2

2+
13. 1. 2 Mechanism Fe aq*Br

It is proposed that FeOH* reacts considerably faste;: with

l3r^- than does F"2+tq. The increase in rate at pì-ì6 is due
2

to participation of FeOH+ in the overall reaction.

2

Flash photolysis of an NrO satirrated solution of ferrous and

bromide produces a small but relatively Long lived (tå,.n)o) trar^s^eltt

abscrption (Thornton & Laurence. 19?0). 'fhe spectrutn a'rd i ¡lte of

disappearance of this species har¡e bet n measured. The sperctrum is
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very similar to the spectrum of Fe(HrO)Uetz+ obtained in solutions

of ferric and bromide ions (see Fig. 13. 1A) and the rate of disappear-

ance corresponds to the expected rate of aquation of the complex

under the experimental conditions. (Carlyle & Espenson, 1969;

Matthies & Wendt, 1961).

FeBr2+aq -+ F"3+"q + Br (1)

This absorption is assigned to f eer2Lq. The yield of
t!

FeBr" 'aq roughly corresponds to that of. Br, produced by the fIash,

when the concentration of ferrous is sufficiently high to capture all

trrl in competition with the disproportionation reaction of Bt",2.'¿
Fu2+"q + F;r, -+ FeB"2+"q + Br (2>

The experimental observations are not sufficiently a.ccurate

to rule rrut ttre possibility that the disrbstituted ferric complex is

initially formed (Reaction (3) )

F"2+"q + Flr, -----> FeBr2+aq (3)

because although the spectrum of FeBrf is not accurately knov';.,

it is probable that it is little different from that of F"8"2+"q .

Oon;equently the absorbance change accompanying reaction (4) maybe

smaII and undetectable.

FeBrr+ <=-l FeBt2+"q + Br (4)

Irlash ¡rhotolysis of solutions containing the monobromoferric

ion under conditions where only this species is photolyzed (a filtered

Iight fiash with À>270 nm was used) supports the proposed 1:1

stoicheiometry. Absorbance changes in a solution without ferrous

iol are shown in Fig. 13. 18, as are changes in the presence o-f suff-

icicnt L^rrous ( -to-2rnol t-1) to scavenge all Brf . In the absencrl of

lerrot'-s the optical densit)- does not immediately return to its initiaJ

valuu' .¡r-'' disappearance of Br, , but due to removal of some FeBr2+aq

in the light flash, the solution beccmes less absorbing.





Br-+FeBr2+aq+hv + Fu2+tq +ørl

ør, + B"i + Bri + Br- (6)

A much slower (tå- seconds) redox reaction between Br - and Fe2+aq

(Reaction 7) restores the absorbance to its initial value.

FeBr2+aq + Br (?)

In the presence of excess ferrous, B"l does not dispropor"ion-
,Lu

ate (Reaction 6) but reacts with Fe''aq by either reaction (2) or (8).

2.+ 2+
Fe-'aq t Br, --> FeBr- aq * Br

137.

(5)

(2)

(8)F,"2r" --> F"3+.q * 2Brq+Br,
in ihe event of reaction (2) being the preferred path an exactJ-y

equivalent amount of FeBr2+"q is removed (5) and reformccl (2), anrl

the absorbance returns to its initial value on disappearance of Brf .

t-L
If Fe"åq reacts with Bri by reaction (8) the absorbance on disappear-

ance of Br2- '¡¡ould be less than the initial value. At 366 nm where
.,I Q.L

neither Fe"å.q or Fe''aq or Bro- absorb significantly it would be the
J

same, within experimental error, as the absorbance in the abser,:e
,)-

of .Fe"'aq (see Fig. 13. 1B).

Small discrepancies in return to the initial absorbance can

be C-etected and this experiment is a sensitive pr'obe to determine

the .lrnount oi g.o- reacting by (2) or (B). The absorbances changes
"2+in the presence of excess Fe-'aq are shown in Fig. 13. 18. \Mithin

the limits of experimental error the absorbance at 366 nm returns to

its initial value on disappearance of Bri, which must react with
,.L

Fe''aq solely by reaction (2).
2.+

' The observation that the initial product is 100% FeBr- aq

rrriequivocatrly defines the mechanism as inner sphere (see 11.4,2')

In the .rbsence of observation of intermediates classification into

the categories "inner sphere electron transfer controlled" anci "inn,el'

spticre .:;bs-iitulion coriti'oLled" (see i1.3.2) can be accompllsl^ed b;r
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comparison of substitution rates with redox rates. The rate constant,

k . for solvent exchange (11. 1.'1) on F"2+"q ions is = 3.2 * 106 s-1
ex'

(Swift & Connick, 1962) assumption of the Eigen mechanism for

substitution of an anion (Br.- ) through an ion pair leads to the relation:
¿

k . =$ K--. kex (11. 1.3)sub g IP

If the redox reaction is substit'rtion limited then

k , =k , and,redox suÞ

k = 
å 

*t"'
edoxr kex

Substituting values of kredox and kex one obtains Kr" = 1.5, a' value

r¡¡trich is quite reasonable for ion pair formation between a 2l- cation
tf

(Fe"-aq) and a relatively large 1- anion (BrZ ) FUoss, 1958; Eign,
1954). The evidence is that the reactio¡r rl1 ferrous with 13ri proc:eds

by an inner sphere substitution controlled mechanism.

13. 1. 3 Mechanism Fe2+aq + Cl
2

Flash photolysis of a solution containing chloride a'lcì Fe 2+
ta ct,

at pH1 produces Cff (-tO-?-oi i-r: whlch rapidly decays to forrn a

relatively long lived transient species with the spectrum sh^z:, in

Fig. 13. 1C. A close similarity with the spectrum of FeCl"'aq is

observed. The decay of this species was first ordr:r with a rate

cors tant of 40s- 1 in good agreement with that expected for aquaticn

of chloropentaaquoferric ions under the experimental conditions

(1)
2+

aq from CI,

(3?s- 1; Moorhead & Sutin, 1967).

F"2+ + cl; --> Fecl2+ + cI-
The stoicheiotrretr-y for tire forrnation of FeCI

can only be obtained by comparison >f lhe, amount of Cl, forrr:'ed . n

the absence of F"2+"q and the amount c¡f FeCl2+aq for-"¿ i. the presence

of Fe2+aq,because uncier conditions where the concentration of j,:r'rous

is sufficiently large to capture e.I.t Clrl thc rate of dec;ry cf Cti is too
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great to give an accurate measure of the initial CI; concentration.

If one assumes that the Cli field is the same in the presence and

absence of Fez+aq the approximate yield of ,FeCl2+aq is 4O + 20lo of.

the Cli yietd indicating that reaction (1) may not be the only signifi-

cant reaction.

Flash photolysis of solutions of ferric ion and chloride, under

conoitio^rs where no Cl- is photolysed (À )zzo nm), produces changes

shown in Fig. 13.lD. The following scheme, which is analagous to

that proposed for Frl,is consistent with the observed absorbance

changes at 366 nm.
9-t- - )+

FeCl'-aq + CI + hv 
-> 

Fe" aq + CIZ

CI,
T'J --> tr'c(III), CI

+ FeCI2+aq

+ C1 ------) cI + C1
2 e

(2)

(3)

(41

(5)
-2- mol l-

l_

ätr r åCl 3,t-,-

tr.e" aq + Cl

Addition of Fe2+aq in ,';t'fficient concentration ( - f O
- 1)

to remove all Ct, in competition wlth reaction (3) results in the

absoi.ì,¡iilce :hanges shown in l-:.g. 15. 1D. These differ from the

absorb.'nce changes shown by the coiîresponding bromide system

(fig. 13. 18) where return to i.he initial absorbance occurs simultane-

ously with removal of B"o ; It is clear that the ratio of [¡'"Cf2+]

removed by the flash to l¡í"Cf2*]t"fo.-ed by reaction (6) is great er

than 1.
2+

Fe'-aq + Cr; Fe(III), 2Cl- (6)

The experiments in the absence of fe2åq show a 1:1

stoicheiometry between Clf formed and FeCI2+ the absorbance

eventually returns to its i,nitial vsiue with a rate consistent with that

for re-equÍJi'oration of reaction (5). The exact return to the initial

absorbance implies that a 1:1 ';toicheiometry exists between feCf 2åq

removed (2) and Fe(III) reformed (ÊÌ on removal of Cii. The results

inciicate thai; a 1:1 stoich€ior:retry between CIi rernoved and FeCl2+aq
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Fuz+"q + ctl --+ tr'ecl2+aq + cl- (1)

Fez+"q + ct, + r"3Lq + ZCl- (?)

A measure of the relative magnitudes of k, and k, can be

obtained if the amount of FeCl2*rq r"-oved (equivalent to total ferric
reformed) and the amount of Fecl2+aq directly reformed (Reaction 1)

can be measured. This ratio, numerically equal to (k, + lr..'t lkf and

the total rate of removal of Clr- i. e. kU or (kt * kr) can be used to

calculate the absolute magnitudes of k, and kr. Measurement of

k, and k, at various temperatures gives the Arrhenius activa.tion

parameters listed in Table 13. 18.

140.

Reaction (6) must be composed of tworeformed does not exist

paths.

2+
Feaq

Table 13. 1B

+ CI^- Activation parameters
z

kzsoc

Although the overall uncertainties in AHI an¿ ASI are as

large as the difference between k., and k.r, the difference terrns
1 I I 1r '

( Att' , - AH' ?) and ( AS' , - AS/ ,) are known with more precision

(see Table 13. 18). There is no dcubt that the percentage of reacLion

going by path (1) increases as the temper. Lure is raised, therefo:e
11 J=l

Attr)AHt., and similarly AS', ) AS',r. 
,r

The initial products of reactions (1) and (?) are f'eCl"'at¡ and
Q-L

Feo*a-q respectively. The mechanisms fi,r these pathl; c,ul bt:

(1)

(7)

Diff erence

G.A+0.6¡x10
(1.0+0.2)x10

S

7

6

1 1I mol

Reaction

-2I + 75

-36 + 15

+15 + 15

1

ASAH

K 11

JI

kJ mcrL rnol---i.l
5+4
7 +4
8+4

31.

22.

+8.
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unequivocally designated "inner sphere" and "outer sphere''. The

inner sphere path has a rate constant kr.of + x 106 1mol-t"-t, close

to the limit expected for a substitution controlled reaction. (cf 13.I.2)

Reaction of Fuz+aq with C1f must proceed by concurrent

"inner sphere substitution controlled" and "outer sphererr paths.

L3.I.4 Effect of varving X
2

The rate constants for the reactions of Cli and Bri with
Ðr

Feo-aq can be compared with the values of Laurence for the reaction

of tr. (See Table 13. 1C).

An initial product of the tr'e2+"q, If reaction was not observed,

but this does not ruLe out the possibility of an inner sphere mechanism

for this reaction as in a thorough stopped flIow investigation of the
?+Fe"'aq, .- rea-ction, thought to also proceed through the innei sphere
ta

.Fel'-aq cornplex (see 13. t.0), Ellis and Laurence (I972) also failed
Ð+

to .¡bserve FeI' aq. 
,_L

l'he difference in ÂGo for the reactions of Fe'-aq with If

and C1^- is 126 kJ mol-1. Assuming that the Marcus relationsh'n
¡áÐl

( ACI-< 0. 5 
^Go) 

holds for the outer sphere reactions of Feo-at' *ri1i1

Xl,,-, the rate constant of an outer sphere F"2+"q, If reaction wculd

b: <to-4 t mo.L- 
1"- 1. The observed rate constant is 1010 ti-""

greater and it is improbable that the theoretical relation is so mtr.ch

in error. The mechanism of the F"å+, Ir- reaction must be inner

sphere ratiier than outer sphere. It is not surprising that only the

Cl^- reaction shows ani¡ evidence of an cuter sphere path, in view of
2

the rates predicted by the Marcus relation.

Comparison of the three inner sphere rate constarrts anci the

rate cor:stant of 3,2 x 106s-1fo. solvent exchange on F"2*tq (Swift

i, r<1 Connick, 1962) makes it certain that ait three reactions are

lirzrit:ur by the rate of substitution.



Table 13.1C

Rates and Mecharrisr-rs of tr.e2+aq + x
J

^Hr(kJ mol

Reactions

1

AS

(J rnol- 1r- 1
)

tr'ezf * r;

2+ +CI (4.0+0.6)Fe
2

2+
Fè + Br.z (3. 6 + 0.4)

(3.6+0.5)
2+ (10. 0 .þ 2)Fe +CI

2

Notes: * IS inner sphere OS outer sphere

lJ
tÀ
t\9

Heaction

-2L + t5

-42 + 72

22.7 ;-4

25.2 + 2

31.5 + 4

-36 + 15

FeBr

FeCI

2

3+

2+

2+

Fe

Initial
Product

IS

?

IS

OS

Mech1.



Dr
Fe''aq * XZ r"IIx

F"IIX

slow
.--..>
fast

-;>

FeIIIx2+aq * X-

143.

2+

o
IP may

OO
= -2 and 21'1a141',

+
aq

2

+
aq

2

3 1 5 Activation Pa

No activation parameters were determined for the Fe â9,

at various temperatures suggcsts that in aqueous solution AH

be given by

+ 9'7 zt", kJmoi-1

;
reaction. Separation of the overall activation parameters for the

2.+
Fe-'aq, ù12 reaction into parameters for the inner sphere and outer

sphere steps renders the indivirjual values more uncertain than those

for oxidatr.on of F"2+"q by eri. Differences between the activation

parameters for the inner sphere reaction of tr'e2+aq with Cli and Bri
may not be significant (see T'abIe 13. 1C). The reaction profile for
a substitutio;r contr-olled inner sphere reaction is shown in Appendix

3. 2. The ove.rE-,ll activation rxer gy L, ll is given by

^Hl=Âtor"*Atl"'o
It is assumed that ÀHl is thc same "s AHI for solvent exchangesuþ ex
if each process goes througi', a dissociative mechanism (see 11. 1.3),

imlrlvrng tn¿r the presence of the incon:ing ligand in the second

coordrn¿-1ion sphere does not affe¿i the rate of the dissociative step

(i. e. the rate of solvent excl.aage in the ion pair is the same as that

in the isolated aquo cornf-jlex). Th.e validity of this assumption is

questionable (Hewkin anrl Prince, 1 I69 ).

Calculations of Kr" using tire equatior derived by Fuoss (1958)

a
where Z!r,Z i; the reaction charge pr.rdrrct

'r a is the metal ligand rii.s lance in A

For ion pair formatÍon be1...rn.:en Mi{..q snd X Z
12' Z

2
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giving values of AHoro between -5 and - 10 kJ -o1- 
1.

rr I 2+ -1The best value for AH/u* on Fe"'aq is (35 + 4) kJ mol-' (Swift

& Connick, 1962), 4 + 8 kJ mol-1larger than AH/ for the inner sphere

reaction of C1.- with Fe2+"q arrd (10 + 6) kJ mol-1hrg"r than ÂHl
2

for reaction of Fu2+rq with Brf . These differences can be accomodated

in A"or". The measured activation parameters support the proposal

that the inner sphere reactions of CIi and Brf with Fe2*"q "r"
substitution controlled.

Th-e relative values for the activation parameters of the inner

and outer sphere tr'"2+"q, Clf reactions are given in Table 13. 18.

The enthalpy of activation for the inner sphere path is at least 5kJ mol- 1

greater than ihat for the outer sphere path'and the entropy of activation

is at least 6 .i no1- 1r- t higlrcr.

The extent of reorganization necsrjsary to reach the transition
state imposes the limit on the, .^irte of a reaction. tr.or an outer sphere

reaction the reorganization involves precise adjustment of energy

Ievel; Lt for':; electron transfer. This may involve entropy rather

fþ¿ir erf i.\alpy terms and can be contrasted with the inner sphere

path where once substitution h¿-Ls raken place (an enthalpic barrier)
{t_

little adjustment is likley to be necessary. A reaction exhibiting

comparable inner and outer sphere paths inight therefore be expected to

have an outer sphere path wi th lesq enthalpy of activation but a more

negative entropy of activation. The reaction of F"2+tq with CIf and

other reactions with concurlent inner and outer sphere paths show

this behaviour (Sykes and Thcrneley, 1970; Newton and Baker, 1963;

Norcirneyer and Taube, 1q68).

13. 1.6 L,ite rature comparisons

TLre reaction of Fe2+=,1 with I, has been proposerd to account

of the F"3*"q. t- r*"ãtion by Fe2+"q (wagner, 1924;

Fucløe ancl Syires, 1959; lTe,:r'hey and Bray, 1936; Ellis and L¡rr¡rence,

L97 2r.
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Fe3+aq + I- s- FeI (1)

FeI2++I- =- tr'e2+aq+tol Ql

F"3+"q * r; : r.z+^q + ti (3)

The reaction is second order in I- so step (2) is probably rate

limiting i.e. step (1) is a fast pre-equilibrium. A value fot kr.krl
k-, i. e. kZKt can be obtained from the measured rates; using the

,value of k_, (see Table 13. 1C) the free energy change for reaction

(4) can be calculated.

Fu3+uq + 2L : rez+aq + tf (4)

The measurement of k_ 
Z 

was performed at ionic strength of

about 0. 04 and 25oC. Hershey and Bray (tOSO¡ quote values of

ko - koK., of 8? i2 rnol-2"-1 "t 0.09 rnol 1-1 arrcl 8i0 12 *o1-1u-1
- -1 2 _-2 -1at û.0 mol t-' ionic strength. A value of '200 1- mo1 s ^ can be

estimated at an ionic strength of 0.04 mo1 1-1. This gives Kn 5 x lCì

I mol- 1 which corresponds to a free energy change of 25 kJ mol- 1 or
Atr''lo ç-',f 0. 25V. Combining this with Eo for

2+

5

Fe
o

Feaq E = *0.77V

one obtains

If + e- <- ZI Eo = +1.02V

in exc.--l1-ent agreement with the value of +1.00V calculated from

thermodynanric quantities.

Fudge and Sykes (1959) found a ratio of ? for k_rlkr, although

Ellis and Laurence (1972') found this to be applicable only over narrow

concentration ranges. Using this .¡alue k, can be calculated as

5 x 105 1moI-1"-1. From the overtall free energy change for the

rer¡ction (0.48V) and the free energy change for reaction (4) (0.25V),

the free energy change for reaction (3) can be calculated to be +0.i3V
( orresponding to an equilibrium constant I(, of - 1 ,7 x t012. Hence

ih" .,.lue of k ^ can be estimated as - 3 x iõ-7 r mol-1"-1.
-5

The oxidations or re2åq by chlorine (conocchioli, Ha.rniltcir

3+aq+e 2+
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and Sutin, 1965) and bromine (Carter and Davidson, 1952) have been
-1 -1studied. The observed rate constants are 80 + 51mol 's ^ (C12)

and -30 I mol-1"-1 (g.^). Reductíon of the halogen is assumed to
z

proceed through the radical anion.

2+
Fe aq+ X

2
2+

F x
2

Fe(III), Xr-
Fe(III), 2X'-{-aqe

-+
_-->

(5)

(6)

Investigation of the nature of the Fe (III) product in the Cl, reaction

showed -701o recr2Lq and - 30/o Fe3+aq. From the current work

reaction (.j) is known to produce - 3}o/o Feclz+aq so that if reaction

(5) produces 100% Fecl2+aq the overall percentage of FeCI2+aq produced

would be - 65lo in good agreement with the reported value. It is
apparent th¿.t reaction (5) ilr inner sphere and comparison of the rate

constant (S0 I rnol- 1"- 1) with the ratr coniiiant for solvent exchange

on F"2*"q ( -3 x 106s-1¡ ".rgg""ts 
that the reaction is not substitution

limited.
product analysis oi-- the Fu2+*q, Br, reaction was not possible

bu': i'u !s ìii,ely that reaction (5) ({ = ðr) is also "inner sphere electron

transfc'controlled", (k -30 1 m.,rl-tu-t), reaction (6) (X = Br) is

known to be 7O0To inner sphere arid the only expected Fe(III) product
Dl

must be FeBr"åq.

73. 2 COBALT (II)

In acid aqueous solution the pc.rtential cf the cobaltic,

half ceIl is +1.95V (Johnson & Sharpe, 1964).

Co3+"q + "- <=--ì Coz+^q Eo = +1.95V

Only the Clf , Cl- couple Ìras sufficient free energy change

to displace .'quilibrium (1) to the rig'ht .

Co *xz co3+"q + 2x'

cobaltous'

2+

2+

aq

I
Co aq+ Bt"Í] AG

c = 1? k.f mol

(1)
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Co2+"q + crf AGo = -33 KJ mol-1

Cobalt (II) does not react with halogens or hydrogen peroxide

and eíther of the systems ?]rtar- 
or lH.rOr'lCl- can be used to generate

Cli in the presence of Co''aq (see 2.3. 4).

1g.2.1 co2+aq, + Br i¿i
In bromine and iodine solution no reaction of Co

Dt''aq with

t"i or Ii couLd be observed. This may be because the equilibrium

constant K, is unfavourable and/or the rate constant k, is too smal1
I

to observe reaction (1) in competition with the disproportionation

reaction (2).

Co
2+"q + x

2
-----> Co (III), 2X (1)

X, + X, -->
If it is the magnitude of the rate eonstant which prevents

observation of reaction (1) arl estimated upper limit for k, is 10

-1 -1I mol *s

4

73.2.2 l-": Lt¡ and temperature oependence Co
Ðr"'aq + Cl

2

Co="aq reacts with CIr-

co2+"q + ct; ----> co (III), 2cL- (1)

The rate constant, k., was found to be independent of Co (II) concen-
)-2

tratio:r from 1 - 5 x 10 - mol r-1 at z1oc. The temperature

dependence (15 - 40oC) of the rate cs-nstant gave the following results.

(r.++0.2)x106
-132+4 kJmol

1 1
kzsoc

J
AHT

J
ASI

9t
73,2.3 lVlechanism Co''aq -r CI

2

Reaction of cI, , tr.3ï flagh photolysis of hydrogen peroxide/

chLoride so]-utions, with l:o''aq procluces a relatively long lived

(tà -I0m.s;) transient with an abscri.,ii;lr arrund 2iA rttrt. The spectr-urrr

I mol ê

1 1-'t9+12 Jmol K
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of the transient is shown in Figure 13.24. The spectra of Cocl2+aq

measured by stopped flow kinetics (McAuley, Malik and H1II, 19?0)
' Q-!

and that of Co'-aq (Baxendale and WeIls, 195'i; Sutcliffe and Weber,

1960) are shown for comparison. \Mhen normalÍzed to the same

absorbance at 270 nrn the spectrum of the transient shows good

agreement with that of CoCIz+aq.

Figure 13.28 shows the variacion of absorbance with time at

297 nrn. The absorbance initially produced decays to about tlS ot

its initial value with t| -10 ms and then is more slowly restored to

its initial value (tå- 50 ms). The observed first order rate constant

for the faster proc.ess is 59 + 2 s-1at 2ZoC in excellen't agreement

with a value of 5? s-' extrapola+"ed from the data of McAuley et al

(19?0) and a value of 30s-1 "t "., ion;..c st..'ength of 3.0 m¡-'1 i-1

(Conocchioli, Nancollas and Sutin, 1965) for the rate of altainment

of equilibrium (1)

Cocl2+aq : co3+rq + c1- (1)

The slower process is apparentiy = r.ecì-'x reaction of Co3faq with

cI- or HzOz(WelIs and Husain, rg7 l) to restore theinitial c^2+.

co3+"q + cI ---> co2+"q + +crz Q',

2co3raq * Hzoz--+ 2co2*"q * or+ 2tt-t (3)

The transient absorbin g at 270 nm is CoCI2+aq initialty

produced in excess of the equilibrium concentration by reaction (4)

Ðr''aq + C1
)+

--> CoCl-'aq + ClCo ',41
2

From the re-equi}brium .¡f coc1z+aq the formation constant

K_, is estimated to be 20 + 5l mol-1in i.i" agreement with ''¡aILes

of.26+ B Imol-t (Co.ro"chioli etal, l965) and 3L+ 2t mo'.1(wtcAuley

et al, 1970). The extinction coefficierlt cf CoC 1 was not frteit'¡rrr€d2+

by McAuley et al.
2.+

Assuming a 1:1 stoicheiometry between CoCl- ac
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and Cl; (reaction 4) the value is 5000 + 2000 at 2?0 nm.

The observation of CoCl2+aq rather than Co3+"q as the initial
product of reaction (4) unequivocally defines the me

sphere. As was the case ror r'"2lq + nrf (13. 1.3
,L

of Co''aq with Ctf is veryrclose to that expected fo

substitution of CIo into Coo'aq. The rate of solven

co2+"q i" - 2 x rõ6 "-1 
(Hurrt, 19?1). The Eigen-\M

.)f,

CoX'' + X-

Co"'aq * X-z

Ða
Co"'aq * XZ-

Co2+aq * Xz

chanism as inner

) the rate of reaction

r the rate of

t exchange on
l"rk
,\

(1)

(21

(3)

of substitution would predict a rate constant between

4 x t06 I mol- 1"- 1 for substitution of Clf on co2åq
and, 21 moL- t). tn" experimental data are consisten

ins mechanisnr

-1x1o6and
(Or" between 0. 5

t with assignment

of rnechanism as "inner sphere substitution controlled".

13.2" 4 Activation parameters

. 'I he reaction profile for an inner sphere substitution controllecì

reaction is shown in Appendîx 2,2. The enthalpy of activation for water

e*ugfÀrrgu on Co2*"q has been measured by severaJ. groups (see Hunt,

19?1). the value of 43 kJ mol-1 obtained in two different laboratories

is proba;rl-y the_most reliable. Our measured activation enthalp) -ior'

rea(:tion of Cl. with Co2+"q is 9kJ mot-1Iu"s than that for warer"
¿

exchange. As in the case of F"2+"q reacting with Brf and Clr-¿Á
(i.nner sphere), where the discrepancies are 10 and 4 kJ mol- f , the

difference car be attributed to Otor". The measured activation

parameteÍ's are consistent with assingment of the mechanism as

"i,nner sphere substitution controlled".

13. 2. 5 Literature Comparisons

The hexaaquocobalt (il) ion oxidises bromide and chloricle and,

more rapidly, iodide ion. For Cl- and Br- the reaction is proposed

to l^re inner sphere (Davies and \Matkins, 1970).

co3åq + X

s-

s--
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The intermediate CoCl2+ is observed in the reactionof Co3Lq with

Cl- (McAuIey et al, 19?0). It is apparent that CoCl2+ is formed

faster than it is removed, i. e. the reaction is "innersphere eLectron

transfer controlled". No intermediate is observed in the Co3+aq, Br-
reaction and it is suggested by Davies and Watkins (19?0) that the

reaction is limited by the rate of substitution on CoOH 
2åq

(k¿ 4o r mol- 1"- 1)

coog2Lq + Br --:> co2+"q + oH + lBr, (4)

In their study of the rate of reduction of Co3+"q, iy Ct-,

Sramkova, Zyka and Dolezal (.1971) found that the overall rate constant

u'as 1.31 rnol.-1"-1 "t 25oc and [ä*] = 1..0 mol i-1. They found thai

¿rldition of Co2+aq inhibited t.tle reaction and proposed that formation

of chlorocol¡art (II) complexes bound the ar¡ailable chloride and reduced

the observed rate

co2åq + CI

The r.i'rr.r t^ ',ne retardation is observecl at[Co2+aq]=ro-2 -ol 1- 
1.

Cur:'ent :strnrates of K, suggest a value of - 0.31mol-1 (Si11"., 
"nd

Martell, 1969). A value of at -Learrt tO2 t mol-1 ah"t would be required

to significantly affect Icr-] at Ico2+"qJ of 10-2 *oI 1-1 """-s quite un-

reasonable. A fu1I kinetic analysis suggests that the retardation is due

to reaction of có2+"q with CIi (-2) rnrl at sufficiently trigh LCo2+"qJ

reaction (3) can become rate limiting.
Although the measured rate constant for Co(III) reducticn cannot

be simply identified with that for reaction (2), the rate of this reaction

rnust'oe within a factor of 10 of 1,li i mol-1"-1 to account for the observeci

second or'.ier :hloride dependence. \¡e can therefore estimate K, from

this assunred value of k, and ocr value of k_ rand using the measured

Eo of the Co3*^q¡CozLq crrr,ple (Jcir.-rson and Sharpe, 1964) can

calc,;l.ate the fìo of the C12'/'(lI- couple. The standa;:d reductic;.l

potcntial :alculated in this waY is
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CIr- + e- 
-' 

zCI- Eo = +(2.30 + 0.06)V

in excellent agreement with the value of.2.29V calculated from thermo-

dynamic data (see Tab1e 11.6,4').

The reactions of halogen radical anions with some low spin

Co (II) complexes have been studied by Malone and Endicott (1972).

These reactions which bear little relation to oxidation of high spin
Or

Coo'aq by halogen radical anions have been discussed in detail in

11.6 where it was decided that an inner sphere mechanism was the

most Iikely path of these reactions.

13. 3 MANGANESE (II)

In acidic aqlleous perchlate media the potential of the II/In(III),

MníiTi, half ceII is 1.51V. (Davies, 1969)

2+
3. 3. 1 NTn 'aq + I

2

No reaction of Mn with I,

2+
aq<.- Mn Eo = +1.51V

2-v
aq

lr
could be observed in competi<rn

Q-!
M"'aq + e-

Ii',e free energy changes for reactions of X, with Mn (II)

Vrr2Lq * x; + Mn(III), 2x- (1)

can be c'aiculated from the estimatedXl lX-' couples (see Tal-rl-e ,' 1.6rr)

,i * Mn2+"q AGo= 50 kJ *o1- 1

"ri 
+ Mn2+aq AGo= -25 kJ -o1-1

ctl + Mrr2+"q AGo= -?5 kJ ,rro1-1

The reacii.ons of Br, ancl Clri have negativ: free energy changes ancl

equilibrium (1) will lie to the right.

Manganese (II) doe s not react with halogens or hydrogen peroxide

and either of the syste-" 
TZ f 

X' or HZOZ/X- can be used to generate

XZ-' itr the presence of Mn'-aq.

1-

witlr the disproportionation reaction (2). This may be because kf {



2 x t04l mol- 1"- 1 rnd/or the equilibrium constant K, is much less

than unity.
,L

Mno'aq * I s-- Mn(III), 2I (1)
2

_-> +I (21t2- *12 Ig

L52.

) the ratc of

at

Mn

1

decay of Bri and Clr- from halogen solutions was significantly increase

The decay was analyzed in terms of competing second order dispro-

portionation and pseudo first order reactions. The pseudo first order

rate constant was approximately linearly dependent on IVtn2+"qJ

tow Lun2*"q] b.rt tended to becom" [vl.r2+"q] ina"p"ndent at high I

lq + Xr- ---> Mn(III), 2x- (1)

*xz .--> xS+x- (2\

, the pseudo first orderrate constant against IMt2åqJ

2+ 'ì

àr4J.

2
Ivin

xz
Plots of k

are shown at a variety of temperatures in figures 13.34 and 13.38.

Analysis of the LVlrr2*"qldependence and temperature dependetlc- of

the rate constants is covered in 13.3.3 and 13.3.5.

2+
13. 3. 3 Mn- aq dependence

Investigation of possible artif acts, such as limitations caus;ed

by tl,e response time of the apparatus, in the measurement of the

pseudo fir.st ordeÌ.rate ccrnstant proved that the tendency toward lMn2åq]

independence at high I vln2+"q ] *"" a real chemical effect.

For a reaction between oppositely charged ions rvrrzLq and Xf
a fall in the rate constant with increasing ionic strength is expected,

but in.the experiments the ionic strength increased only from 0. 20 to
_1 ,-L

0,26 mor 1-.t ov"t the range of Mn''aq concentrations. The rate
t-L

consta.r,l for reaction of Ctl with Mn''aq rvas found to be independerlt

of ionic strength in this range.
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The curvature of the plots of pseudo first order rate constant

against I Mn2åq] is most simply interpreted in terms of a rapid pre-

equilibrium involving Mrr2+"q and Xr-

e. g. Mn2+aq + X

appearance of X, is

_ o[xr_J kzKt ,rxz ] [rvrn2+aq]

I

2+
Mn x (1)

2

followed by the rate determining step which leads to products either

directly or by subsequent fast steps.

e. g. Mrr2+. xr- -+ Mn(III), 2x' (2',

If equil.ibrium (1) is maintained during the reaction the rate of dis-

.s-
2

dt

Ln our experiments where

first order rate constant k

1+K Iwtrr2+"q 1
1

Ivl.r2*"q]>> [ *r-J , the observed pseudo

1S

k kz Kr Inn.'2åo1

1 + K1[vt.r2*"oJ

Rearranging this relationship, 1/t< should be a linear function of
1. I l\ltnz+aqJ wiih intercept I 

f k, and slope 1 lkzKt The reciprocal

plots of the experimentaldata are shown for BrZ- in Fig. 13.3C and

for LJlr- in Fig. 13" 3D. The expected linear relationship apparently

holds over the range of Mt2*"q concentrations studied. The values

of K' k2, and krK' for Brl and Ctf are shown in Table 13.34.
J

Footncie: Other equilibria such as,

Mr2*rq * Mn2*"q =- dimer

couid explain the Mt2+.q dependence but there is no evidence for
signifr.'ant complexation or dimerization in halide or perchlorate

tL
;nedia. Iy'In"'aq is a typical divalent aquo cation (Libus and Sacic\^/ska,

i96e)
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Table 13. 3A

Rate data: Mnz+*q * x;

K x10
1 2

(1 mol -1 -1
s

6.0

(+ 0. 3)

tt

(+ 0. 7)

27

(+ 10)

8. 3

2.1

(+ o. 6)

40

(+ 15)

8.4

(+ 0. 5)

3.0

(+ 0. 7)

28

(+ 15)

(+ 1.0)

2.5

(+ 0. 6)

43

(+ 20i

k

)

5
01x

1
2

k

Br (s )

Kt
(1 mol -1

x 10-6 5.6

(+ 0. 3)

1.6

(+ o. 6)

35

(+ 15)

K- rU,

1
I

I

I

10. I 77 .0

{+ 2.0)

2.7

(+ 0. 7)

63

(+ 20)

{i mol-1 -1c ) (+ o. t'¡

k, x 1o-5

c1 (s - 1)

Kr.

(l mo1 -1

X

4.7

(+ 0. 2)

2.7

(+ 0. 7)

20

(-F 10)

t6oc 25o c 3loc

L2.0

(+ 1.0)

2.2

(+ 0. 7)

55

(J- 20)

40
o

C

32.0

(+ 4)

33.6

t+t

J
AHT
kJ mol -1

-4
(+ 12)

-3
(+ r2)

J

AST
J mo1 -1x-1

lJ
Ctl
È
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The errors in the values of K, and k, are larger than the error in the

product *rU, and although the observed temperature dependence of

Ktk, cannot sensibly be split into an enthalpy term for K, and an

enthalpy of activation for kr, the observed enthalpy and entropy

parameters for KtU, can be calculated with more certainty. (See

Table 13. 3A)

From the derived values of K., and k, the dependence of the

pseudo first order rate constant on tiw"2Lqi can t¡e calculated. The

solid lines in Figures 13.34 and 13.38 are the computed dependencies

using values in Table 13.34 . The observed fit of the experimental

data is excellent. The chosen reaction scheme appears to adequately

represen't the events occurring.

,L 
some inference on the natitre of ttre

NTno'. outer sphere complex or ion pair
_1is unli ant (Kr) of 40 I mol From the

Fuoss uteupper limit of 10 I mol-1 
""r,

be estirnated. Kinetic measurements on the f"2åq, Xr- and C-,2+^,^,

C1.- reat:tions give values of - 1.51 mol-t (S"u !3.!.2, 73,2.?\

. M2+"q + x;
Inner sphere ccmplexes or manganese (II) with various anions har,'e

been r¡bs:ervec and their stability constants (Kn) evaluated (Sillen and

Martell, 1969).

Mrr2+"q + Y === MnY+aq (41

1llquiJ.ibrium constants from 1 to 10 1 mol- have been measured for
halicre ions. Thiocyanate showû anú equilibrium constant of 1? I mol-1.

_1
A value 'rf .40 

l mol ' is higher than any stability constant yet me¿rsure I

fcr a Mn (II) complex with a uninegative anion, but may arise from the

poi.ar,:,:rlrility of the large X, ligand.

If 1,hre complex is an inner sphere Mntt*r* complex, substitutior,

r¿rtes on ln{n2*aq can be used to estimate more parameters of r.he sr,'stem.
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The best estimate of the rate of loss of water from the first coordination
9L

sphere of MnZ*aq (solvent exchange) is 2.3 x 107 s-1 (S*ift .rrd

Connick, 7962; Grant, Dodgen and Hunt, 1971). The rate of formation

of MnCl*aq (i. e. substitution of Cl-;kU) has been measured as 1.5 x

to7 t mol- 1"- 1 (H"yes and Myers, 1964).

M.r2+"q + cl MnCl+aq (5)!ç-

The value of k, for substitution of X, is almost certainly within a

factor of 2 of 2 x to7 1mol-1"-1. r'"orn Kl =40 1moI-1, k-, can be

calculated as -5 x 105s-1. It is clea.r that the assumption k-r>>k'
necessary for the maintaínance of equilibrium (1) does not strictl¡r

hold (cf kZ=2 x 105s-1) ¡rrt withcut this assumption data treatnnent ls

complex.

The validity of the simple data tr'e¿tment has been investiga.ted

using computer simulation studies (See 3.4.3). For an init:al Xo

concentration, \Ê" XZ concentrations in the presence <¡Í IVit,2* í"t"
calculated as a function of time using the rigorous schemc below

(Program \MR16 - See appendix :.4ì-

Mn aq *xz ilt MnX
+

2

MnX

The decay of X, was first order and the pseudo first order rate

constant "fro*"i a similar IVtrr2*"qJ dependence to the experimental

results. When treated as a reciprocal ptot (1/t against 1/ mn2+"q)

the simulated data did not fit a perfect straight 1ine, as would Ïre

expected if the assumption of fast pre-.equiiibrium was valid. A t.rpical

reciprocal plot of the data from a simulation experiment i's ihown in

Fig. 13. 3E. The deviations from linear;.i:¡,' are within experimc::'.a1

error over the covered range. .I'rom the lcest fit slope a-ul intercept

of the simulatei reciprocal plo! values of "K1 I' and "k2" ca.ir bc

2+

MnX

k1
------è
kr

----à

+
2
+

2

,+
Mn-'aq * X,

products
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calculated. The intercept gives a value of "ko'r which is slightly

dependent upon the range cf IMn2+aql "o.r"r"ã 
Orr, always within

experimental error of the true value of k, chosen for the simulation.

The measured value of "K1" i" however, significantly smaller than

the chosen value of K, given It Of lu-,
13. 3E for k, = 2 x 10 

r 
1 mol- t"- t, k-,

"K'.' observed = 33 I mol 1 
"f K, true

of 
r[vln2+"ql 

ano chosen values of k , k

relationship (6) was observed.

(In the example given in tr'ig.

= 4 x 1o5s-1, k^ = 2 * 105"-1;

5o t mot-1¡. o?". a wide ""rr*"
-1

and k the empirical
2

"Kr" obs
1

(6)

k +I
-t- 2

Assurning a value of k, = 2tí l-07 t mol-t"-t, from "Kt" obs

and k, a vahl-'of the true eqt'ilibrium constant O, (= k1/k-r) can be

calculated. At 25oC the values obtained are:

tri,Kl = 39*15 Lmol-i

Ct; tK1 = 68*30 Imol-1

These values arehigher than thori r calculated from the experimental

reciproca.I plots but argurnent'-¡ about the nature of the MnXr+ complex

are not ¿iffected by this revision of values.

This specific example has .:elevancÈ to the general application

of the widely invoked assumption of rapid pre-:quilibri"rm. It is

apparent that unless the valur: of the equilibrium back reaction is

at least five times faster than the subsequent rate determining step,

the v¿ilues of the pre-equilibrium ccnstant and the subsequent rate

constant cannot be evaluar.ed (withín " 51ol by the assumption of rapid

equilibrÍurn.

k

k

f Footnobe: "^r" will onJ.y be k,

equ iJ.ibriurn !-:crlds.

t:,
1

if the assumption of fast pre-
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(3)

(4t

After the disappearance of Xf in a solution containing suf-
,L

ficient Mn'-aq to to compete efficiently with the disproportionation

reaction (2)

Mrr2+rq * x; + Mn(III), 2x' ( 1)

xr+x) --+ xi+x- Ql

a semi permanent (trL-min) absorbance in the 300 - 500 nm region

was observed. The spectra of these products are shown in Fig. 13.3F'

and compared with a normalized spectrum of Mn(III)aq (Diebler & Sutin,

1964). A solution of hydrogen per'oxide and acid containing Mn2+aq

but no ha11,ie ion produced a similar transient when flashed. The spec-

trrrm of t.his tr¿Lnsient (which ie pres-r'mably formed from reaction of

hydroxyl raciícals with Mn2+aq (Brown, l)einton, Walker & Keene,

is also shown in Fig. 13. 3F.

H2O2 + hv --> 2oÏl

OH + Mn2+"q -) Mn(III), oH-

The observed speetra ar e identical and, based on a 1:1

stoicheiometry with Xf yield, show the same extinction coefficient at

4?0 nm ( E = 150 + 50). The spectrum of rl-{n(Ill)aq, under the same

conditions is, within the limits of experime.trtal error, the same as the

observed spectra.

The hydrolysis constant, K5, of Mn3*"q is 0.98 (\Merrs & Davies,

1967)
Q-L

Mn"'aq + H,,O.þ MnoH2+aq + Hro (5)

1e65))

+
s_--

6and the fc¡rn-u.tion constants, K
_1

10 I mof '' (Davies, 1969)

, of r,.tonohalogeno complexes around

2+aq
QÌ

Mn'"tO + >(- ç-' MnX (6)
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In our solutions (10-1mol t-1x-, 10-1 -oI t-1g+) the equiribrium

r:atio of Mn (III) products would be 90{o MnOn'*^O, 570 Mn3+aq , 510
tr

MnX''aq. The observed spectra are in agreement with this prediction

(i. e. the manganese (III) product is equilibrated within 100 ¡rsec).

Atthough Mn(III) is labile neither the rate of solvent exchange or

Iigand substitution have been measured. Assuming that the fastest
.measured Mn(III) oxidations are controlled by the rate of loss of sc,Ivent

(i. e. are inner sphere substitution controlled) f)avies (1969) estimated

the rate of solvent exchange on MnoH2Lq to be - 106"-1. If this

figure is correct the initial Mn(III) product rvi1l equilibrate well with-

in the minrimum observation time of our apparatus.

,rrroduct observation in this system is of no use in determirLing

srechan:sm. Tne initial Mn(III) product 1iur3åq or Mnx2täq¡ i" to.
labile to obr;erve. The rne chanism may however be inferr ed from
kr,netic evidence. The I nnr'r2Lq] dependence of the rate constant has

been explained in terms of precursor complex formation. This

co';np1ex shows a large stabiLity constant and is an inner spherc

rather than ion-pair complex. The kinetic inference of an in"'er

sphtre intermediate is conclusive evidence that the reaction is inner

sphere. The rate constant of the subsequent electron transfer step

is rate limiting and is obviously less than the substitution rate, hence

the rra.ction is electron transfer controlled (See 11.4,2, 11.3).

13. 3. 5 Activation parameters

The enthalpy and entropy of activation of the function

Kobs . k k k (see 13. 3. 3) have been determined.
2 21

u- t* kz

,+
Mn-'aq f X +EJ MnX (1)

2 2

+
(2',)MnX

2

'Ihr:se terrns cannot strnsibly be related to indiviCua.l steps in the

ntechanism. For an inner sphere electron transfer controll':,1

---> MrX2+"q + X
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mechanism the activation enthalpy for electron "t!rr"f"r must be larger
^than the activation enthalpy of substitution (See Appendix 2.ll. The

-1observed over all activation enthalpies (34 + 4 and 32 + 4 kJmol ' for
Brf and CIf resnectively) are approximately equal to the activation

enthalpies of substitution of Ct- on Mn2*"q (39 + 4 kJ mol- 1; H"y."
& My'ers, 1964) and water exchange on lvtr2*"q136 + 4 kJmol-1;
Grant, Dodgen and Hunt , 19'71) and significantfy fa[er than any of "he
activation enthalpies previously measured (See 13. 1. 5, 13.2.41,

despite the more favourable free energy change for M.r2f"q + Ci;
D-L

than for Co''aq + CI;.
Or

For inner sphere substitution controlled reactions of Fe''aq
9_:

and Co''aq with Xr-, the observed activation energy barrier, which ts

essenti¡iIy that for substitution of Xl into M2Lq, is approxirnately
.-1

3 kJ mol * -'less than the activati.on energy for water exchange. The

1o'¡rer value has been attributed to the enthalpy of formation of the

ion pair (see 13. 1.5), whichwould also be operative in the case of
9-r ,-L

Mrro 'aq. The height of the barrier for substitution on Mn'åq riä n Le

estimatt:d as the enthalpy of activation for water exchange (36 + 4 ì:.I
-1nrol ') plus the enthalpy of formation of the outer sphere complex or

ir,n pair (-B kJ mol- t) t. ". - 28 kJ mol- 1. The observed activation

energies for the Mnz+"q, Xf reactions are significantly larger than

this '¡:lue supporting the conclusion that the reaction rate is controlled

by the heigirt of the barrier to electron transfer rather than that for
substitution.

13. 3. 6 Effect of varving X
2

2+and activation parameters for the Mn â9,The measured rate

Cti antr Mn2+"q ,"", syste

ir. overall free energy chan

-, lms are, despite the difference of 50 kJ rrrol

ge, identical within the limits of experin:,:ntal

error, 'l'his observation is somewhat unexpected for an electron transfer

:ontrolled reaction where the sarrie sort of linear free energy ::elation-

ship as for.' an outer s1:here reaction (i. e. the larger the free r-.nergi



change the smaller the barrier) might be expected. Additionally the

reaction of Co2+aq with C1"- has a free energy change epproximately

intermediate betw"". Mt2+"q, Brr- and M.t2+"q, CIi and yet is not

161.

Iimited by the rate of electron transfer. These observations can

only be rationali zed if. the barrier to electron transfer in the MT,IIX
+

2

complex is largely due to a specific energetic requirement imposed

by the central cation and is litt1e infh^enced by the magnitude of the

overall free energy change. The possibility of such a requir.'ement

is discussed in 13. 9.

13. 3. 7 Literature comparisons

Reactions of manganese (II) with haJ.ogen radical ¿rnions have

been proposed in studies of t,he catalysis ,cf the halogen, oxalic -'-cid

(Taube, 7947, 1948) and halogen, hydrcg€:n peroxide (Mor.'row ano

Silver, 1972; Davies and Kustin 1973) reactions by the manganese(II)

manganese(III) couple and in studies of the photochemicai cli¡,sociation

of halogens and trihalide ions using Mnz+.q as a radical s+avenger'

(Rutenberg and Taube, 1950, 1951). l.lc, ohservations on the natui:e

or rate of the proposed reactions we.'tl made. \Mells and Mays i1f,6B)

studied the reaction of Mn(III) and Br- in the presence of 1v:nzìaq.

The proposed mechanism ïvas,

=- MnB ,2*^q

: mn2åq + Br

=- 1y1r.2+"q + Br

Mn (III) * Br
vlner2Lq + Br
Mn (III) + sr l

2

2

(1)

(21

(3)

The present results show indirectly that the reaction betweu.t Mn2+"q

and Bri (- 2) does produce the inner sphere MnBr2*aq produc.t. l'rom
the observations of 'Wells and Mays (1968) on the value of k, and ('ur

value of k_, a value of K, can be calculated and hence the Tc for the

Fr, lør couple. From WelLs and Mays ,-lnta the product K,' k- is

3.6 :r tO5 t2 mol-2"-1 
"rrd 

consequentiy K, K, is 6 x 1()-2 :l- -.',I-1 and
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the.Eo for the erl lFlr- couple is +1 .62V. In view of the different

conditions under which k, and k_, were measured, particularly ionic

strength, the agreement with our value of +1 .77 V is satisfactory.

Wells and Mays discounted the importance of k-, in their
experiments because they found .ro IMr,2*"qJ retardation which could

be attributed to this reaction. They assumed kS ) I_Z 
which in view

of the vârllê of I¡-2,tr" have measured directly ( -107 imol-t"-1) maybe

an unreasonable assumption. The lowest Mn2*aq concentration in the

work of 'W,-.Ils and Mays was 0. 3 mol 1- 
1. From our value of the

equilibrium constant for formation of the MttIIBtr* complex ( - 40 I mol- 1

it can be estimated that approxinrately 92% of BrZ- is complexed by

this LMr,''aqj and consequently increasing the concentration of mang-

anese (II) can only lead to an Stfo incr¡ ase in the amount of t"l complexe<

or the rate of reaction (-2). A variation of 8% is within the limits of

error of the work of Wells arr.J l\.[ays. This observation indirectly

supports our observation that the rate becomes independent of Ilfn2t"ql
r Ð-r- 'l

at hi¡-'n l.ivI"-'erq.J, i. e. that the reaction is inner sphere electron

tra¡sfer. conrrolled.

The oxidation of CL- b¡, Mr-3+aq has not been investigated directly.

Solutions of Mn3*"q containing CL- are effectively stable and this is
not surprising in view of the unfavourable íree energy change of

+83 kJ mot- 1 fo" the reaction.

Mnclz+aq + Ct- --È- wtr2-Lq + Cr; (41

If the reaction is to proceed through this mechanism the minimum

activation energy is +83 kJ rnol-1" Tire reaction has been proposed by

Rossiensk¡r arnd HilI (1972, to accouni for the chloride ion catalyzed

oxidation c¡f 'lI *"q by Mn(III). 1'hey obtained a value of 1. 16 1mol-1s-1

for kn which coupled with out'meaet'.1'ed value of k_n leads to a value

for the stand,erd reductiotr potential oi Cl, of +1.86 V, very much

Io.u\.er thirn the 2.29 V calcriiate(l .fr'.'-, th.rrnod¡inarnic data (see
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Appendix 2.3) and confirmed by kinetic data for the oxidation of Cl-.

It is probable that the course of the chloride catalyzed reaction

between Mn(III) and Tl (I) is more complex than Rossiensky and HilI
assumed.

Cl-- was proposed as the active oxidant not only of TI (I)
2

Tr (r) + ü; ---> Tt (rr) + 2cr- (5)

but also of TI (II)
Tr (rr) + cL; --ì Tr (rir) + 2c1- (6)

Typical concentrations in their system lvere (Mn(III), -. 1

mol I10- 
3

Mn(II), i0
state cc)rìc

vaLue of k

-1

en

4

_--->

l-'trey neglected reactions of TI (II) with Mn(III) and Mn(II).

; TI (I), 10-2 mol 1- 
1; Cl-, 10-2 -ol f 

- 1). The stationary

tration of Ctf can be caiculated from their data and our

as 10- 
11 

-ã, t- t

wrncr2Lq + cl-
,L

Mno'aq + CI;

Tr (rr) + Mn (rrr)

Tl (rr) + Mn (rr)
Tr (rII) + Mn (rr)

Tr (r) + Mn (rrr)

(4)

(7)

(8)

kz must be

--_->

---->

If cr,re assumes as an upper limit that kU is diffusion controlled (i. e.

101Ù I mol-1"-1) then given concentrations of Ctl, Mn(III) and Mn (II)

\Me can calcu.i.ate that if reaction (6) is to predorrrinate,

less than to2 t mol-1"-1".rd kU less than 11mol-ls-1
T'he rate t¡f reaction (9) has been measured in this laboratory

(Fa1cinella and Laurence; to be published)

Co (III) + TI (II) ---l TI (III) + Co (II) (9)

uld be of the same order

and Laurence have aLso mea¡;ure i
t ZSoC. It is obvious that reaction

(8) arr.l 1:robablethat reaction (7) will compete very effectively for TI (lIi.
It is appaz:ent that the';cherne of R.ossiensky and Hi.l-l (I972) is a gross
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simplification. With the measurement of the Mn(III), TI (II) rate

constant a re-evaluation of their data will be possible.

t3.4 NICKEL (II)

The aquo or hydroxyaquonickel (III) ion has not been detected

in solution. With strongly complexing ligands Ni (III) complexes in

the solid state have been prepared (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1970) but

their solution chemistry is little studied. Meyerstein (1972) has

stuctied the transient produced írom hydroxyl radical oxidation of

amminenickel (II) complexes and suggests it is an amminenickel (III)

complex which decays with a half Life of seconds in aqueous solution.

The Eo for the Ni2+aq, Ni3+"q couple cannot be estimated with any

certainty bul. it is probable that if it were less than 2.4V Ni3+"q

would be observable {Cu3+aq rvith an ,)o of +2.4 V is observed,

see 13. 5)

Q I --.2+Ni"'aq + e- <--= irri-'aq o
E + 2.4V

It is ..¡''cbabl: that none of the haJ.ogen radical anions are sufficiently

strong rrxicÌising agents to oxidise Ni2+aq. Of the three, Cf , with an

Eo of +2.29 V is most likely tr: eÍ-'ect the oxidation.

C1 +e === 2Cl1-
o

2
E = *2.29 V

Hydroxyl radicals are powerful o>;idising argents. In acidic solution

the reduction potential of +2. I V may be sufficient to oxidise Ni2+"q.

+ oOH+H ==ì H2O E = *2.8 V
,J-

Ni''aq does not react with halogens or hydrogen peroxide and

either of these systems ir¡ suitable for study of the possible Xf or OH

reactions.

13. 4. 1 iJ:

e+

2-' f2

x lo-2 mol 1
1 concentratio¡r of Niz+aq produces no increaseA5

in tiie ::ate of decay of Fr, "" \: ii:cm a halogen solution. Reaction ( I )



does not compete with the disqfiportionation reaction (2).

32
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2+
I +X --à Ni(III), zx (1)

2

+X --) x + x (2t
2

C1 +CI --> Cl + C1 (2)
2

The bimolecular rate constant k. can be calculated as 3 I 1

-1 -1 ^ 
I -I mol-ts-t at 22 + 20C.

N

x

This may be because K, is small andf or k, is less than 10
4 I mol -1 -1

s

73.4.2 Cr

In the presence of Niz+aq decay of CI, (from Clr- solution) was

mixed first and second order. The pseudo first order compc'nent was

proportional to Iili2*"ql within the studied range (to-2 - ? x 10-2 moI

r- 1)

Ni2* + q; 
-> 

Ni (rrr), 2cr- (1)

t

3,

4x;0

lå-Lt -9H
'Io support the observation of the apparent oxidation ce i.,t?-Lq

bf t-if , the previously unreported reaction of Ni2+aq with hydro--ryl

:.'adicars was studied by pulse radiolysis. No product from reaction
of hyrtrroxyl raclicals with Ni2+aq could be observed in the region

300 - 1l 00 nr.r.

l'he eff't,t:t of Ni21aq on the yield of Clr- from a chloride
r;olution was observed to try and estimate the rate of the Ni2l OH

r.'eaction by competition. OnIy a very small effect was observed at
,L

very hiqh Ni''aq The rate of reáction (1) was estimated as(3 x

tO4 tmol 1"-1 ,.r agreement with the observation of Shastri (19ti9)

who four.d kl \<107 k rnol- 1"- 1.

oH + H+ + Ni2+aq ---> Ni3+aq (t )

4 Conclusions'e 4

in an attempt r.r-¡ rationalîze the above results the puritj¡ of irre
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nickel perchlorate solutions was investigated. The Fluka nickel

perchlorate used in the hydroxyl radical reaction studies as -99Ío

pure but the G. I'. Smith nickel perchlorate used in the C1r- reactions

was found to contain -2lo cobalt (by atomic absorption spectroscopy).

C1.- reacts with Co2+rq at a rate of 1.4 x 106 1 mol-1"-1 (Su"tio.,
z

13,2.2) so that a nickel (II) solution containing 2 + 0.510 c balt (II)

would exhibit a. apparent bimolecular rate constant for reacti<¡n rv-th

Cl^- of z.B + 0. ? x to4 t mol-1"-1 if Ni2+aq does not react significantly¿-
with C1f . This value is in excellent agreement with the observed rate

constant of 3 + t x t04 1 mol-1"-1 fot the^ apparent Ni2+aq, CI;
2+

rea.ction. The rate of any reaction of Ni aq with CI^ can be estimated

to be less than to4 t -o1j1"- 
1. ' 2

It is probable that none of the radical anions, nor hyCroxyl

radicals regct with Ni2+aq. If this is because of unfavourable free
or 3+

erìerg/ changes the Ni''aq, Ni"'aq couple can be estimated as certainly

)+ 2.3 V and probably )+ 2. S V.

Ni3+aq + e- <^ Ni2+aq Eo > + 2. 8 v

LLi COPPER (II)
2+aq r.sLTnIike most other divalent transition metal ions Cu

more easily reduced than oxidised.

C,r2+"q + "- <-- Cr+"q Eo = 0. 16? (Latimer, 1950)

The oxidation of aquo copper (II) ions by hydroxyl radicars has been

rvell documented (Brown, Dainton, Wa1ker & Keene, 1965; Meyersieitr,

19?1). The rate constant, Ur., is 3.3 x 108 I mol-1"-1.

. c.r2*"q + oH cuoHz+aq (1)

tTeyerstein, (19?1) has stqdied some properties of the aquo and

ámnri'rècopper (III) complexes and estimated the Eo for reduction of
QI

".t5+ae 
as 0.2 V less than that for hydroxyl radicals at pH 3.'7.

this plì the standard reduction potential of l¡'¡droxyl radicals is
Ai
2.6 V
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OH*e <-OH Eo= +2.6Y

cr3+"q + e <- c.rz+*q Eo = +2. 4 Y

The free energy changes for reduction and oxidation of Cu2+aq by X;
are listed below. None of the reactions are exothermic according

to the estimated potentials.

crr2+"q + cL;
2+

Cu-'aq + CI,
2+

Cu-'aq * Br,

crlz+"q * r;

AGo +10 kJ -o1- 
1

<- cu
++aq + CI, AGo =+50 kJ mol- 1

-------s,s- Cr+rq + Br, AG
o

=i4B kJ mo.l
1

Cu+ aq + I, AGo =+22 kJ mol- 1
s-

Copper (Ii) does not react with halogens oi' hydrogen ¡.ierc-rxide

and ti:ese systems are suitable for study of the Xi reactions, except

in the cir:.se ott, where the excess iodide necessary to convert I to
lJ-'

I+r- =-
reacts i'erpidly with Cu2+a

Cuz+aq + I- 
-> 

Cu+aq ¡ äIz

Because of this reaction it is impossible to study the reaction of I,
witn cu2ol o] '"r method.

rz

q (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1967).

13. [-' I CI
2

ta
No reaction of Clf with Cu"'aq was observed in competition

rvith the disproportionation reaction. (2)

Dt
Cu''aq + Cl products (1)

2

cr; + cr; cl; + cl- Qt

The rate constant k, can be estimated as less than tO4 t mo1-1"-1.

Neitl.<:r oxidation or reduction of Cu2+aq by CI-- takes place with a

ratc constant in excesr¡ of 1oa l--or-'"-='." rr.'rriu* or trr" unfaøourabie
^_o..¿-:,Li rrrrs result is not surprising. The sÍmilarity of the ù'ee erl:rgy
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changes for reduction of C.r2+rq by Bri and CIi suggests that if

3.6 ZINC
2+Zn-'aq is relatively inert to redox agents. Oxidation to Zn (IfTl

has not been reported even with strong complexing agents. Reduction

of Znz+^q lo Zn+aqhas been accomplished by aquated etectrons (Adams,

Baxendale & Boag, 1963) but is out of the range of normal reducing

agents. The Eo for tle Zn+aq, Znz+^q couple has been estimated at

- 2V (Navon and Meyerstein, 1970)

Zn + e Zr.
o

E = -2Y

reaction with Cl does not occur, reaction with Br is un1ike1y.
2 2

13. 6. 1 C1

2+ {
)

T'he halogen radicai anions âr't1 noi sufficie¡rt1y str-ong reducing

agents to effeot this change br:t iir view of the inevitable presence of

Znz+^q in sr.:rutions of l'u2å.¡, Crz+^qancl V2Lq ruarced by zinc

amaJ.gam, the effect of. Zn2+e-qon the rate of decay of Elr' and Ci,
was investigated. Zinc (IL) does nL.t react t¡vith halogens or hydrogen

peroxide or" halide ions. Any c,f the photochemical systems previously

useei a¡ê s,.iitable for study of the zn'2*, Xf reactions.

;e;
No reaction of zinc (II) with Cl-^ or Br^ could be observed in22

competition with the drsproportionation reaction (2)

Zn
tL''aq + X products

---> x +x

(1)

(2t

2

x +x
32 2

4 1The rate constant, k,, can be estimated as less than 10

-1 
t t-

s-'. It is conclude,l thai the preserrce of Zn' 'aq in soiutions of
tJ nt

Ct''aq, ctr 1,1"'aq will not affect ì,he .rbserved rate constants (i.

1 mol
tL

Feo'aq,

e. zinc

amalgam is a suitable reduci.ry; agent to prepare the above mentioned

solutions ) .

13.:_æ,_OlvtìL]M (II)

C.hromous ion is a strcng reducing agent itt aqeous solution.
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C"3+rq * "- ------' cr2åq Eo= - 0.42 C (Latimer, 1950)

Reaction with all three radical anions is highly exothermic.

c"2+"q + cr; <^ cr (III), 2cL' AGo = -263 kJ mol-l

c"2+uq + rirl
C"2+"q + erl

Cr2+^qalso reacts rapidly with halogens (Taube and Myers, 1954;

Ardon and Plane, 1959; Thompson and Gordon, 1966)

c"2åq * lxz ----> cr (III), X-

with hydrogen peroxide (Samuni, Meisel and Czapski, 1972)

c"zåq + ittro, '---> cr(rlr), oH-

and with oxygen. (Ardon and P1ane, 1959)

zcrz+aq+ åo
4+

aq----> CrOCr
2

Armor and Taube (19?1) have presented evidence that Crz+rq reacls

slow1y with NrO but the rate of tlie r:ac'.'on is so sI'ow that in the i.rce

scale of our experiments ân¡r cooryiic rtion can be neglected.

The only systems suitable for study of X, reactions wilh C"2åq

by flash photolysis or pulse radiolysis are deaerated or nitrous c:iide

saturated halide solutions.

13. ?. 1 Preliminarv rate measurements

The reliability of techniques for hanclling Cr2+
aq rn the aþsence

of oxygen restricted the accessible range of Cr2åq concentrations to

)5x10 -4 mot 1-1. Below this cortcentration, oxidation clue to traees

of oxygen rendered the concentrations too uncertain.

Addition of 5 x 10-4 mol 1-1 Cr?åq to deaerated aci-difred

solutions of chloride, bromide or iodi<.le removed any sign of X"

transient. On oxidation of the Cr2lrq by ai':, transientti r¡cre agaln
.rL

observed. The lveal-Jy absorbinË Cräqion could ttot have so sti:cn,e
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an inner filter effect on the halide ions as to cause no X, to be

produced. The non observation of X, is due to the very r:apid

removal of X or Xf before observation can take place, corresponding

moval of less than 10-5s. The

e constant can therefore be

ter detection time and in partic-

ular shorter response time of the aptrrltratus (see 2.2.61 is required

to measure the rates.

13. ?. 2 Measurement of C.2+aq, X

The necessary measurements were performed by my supervisor

Dr. G. S. Laurence during a period at Argonne National Laboratory

using a nanosecond pulse radiolysis technique. The resull.ts are to

be published in a paper by Laurence and- Ttrornton (submit.ted to Jt- S

Dalton. )

LTnder the experimental conditions (10-t - ,O-2 ,nol L- 
1 irt

Ðr
Cr"'aq) the decay of X, was first order, the competitic¡n due to ttre

second order disproportionation i'el¡tio. (2) being ínsignificant at

such high rates of removal of X, .

crz+^q * x; -- cr (III), 2x' ( i.)

2
X X (2)

3
t

tr'rom the dependence of the pseudo first order rate constant, L'--
Ðr-l

on Cr"'aq the bimolecular rate constant, k1, can be calculated.

The derived rate constants are given in Table 13. 74.

The measured rate constants are much greater than the lower
a -1 -1limit of 10'1moI-'s-' estimated from the preliminar¡r flash phu-io-

lysis experiments, (13. 7. 1)

+X+x
2
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Table 13.74

2+Rates Cr *x2aq

2.4 + O.3

1.9 + 0.2

1.5+0.2

Rate constant, k

x 1o-9 t *ot- 1"-11
Reaction

+'aq + CI,

,+
13. ?. 3 Product observations, Cr-_j-I,

The lack of long term stabirity'i' of the detection system at

Argonne precluded observation on the nature of the initial products

but even tlrougrr rate meaSurenìents c,: rld nct be made in Adelaide,

it was possible due to the iner'taess of Cr (III) species to use techniques

in which a sufficient concen iratt',n of Ct2+"q to scavenge all Xi was

used, and the final products observecì.

Jr ¡':3- rllânefit (f 
+ 

min) absorbance was observed at 300 nm

u-pori fLi.¡ir photolysis of a solution containing 10-3 mol f-1[C"2+"ql
-1 -1 . -.and 10-' mo] f-'lt-lat pH 1. '1'he spectrum of the product measured

using the flash photolysis detection system is shown in Figure 13.74

and compared with the rneasured spectrum cf monoiodochromium (III)

ion - Cr(HrO), ,'*. The correspo:.lence is cxcellent when the spectra

are normalizecl, Assuming tha.t aU If pr'oduces C"t2åq and that the

yietd ott, is the same in the presence and absence of C.2+.q the ex-

tinction coefficient of CrIz+ c¡rn be calculated to be (SOOO + 1000)@ 300 nm

in goocl agreement with our inde¡-ienoently measured value from a

spectrum whi:h is in good âgrc€lL€nt with that of Taube and Myers

(1954), over their measured r:r lge.

Cr
?+Cr aq + Br2
2+ *rzCr aq

'i.Footncte: A oulsed lamp iv¿ts useo ro impr:ove signal to noise ratios

i¡sþr-rr{ term Cetection but the stability oi the pulsed light intensiiy over

a period tf 1 ms \Mas consequeni:-Ly poor.
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The high extinction bands of the corresponding bromo and

chloro complexes are at innaccessibty short wavelengths for the flash

photolysis detection system (seeFig. 12. 1A) and the observation of

about 1 pmol 1- 
1 

"on""ntrations 
of these species was impossible.

13.7,4 Steadv irradiation, Crz+aq + X
2

The chloro and bromochromium (III) complexes aquate only

slowly in acid solution (tr-days) (Guthrie and King, 1964:' Baltis berger

and King, 1964).

Crx2åq+H2O 
- 

Cr(nrO)3u++X (1)

If they are formed as initial products in the radiolysi s of Cr2*ag, X

solutions (Reactions (2) - (4)),

oH+x =^ x+oH

x+x- F* x; (3)

x, *ct2åq-+crx2Lq+x Øl
L

unless they are subsequently remo ¡eJ hv 'nother radical reaction,

they will persist for a sufficientl¡; icrr,g tirl-,e to allow conventional

detection" The chromium (III) products can be protected fr<¡rn ,;ub-

sequent attack by e-aq or H atoms by addition of an exces" .rf Ct3åq

which removes the reducing radicals (Anbar and Neta, 196?).

e aq+H+ -> H (5)

e aq + c"3åq-+c.2åq ßl

H + Cr3+aq + cr2+aq + H+ (?)

If reaction (4) proceeds as shown (;,nner sphere mecharism), r'ar-i:.t-tiysis

of a solution containing halide, acid, chror.rium (II) and aquochron ium

(III) will produce the monohalogenochrcmium (III) product a."l ctre expense

of aquochromi.um (III). If, on the other h¡nd,reaction of Crtåq 'vi'rh

){Z- proceeds by reaction (B)

*, n ctzåq

(2',)
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the above solutions will be stable to radiation.

Ion exchange separation of the products and subsequent

spectrophotometric determination was used to identify and measure the

yield of Cr (III) products. The expected yield of CrX'*on the basis

of. L00To of X-- reacting by equation (4) was calculated from G values
a

antl closimetry of the 60Co source. By comparing the measured and

expected yields of CrX2åq the percentage of Xr- reacting by the inr'er

sphere path (4) and the outer sphere path (B) can be calculated. The

results are shown in Table 13. ?8. The faster aquation rates of the
t-L ,J-

CrI'ãq and CrBr" äq products lead to larger uncertainties in the yields

of inner and outer sphere products formed f rom Fr, and' l, . Aquation

occurrirrg during radiolysis or separation wiII result in an apparentli'

nigher ¡,':rcentage of outer sphere reaction

Table 13.78

Reaction

2+ 47 -r lO

80+15

29+15

Cr +cl
2

2+Cr l- B.r
2

C
2

(a) z5o C

(b) 0-c

13. ?. 5 Mechanism, Cr2åq + x

I+r 2+

2

Product identification in the flash photolysis study of the
,+

Cr-'aq, I, reaction (1S.2.3) suggests that the reaction is lÙOqo

inner.sphere. The Y radiolysis resuLts (13. ?. 4) do not contradict

this find,'ng when aquation of the Crl2åq product during the experirnent

r; coneidered. (Espenson, 1964)

2+aq+ I
2

2.6

2.6

2.6 I.22 + O

2.10 + 0

0.?5+0

,a4

4b

3a

aq)G(CrX2+qx
2

) To Inner Sphere

Cr -à CrI2åq + r- l0oTo
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The Y radiolysis results f.or Frl show that within the limits

of experimental error, 
"("r"rrlis 

the same "" C6;¡ (allowing for

aquation of CrBr2+). This does not rule out the possibility of a small

proportion of the reaction (1ZO"7o¡ proceeding by an outer sphere

mechanism but suggests that the reaction may be IOOTo inner sphere.

''+ - -+ crer'zåq + Br- Bo - 1oo%Cr-äq + Brz

Crz+^q + tr, c"3åq + 2Br- o-20%

The limits of error on the steady Yradiotysis of the Cl -2'
C.zåq system are too small to account for the discrepancy from loOlo

inn.er sphere reaction. It is cle¡ar that the Cl, . C

proceeds by parallel inner and cütei- sphere paths.

ctzåq + CI; --) Crcr2+a.q + Cl- s7 - 57%

c.2+"q + cr; --.>

The rate constants i:r.oxidation of cr2åq by X; increase only

sli¿ht.!¡ frorn,.i to Cr;^(see Table 13. ?A). The rate constant for
urt q l

solvent exchange on Cr"ãq is - I x 10" s-'(Meredith and Connick,

1965). Subject to restriction¡¡ due to the rate of diffusion of the

reactants, the inner sphere CrIXr+ complexes could be formed at

about this rate, but direct application of the Eigen mechanism invoJ-ving

ion-pair for.mation is invalid where the resicìence time of water

mol-ecules in the inner coordi.nation sphere is about 10-10 ". The

substitution rate of bipyridyl on Cr2+^q,

cr2åq + bipy € cr (uipy)2åq
1 -1'-1is 3.5 x L0' ' mo1-ts-' (Di"bLer. 19?0), considerably slower than

solvent exchange but the rater; of formation of chelate complexes

are not necessarily good guides tc '.fre rate of substitution of mono-

denf.ate anio::s" The obser''¿,ticrt of soûre inner sphere paths

2+r aq reactlon
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9t

in the Cro-aq, Xo- redox reactions implies that at least some

i pt""" at a rate around 2 x 109 r mol-1"-1.

The rate constants for the redox reactions are close to the

upper limit set by diffusion of thereactants. If the reactions are

not diffusion controlled then the inner sphere reactions of Brr- and
o '--1 -1Ii Rroceed at a substitution controlled rate of I.7 x 10" I mo1 's

and in a situation analagous to the Fe2+ , Cl; reaction which also e x-

hibited duality of mechanism, the inner sphere path of the CIi,
tI

Cr'äq reaction might be expected to have a rate constant of 1. ? x
9 -r -r10- I mol 's From the 1o inner sphere reaction the rate constant

of the outer sphere path can be calculated as 1.8 x tO9 t -o1-1"-1
and the i.otal observed rate woutd be 3.5 x to9 t mol-1"-1. It is
el-ear tÌ.ret thisþte is only partially attained (k = 2.4 x lu9 L mol-1r- 

j:

and conseqrJently another process, diffusion, must be límiting the

observed rate. The rate constants for Br, and Ir- are only slightly
smalÌer than this and it is probable that these reactions are also

diffus io;r controlled.

The reaction profiles for diffusion controlled outer sl'rherc

rea..rtions are shown in Appendix 3.3 and 3.5. In each case the diffusion

t¡arrier is larger than the subsequent substitution or electron transfer

barr,'iers, ani is equal for both mechanisms. Once the reactants

diffil.^e togettrer the substitution and/or redox reaction takes place

without inroosing a further limitation on the rate. The redox path

subsequently followed depends upon whether the inner sphere or

outer sphere path is energetically favourable, which in turn depends

upoi-r a balance between the ease of substitution and the ease of outer

sphere electron transfer. In the Brf and II ca ses where at least

?rJTo reacts'by an inner sphere path there must be at least 6 kJ -o1-1
diffe'.'/irlce in the activation energies of the inner and outer sphere

pa1;hs (only the inner sphere barrier need be less than the diffrision
bar-:"icr'). In the limit '¡¡here electron iransfer takes place at everv
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encounter (i. e. as soon as diffusion has occurred) the relative

importance of the inner and outer sphere paths may depend solely

onsteric factors . Cr2+^q is a very distorted octahedron. If the

oxidant (X;l approaches a vertex which is practically unoccupied

inner sphere reaction may occur. If theoxidant approaches the more

strongly bound equatorial positions outer sphere reaction may occur.

On purely steric grounds the expected incidences of approach to th'¡

vertex or equator are about equal and one might expect'501o inner

sphere product and - 50% outer sphere product. This situation may

be applicabl-e to the reaction of CI^- with Cr2+^q. It is not surprising-2
that oniy CIi with the largest free energy change shows an outer

sphere path.

13. 7. 6 
- 
Acttvation parameters

Attìrough activation parameters have not been determined for
9t-

tl-e Cr''aq, X; reactions, the mechanisms have been deduced.

Consequently the appropriate reaction profile can be constructed (see

Appendices 3. 3 and 3. 5).

In each case the overall activation energy is that of ttr: ha';'ier

to diffusion which is generally less than 12 kJ -oL- 
1.

13. 7. 7 Literature com ATISONS

In the ir classic investigation of inner and'outer sphere reactions

of varic¡us complexes witfr Cr2åq, Taube and Myers (1954) used the

reaction of halogens with C"z+^qas a convenient method of producing
9f, tL

CrBr' äq and CrI"äq. The spectra of these species had not previously

been r.epor:ted and they established'that the reactions could quairtit-

ertivel¡' be described as,

' crz\q + àxz --> crx2+aq (1)

by c.Ì:,;erving that no free halide ion was present in the solution

afler reaction. In the reaction of chlorine with C"2åq
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they found that only ? 5To of. the C1, appeared as CrCI'' , the other

25ofo was as free chloride. They presumed that there must be a

corresponding quantity of Ct3åq present in solution. This system

was reinvestigated in more detail by Thompson and Gordon (1966)

with substantially the same results. The halogens act as one electron

reagents, and the reactions written in two steps, are

crz+^q + xz crxzåq+x (zl

cr2åq + x -+ crx2åq (B)

In the presence of excess hali de ion the reaction scheme becomes

c 
"2*^q 

* x; -+, c"x2åq + x; (4)

c'zåq*x; crxz'åq+x (5)

'We have checked the results of I'aube and Myers (1954)

and Thompson and Gordon (t9t,rj) under the experimental conditions

used in the ] radiolysis experiments (excess halide and acid). As

sh.¡r¡:: rn T¿ole 13. 7C excellent agreement is obtained.

ìt is apparent that in the case of. F-rror I, reactions (2) and

(3) or (4) and (5) adequately derscribe the mechanism but for CI,
(or Clf ) there must be an extra patlr. producing Cr3+"q. In the reaction

of CIr- with Cr2*"q *u have already found narallel inner and outer

sphere paths of compara¡le rate arrC in view of this the reaction

of Ctf with Cr2+aq should be writter as

c.2åq + cI; ----> Crcl2Lq + cl; (6)

ct2åq + cr; crcr2åq + cI- - soqo (?)

c"2åq + CIz
Q-!

--> C''' äq + 2CI' - 5To/o (8)

Reactions; (6) to (8) predict -l5l: of the product should be CrCl2åq
ôr

and, 25Ío Cr" äq in excellent agreet.'r''ltt with the cxperimentally

observed rati.Ds. These re;;rrlis ¿r.re in cluantitative rrgreement ..'.'ith



Table 13.7C

2+Cr aq X reactions
3

b

75

100

100

.)r
ú, JrXo'aq

a

\. t

(a)

(b)

(c)

&

JI

aq + Cl, 'l4 + 6,t

J
98r

95
J
T

t-L
Cto'aq + Br,

'tr
Ct''aq + L,

Thompson and Gordon (1966)

Taube and M¡rers (195'-1,

Current work

C
3+raq5%26+

The diserepäncy from IOI%is attributable to aquation of Ctx2+aq during separation.

u
-læ

Rt:action

78

c
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the previous observations on the Crz+^q, Xo- reactions.
,to

The rate constant for the CIo,Cr" äq reaction has been measuredo a -1 -1by Thompson andGordon as (9.? + 0.3) x 10'I mol-'s-'atI = 0. 1-
0. 5 mol 1- 

1 and T = 5oC. This rate is very much slower than the
,-L

reactions of X, with Cr'äq and it is clear that the initial inner

sphere step in the oxidation of Cr2åq by C1, is rate determining
(reaction 6). The rate is so much slower than the substitution rate

or Cr2åq ( - 109 I mol- 1"- 1) that reaction (6) must be limited by the

rate of electron transfer.

The Yradiolysis of solutions of Cr2åq and chloridr: ior-is has

been investigated by Lykourezas, Kanellopoulas and Katakis (1968).

They measured the yields of Crcl2+aq, C"3lq and dimeric ehromi rm
(III) species at varying chloride and perchloric acid conce:rllrations.

They used perchloric acid concentrations up to 2.8 mol L-1 .,t which

concentration significant radiolytic decomposition of thr: perchlorate

ion was occurring. As the perchi,rr' -.tÉ c:ncentration increa.sed s,.¡

the yield of CrCl
yield from CL; .

also produce CrCI 2åq trorn Cr2+"q. 'rheir G value for Crcl2åq, at
-1 _ -10.4 mol 1-' CI- and 0.56 mol I-' HC10n (the conditions closest to

our experimental conditions) was 2.8, about twice as high as orr:'

measurèd G value at 0.2 mo1 I-2 HC10,. It is apparent that even at
-1 +

0. 5 mo1 1 -, perchlorate undergoes significant ra-diolytic clecompos-

ition in the absence of added hydrogen atom scavengers. I-ittle
comparison can be made bet,,veen ûur results in which Cr3+aq rvas

added to scavenge hydrogen atoms and 'Lhc:.r results in which tire l.ydro-
gen atom decomposit ion of perchlorate was significant.

B VANADILIM II

2+-aq increased, weì.i above the maximum obtainable

It appears that the radiolytic products frc,;n ¡-erchlorate

--2+V-' is readily oxidised in aqueous solutir:n.
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v3åq * u- 
- 

vz*"q Eo = -0.2v (Latimer, 1950)

Reaction with all three radical anions is energetically favourable

Vzåq + Cl; Aco = -241 kJ mol-1

vz+^q + Bri AGo = -191 kJ mol-1

v2åq * r; AGo = -116 kJ mol-1
' ,_r_
V'äq reacts rapidly with halogens (Matin and Swinehart, 1969)

v2åq + àxz

with hydrogen peroxide (Swinehart, 1965)

vzåq+änro, + v(Irr),oH-
witir ox¡'gen (Swinehart, 1965)

zvz+aq + ào z ---> vov4*

and is reported to react slowly with perchlorate (King and Garner,

1954)

Bvz+aq + c1o; + BH+ --> c1- + 4lro

a.ii;,:ugh no complication due to this reaction was experienced at

¿rmbient tempe ratures .

As with Cr2åq only deaerated or NrO saturated halide solutions

are s,;itable icr study of V2åq, Xf reactions.

13. 8. 1 Fr'eliminary rate measurements

Transfer and handling of veï'y dilute ( (5 x tO-4 mot t-1)
9t

V'äq solutions is extremely diffiicult due to interference from trace

amounts of oxygen. The resulting concentration is noi sufficierrtly

reliabl.: to obtain a reasonable rate measurement. As with Cr2+^q

113. ?. 1) acldition of -5 x 10-4 mol I-1 .orrc"ntrations of V2+aq to

deaer...tc¡d chloride, bromide or iodide removed any Xi transient

in the tirne of the flash. The minimum value of the V 2åq, )lr- rat e
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Iconstant is therefore estimated at 10 I mol S

13. B. 2 Measurement of V '*^r, ^

1 1

Reaction

The necessary measurements were again performed by

Dr. G. S. Laurence using the nanosecond pulse radiolysis facility at

Argonne National Lab. The results are to be published in the same

paper as the chromium (II) results (Laurence and Thornton; submitted

to JCS Dalton). From the dependence of the observed pseudo first
order rate constants, kr' on lv2åql trr" bimolecurar rate constants

k- can be calculated.
I

v2åq * x; v (rrr), 2x- (1)

The values are iisted in Taï¡i-e 13.8,â'.

Table 13. 8A

Rates v2åq + x
2

2+aq + r:tl
')+-äq + Br,

v2åq +I-
2

13. B. '; Produ<:t observations

Product observations are not feasible on the pulse radiol-ysis

facility at Argonne due to the use of pulsed monitoring lamps. V(III)
is known to be fairly labile (k'

20e*
: 102s-1; K.rr"e and .Ihusius, 1968;

Sutin,. Baker and We1ch, 1967) and although flash photolysis detection

of ¡:rodu.:ts may be possible, product isolation and analysis is not.

ì-nequi.vocal definition of the mechanism of V2táq, Xf reactions doeç

not require product observations (see 13.8.4), which lvere consequently

.rot ¡:erformecl.

V

\;

116

191

24t1.95 + 0. 2

1.48 + 0.2

0. 143 + 0.02

-1

_ AGO

kJ mol

Rate constant k
-q -'lx10 "lmol's lr



The rates of formation and aquation of vanadium (II) complexes

are relatively slow. The rate of substitution of SCN-ions on V2*"q

is about 28 I mol-1"-1"1 25oC (Matin and Swinehart, 1968; Kruse
and Thusius, 1968; Baker, Orhanovic and Sutin, 1967) and the rate
of water exchange on V2+.q ion" is g0 

"-1 1g1"o.r, Kanazawa and

Taube, 1969). The rates of substitution of Xi r:adical anions on otner
divalent transition metal aquo ions are approximately the same as the

rates of substitution of simple anions. (13. L.4, 13. 2. 3). Halogen

radical anions áre therefore likery to substitute on V2åq ions witrr

rate constants -rcz I mol- t"- t, six or seven orders of magnitude

slower tiran the observed rates of oxidation of V"*^q ions by X,-
The reactions with halogen radic", ""rorr" tå"t

proceed by ,tn outer sphere mechanism (1).

v'åq * x; Qr"äq + 2X

r82.
2+

13. 8. 4 Mechanism V +X

---+ v (1)

In section 11" 4. 1 outer sphere reactions of transition metal

ions wilir simple anions such as X" were discussed andan inverse

dei:rndence of the rate on the free energy change was predicted. This
l;rend is apparent with the V2*^q,Xi reactions but the rates appear to
approach an upper limit as the reactions become more exothermic
(Tab-Le i3.84). This apparent limit of -2 x 109 1mo1-1"-1 i" very
close to th.e expec'ued diffrlsion limit and the observed diffusion limit
( -2.5 x 109 I mol-1"-1) in the Crz+^q, Ct, reaction. This approach

to a limit has been discussed by Marcus (1968), who predicts

l/k obs = 1/k et + l/k diff
\,,here k obs = observed rate constant

k et = hypothetical electron transfer rate constant in'the absence of diffusion limit
k diff = limiting diffusion rate constant

i-jr R: I and CL f whose eleciron trarrsfer rates migÌrL be
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expected to differ by a factor of 10, 17t aitr is the dominant term,
-1but for 12,- lk et is dominant due to the lower electron transfer rate.

13. 8. 5 Activation Parameters

Activation parameters for V2åq, X
2

reactions were not

measured but from the mechan€Âms the type of reaction profile can
2+be deduced. Yo-^q, I, reaction follows the typical outer sphere profile

given in Appendix 3.4 whilst for Cr, and Bri the barrier to electron
transfer has dropped below the barrier to diffusion and the pr.ofile in
Appendix 3. 5 is observed.

13,8. 6 Literature comparison

The reactions of halogens and trihatide ions with r,'anciium (II)

are proposed to proceed through halogen r:adical anions as inte'.'¡rediates
(Malin and Swinehart, 1969). The rates a..-e between 10 an.l 103

times faster than the r¿tte of substitution on v2*^q(see Table 13.88).
The authors do not rule out the possibility of an ilrnei sphere

reaction in which the presence of the incoming ligand ass:sis the

substitution. Such a large incre rse in th: s.ubstitution rate is mos ;

unusual, particularly for an incoming neutral ligand, and it le i.robable
that an outer sphere reaction operates;

2r2+aq* X2 ----> ZV3åq + 2X (1)

2v2+aq* x; ---> 2v3åq + sx- (z)

)L

The V'äq, halogen rate constants show little depeniience on

the free energy change for the reaction (Table 19. gB). In section
L7.4.1 such a dependence was preciicted for outer sphere reactions
between transition metal complexes and simple neutral molecuies.

This lack of dependence and the unusualty i:w enthalpies and r:ntro;uies

of activation suggest that the reaction uray be more compJ.ex than

envisaged, a conclusion supporter! bv other observation,; rrr. the system.
(Se'--, belo''¡¡. )



Table 1 3. 8B

Rates and Activation Parametu"", V2åq + X2

(Malin and Swinehart, 1969)

(9.?+ 0.2)x102

(?.5+0.5)x103

(g+0.4)xto4

)5 x t02

æ
rS

v2+ + I;
v2+ + r,

v2+ +. Br,
v2+ + crz

Reaction ort-o' 
- 1

(1 mol -s -)

38+ 1

25+2

15+4

I

kJ mol

AH
-1

-59 + 5

-88+8

-110 + 16

J
AST

J mol 1 1K

50

50

r25

150

-AGO

kJ mol-1
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Halogens are recognized as one electron oxidisers, Xz

being an intermediate in the reduction to halide. Malin and Swine-

hart as expected oþserved no V (IV) in the products of the V (II),
2+

halogen reactions. In one electron steps the oxidation of V aq by

halogens can be written

v2*.q * x; -+ v3åq * x; + x (3)

v2åq * x; ----> v3*"q + zx- Gl

We have measured the rate constants of rection (4) and found them

to be at least 104 times faster than the overall reaction. In agree-

ment with Malin and Swinehai't it is concluded that reaction (3) is

rate limiting.
M¿rlin ard Swinehart oi:serveci an interference due to transient

absorbance in the 300 - 400 r:rn region in the study of the V2Lq, 
"t2

and V2+aq, CI, reactions. They' attributed this to Xf which compli-

cated their decay curves due to its ¿bsorbance in the wavelength

regic rr. Fr'^m their values of k, and cur values

of il . ti,e sieedy state concentration of Xf at any time can be calculated.

LInder their initial conditions tìre :teady",t,. tXf I is -10-9l rnol l-1,

corresponding to a completety undetectable absorbance of about

1O-5 in a 1 cm cell. The cause oi interfelence in their kinetic ptots

is certainly not Xi. Ancther inter.rrediate species must therefore

be responsible for the anomalous absorbance, and the iow activation

energies may indicate an uncietected equilibrium step involving this

intermediate.

13 9 COMPARISON OF ITARIOLTS DIVALENT TRANSITION METAL
AQ.UO IOIIS

Table 13.9]\ lists the 'z'rr"ious rnechanisms observed for

oxidation of the divalent firsi row'.'¡rnsition metal aquo ions by

halogen ra,lical anions. l-t,e i:eactions studied dis^play a wide variety
of tree energy changes from -22:<i r,.oi-1fo. r'e2å.q and Ii to -265



Rates and mechanlsms of

Table 13.94

It2* + X= I Br or Cl Èions
H
oo
o)

Reactlon

v2* + cle- b.

v2* + Br2- b

v2r+Tz b

cr2* + clz- b

ct2t.+ c12- b

cr2t + Br2- b

cr2* + Tz- b

¡tn2t + cLz- "

ltn2* + Br2 c

Fe2* + c:.z' d

Fe2* + cLz- d

Fe2* + Brz d

Fe2* + rz- e

co2* + cLz- f

Mechanlsm 
a

IS-diffusion

IS-electron transfer

IS-electron Èransfer

Outer-sphere

IS-substitution

IS-substltution

IS-substitution

IS-substitutlon

OS-diffusion

IS-diffusion

IS-dfffusion

0S-dfffusion

Outer-sphere

0S-diffus ion

(kJ urot-r¡^Go (1 not-ls-l¡
k

25" C

(1.95!0.2)x10e

(1.48!0.2)xloe

(1.43!0.2)x108

(2.4!0.3)x10e

(2.4 ! 0.3) x 10e

(1.9 10.2)x10s

(1.5 10.2)x1Os

8.5 x 106

6.3 x 106

1.0 x 107

4.0 x 105

3.6 x 106

3.6 x 105

1.4 x 106

\ag exchan8e

(S-I )

0.9 x LOz 
g

8x1o9h

'2.3 x Lo7 
I

3.2 x 106 J

2x105k
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OS-dlffusion and IS-diffusion refer to the outer-sphere and

inner-sphere diffusion control-led mechanisms respectlvely.

IS-electron Ëransfer and ÏS-substíËut,ion refer Ëo the inner-sphere

electron transfer conËrolled and inner-sphere substituÈion

control-l-ed rnechanlsms respectively.

ThÍs work, ActivaÈion parameters uTere not deterurined for these

diffusion controlLed reactions.

G.S. Laurence and A,T. Thornton,

A.T. Thornton and G.S. Laurence,

G.S. Laurence, unpublished data.

J C.S. Dalton to be published.

C.S. Dalton L973,804,

A.T. Thornton and G.S. Laurence, J.C,..S. D.alto!,rto be published.

M. 0Lson, Y. Kanazawa, and H. Taube, J. Chem, Phys., 1969, 51, 289,

C.W. Meredith and R.E. Connick, Abstracts, 149th Meetfng.of the

Amerfcan Cherníca1 SocfeËy, Detroit, 1965, Abstract 108 Ì'1.

M. Grant, E.W. Dodgen, and J.P. Hunt, Inorg. Chem. , L97L, 10, 71.

T.J. Swfft and R.E. Conniek, J. Chem. Phys. , L962, 37, 307.

J.P. Hunt, Co-ordínatÍon Chem. Rev. , L97L, 7, L,

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(e)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)
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kJ mol-1for Cr2åq and CIr. The various metal ions differ sub-

stantially in their lability with water exchange rate constants of

90 s- 1 fo" v2åq to - I x 109 s- 1 for c"2åq. It is not surprising

that the reactions show such a variety of mechanisms. To ration-

alize the incidence of a particular mechanism the intimate details

of each reaction must be considered.

Outer sphere reactions have bcen treated theoreticatly by

Marcus (tO6+¡ and to a first approximation the barrier to electron
4(An'g4 it Appendix 3.4) is composed cf 4 terms

+E
S sp

where E activation energy for electron transfei'
et

Eelectr = the energy necessary io overcome electrostatic

E

barriers to reaction

= energy necessary to reorganíze molecular dimer.sions
prior to the transition state

= energy necessary to reorgani.ze

E =þ-et electr +E +Er

r

E
s

E- = energy necessary to :-ec,,r gariize spin state
sp

For all reactions between divalent metal ions and h:rlogen

radical anions the etectrostatic and solvent reorganization .',erms,

Eelectr and E", might be expected to be similar.

E_^, spin reorganizatîon energy, arises from bhe necessic.y
.Sp'----- ----o- oú'

to invert electronic spins to reach the f inal ground state or an

intermediate excited spin state and will of course vary with the

electronic configurations. Stynes and Ibers (1971) for example,

propose that the electron exchange between Co (II) and Co (III)

hexaammines is limited by the magnitude ¡f this term ( - 1.00 [J m.'1

Consideration only of the spin reorgáni.zation in going frorr ground

state reactant to ground state product ignores the possikrility cl

an cxcited spin state intermediate or trarrriition s;tate eLnC r.ssll.Tles

1
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that either an ed or a tr.o electron can be removed at will. tr.or

example oxidatån or clÐ+"q to Cr3+aq requires removal of an e
e

electron whereas oxidation of nezåq to fe3åq requires removal of

tr, electron. A1I reactions studied involve Xf either bonded to

(inner sphere mechanism) or adjacent to (outer sphere mechanism)

the metal centre. Particularly in the inner sphere situation where

electron transfer takes place througlr the primary bond system (Taube

1970) one would expect orbital symmetry considerations to impose

restrictions on the type of electron thai could be donated, leading

to the possibility of excited spin state intermediates. Prediction

of restrictions requires knowledge of the nature of the orbital-s and

bonding of X, and the degrer: of influence of the metal on the energy

levels of the ligand orbitals, brrt unfortuna.:ely such data a.re not

available.

Table 13.98 shows the electron configurations resrdl"'-ng from
the removal of an eg or ^ ,rg electron from the rnetal ion and

cases where a subsequent spin ch¿.noe i- ,'equired t-o reach tne fin¿:l

ground state product.

OnIy in the oxidation of Co2+aq to Co3åq is a spin cLrrrnge

certain to be necessary. For the other metal ions a spin change

may be necessary if the electron removed is not the one leading to

ground state product directly. The reaction betw""., Co2*"q and.

Cli is inner sphere substitution controlled. The barrier to the

electron ti'ansfei' cannot be directly obtained but must be less than

the observed activation energy ( -S+ kJ mol-1). It is apparent that

the magnitude of the spin reorganilzation term for this reactioi-r is

considerably less than the 100 kJ mol--t :xperienced in the Cc, (II,

Co (III) hexaammine exchange reaction. If spin change doe ¡ not limit
Dr

the Co'äq oxidation it is unlikely that by ;.tself the E"O term ser.r-rl

limit the rate of oxidation of any of the ot,'-rer divalent nretri ions.



Table 13.98

Electron Configurations

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

M

3trr
D
c)

'rg "
1

6b

2
db

2
ab

J

'rg "
L

tt

'zg u

.51t2g 
"g62

'rg "g

)t
M''"q

3,rg
3

'rr u

no

no

yes

yes

1

cîb
1

6b

1

6b

1

6Þ

t 4
29'

5

29u
6

2g'

t

?

-e 6
b

spin change

t 2

2g
27

2g'gt

tz 22
egg

32t29Þ
42t ê.,

b

2
gõ.

b

2g
5,ru

-+"29

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

?

spin change

tz 2
Cb

3t
2g

^31'zgt g
32trgt r

t 6

2g

?

M 3+
aq

lJ
COo



It may however be a significant component of E
19 1.

in situations where the
et

necessary reorganization (E,* E") is the primary barrier to electron

exchange

E the energy necessary to reorganize molecular dimensionst
depends upon the difference in the geometries and dimensions of

reactants and transition state and.upon the free energy change for
the reaction. On the assumption of negligible overlap between reactants

and products and applying the restriction imposed by the Franck-

Condon principle that no change in bond lengths takes place during

electron transfer, the average bond length in the transitíon state for
a reaction of the type

**ä*

can be calcuiated (See I'ootncte (a))

,f k tkr
nnmm L*'

I _--L3
ik -krnn

_1

)+k k (r -r)2l|'m n m nJ

k

f

km n

2r ) (See Footnote (b))
n

The :ne 'gy required to reach the transition state i. e. the reorgan-

ization energy of MXUn+ is girzen cy

E" = 6(å kn (r

=3k (r I 1f
nn

tr'ootnotes:

þ) m = n * 1 refer to cxidation states

k is the force constant of M-X bond

r is the length of M-X bond

AGo ís 'he overall free energy :hange

In the situation whereAGo = (l (e. g. an exchange reaction) the

expression r educes to
IL

rf=þ2rLmrn
1

l;, z .,-

n -n

k 2 +k
I

m
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identical with the expression used by Stynes and lbers (19?1).

(b) The factor 6 arises because each of the M-X bonds is assumed to

expand or contract equally.

If the other reactant re ryonsible for the oxidation is also

subject to bond length changes then using the assumption of no interaction
in the transition state, the overall r:eorganization energy is the summ-

ation of the individual reorganization energies for the reactants. -fne

major limitation to the applicability of these expressions is overlap or
interaction in the transition state. If significant interaction between

reactants and products occurs in the transition state then conversion
bet'øeen two hypothetical states of equal energy with, but on either
side of. the transition state is presumably rapid (Marcus, 1956).

Fieisenb< rgrs uncertainty principle implies the uncertainty in theenerg¡y

t¡f the transi.l;ion state,AE, and the time taken for interconversion, t,

ar" inversely related.

t. Ln = hl4
In terms of a physical picture this uncertainty is repne'¡e..1eti

by a tr;nnelling mechanism with the resultant dimunifion of the J;ìi:rrìy

barr!er.

No interaction

- - -Significantinteraction

In his discussion of limitatioris posed by the uncertainty
principJ.e Marcus (tOS0¡ suggests that the interconversion time in
c,uter spl^ere. reactions islikely to be long relative to that in inner sphere

v (;actiols where interaction or overlap is stronger. The uncertaint¡'
irt energy states must therefore be larger for inner sphere
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reactions and the theory less applicable. With some assumptions

and in the absence of any better way of treating electron transfer

controlled innerspher e reactions, the expressions can be used to

estimate the magnitude of the E-- term for the reactions of Xf with
,LT

M'äq.
Necessary assumptions are:

(1) negligible overlap occurs in the transition state

(21 E" for reorganization ot X, is negligible

(3) coordi rated Xf molecules behave in the same manner towards

reorgani zation as coordinated HZO.

(41 Force constants for M(II]) - O and M(II) - O bonds are 1.7 x 10

and 0. ? x 105 dyne "-- 
1 respectively. '

(5) Because Ì,,ond 1ength data. for mar: r of tbe M(H2o)T+complexes

are not available, bond length data fc'r M - o bonds in other

complexes containing oxygttr ligands (see Table 13.9C) are used.

The predicted reorganizatic:,;- energies are listed in Table 13.9D.

To cbt¿in the overall activation energy for the electron transfer

(E"t) tlic spin term (Erp), the ele':trclstatic term (E"lu"tr), and the

solvent reorganizalion term (!ì") must be added to the calculated E"

value. The absolute ma-gnitude of these terms is not known but

comparing similar reactions, refertive magnitudes can be estimated.

5



able 13 I
M-Obond1en data

Mn(III)-O':'

I

Co (IIi -O

Jvin(il)-C

Eìond

Co(III) -O

Fe(IIi)-O

Fe(II)-O

à

b

c

k

I

b

j

h

i

b

f
6
¿t

d

e

Reference COfn",CUnd

Fe(HrO)oCIg

Fe(acac),

Fe(H

Fe(H o)

o )

2

2

4

2

CI
2

2
CI

3 3

3

)

Co(acac)

Co(NO

Mn/a¿ rc)r(HrO)

Mn(Hro) zcrz
Mn(Hro) +crz

2.73

2.75

2.27

2

)

r
o

(e

1.91

1. 90

Co(HrO) 
zCLz

îo(acac) 2(}JZO)
Cc(acta).

2

Mn(acac),

Mn O (OH)

1. 8?

1. 88

2.04

2.055

2. 055

1.99

2. 07

2.07

2. 09

2. 03

2.08

1.91

2.05

1.88

2. L6

ave r
o

(A)

0.14

0. 28

"rI
(A )

rilIo

0. 05

lJ
CO

lÞ
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Notes Table 13. 9C

tDistances quoted are for the 4 shorter M - O bonds. In
o

MnO(OH) two more oxygens are at 2. 304.

acac = acetylacetone

References:

1") Montgornery & Lingafelter (1968)

(b) Morison & Graebner (1965)

(c) Zalkin, Forrester & Templeton (1964)

(d) Morison & Brothovde (1964)

(e) Cotton & Wilkinson (1967)

(f) Bull en ( 1959)

(g) C.:tton & Elder (1965)

(h) Pad.nana,bhan (1958)

(r) Hilton & 'Wallwork (1968)

(j) Penfold & Grigor (1959)

lk) Lind ( 1968)

(l) Iball & Morgan (tS0Z¡
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Mn(H o) BrMn (H

Mn(H o

o

)-
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)
5

C1
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-Mn(H
o) CI

2+

Table 13.9D

Reor nization ener

2+
25

2 5

2+
75

2 5

22

2 "z
+

2

0.15

0.02

0. 11
2

Fe(tt o)sr2+ <- Fe(H,

O)UBrr+ =-- l'e(HZ

o)5C12+ S re{u,

o)bc1/ =- Co(Hz

o)rI

)t
o)ucr''

0

0

0

2
2+

Fe(H

Fe(H

o r

o C1

97

147

43

B
2

2

5

5

2+

Co(H
2

ìlotes_

>i< Potential energy surfaces for bond stretching of reactants and products do
not intersect betw""r "r"rctant "rd ro"oduct. The barrier due to reorgan-

ization is more than cor.npensated for by the free energy change: - Er = 0.

f itransit'.on state

F¡
CC
q)

Reaction
-1

-AGO

kJ mol
o
A

r

2. A5

2.0r

2.03

r
JI

o
A

"II -1
Er

kJ mol

15

28

0.6

0

0

0
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The free energy changes in halogen radical anion reactions

are relatively large and the reorganizational terms are consequently

small. Only Mn(II) shows a significant barrier to electron transfer
due to the need to reorganize inner coordination spheres. Qualitatively
this barrier can be understood in terms of electron configurations.

vlrr2åq has the configuration of n.gn spin d5 ftrf uf2l, M.r3+"q has the

configuration of high spin a4 {tr*3u*1). In the ã-¿ 
"Tt.r"tion 

only one of

thr: e- orbitals is occupied and Jahn Teller splitting occurs to minimize
C'b

the energy. This splitting results in tetragonal distortion of the octa.

hedral symmetry with the result that

cornpared with the undistorted Vrr2åq situation, the four equatorial
QJ-

ligands in Mn'äq are considerably closer and the two axia.'|. ligands are

rrrore di I tant.

This distortion is seen in the Mn (III) -O bond lengths (Table

i.3 9C). The contraction necessary to go from Mn (II) -O to Mn (III) -O
is significantly larger than for Fe (II) or Co (II). Table 13.9D shows

the effect of this on the E, term which is significantly greater frrr i',,in

(II) than Fe (II) or Co (II).

The reactions of Fe (II) and Co (II) with halogen radical anions

are inner sphere substitution controlled. The major barrier in the

redox reaction is that of substitution. The subsequent electron transfer

barricl' is smaì-Ier, (see Appendix 3. 2) and except in the case of ne2åq

+ CI; the barrier to outer sphere reaction, which is not observed,

is significantly larger. In the case ol tltn2åq the additional barrier
due to reorganizalion (Table 13. 9D) is apparently sufficient to raise

the eiectron iransfer barrier above the substitution T.¡arrier beceuse

the z'eactions are inner sphere electron transfer controlled (AppendÍ.x

3 1).

Although the explanation rationalizes the occurrence of an

,irrner sphere electron transfer cont rolled mechanism on wln2t¿q it
docs not explain why tl:.e CI, and Br i rates are very similar.
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Reorgani zation terms would require a difference of 13 kI rnol- 1 i.t
the activation energies of the two reactions, corresponding to relative
rates of about 200:1 for the electron transfer step, a difference which

is clearly not observed. One is forced to conclude either that in the
2+

reaction of Mn- aq with Cf f some additional barrier (relative to the
2+

Mn- âq, 8", barrier) is responsible for compensating the observed

activation energy to the extent of -13 kJ mol-1, or that reorganiz-

ation is not the significant barrier to inner sphere electron transfer
tt-

on Mn'äq , above that fr r substitution.

The rea'ctions of V2+aq with X, are the only reactions which

proceed entirely by an outer sphere mechanism. The substitution
2¿- -1barrier on V'aq is at least 20 kJ mol-'Iarger than thatfor the other

divaleni metal ions studied (Olson, Kanazawa and Taube, 19ú9), and

the barrier= ro outer transfer electron transfer is relativel-y small
rlt'e to the favourable free energy changes. One would expect that if

J
the Mai'cus free energy relationship (AGf ..AGo) is applicable to
any of ther Xr- reactions that they would be applicable to the rearirùrìs

9t
of V'äq. However, diffusion poses an upper limit to the rate:,- -.nr.' the

fuil clectron transfer rate constants for Frl and CIi are not attained
(see 13.8.4), consequently a meaningful linear free energy plot cannot

be constructcd. Qualitatively one can say that for V2åq reactions

as Ar-,o increa¡ies the rate constant increases andAGl d""""ases,
as expected.

The outer sphere component of the Fe2+, CI, reaction does
)t

rrot fit the qualitative correlation observed for V'äq reactions. The

free energy change, -AGo, is about 30 kJ mo1 11""*." for Fezåq,
2+CIZ than for V-äq, I" and the rate, which would therefore be expe.:teJ

t< be larger, is a factor of 10 smaller. Some additional barrier
reLati'u.; to that in outer sphere V2åq, Xr- reactions must exist in

tlie outer sphere reactic¡n of ne2åq with C!- . Table 13. 9D Iists the
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expected magnitude of the molecular rearrangement energy term, E_,
2.+ r

for reaction of Fe- aq with Cl, . It is apparent that this term cannot

be responsible for the barrier in the f "2åq, CI^- reaction. It seems
2

equally improbable that differences in Eelectr or E" could account

for the observed discrepancy. The spin term, E"p, only imposes

a barrier to the Fe2+ reaction if an e electron must be remor¡ed
g

(see Tab1e 13.98). Although the removal of nr 
"g 

electron can be

rationalized by orbital requirements it seems most unlikely tl:rat the
9t

barrier to removing an e* electron fron: V'äq, which has only tr,
elect rons in the ground state, wouLd be less than the barrier to

Dt
removal of an e, electron from Fe'äq. The reason for the additional

barrier to outer sphere electron transfer o.r l'"2åq (relative to V2åq)

cannot be attributed to any particul-ar onc of t.ae terms involved in 1'"a.

The usefulness of the Marcus free energy relationsìrip in

describing the rates of Xo- reactions is limited. The reacrio...s of
9.+ - 2+

Cr'äq with Xf and V'aq with CIf and Prl are diffusion controllt:d.

The majority of the remaining reactln,Ì¡r -;.e inner sphere substitution

controlled and their rates cannot he cî::rej.ated with free energ)¡ changes.

Some are inner sphere electron transfer controlled and althougl. the

Marcus theory has in some instances been reasonably successfui.I;r

applied to such cases (Sutin, 1966) there is no reason why it shc'uld,

as the basic assumption of negligible interaction cannor be justifi.ed

for this mechanism. The only reactions that could reasonably be

expe cted t o obey a I'/[arcus free energy re1-ationship are the outer

sphere reactions and even there, although a positive correlation
q-

vand
^

between free energy a¡id rate coirs'¡ant is observed for lhe iurn (II)

reactions, the iron (II),Cl, rate constalt rlres not fit the same correlation,

The reactions of halogen radical. anions with divalent .netal

ions are predominantly inner sphere. With the use of fast react^,.'r

techniques the importance of inner spkrere r"eactions on lab:Ie r¡retal
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ions is becoming apparent (McAuIey, 1970). The halogen radical
anion reactions discussed here are direct observations of some of

the reactions which have been proposed as intermediate steps in the

oxidation of halide ions or reduction of halogens.



R1

R SLTPPLEMENTARY RESLIf,TS

Sections R4, R5 and R13 contain experimental data and results

which were not included in the corresponding discussion sections 4,

5, and 13. These supplementary sections contain certain experiment-

al details and primary or untreated results, from which an assess-

ment of '"he reliability of the conclusions made in the discussion

sections can be made.

In evaluating the reliability of the data it should be noted that

each decay curve and rate constant is the average of at least 4 separate

oscilloscope traces. Where osci.tioscope traces are shown to illustrate
the accuracy of measurement or fil of a theoretical reaction scheme,

onLy one cf tlr,: set is shown. 'lhe re¡ roducibility of the traces is

always better lkran I0Í0.



R2

SECTION R4 SLIPPLEMENTARY RESTTLTS

RADIATION CHEMISTRY

R4. 5 FORMATION OF CI FROM OH
2

R4. 5. 3 Evaluation of equ ilibrium constants

To illustrate the precision of the results used to obtain

equilibrium constants, Fig. R4. 5A shows typical oscilloscope traces

from which Ctf fields were measured. Each D- /D point in Figure

4. 5A is the average of at least 3 oscill-oscope traces with re1>roduci-

bility of better than 10%.

!! 't nnCnV Oe e"
In deaerated neut

cf Br-- can be rlescribed
2

ral or acidified bromide solution the decay

by some or aII of the following equations.

( t) Br *Br
2 2

Br +Br
3

2Br

H + 20H
2

Br +Br
2

+ 2Br

2
+H +Br

f{+Br
FI+H

H+Br

-_->

----->

---)

_-->

---->

+

a

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Br., + e aq

e aq+e aq

e aq+Br
3

+c aq+H

b

c

b

2

+

H

H

H b

c
2

*Br
3

Ref erences:

(a) Çercek, Ebert, Gilbert, and Swallow (tS0S¡

(b) AnLar ¿nd Neta (196?)

,c) Estimated f rom rate constants of similar reactions given in rr;i'(b).

3.3x10

2.3 x \G

10

10

10

o

9

2xi0

1x 10

2x10

5x10

ate constant (l mol -1 -1.s)
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R4.7. 1 Deaerated neutral bromide

Reactions (1) to (4) describe the decay of. Br, in deaerated

neutrãl bromide. Fig. R4. ?A shows a typical oscilloscope trace and
1

experimental '/absorbance against time points. From the variation

of the apparent second order rate constant with time it can be

estimated that k2 = B x 109 I mol-1"-1.

P,4.7. 2 Acidified deaerated bromide

Fig. R4. ?B shows the decay of. Ft, from a deaerated acid

solution, in which reactions (1) and (5) ro (6) are important. It can

be estimated that UU = U x 109 I -oI- 
1"- 1

R4 7 3N itrous oxide saturated bromicle

The decaV of Brf in iii.trous oxide saturated bromicle soiution

is good second order with a best fit secollù order rate con,ltant of
o _1 _1

3. 3 x 10" I mol-'s-' (see Fig. R4. ?C).

R4. B DECAY OF' CI
2

In deaerated neutral or aci,t ',irlo-lde solution the following

rêactions may be important.

Rate constant (I mt:i - 1 - 1,
S,l

5.5 x 10
9

5x10
o

2x10 10

2.3 x 10
10

1x10 10

b

c

b

(1) Clz + crz ctg + cI

(3) e açl + e aq ---+ IJz+ ?OIJ

+ c:l

(5)

(4)

3 2
.-_> C1

---à

2

2

2

(B) H+cI

(7) H+H

---+ H(6) H+CI
I' + 2C]--

->H

+cIC1

+e aq(z',) Ct

Hz

+H+

2CL.

e aq+cI;
I

e aq*H'

2x10 10
c
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References

(a)

(b)

(c)

This work (See Table 5.44)

Anbar and Neta (1967)

Est imated from rate constants of similar reactions given in ref . (b)

If spur reactions are important and CIf is formed in excess of equil-

ibrium brrlk concentrations the re- establishment of equilibrium with

CIOH- or OH may be an important process in the decay of Ctf (see 4. 5)

cr^- + oH -^ cloH ' + cr (9)
¿

cIoH- <- cI- + oH (ro¡

R4 B 1 ê âê ratêd neutral ,-!-''l nr'i d,:

l'he ci.ccay of Clf in rretrf-i'ai rleaerated solution is illustrated

in Fig. R4. BÀ. The initial rapid deca.y ir.; due to reaction (2) with

a rate constant of 1x tO10 t:.n:l-1"-t. At longer times the decay

r¡trich was previously adequately described by reactions (f ) to (a)

approâches first order as reàctions (9) and (10) become more

impon-rnt.

4 2 Acidified ed chior

Reactions (1) and (5) to (8) describe the decay of clr- in acidic

deaerated solution. The second order decay illustrated in Fig. R4. 8B

shows initial curvature clue to reac ion (6) v¡ith a rate constant of

1 x 1o1o r -ol- 
1"- 1.

R.4. B. 3 Nitrous oxide satu r'a'ted chloride solution

At pH 4 and 0.5 mol i"1 chloride, nitrous oxide increases the

yield of CI, from i..2 x -0-6 mol 1-1 to 10. 1x 10-6 mol t-1fo" a dose

of about 200C rads. The expected dol'b1ing of yield is observed (see

4,3.2\, indicative of complt:'i: radice-l scavenging.

The decay of cl, :nder thcse conditions is good second order

as shown in ti'ig. R4. BC ...vith a rate constant of 6.0 s to9 t moì--1"-1.
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R5.

R 4 e pEÇ4 n_QF I_
R 4 9. 1 Nitrous oxide saturated iodide solution

A dose of approximately 2500 rads produces anI, concentration

of 12.4 x 10-6 -oI l-1 fro- nitrous oxide saturated iodide solution,

compared to a yietd of 6. 1x 10-6 -o1 I-1ftorn the same solution

without nitrous oxide.

Fig. R4. 9A shows the pulse radiolysis of this system at

355 nm where E- - = ,e- -. The expected 2:l stoichiometry is

observed 2 L3

+ I ->I + I
2 2 3

Fig. R4. 98 shows the same solution at 405 nm where the

of Ir- is good second order with a rate constant of 8. 0 x 10
1- -ï;.

I
decav

I mol

I

Fig.

fc'rmation of

ro9 t .,..'o1- 
1s

R4.9C shows the same solution at 313 nm where the

Ie- is good second order with a rate constant of 7.4x
-ï
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SECTION R5 SLTPPLEMENTARY RT]STILTS

F'LASH PHOTOLYSIS

R5.3 DECAY OF Br
2

In neutral and acidified bromide solution a general reaction

scheme can be written using values of rate constants reported in the

Iiterature.
Br-aq+hv + Br+e aq

Br + Br- -' Br.,-
¿

3.3 x 10
I(1) Br *Br Br +Br

2 2 3

(2) Br +e aq -+ 2Br-
2

(3) e aq+e aq H + 20If 5x10 9

2

(4t e aq+H2O

e aq+nri
-+e aq+H

----> H + OH 1B

10
(5) -> Br +Br 2x10

2

23î10 10
(6) H

+H +2Br

----) H 1x 10
10

2

+ 10(9) H+Br *Br +Br 2 x.t0
3 2

-€ 2xLO10(10)eaq+02

(11) O *Br
2

I 2Br
2

I(r2) o +Br
->o

+Br +Br
2

1x 10
2 3 2

i0(1s¡ H+o ---à HO 2x10
2 2

(r+¡ HO *Br
2 2

+
H +Br +Br 1. 5 x I tl

ît

b

b

c

b

(7) 8"2 + H

(8) H+H

(15) HO^ + Br^¿ó
(t0¡ iIOo + HOÐ --)¿a

H

o

o

b

c

b

2

2

oz* H+ + 2Br'

HzOz* Oz

a

b

B

.i6xl0-

ç

,l

ate constant (1 mo1-. 
t"- t)

2
+U

,l



R?.
References:

(a) Cercek, Ebert, Gilbert and Swallow (1965)

(b) Anbar and Neta (1967)

(c) Estimated from rate constants of similar reactions given in ref. (b)

(d) Behar, Czapski, Rabani, Dorfman and Schwarz (1970)

The data were generally treated by computer fitting the appropriate

reaction scheme to the observed decay curve using the known rate

constants and estimating the unknorv\¡n one.

R5. 3. 1 Deaerate d neutral bromide solution

Decay of Fr, is <iescribed by reactions (1) - (5). Fig. R5-3.A.

shows a typical oscilloscope trace, second order curve using k, =

i.0 x 10 I mol-1 -1
s

R5. 3. 2 Ae::ated neutral bromide solutions

The reaction scheme is reactions (1) and (tO¡ - (tZ¡. Fig.

R5. 38 shows the oscilloscope trace and fit of the second order points

by the cornputer simulated absorbances using k. , = 6 x t09 I rr.or- 
15- l

11

R5. 3. 3 Ac idified deaerated bromide solution

decay is described by reactions (1) and (6) to (9). With
_1 _1

I mol-'s-' the computer fit illustratr>d in Fig. R5. 3C

10

B"o
-o

k7 = ,.x 10"

is obtained.

R5. 3.4 Acidifieci aerateci bromide solution

Fig. R5. 3D shows an oscilloscope trace, experimentat 1/

absorbance against time points and a theoretical computer simulated
1/ab*,,rbance against time curve using reactions (1) and (13) - (16)

I=4x10 1 mol

.rìc.3.5 N itrous oxide saturated bromide solution

The decav of Br, in neutral nitrous oxi e saturated bromide

sol-gtion is good second. order as sl-iown by the tinearity of 1/"'osorbanctr

-1 -1with kr..
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R8.

against time curves (For example see Fig. R5.3E). The second order

rate constant varies as the bromide concentration is changed (See

Table 5.38). This variation can be attributed to the effect of ionic

strength on the rate. Fig. R5.3F is a plot of logrO(2k) against the

function 1. 18 Æ which assumes a distance of closest approach
1 + 1.32

of a f. in the Bronsted, Bjerrum and Christiansen equation for the

variation of áctivities with ionic strength. Within the limits of

experimental error the plot is linear and shows a slope of +1 expected

for reaction between two univalent negative ions.

R5. 3. 5 Neutral aqueous broinine solution

Fig. 1ì5.3G shows a typicai oscilloscope trace and best fit first
or'der rate cu::r e produced b¡: fl-ash p'r otolysis of neutral aqueous

bromine soiution. The transi.ent absorbattce is only about 25Ío of

that in a bromine solution cùrrt¿,ining bromide and acid, and the decay

of Br^- is neither good first nor second order.
2

R5 3. ? Ac.Clfied bromine/bromide solution

Decay of the 10 ¡rmol 1- 
1 

"ot.'"ntrations 
of Brr- produced by

flash photolysis of acidified bromine/bromide solution exhibits good

second order rate kineti,;s 15"u ttt. R5.3H). The rate constant at

2boc is (b. B + 0.5) x tt-t9 t -ol-'1,r-1.

R5. 3. I Hydrogen peroxide romide solution
-1Flash photolysis of 10 mol I hydrogen peroxide solutions

containing bromide and acid p:ioduces large (10 pmol I-1¡ 
"o""entrations

of Brn decaying by good second ordcr- kinetics with a rate constant of

(5.5 + 0.8) x to9 t mol-1"-1 {Su" -oip'. R5.3I)

Hi.gher HZOZ conc(5r trations produce lower "tf="li"" BtZ

concentratio;is (see 5. 1.3). A" IH2t,2] increases to 0. 1 mo1 I-1 th"

second <¡rder. fit deterior¿rtes ¿Lnc[ a first order component becomes
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apparent. The decay can be analyzed as competing first and second

order reactions where the pseudo first order rate constant, k 
I

1'
is proportional to før}rJ

,"i * Hzoz
I

k, = k, [H,

(1)

o
2

5 -1 -1
Sx10 k mol (see Table R5. 3B).

The absolute second order rate constant, k, is about (1.5 + 0.5)

Tab1e R5" 3B

(1.S+0.5)x10 b

LO'2
_2

5 x 10 -

10 
'1

(1. I + 0.6)

(1. 5 + 0.5)

x10
x10

5

5

5x10 3

(9+3)x103
(1S+3)x10 3

k I
(1 mo1

1 1
)Q

I

k

(s-t )

Iuoo"]2a-
-tlmol i '

)

Average

produces Bri which decaYs
I

constant of (5 .2 + O. 8) ¡. i0

I mol-15-l .t 25oC (See Fig. R5.3J). Small semipermanent (i+ - 1

mm) changes are produced in the solution due to removal of FeBr2+

which has an extinction coefficient of about 500 at 366nm.

disproportionationR5.3,1]9 T*l.Perature dependenc zrate constant

Acicified bromine/bromide solutions were photolysed to

produce eri (See R5.3. ?). The bimolecular rate constants (2k)

are listed as a function of temperature in Table R5. 3C.
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R 10.

r5.4

24.8

30.8

38.7

2k (Br, + Br
"-l - 1

(1 moI *s ')
2

)Temp

(oc )

Table R5. 3C

(3) e aq+e aq -> HZ + 2OH

(4) e aq+HrO ------> H+OH

(5) e aq*Cl

4.5x10

5. 15 x 109

5.6 x 109

6.4 x t09

5x10

Figure R5. 3K shows the Arrenhius plot of these data, from which the

parameters in 5. 3. 10 were obtained.

R5. 4 DECAY OF CI
2

In neutral and acidifiecl chloride so.i.rition a general reaciiun

scheme can be constructed using values oî rate constants in the

literature or estimating values by comparison with analogcul bromide

or chloride systems.

(1) Cl +cI .lCr 5.5 x 10
2 2 3

(2\ Crz + e aq ----+ 2cr
o

a

3

1s

2x10 10

2.3 x 1ù

1x 10
10

2x10 10

10

D

b

c

b+

----.> +c]
2

+
H + 2C1

--->

CI

H

Hz

+H' + C12 + Cl

(6) e aqr.H

(?) clf + H

(B) H+r{

(e) H+cl
3

b

c

b

Rate constant (l- mol-'l s- 1

(10) e-aq.* OZ -+ O
2

2x1.4 10
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Rl1.

(11) oí *

(tz¡ oi *
(13) H+o
(r+¡ Ho

2

( 15) HO
2

( ro¡ Ho
2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

+O + 2CI
2

C1

C1

2

3

2

+ ct,
+ ctf
+ HO,

OZ* Br * Br

Hoz
2

+
H + 2CI

C] +Cl + o
2

0
I

2x10 10

7.6 x 10

oz*
+H+

c

b

1

c

d

108
2

5HzOz* Oz

References;

This work.

Anbar and Neta (1967)

Estimatecl by anal ogy with Br anci/or I 'system

Behar, Cr:apski, Rabani, Dorfma¿'r & Schr,',¡arz (19?0)

R5. 4. 1 Neutral deaerated chlcr:ide solution

Fig. R5.44 shows typical oscillosccpe trace and first order

decay olot for CL, produceo by flash lhotolysis of dil-ute neutral

chl..¡i=idl*. The approximate first order rate constant is 1.5 x 10

The first order kinetics L{ presur.ably due to the re-equilibration of

C1 with C1OH and OH tirrough;

ctr- + oH =^ cloH- + cI

At 0. 5 mol 1- 
1 chtoride the cie(jay of C1"- approaches second

order, with initial curvature. The decay curve was computer simulated

using reactions (1) to (5) witrr k, = 1.5 x 1010 1-ol-1"-1. Fig. R5.48
shows the second rder decay curve and a typical oscilloscope trace.

R5. 4. 2 Nci;tral aerated chloride soL':tions

I'ig. it5.4C shows a t¡.pical oscilloscope trace and corresponding

experimental and simulated seconri o,.'der plots of Clf decay in aerated

neutrai. chlorile. From reac¿ions (1) ancl (10) - (I2) a value of kr, =

I.2 x to10 i mol- 1"- 1 g"ue tìre mo:t s" iisfactcry fit.

3 1
S

2
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Decay of Clr- is described by reaction (1) and (6) to (9). Fig.

R5.4D shows a typical oscilloscope trace, second order 1/"b=o.bance

P"12.

R5. 4. 3 Acidified deaerate d chloride solution

against time points and the computed second order curve using

1 x 1o1o I -o1- 
t"- t.

kr

R5.4.4 Acidified aerated chloride solution

Reactions (1) and (13) to (16) describe the decay of C1, in
acidified aerated chloride solution. Fig. R5. 4E shows a typical

oscilloscolJe trace and the experimental 1/absorbance against time

points. The solid line is the computer simulated 1/"b"otbance
ô 1 -1against time curve using k1rl = 5 x 10" I mol-'s

R5. 4. 5 lJ-i,lptl,s oxide saturai;eC cliiolide solUtions

In dih,te (Io-2 - 10-3 rnol 1-1) 
"htoride 

solutions at pH above

4 the decay of Cli approaches first order as illustrated by Fig.

R5. 4F which s hows a typical oscilloscope trace and corresponding

first order decay plot, due to re-equil.i.bration (see R5.4. 1, 5.4.L|

At pi{ a with 0. 5 mo1 1- 
1 

chlo.,:'ide, tfre iff yield is doubled

and the decay becomes good seccr d order due to;

CI ----à cl + C1
2 3

Fig. R5. 4G shows the oscilloscope trace e¿.1d second order rate
o 1 -Jconstant is (? _t 2) " 10" i mol- -s

R5.4. 6 Neutral aqueous chlorine solution

Fig. R5. 4H shows an oscilloscope trace produced on flash

photoJ.ysis of neutral chlorine and the corresponding first order togrO

(absorbance) against'time plot. T'he decay is rapid but not good

first order. ltTo kinetic measurcments were made.

R5.4. ? Aciiified chlorine /chloricit: solutionr- 
---.

L'he cìecay of Clr- f ro;n acidified chlorine solution is good

secc;nd order (See Fig. R5.4I). llie oerived seconcl. rate constant is

C1 +
2
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R13.
o -1 -1(5.5+0.5)x10 I mol S

R5.4. 8., Acidified hydrogen perox ide /chloride solution

I'ig. R5.4J illustrates the good second order decay of. CI,
from acidified dilute hydrogen peroxide/chloride solution. The second

order rate constant is (5.5 + 1) x 109 I mol-1"-1.
\Mith 10- 

1 mol l- 1 hydrogen peroxide the rate of decay of Cl,
was increased significantly and the decay approached first order, with

a rate constant of 2 x 10
4 -1

s

R5. 4. 9 Acidified ferric chloride solution

CI, nroduced from FeCt2åq decays by a good second order
proc.,ss iniiially but tails off towards first order after 2 half iives,

This apnarent first order component arises because of absorbance
t_L

of FeCl'' aq at the wavelength of observation. By computer simulation

the experimental 1/"b=orbance against time curve can be fitted with
Ia simple secc'.nd order Cl. decay rate constant (5.5 + 0.8) x 10

_.1 ¿ -

s '. (See Fig. R5.4K).

I mol

nSrt. :? fu-p"t"t""" A"pçl¿. ,
rate constant

disproportionation

The temperature dependence of the Cl, disproportionation

rate constant is shown in Table R5" 48.

Table R5.48

4.6x10
5.4 x 10

6.2 x 10

6.8 x 10

I
I
I
I

,1u (CI2

(1 mo1

+cle)
-1 -f.s)

Temp
o

C

Figure R5.3K shows the Arrhenius plot of these data, from whieh

the p¡¡¿¡¡.eters in 5.4. 10 were obtained.

1

L4.2

23. I
30. I
38.9
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Fig. R5.54 shows a typical oscilloscope trace and second

order plot resulting from flash photolysis of deaerated iodine/iodide

solution as observed at 405 nm. The decay of Io- is good second order

with a rate constant of (9.2 + 2l x I09 1mo1-1"-1 ""l"ulated 
using

t=Ç---åEtz

R5. 5 DECAY OF' I
2

R5. 5. 1 Deaerated iodide solution

R14.

k=5x10

I mol

I rncl..

0

I 1''L

-1

I - = 9300.
3

Fig. R5.58 shows the same solution at 313 nm whera I,
formation is observed. Second order kinetics are again obeyed rvith

a rate constant of (8.0 + 2) x 109 1-oI-1"-1 using E= ä t ,, E ,--7 3oo.

R5. 5. 2 Aerated iodine iodide solution

In aerated solution the decay of I, is described by

tr+t, -> ti+t- (1)

tl + O, ----> Products i2)

Fig. R5.5C shows an oscilloscope trace (at 405 nm), 1/.bsotbal.lce

against time points and a solid lin: r"hicir i.s a best.fit to the experii"
o -1 -1

mental points calculated assuming !iit. = E. ? x 10" I mol *s ' and
g -1 

L

k^ = 4 x 10" s-'. The small permanent change in absorban:rc Sho\À/s
z

that reaction (1) is not the only one of importance.

R5. 5. 3 Deaerated iodide solution

The decay of I, in deaerated iodide solution is illustrat:i in

Fig. R5.5D. The best fit curve through the experimental noints is

simuiatecl using the following scheme

I 1 -1
rz 2k=8.7x10 1 mol-

* e aq ---) 2I k=6x10 I -.1 -L
Q

* rz ----> Is

I
2

e aq+e aq-)H2+OH

e aq+Ii--+ 1- +T;

s

I
Ik=2x10 1

J. r.rol s

1
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R5. 5.4 Aerated iodide solution

Fig. R5. 5E shows a typical oscilloscope trace produced by

flash photoJ-ysis of aerated iodide solution, and corresponding 1/"b"otb-

ance against time points. The curve is calculated using rate constants

in the scheme below

I 1 1

-+I I 2k=8.?x10 I mol- s
3

10

+t, +1,

k=2x10
k=2x10

k=2x10

-7I mol S

1 1I mol S

1e aq*oz --å
I

rz

2

+o ------+ p¡oducts

+o _-->
2

o;
2I- + 02

I

7 1 1
1 mol S

2

R5. 5. 5 Acidified deaerated iodide solution

The decay of. I, at 405 nm is good second order. Fig. R5. 5F

shows a typi.i:al oscilloscope trace and second order plot.

F5. 5. 6 Temperature dependence of I^- disoorportionation rate constant2"
The effect of temperature on the rate of the second order decay

of I^- frcm deaerated iodine solutions (see R5.5. 1) was studied from¿-
15 to 4OoC.Table R5.54 tists the second order rate constant ¿s a

f'.r,r.tr liorr of temperature.

Table R5. 5A

?.6 x t09

9.tx1o9
10. 1 x 109

o
12.0 x 10"

'o 
(rz

(1 mo1

+

l,i1

Terrp
oc

Fig. R5.3K is an Arrhenius plot of logrO 2k against the reciprocai.

c¡f abr.¡r,J.ute temperature. The parameters listed in 5.5.6 were obt¡¿lned.

L4.9
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SECTION R 13 SLIPPLEMENTARY RESLlLTS

REDOX REACTIONS

R13. 1 IRON (II)
2+

R13. 1. 1 Rate and temperature dependence Fe X

A solution containg Cl or Br (tO -1 -1mol 1 -) -1(fO mol I+ 1
2

+

_, -110 - mol J. ^) decay is more

H
î+ -4 -4 -1and Fe"'aq (10-'= 5 x 10 'mol 1 ') produces

2" 3.3). In the absence of added F"2+"q , Cr;
CI, or ,"1 (Secti,: n

and Bri decay by

( 1)

disproportionation (1) (See Sections 5. 3.9, 5.4. 9).

x +X X
2 2

+X;
-4k, tlce presence of Fe

z'apid,

Fe2+"q * x; Fe (III), 2x- (2')

.rigures R13. 1A and R13. 1B show typical oscilloscope traces (volts

vs time) and corresponding optical densities" The solid line through

tlie experimental optical densities is calcuiated assuming conc';i:'en'u

second order disproportionation and pseudo first order reacrlons, anri

'is ¿ better fit to the experimental data than either a pure first or

second order clecay (dotted lines).

The ltbsorbance against time curves for the ferrous systems are

con-r¡,ricated bv the presence or formation of FeB "Z*^qand 
tr,eCI2+aq

which absorb in the same region ( À = 300 - 400 nm).as Brf and

Cr; " In situations where a 1:1 stoicheiometry does not exist for
tr.ex2+ reformed

(e. g. I3. 1.3) the analysis is complex and is best treated by a

sirnuli tion of the optical density against time curve using known

rarameters of the system (Appendix 4.4). Fi.gures R13. LC and

R13.'LD show this computed curve in comparison with the curve

calculated for a simpJ.e first plus second order decay. In each case

the fit c¡r thc rigorousJ.y derived absorbance sqainst time çs¡rre is

,L"äq (5 x 10
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slightly better than the fit of the curve neglecting contributions from
9r

I¡eXo- but the values of the first order rate constants necessary to

fit the curves are little different. (See Table R13. 1A)

Table R13. 1A
Fit of OD against time data

1.03 x 10
4 -1s

1.00 x 10
4 -1

S

8.3 x 10
3 -1

s

3 18.0 x 10 Q

1st order k-8,2
1st order k-8,2

a
Best

b
Best

aBest lst order k
C1

2
bBest 1st order k

C1
2

Notes:

(a) rigorously derived to fit clata in tr'ig. 1ì13. 1A

(b) derived by ignoring interference from- l-ex2+

Differences between the two estimates were not corrsidered

significant and all rate data were derived by ignoring the complica-tion
nt

of FeX"-absorbance. Fig. R13. lF shor,".'s the dependence of the pseudo
9t

f irst order rate constant for reactio:r of rlri with Fe" äq on the

concentration otf u?åq at a variety of temperatures. Fig. tr.i:. 1F

shows the corresponding plots for pe2åq + C1"-. In each case the plots

are linear over the entire range of II'ezåq] ; ifr" derived bimolecular

rate constants are listed in Table R13. l-8.

Table Ri3. 1B
2+"q + x Bimolecular rate constants

k (r'e

Iao

2
aq
-1

+clo)
.-l 2

SI mol
6(9.6+1)x10

(1.4 + 0. 14) >: l0

(1.?+ o.2ixlo7
(2.35+0.2)x10

7
15

25

31

4A

b(2.7 + 0. 3) x 10

(3.?+0.4)xt06
(4.5+0.5)x106
(5. 9 +- 0. 6) ;< 106

Temperature
oc

(Fez+aq * Br
2 2

k )

1 --^ -1.T III(JI
- 1 -lc

n
t
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Figure R13. lG shows Arrhenius plots of logr'(kr)against K-1

for CIr- and Bri. lMithin the limits of experimental error a linear
realtionship is observed. The derived activation paramenters are

listed in Table 13. 14.

2
2+

aqThe transient absorbance observed in the reaction of Fe

with Bri exhibits the absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 13. 14.
A typical oscilloscope trace illustrating the decay of this transient

produced from Br- (10-1 mo1 l-1), rr+ (ro-1 -o1 1-1) and Fu2+"q
-, -1(10 - mol I '), and the corresponding first order plot of IogfO(OO)

against time are shown in Fig. R13. lH. The pseudo first order rate

ctrnt for decay of this transient at 366 and 405 nm is (9.0 + 0.2) x
-1.s rn raì-r agreement with the value of (? + 2) x 102 s-i "*tr"-

¡.rolated to 25oC from the values of Carlyle and Espenson (1969) for the
2+Ierrous catalyzed aquation of FeBr aq

R13. 1. 2 Mechanism F"2+"q * Br

con

rcz

iraq=k +k. [Fu2+.o] +x lIrl+]'' a D ^ c'
R13. :l-. 3 Mechanism Fe

z+aq + cI
2

The transient observed on disappearance of CIo from a solution

containing Cl- (ro-1 mol 1-1¡, H* (ro-1 *ol 1-1¡ and í"2*^o(10-2 mol

I-1) exhibits ihe absorption spectrum shown in Fig. 13. 1C. A typical
oscill -)scope trace illustrating the decay of this transient and the

corresporiCing first order plot of togr' (OD) against time are shown

in Fig. R13. 1I. The observed first order rate constant of 40 + 6 s-

is in good agreement with the value of 3? s- 1 fro- the results of

Moolkread and Sutin (tOOZ¡ for the f"2åq cataLyzed aquation of I'¡eCl

i"aq.=k"+\ [F'e lH*l

1

2+
aq.

2+
aql+t

c

Similar plots for the reformation of f'eCf2åq in a system wh.-re
:ì- ,J-

.lleCt-äq is photolysed i.n the presence of Fe'äq (See Fig. 13. lDi are
-1i^tSalsc shc'.,r: iii Fig. Ri3. iI. The derived ratc co¡rstant of 41
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in good agreement with literature values and the rate of decay of
2+

FeCl aq

The reaction of Fu2+"q with CIi ,

ru2åq + cr; + ¡'e (III), zcL-

proceeds by concurrent inner and outer sphere paths.

Fez+aq + cr; --> !-ecL2åq + ct
Qr

---> Fe" aq + zCLF 2+eaq + cI}

(6)

( 1)

(7)

u,,

x10
(1 mi,I-

Observation of the absorbance after decay of Cti in a flash photolysed

ferric chloride solution with and without Fez+"q allows the relaa'ive

magnitudes of k, and k, to be caLculated. (Scc 13. L.3). The e;:peri-

mental ratio OrlU, and the absolute bimolecular rate constants li', Ot

and k, are listed as a function of temperat¿re in Table 13. lC. Fig,

R13. 1J shows Arrhenius plots of kr, k, and k.lk..

Table R13. 1C

6

1 - 1.s)

(7.0 + 1. B)

(10. c + 3)

(11.7 + 3.5)

(15.0 + 4)

(2.6+0.5)

(4.0+0.e)
(5.3+ 1.2)

(8.5+2)

(0.3?+.05)

(0.40 + . 05)

(0.45 + . 05)

(0.57 + . 05)

(e.6+ 1)

(14 + 1.5)

(77 + 2')

(23. 5 + 2)

T4

25

31

À^

k,. i i<, k

* rol6
-1(I mol *s 1

)

UU = (Or_ t k-)
6'x 1 0

Temp
oc
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R13.2 COBALT (II)

R13. 2. 1 Br 2J.-2
Additionof 5 x10 2 ,nol 1- 

1 of cozåq to a deaerated solution

of I- (2 x 10-2 -ol l-1) and t; ( - 5 x 10-6 ,rrol l-1) reduces the amount

of I - formed but does not increase its decay rate. Fig. R73.24
2

shows a typical oscilloscope trace and the correspondÍng second order
-1plot of OD- 
r against time. The de :a/ of Ir- is good second order with

a rate constant of ?. 1 + 0.4 x 109 I mol-lJ-1 i., good agreement with

that obtaired in the absence of cozåq (see b. 5). The upper rimit for

the rate of a reaction betw""n co2*"q and t" is b x 104 l mor-1"-1.

similarly co2åq (5 x 10-2 ,norl-1¡"p"oduces no increase in

of decay of Brj
-4 

0-
(-10 -mol I

from a Br (to-1 ,rrot 1-1), u+ (to-1 -ol r-1)the rat
and Br

e

3

1) sciution. Fig. It13. 2B shows an oscillo-

scope trace and the corresponding second order plot. The decay of

8"" is good second order rvith a rate constant of (5.4 + 0.6) x 109
o 

-1 -1I mol '"- t i.r good agreem .nt with the rate, constant of the Br,

disorocortl,,na.tion reaction (see Tab-Le 5. 3A). The rate constant of

a reactí.;n between cozåq and Br..- must be less than 2 x 10
4

1 mo1 -1 -1
S

R13. 2. 2 Rate and temPerature dependence cozåq + CI
2

1
tr'lash photolysis of a chl-orine solut.íon in 0" 1 mol 1 CI and

0. 1 moI 1-1H+ produces about 10-5.tnol r-1 co.r.entrations of crf
decaying by a good second order reaction with a rate ccnstant of 5.5 x

ro9 t -ot-1"-1 (See 5. 4.7\.
Addition or cozåq oo-2 - 5 x 10-2 mo1 l-1) in""eases the rate

of decay of CI, which can then be atalyzed in terms of competing

first and second order Processes.

c1

c1

2 + clz -=> 3
+ct (1)

2

t-L
+ Co'äc, --. Co irII), zCI (2t
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Fig. R13. 2C shows a typical oscilloscope trace and corresponding

absorbance against time points. The solid line is calculated assuming

concurrent first and second order reactions and is a better fit than

either simple first or second order kinetics (dotted lines).

Fig. R13.2D shows a plot of kr' the pseudo first order rate

constant against I Co2åq ] at ZSoC. tfr" second order rate constant,

k2, is independent of IcozåqJ between 1 and 5 x 10-2 -o1 1-1. i.!

it is assumed that the pseudo first order rate constant is proportional

to I Co2åq] at other temperatures, then a plot of togro kr' at fixed

I co2*"qJ ag"inst 1/r<

agai.nst 1/K. Fig. R13

I co2+"q1 = 2x to-Z

ire listr d in 13 . 2. 2

9t

z

Analysis of the decay of CcCl

the same slope as a plot of logtO 
TZ

hows an Arrhenius plot of logr' k, at
- 1. The derived activation parameters

grve s

.2Es
mol I

2+- äq observed at 297 nrn or 31grm

shows i:.lvo processes. The initial faster dçcay is first order with a rate
_1

constant of 59 + 2 s' (See R13. 2F).

cocr2åq 
- 

co3åq+cI

The slorver process has a half life of - 50 ms and is attributed to

a redox procêss (See 13.2.3).

1 3. 3 \IANGANESE II
R13 3 1I

2

Typical oscilloscope traces showing the decay of. I, in the

presence of 5 x 10-2 mol t-1 nnnzåq, and a second order pJ.ot of

1/absorbance against time are shown in Fig. R13.34. The decay of

f, i.s gcod second order with a rate constant of 7,7 x to9 t -o1-1r,-i
in excellent agreement with the value obtained in the absence of Mn2+aq.

An u¡,1-er. Iimit of 2 x tO4 I mol 1"-1 
""r, 

be calculated for the rate

constant or reaction (i).

M,,2* * I; ----.-> Mn (III), 2I- (1)
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R13.3.2 Rates and temperature depenclence Mnz+aq + X
2

Oscilloscope traces and computed and observed plots of

absorbance against time are shown in Figs. R13.38 and R13.3C for

t"i and Clf . The fit of the computed curve for competing first
and second order reactions is better than the fit of simple first or

second order kinetics. The magnitude of the first order component

was determined with at least 5 different tUn2åq concentrations in the
_c _2 _'l

range 10-" to 2 x 10-- mol 1-'and at 4 temperatures between 15

and 40oC, The dependence of the pseudo first order component on
,-L

Mn'äq is discussed in 13.3.3 and 13.3.4 and shown in Fig. 13.3'A

and 13. 38.
2+

R13. 3. 3 Mn- aq dependence

To inl'estigate the possibility ;hat the fa1I in the apparent

bimolecular rate constant for react ion (2'¡, as Ivtrr2*"q] increased,

was due to ionic strength C.iffer ences, the pseudo first order component

k,
anri I = i). 31 rnol 1

X xz ----> x

was determined at IMnzåq] = 2 x 10-3 mol I-1 with I = 0.21 mol l:1
-1

''+x
I

+
2

-2+XZ + Mn- äq -t'Mn 
(III), 2X

f'or CIo the experimentally observed rate constants \¡/ere (1.6 + 0. 1)
4 '-'t 4 --1x 10' s-' and (1.5 + 0. 1) x 10^ s No siqnificant difference is

observed.

R13. 3. 4 Activation parameters

Activation paramete¡'s for the overall reaction of nnrr2åq

with Brf and CIf can be attained from a temperature dependence of

the reciprocal of the slopes rrf tlie reuiprocal plots (see Figs. 13.3C

and 13.3I)). Plots of logrO(Kobs.k)against t/t oo are shown in Fig.

R13.3D. Tht derived activaj.i.on parameters are given in Table. 13.34.
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R13.4 NICKEL (II)

R13.4. 1 Br 2-.f;
ln the presence of 0.05 mol I - 1 Nizåq the decay of Brr- and

Ii from halogen solutions was good second order. A typical oscillo-

scope trace and second order plot for t"i is shown in Fig. R13.44.

The observed values of the second order rate constants are in excellent

agreement with previously determined values for the disproportionation

reactions ;

t"l kobs = (5.6+

I^- kobs = (7.4+¿-

o. 5) x 109 1 mol

0.8)xto9 tmol
(cf.5.gxto9)
(cf,?.gxtO9)

P"rg.4.2 C1^-

The rate of decary of cl" from a c1.- solution is slightly
tr- ¿ ó 

-2 -2 -1
increased by addition of Nio-aq in the range LO-z - 7 x !0-2 n-,o1 1-t.

The decay of Cff canbe fittedby assuming a competitivt'second c'rder

disproportionation reaction

-1 -1
S

-1 -1
S

2+
The rate constant of any competing reaction of Ni aq mus t be less

than 2 x 10
4 I mo1 -t -r

S

+ C1 C1 + CI ( 1)
2 2 3

and pseudo first order reaction with metal ion.

nnz+ + cri M (Itt), 2Cr- Ql

Fig. R13.48 shows a typical oscilloscope trace and fit of absorb-ì;ìce

against time points by the computed first and second order decay.

1rig. R13.4. C shor,vs the variation of the pseudo first order component

with I Ni2åqJ . Derived rate constants are discussed in 13 .4.2 and'

13.4.4.

R13.4.3 0H

Fig. R13.4D shows the effect of 1.0 mol I t Nizåq crr the rate

CI

of formation and yield of Clr- in a pulse i'rr'adiated solti:ion of Cì

(2 x t0-3 mol I-1) a.d n"io í+ x to-3 ^oI l-1). Below 1. tr'.no1 1-1
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no effect of Niz+aq was observed.

\Mithin the limits of experimental error the rate of formation

of Ct^- is unaffected (tå - 3 ¡rs) but the yield of Clf drops by about
2

4O%. The reduction in yield can be attributed to the competition of
1t

Ni- äq and Cl for OH radicals.

Ni2åq + oH Ni (Ilt) (1)

(21

Reaction (2) is complex (See 4.5) and the true value of k, can only be

roughly estimated from this observalion. Impurities in the nickel

perchlorate used, which at this concen.tration may also compete with

2C1- + OH _+ Cl + OH
2

-t
can be estimated as less thanchloricle must also be consiclered. k

4 -1 -1
or of the ordt¡r of 3 x 10'1moI -s

R 13. 5 COPI'.dR (II)

R13. 5. 1 Cl
2

Fig. R13.54 shows a typical tiecay curve f.ot cL, in the presence

of B x 1,,12 -^,o1 1-1 Cu2+"q, and ¡he corresponding second order plot

of l,,r-bsr,rrbance against time. The fit of the data to second order process

is excellent and the observed rate constant of (5.6 + 0.5) x to9 t -o1-1
_1

"-t i" in good agreement with that obtained in the absence of any

reactive metal ions. (see Table 5.44). The rate constant for reaction
2t _ .t -1 _1

of Cu"åq with Cl, is less than 2 x 'rJ' I mol -s

R 13. 6 ZINC (II)

R13.6. 1 Cl Br
Fig. R13.64 shows a typical .Jecay curve f.or F^tr, in the presence

of 5 x 10-2 mol I'I Znz+^q and the co':responding plot of I/"bsorbance

against tirne. The fit of the clata to a second order process is good and

the observecl rate constant cf (5. 7 :-0" ?) x tO9 t mol-1"- 1 i" in good

agreeÌ-uent.¡¡itn that obtailteq ut the absence of any reactive metal

ion (see irlable b.3A). The rate ccnst:ri'r. fc,r reactic¡i of Zn?i.,rl with
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Brr- is (z * ,04 t mot- t"- t.

Similar results rv\rere obtained for
presence of 5 x 10-2 mol !'t zn2+aq rras

a rate constant of (5.8 I 0. 6) x 109 I mol

the value of 5. 5 x 109 I mol- 1"- 1 fo" thu

R25.

CIZ . The decay in the

excellent second order with
-1 -1s ' in good agreement with

rate of disproportionation

of Cl, (See Table 5.44). The rate constant for reaction of Znz+^q

with Cl
¿̂

is (2 x 104 I mol -1 -1
S
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APPENDIX 1 APPARATLIS TECFINICAL DETAILS

A 1 . 1 FLASH PHOTOLYSIS APPARATTTS

A general description of the flash photolysis apparatus has

been given in Section 2.I.1. The theoretical and practical performance

are discussed ín 2.2 and 3.3. This appendix extends what was said

in 2. 1. 1 and includes circuit details.

41. 1. 1 Layout

Photograph 1 (see over page) shows the location of the major

components of the flash photolysis apparatus. Photograph 2 shr-r'ws

a view of the flash lamp and celL '¡¡ithin the aluminium refiector.

AI. 7. 2 Ci.rcuit details

Simplified versions of circuit diagrams for the flash production

and detection systems are given in Figures 41. 1A and 41. jrì.

41. 1. 3 Flash lamp - construction details

The construction of the flas.. !ar;l¡ .lenerally-used is shown

in Figure 41. lC. Some i-pro,r"=cnt:.n flash duration can be achieved

by.incorporation of a quartz capillary or rod with between 1 ana 2 rnrn

clearance inside the lamp. (Compare Hochanadel, Ghormley, Bo;'le

and Riley, 1968; LeBlanc, Herbert, 'Whillans and Johns, 1,972).



PHOTOGRAPH 1

Flash Photolysis Apparatus General View.

1. Monitoring lamP

2. Capacitor and pourer suPPl;'

3. Monochromator

4. Ignitron

5. Photomultiplier

6. Ignitron trigger
7. Monitoring lamp power suPPlY

8. Photomultiplier Polver suPPlY

9. Oscilloscope
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PHOTOGRAPH 2

Flash Pirotolysis Apparatus - Flash Lamp and CeIl.

1.

2.

3.

4a.

4b.

5.

6.

Monitoring lamp

Flash lamp

Cell

Iiefl-ecror ( bottom )

R.e.'lector ( top )

Monochromator

Photomultiplier'
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AI.2 TRACtr READER

Figures 41. 24, Al.2B, AI.2C show the construction of the

trace reader. Figure ,A.1. 2D gives the circuit details.

Key to Figures

- 3. 5:1 reduction gear

- Pulleys

- Drum approx 1 cm (threaded)

- Helipot

- Tension adjust and clanrping block

- Gain adjust potentiometer

- Zero adjust potentiometer

- Switches

- Perspex screen

- Helipot power supply

- Lamp power supply

- Fluorescent IamP

- Vernier calipers

- Transparent ruler

- Digital voltmeter

At.2.1 Description

Rotation of the threaded drum (C) and helipot (O) througt a

reduction gear (A) causes a block (E) and rgler (N) attached to the

movable portion of the vernier calipers (M) to move vertically up

and down a photograph placed on the screen (I). The block -s driven

by multistranded steel wire of abor:t i0 k g breaking straiu. The tension

in the wire is adjusted by two screws in ihe mounting biock (E).

Application of an adjustable set voltage to llre helipot allows a' voltage,

proportionaltothepositionofthehelip';tandrulertobercadon'e
voltmeter (P). The voltage is reaC against an adjustab-Le p¡tential (G)

which can be present to give zero ouiput at a certain position.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I
J

K

L
M

N

P



Fig. 41, 2A Trace Reader - 'Iop Vierv
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F'ig. At.2C Trace Reader - Encl View
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APPENDIX 2 REDLTCTION POTENTIALSæ-

In Appendix 2 the reduction potentials of several radical

reactions are calculated from kinetic and thermodynamic data. AIl

thermod¡rnamic data are quoted in k J mol- 1 
"td taken from Wagman,

Evans, Parker, Halov', Bailey and Schumm. (1968)

A2.7 H ATOMS

/'2. 1. 1 Calculation

o
AG (He) = 203. Bf

1- *19. 3 kJ mol

= *19..3 kJ mol

1

Now He
6b

Assume ÍI
ctb

a"o, (Haq¡

AG
o, (Hzg)

o, (Hraq)AG

No.v Haq

GAG

No.w

-- 
Hg ¿q

=-Haq

kJ mol

AGaq

A Gaq

1

-1

-1

223.t kJ inol

0 kJ -o1-1

= 19. 1 kJ mol

L"Hz^9

åAcor (Hraq¡ - Aco (Haq)
-1= à (19. 1 - 446.21 liJ mol

- -213. 6 kJ i,nol- 1

= 2.ZLY
.LH-aq+e- -- àHr^q

àH aq : Haq

0.00 v
-2.2L V

2

-2.2I V

-2.23 V

+2.21 Y

IIa

Haq
Ttt ,zr1

And

e i--:r II -0.02 v
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A2. I. 2 Literature comparison

The standard reduction potential

H+"q + e-

compares favourably with other estimates of -2.28 V (Navon &

Meyerstein, 1970) and -2.30 V (Baxendale, 1964)

A2.2 PEROXY RADICALS

A2 2 1 Calculation

Equilibria
+

( 1) Hoz

pK

(2) HzO

pK

= 4.88

2

= 11.6

o +H
2

AEO -0.29 V
1

HO +H+
2

Now

Now

And

+0. 5 -q

+0. ?7

F

k

k

3+e aq+ Hoz

-3
3

=1x10

=1x10 6

-3

3

2+Fe aq+ Hoz
3+I.e aq+e

= - 0.53
Qr"äq + HO
2+

aq

. Ato, = -0.6i v

<- F"2+"q + Ho2

(Barb, Baxendale, George & Hargrave, 1051)

(Jayso^r, -L)irrscns & Swallow, 1973)

o

3

Fe

Fe

10- 
I APK V

2

HO +e
2

<- HO +1.3Cr
2

HO

HO

+e
2

2

Hoz

Hzo 
z

+
+

FI

+1.30

+0. 69

H +1.99 V
2

HO
2

+H+ +e
2
o
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And HO +e

++H
HO

HO

+1. 30

+0.28o
2 2

2
+ +1.58 Vo +H fe--HO

22

2

And HO

o,
HO

Hoz

Hoz

Hzoz

+1. 30

+0. 29

+0.69

+e
1

+ H' .l
2

-+
2 +H

o +2H* * "-+ Hzoz +2.27 V
2

+ o
E = 1.99 V
(react)

+

Now HO

Now

And

AGO

oAG (HOf 2

AG

E
o

+H +e
AGO Î
AGO^

I

oH
2 2 2

a
O^ + H' + e

z

I

+ II' + e-

(prod) -
(H2O 

2) -

)=+193-134-0
= 59 kJ mol-l

=- HO
2

)

-1kJ mo1

o"o, (Ho2)(n
AGO Î
AG1

T

o A"o, (prod) - O"o,
59-0
-0.60 v

(react)

oz

HO

---s- -0.60

-0.28
2

* O;
HO

+
H

2

o + e :o -0.88 V
2 2



A2. 2. 2 Literature comparisons

Rea,ction

{ 1) HO
2

(2) <:o

2
o

2H s- H o

E
o

-0.60

-0.88

+1.99

+2.27
2

-F 1. 58

+H +O2+e

I

(3) HO^ + H' + e-
z

-+
-+OZ + H + e

2
o^+e

¿

H--

-0.1

-0.6

+1.5

++ (_'

2

2
(4) o

2

(5)

2

References:

2

Latimer (1950)

Uri (1952)

(1) + (s) o +zrf +ze -=H o +1.39

(a)

(b)

Latimera

+1. 36

LTri
b

+2.05

-0.6

Þ
I
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A2. 3 IÍALOGEN RADICAL ANIONS

To calculate Eo for halogen radical anions the following

assumptions are necessary.

(a) Halogen radical anions are intermediates in the reduction of

halogens to halides and oxidation of halides to halogens.

(b) Acloror x (i. e. xg + Xaq)

is equal to ACfOfor nearest inert gas.





:2Xaq
.+ X -aq2aq+ e

+e
2

+2.7 2
2

+ 2e' =:à 2x- aq

+2.29

+0.4:,

+2. L3

+I. 77

+0.41

+1.06

+1.00

+0.06

V

V

V

Summary C1 Br

Notes and References

(a) Latimer (1950)

(b) Acoaq nearest inert gas

(c) AGo = -RT ln K (See Sections 4.4, 4.5, 4.6)

(d) aco = 2 aco, (xaq) - A"o, (x2q)

(e) 
^co 

= ¿Go1 (rro) - A oo, txrsJ

The derived values are compared with available literature values in Table 11.64

I

Þ
CO
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APPENDIX 3 REACTION PROFILES

A reaction profile shows the change in an energy parameter

E, which can be free energy G, or enthalpy H, as a function of a

reaction coordinate which expresses the extent of reaction. Reactants,

products and intermediates are represented as points of minimum

energy. The points of maximum energy are transition states associated

with the designated process. Inner sphere and outer sphere reactions

will have different profiles and different steps within each of the

mecharrisms may be rate limiting depending upon which has the highest

energy transition state. The energy of points beyond the highest

tra.nsition state (i. e. after the rate limiting step) cannot be deterinined

expej'ir-rìentall¡'unless the reverse reaction can also be foliowed. 'l'he

rrature ot the r'eaction profile after the high energy transition state is

assumed.

Reaction profiles have been drawn for aII possible reaction

nrechanisms of hal-ogen radical anions with divalent metal ions. For

inner sphere reactions the electron transfer step may give a rnonc-or

di- sr'bsti.tuted oxidised complex; no experimental distinction betwc-:n

these cases has been possible, but it is assumed that the monosubstit-

uted complex is formed directLy. Substitution is assumed to follow

the Eigen-\MiIkins mechanism.
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.DIFFU SION CONTROLLED INNER SPHERE
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APPENDIX 4 OMPLTTER PR RAMS

Computer programs were written for a CDC6400 computer

using SCOPE 3.4. In Appendix 4 the programs are very briefly
described and then listed. A sample out put is also given.

A4.1 PROGRAM EE

For a given incident light voltage, Vo, program EE calculates
1

and tabulates optical density, logr' (optical density) and '/(opticat

density) increasing AV by 1 mV each time

OD log Vo
10 Vo- AV

A4.2 PROGRAM A

Subroutine READER accepts y agair.s; x data, wher'e y, the

vertical deflection of the oscilloscope trace is related to L\V by a

magnification and scale factor, and x the horizontal distance from a

given origin is related to time by the same magnification but different

scale factor. Vo and an extinction t;¿cffic:.ent are also read.

Program A calculates absorll.:nces and finds the least squares
1

best fit slopes of logr' (OD) and'/(OD). The accuracpy of ihe fit
is expressed by a correlation coefficient whose magnitude approaches

1 from below as the fit becomes better.

Subroutines SCALER and PLOTIT produce norinalized ft:rst

and second order plots of the data.

A4. 3 PROGRAM FIT
Program fit calculates radical concentrations as a function

of time using subroutine READER (see A4.21. With serected values

of k, and k, it then calculates by a simple rumerical integr.ation

procedure, the expected concentration irgainst time curve r.tarting

from an experimentally extrapolated initial concentratic,n.



A 15.

- a[x] tr[x1 t, IxJ 2
+

dt

Three estimates of k, and one of kr,are initially taken and the

fit of the calculated and experimental points is compared. Over a

small range of k, which should preferably span the true value,a plot

of k. against the sum of the differences between experimental and
I

calculateJ points is a straight line. The valueof k, corresponding

to a sum of the differences of zero is taken to be the best fit vaIue.

This value is subsequently used to calculated a fourth concentration

against time curve.

A4,4 PROGRAM WR16

Program WR16 is our modification of \MR16 by Schmidt (1966)

The principles used to compr.ii.e the c< ncentraiionagainsttime curves

for up to 27 species and up to 30 reactions remain the same (see

Schmidt, 1966). The prograrn has been modified to plot sorne of the

concentration against time culîves. Central memory requirements

have 5cen i- r¡.nimized by use of storage discs and buffer statements

ano Jc-/ijral other minor functions that were not directly available

under SCOPE 3.4 have been repl-i.-ced by equivalent functions.

The equilibrium routines designed to speed up execution

time when rapid equilibria are involved ha.,¡e had READEQ, EQLTIL 4

and COMP added to hanciie the situ-ticn of rapid coupled pre-equil-
ibria .

Apar't frorrr tire program list and sample output a sample

set of data is included.
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PROGRAM E ( INPUT'OUTPUT)
REAL LD(5)
DIMENSI0N D(5) rRD(5) rV(5) çIFORM(15)
v(5)=-0.001
LLT=Li¡
V 0=3 ,6
MM=4*V 0
D0 3 M=lrMM
PRINT llrV0
FORMAT (2Hl tr+ V0 = +rF3 .lc /l
PRINT T3
FORMAT ( n

¡===== =-:-----
J ========: ------
$===r$ )

PRtrNT I5
PRINT I4
FORMAT(n : v ! oD LOG OD l/OD : v ! 0D LoG oD l/oD :

$V :OD LOGOD I/OD: V !OD LOGOD I/OD ¡ V :OD LO

$G 0D I /oDrf )

PRINT I5
FORMAT(JI ! : : : 3

$ : : 3 ¡ :lt)
PRINT I3
PR trT'JT I5
PRINT I5
D0 I I=1r50
V(l)=V(5)+0.001
D ( t)=ALOG10 (V0l (V0-V ( I ) ) I
IF(D(I).80.0.)G0 T0 30
LD(I)=ALOGl0(D(r) )

G0 T0 3l
CONT I NUE
LD(l)=C,
CONT I NUE
RD(t)=1./D(l)
D0 ? N=2ç5
V(N)=V(N-l)+0.001

30

3l Þ
lJ
OJ



2

D (N) =ALOGl0 (V0l (V0-V (N) ) t
LD(N)=ALOGIO(D(N) )

RD(N)=l/D(N)
CONT I NUE
IF(D(l) .t'lE.l.0)Go ro 40
D(¡)=1.0000001
IF(0(I)'f\|E.0.)G0 TO 4l
D(l)=I0.1tJt-10
LT=AL0GlC (D (l,l / I0.{fn5}
IF(LT.EO.LLT)GO TO 4
LL T=LT
IF(D(11 .GE.0.000llGo r0 20
IF=4 $ JF=O $ GO T0 ?5
IF(D(I).GE.0.00I)G0 T0 2l
ll=4 $ JF=l $ G0 TO 25
IF (D ( I ) .G8.0.01 ) G0 T0 ?¿
lF=4 $ JF=? $ GO TO 25
IF(0(],).GE.0.1)G0 T0 73
lF=4 5 JF=3 S GO T0 ?5
IF(D(l).G8.1.0)G0 T0 24
lF=4 $ JF=4 $ GÜ TO 25
IF=3 S JF=5
CONT I I{UE
ENICODE ( 134 r I 0 r IFORM ) IF r JFr IFr JF I IFr JF ç IF I JF r IF r JF
FOPr'4AT ( 20H ( Ì X r + : * ç F5. 3 r + ! * I F6. r I I ç7HF7 .3F 7. I I I r

$ l7H r fr ! lt r F5.3 r * i * sF 6 o ç I I r 7HF7 .3F7 . ç

$l 7H rì1 : ¡trF5.3rtr 3*rF6. r I I ç7HF? .3F7 . ¡
SITHrrl :+ rF5.3rrt ! *rF6. r I I ¡ 7HF7.3F7. r
$l7H¡tt i+f rF5.3rl1!+rF6.çIl ç7HF7 r3F7.r
$tH) )

CONT I NUE
PRINT IFORMT (V(K) rD(K) rL0(K) rRD(K) rK=lr5)
CONT I NUE
PR II.IT I5
PRINT I3
CONT INUE
END E

4A

4l

?0

2t

22

?3

24
25

l0
IIr
Ilr
Ilr
Ilr

4

I
Þ
lJ{

3
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?

PROGRAM A ( INPUT'OUTPUT)
A PRINTER PLOT MAY 8E OBTAINIED IF A FLAG I5 NOT SET

PROGRAM OBTAINS FIRST AND SECOND ORDER PLOTS OF RATE DATA

DATA ARE X AND Y COORDINATES OF LIGHT INTENSITY VERSUS TIME

THE NUMBER OF POINTST IOOPERCENT LIGHT INTENSITYIAND SCALE

FACTORS ARE ALSO NEEDED. EXTINCTION COF.FFICIENT MAY BE A DUMMY

DTMENSION NAr.4E(10) rT (I00) rc(lc0) çcl (I00) çc2(100)
DIMENSION D(IOO)
DIr'lENSI0N C3(50c7-l
COMMON/ AL/ETTZTTQD
READ 1o (NAÌ48(I ) r I=l:8)
FORI'4AT(BAIO}
READ 2çNrNV¡L0T
F0Rl'lAT { Al ç I2r 3X r Al )

CALL READER (TçCrNV)
fl0 3 I=l rNV
Cl(I)=ALOG(C(I))
c2(I)=1",/c(I)
D(I)=C(Ild'E*10'
C O¡IT I NUE
CALL LSOU (T rCl rNV rSl rRl rYIl I SERII rPEI I r SERSI I PESI )

CALL LSOU (TrC2rNVr52rR2rYI2rSERIZ'¡PEI2TSERS2tPESZ)
PRINT 4r (NAME( l) rI=lrB)
F0RMAT ( tHl r l0Xç8Al0r / / / / / I
PRINT 6
F0RMAT(13X'+TIME EXPT(CoNC) LN(CoNCÌ l/CO

$NC O.D.*;/l
PRINT 5r (T(I) rC(I) rCl (I) rC2(I);D(I) rI=Irt'JV)
FORMAT ( l0X r El0.3r t 0X I E 10.3r I AX,ç?F- 10.3r l0X r F8.5 )

PRINT 7çSIçRlrYIl
FORMAT l///rlCXräBEST tST ORDER K =+rEI0.3ç/çl0Xr+C0RRELATI0N COEFF

$ =ãçF8.5ç/ rl0XråY INTERCEPT =+.çEl0"3ç///l
PRINÏ T6
FORMAT ( l 0X rçS.E. INTERCEPT* r I 0X r+P.E. INTERCEPT+r I 0X r1ÊS.Ë.RATE C0NS

ITANT+r I0Xr*P.E.RATE C0NSTANT# ; / )

PRINT l7r SERIIo PEIIr SfRSlr PËSl
F0RMAT (/ q l?X çE9.2 I Ì6X çF5.?r I 8X tF.9 "?ç 20X r F5. ?ç /l
PRINT SrSZrR2rì'I2

3

4

6

5

7

t6

I7
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ôl SUBROUT INã LSOU (X r Y rN r S rR rYI TSERINT I PEI TSERST PES )

DI¡'!ENSI0N X ( 100) rY(100 I

XY=X2=Y /=f,l=Çf=[ .
DO 2 I=lrN
CX=CX+X ( I )

Cy=Cy+y ( I )

XY=XY+X(I)*Y(I)
X2=X2+XlIlnX(I)
YZ=Y?+Y(I)+Y(I)
XB=CX /N
YB=CY,/N
SX= ( XzlN-XBì+XB ) nlrQ . 5
SY= ( Y/,/N-YB'ÉYB ) ++0 . 5
R= (XYltl-XtsnYB) / (SX*'5Y)
S=(R*SYl/Sx
Y I =YB-S*Xts
SYY=Y 2-CYt+CYlN
S X X=X 2-CXnCX/N
SERY=S0RT ( (SYY-S#SI+SXXI / lN-Z.0) )

SERS=SERY,/SORT ( SXX )
SER INT=SERY¡'SORT ( I .0/N+XBrIXB/SXX )

PCSE=(SER5/Slr'100.0
PES=ABS ( PCSE )

PEI= (SERINTI+IOO. AI /YT
PEI=ABS(PEI)
RET URN
END LSOU

SUBROUT INE SCALE (Ct rC2rC3rNVrFACTrT)
DIMENSION Cl0 (50) rcll (50) rcI (501 qc?(501 rc3(Nv ¡21 ¡T (50)
DO I I=Irl'JV

2



2

D0 ? IeITNV
Cl t ( I ) =Cl0 ( I ) nFACI+YI
C3(Irl)=Cll(I)
C3(Ir2l=C2(I)
CONT I T'IUE

CALL OIKPLT (TçC3I-NV ç?çIIHTåTIME (SEC) +'9H+F (CONC) iI)

RETURN
EI.¡D SCALE

L

N'
P



l6
ls

t

5t
?

i2

3

4

s0

40

53
52

5

PROGRAM FIT
INTEGER TI(IOO)
DIMENSION Yl (100) rY2(t00) rCl (100) rC2(100) rALN(100) rRC(100)
DIMENSION Y (5}
DIMENSION SDIFF (5)
DIMENSION DIF (5)
C0MMON,/ l,/C (100 ) tD (5r 100 ) rB (4) rNV
DIMENSION CONC(I00) :R(100) rT(100) rNAME(10)
PEAD I5r (flAME(I) rI=Irtl)
FORMAT(8AIO)
READ IrlrlrNVçNPrAr (B( I) I I=l r3)
FORMAT ( I i ç T,?s 13 ç 4Xr 4El 0.3 )

NVV=NV-l
lF(NP.LT.0)50r51
READ 2qITI(IIrI=I'NV)
F0Rr.lAT (20I4)
DO I2 I=IrNV
T(I)=TI(I)+.00000¡.
READ 3r IEr (CONC ( I ) r I=l rNV)
FORMAT ( Ilq/ç (lóF5.3) )

D0 4 I=lrNV
C ( I ) =C0NC (L / I0.'rln'IE
GO TO 5?
CALL READER (TrCrNV)
D0 53 I=lrÈlV
TI{I)=T(I)ìtI000000
CONT I NUE
CONT I NUE
t\lP= I AtiS ( NP )

D0 5 J=Ir4
D0 5 I=lrNV
D(JrI)=C(I)
CONT INUE
0O 6 J=Ir3
CONT I NUE
SDIFF (J)=0.
DIF(J)=0n
DO 7 K=lrNVV

Þ
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I

R(l)=D(JrK)
D0 I I=1 rNP
R(I+l)=-R(I).+r¡2r14rt(T(K+t)--T(K) )/NP1R(I)*B(J)1t(T(K+l)-T(K) )/NP+R(I)
CONT INIJE
D(JrK+l)=R(NP+l)
DIFF=D (JrK +ll /C (K+l ) -l
SDIFF ( J ) =Sl)IFF ( J) +DIFF*DIFF
DIF(J)=DIF(J)+DIFF
CONT I NUE
CONT I NUE
IF(J.E0.4!G0 T0 42
PRINT l.4r (NAME(I) rI=1rB)
FOR!'4AT ( lHl r !0X rBAl0 I /l
PRINT 9rA
FORMAT ( 30X r.¡C0MPET ING REACT IONS{1 ç / / ¡30X ç +-DXIDT-A ( X ) 2+BX+ ç / / ç?0X ç

l#A=ZND ORDER RATE CONSTANT = *rE10.3:/ç?0Xr+B=lST ORDER RATE CONST

tANT = VARIABLE çç////l
D0 30 I=lrNV
Yl(I)=ALOG(C(I))
Y?(I)=l/C(I)
CAI-T. LSOU ( T TYI TNV ç AK I T R I I YI T SER INTT PEI T SERS I PES )

AAKI=-AKI
CALL LSOU (TTY2INV T AK?TR2çYI TSERINîIPEI ISERSTPES}
Cì(l)=C(l)
C2(l)=C(l)
ALNtI)=ALOG(C(l))
RC(I)=l/C(l)
SDIFFl=SDIFF2=0.
D fF I =D IF2=0.
D0 31 I=ZrNV
ALN ( I ) =ALN ( t ) +AKlrs (T ( I )-T (l ) )
RC ( I )=RC ( 1) +AKZ* (T ( I ) -T (1) )

Cl(I)=EXP(ALN(I))
C"(I)=l/RC(I)
DIFFI=Cl lIl/C(I)-l
DIFF2=C?(ll/C(I)-1
SD IFF I=SD IFF I +D IFFI.'lDIF F 1

SD I FF 2=SD iF F ?.+D tr FF?I+D I F F, 2

7
6

9

l4

30

Þ
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4?

3?

43

33

3t

35
34

37

36

DIFIÊDIFI +DIFFI
DIF2=DIF2+DIFFz
CONT I NUE
CALL LSOU ( B I DIFr 3r SrR rY I I SERINTT PEI I SERS T PES )

B(4)=-YIlS
J=4
G0 To 40
CONT I NUE
PRINT 32rAAKlrRl ç AK?¡R?
FORMAT(IOX:If,RESULTS TREATED AS lSf ORDER GIVEIf ç/ç15XçSRATE CONSTAN

lT = *rEl0.3r /gL5XT+CORRELATI0N COEFF = +çF7.5ç// ç10X¡-*RESULTS TREA

ZTED AS ZND ORDER GIVEJTç/çl5Xr*RATE CONSTANT = *rEl0.3r/çl5Xr+CORRE
3LATION COEFF E *eF7.5ç////l
PRINT 43rB (4)
FoRMAT(trOXI+BEST VALUE OF B TO FIT ABOVE RATE LAkll = *IEIO.3'////I
PRINT 33r(B(I)çI-lr4)
FOR¡4AT(IXT+TIME(USEC) EXPERIMENTAL BEST IST BEST ?

INDBI=*lE}0.3r5Xçrff|=+rE}0.3r5X9ë$]=rÉrE10.3r5f,'9r*${=+rEl0.
23ç//l
D0 35 I=lrNV
pRINT 34çrI (I) rc(I) rcl (I) rc2(I) r (D(JrI) rJ=lr4)
FORMA.T (3X ç I5;9XrEl 0 .3ç?Xr EI0.3r 5XçEl 0.3r l0Xr El0.3r SXrEt 0.3r 8X rEl0.

l3r8XrEl0.3)
PRINT 37çDIFt rDIF2ç (DIF ( I ) I I=l r 4)
FORMAT l / / /r lX r*SUM OF RESIDt,rALSrtr lTX rEI0,3r5X rEI 0.3r l0X rEl0.3r BX rE

l 10.3r 8X rEl0.3rBXrEl0.3)
PRINT 36 TSDIFFI TSDIFFZT (SDIFF ( I ) ç I=] 14)
ronr.r¡r ( / / /I TX r+SUM oF SAUARES OF RESIDUALSIâ r6X rEIO.3ç5X rEIO.3 T IOX T

tEl 0.3r 8X'El0.3rBX rEl0.3 r8X rFl0'3)
IF(f!.EQ.0)GO T0 l6
STOP
END FIT
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SUBROUT INE LSOU (X T Y TN T S TR T Y I ç SERINT ç PEI T SERS T PES )

DIMENSI0N X (100) rY(100)
XY=X2=Y2=Ç1,=f,1=Q.
DO 2 I=I rN
CX=CX+X(T)
CY=CY+Y ( I )

XY=XY+X(I)'¡tY(I)
X?=X}+X(I)r¡X(I)
Y?=Y?+Y(I)#Y(I)
X B=CX,/N
Y 8=CY /N
SX= ( XelN-XBnXB ) r¡trQ.5
SY= ( Y2lN-YBrlYB ) {r#0 .5
R= ( XYlN-XB{IYB ) / (SXrtSY )

S=(R+SYl/Sx
Y I =YB-S{'XB
SYY =Y2-CY{'CYlN
S XX=X 2-CXìrCX/N
SERY=SQRT ( (SYY-SI¡SIISXX) / (N-2. 0 ) )
SERS=SERY,/SQRT ( SXX )
SERINT=SERY+SORT ( I . O/N+XB1+XBISXX )

PCSE=(SERS/S)+100.0
PES=ABS ( PCSE )
PE I= ( SER INTr'100.0, /Y I
PEI=ABS (PEI )

RETURN
END LSOU
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c
COMMON /BLOCRI?/ CALLTL

DATA (8LANK=SH ) r (MINUS=lH-) ç (DELTA=2.58-06) r (P=5) r
I ( AM=l .5 r I .916666667 ç2.29 I 666667 ¡?.640?7777 8r -0. 5 r -l' 333333333 r
? -2.458333333 r -3. 85277777 I r 0. ¡ 0.41 66ô6ó 667 ¡ I .5+ 1666667 '3 3.ó33333333r0. r0o r-0.375r-l ¡769444444¡3(0. ) r0.3486111 ll )

READ RUN NUMBER (NORUN) AND PUNCH INDEX (IPUNCH)

MPLOT=O
I READ t5ç?00) NORUN, IPUNCh

PRINT DATE AND TEST FOR EOF ON INPUT DATA

DAY=DATE ( DDATE )

t'/RITE(ór999)
IF(EOF(5))600r2

2 It RITE (6r300) NORUNTDAY

READ PLOTTING PARAMETERS

PTT REFERENCES THE SPECIES TO BE PLOTTED BY COLUMN NUMBER
0 FOR N0 PLOTç I FOR PLOT
TO PLOT CONDUCTANCET I IN COLUMN 28

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

DENS
HET
INC
STH
INC

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

TO PLOT OPTICAL
NRI REFERENCES T

SPEC I ES NL'14BERS
PLTMIN REFERENCE
PLTMIN AS EIO.3

ITYr I IN COLUMN ?9
I'10 SPECIES l'/llosE RATI0 IS T0 BE PLOTTED
OLUMNS 3I-32 AND 33.34
E MINIMUM PLOT INTERVAL TIMES IN SECONDS
oLl.rMNS 4l *50

READ 15ç?10 ) (PTT ( I ) r I=l r30 ) r (NRI ( I ) r I=l r2) TPLTMIN
2 1 0 F0RMAT ( 30Fl " 0 r ?T2c 6X r E1 0.3)

NC0UNT=û
LPL0T=0

l0Ie NCOUNT=NCOLJNT+I
IF(PTT(NCOUNT}.EQ.O)GO TO TOII

Þ
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LPL0T= I
G0 T0 l0l3

l0ll C0NTII'lUE
IF(NCOUNT.LT.3O)GO TO IOTE

IOI3 CONTINUE
¡JPR I NT=O
I I I=0
D0 l0I0 I=lrl0

lCl0 XC(I)=0.0

READI COUNTT AND PRINT CHEMICAL REACTIONS

D0 5 I=lç31
II=I
READ 15¡20I ) (A ( I rK) rK=I r3) r (B ( I rK ) rA ( I rK) rK=4;6) rRK ( I )
IF (A(IçI) BLANT() 5rór5

5 hRITE(6r301t (A(IçK) rK=lr3) r (B(IrK) rA(IrK) rK=4r6) rIrRK(I)
6 t!R=II-l

IF (NR.E0.0) NtR=l
7 CONTINUE

READT COUNT AND PRTNT SPECIES ETC.

t{RITE(6r302)
D0 l0 J=lr28
JJ=J
READ(5I?03)CHARGE(J) rAC(J) rG(J) IS(J) ICI(J) IEOCO(J} IEXT(J)
IF(CHARGE(J).EG.0) CALL SCAN(CHARGE(J) rAC(J) )

IF (AC (J) -BLANK) l0 r I I r l0
l0 tdRITF (6r303) JTCHARGE (J) çAC (J) çG (J) rS (Jl rCI (J) rEOCO (J) rEXT (J)
t I NC=JJ-l

DEFINË SOI4E VALUES

NCI=NC'rl
NCZ=NC + 2
NC3=NC + 3
D0 l2 J=NClr30

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c Þ
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c
c
c

l? CI (J) =0.

COMPUTE AND PRINT INITIAL CONDUCTIVITY AND OPTICAL DENSITY

CONDf=0.
ABSI=0.
D0 I00 M=lrNC
CoNDI=C0NDI+CI (M)+¡EQC0(MlrrABS (FLOAT (CHARGE(M) ) )Ï0.001

rÛO ABStr=ABSI+CI (M}ã.EXT (þI}
t¡JR ITE (6r400 ) C0NDI rABSI

READI COUNT AND PRINT DOSE RATE VALUES

'dRITE(6r304)D0 15 K=Ir3l
KK=K
RFAD 15ç?05)T(K) r.DR(K) rSPSK(lçK) rSPSK(2rK) rCSK(l:K) rCSK{2çKl r (NRS(M

lrK) çM=lç5) ç lE0(K)
IF ( IEQ (K ) "EQ.0.AND"T 

(K I .GT.00 o ) NTI=MAX0 ( I I K)
IF(T(K))I5ç19r15

I5 U'RITE (óI305) KrT (K) rDR (K) 
'SPSK 

(I IK) rSPSK (2rK} rCSK ( I IK) ICSK (2rKI ç

I (hlRS (MrK ) rM=l r5) r IEO (K)
I.9 NT=KK- I

READ OR DËFINE AND PRINTI SOME PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION

READ ( 5 r 206 ) ACCFAC r NP r DIPM IN I DTM IN I DTM AX I DTMXEO ç I FR

IF (ACCFAC.LE.0. ) ACCFAC=O'05
IF ( DTPM IN.LE. O. " ANJD.IJP.LE. ¡ ) NP=?50
IF ( DT14 IN.LE. C. ) DTMIN=T (t\¡T I ) / 1000000.
IF (DTMAX.LE. 0. ) DTMAX=T (NTt ) /200.
IF (DTMXEQ.LE.0. )DTMXEO=T (NT) /10000.

SET î'IAIN PROGRAM COUNTERS

CALL=O
MEQA=0

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

Þ
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c
c
c

CALL READEO
rllR I TE ( 6 r 306 ) ACCFAC r NP r DTPi'4 IN ç DTl'4 I N I DTMAX r DTMXEQ
IF ( IFR"NE. 0 ) WRITE ( 6ç307 I
IdRITE(6¡308)

READ ANO PRINT EOUILIBRIUM EOUATTONS

IFAIL=O
CALL EOUILI
IF ( IFAILl425)425;535

535 ['/RITE (6ró66)

425
c
c
c

GOTOT
CONT INUE

CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS OF OIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS

CALL PLOTST (NPLOTSTNPTS)
D0 30 I=lrNR
ISK(I)=O
ISK3(I)=0
D0 30 J=lrNC
K0EFF(JrI)=0
KOEFL(JrI)20
IF (AC (J) -A ( I; I ) I 23¡?2ç23
K0EFF (Jr I ) =KOEFF (Jr I ) -l
M1(I)=J
IF (AC (J) -A (L q?) ) 25 t?4t25
KOEFF ( Jr I ) =K0EFF (Jr I ) *l
M2(I)=J
K0EFL (Jr I ) =K0EFF (Jr I )

D0 30 K=3r6
IF (AC (J) -A ( I rK ) ) 30r26r30
KOEFF (Jr I ) =K0EFF (Jr I ) +l
IF (B ( I rK) -MINUS) 30r27r30
K0EFF (Jr I ) =K0EFF (Jr I l -2
CONT INUE

??

?3
24

25

?6

?7
30
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c
D0 50 J=Ìr30
C(Jl=CI(J)
JSK(J)=0
JSK3 (J) =0

50 CC (Jr I ) =CI (J)
TIME = 0.
DT=DT M I N
LT=O
LTT=0
REhlIND TO

irlBUFO=0
NFTJF I =C
CALL STORE
IF (IFAIL) 53r53r535

53 CONTINUE
ME0=0

c

c

c
c
c

START SOLVING DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS

D0 120 IT=lrNT

SI< IPP ING PROCEDURE

D0 450 M=l ç2
IF (SPSK ( M r IT ) -BLANK ) 431 ç450 r43l
D0 435 J=IrNC
IF (SPSK (f'/i r IT ) -AC ( J) ) 435 ç43h 435
JSK(JIgJSK(J)+I
IF ( IEO ( IT ) .GE.2) JSK3 (J) =JSK (J)
trF ( IE0 ( IT) .LT.2) C (J)=CSK (Mr IT)
G0 T0 450
CONT INUE
CONT i NUE
DO 470 M=l15
IF (NFS (Mr IT) I 470r4?0r455
l=NRS (M r IT )
ISK(I}=ISK(T)+I

43t

432

435
450

455

Þ
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c
c
c

IF (MEO.GE'2) ISK3 ( I ) =ISK ( I )

470 CONTINUE
MEQ=MAX0 (MEAr IEQ ( IT) )

IF (TIt'lE-T ( IT) ) 34çl?Qç120

END OF SKIPPING ROUTINE

34 DO 35 L=IçNC
35 RF (L ) =S (L ) + (DR ( lT ) 

'åG 
lLl I /ê,.0231E+25

LCYCL=O
IL INK=0
IF ( DT.GE. ( 2.{.DTM IN ) ) DT:ODTã0. 5

36 U0 65 NCYCL=l¡24
LCyCL=M IN0 (LCYCL+l r P l

START CYCLE OF COMPUTTAUION

T II4E =TIME+DT
DO 5l I=lrNR
IF(ISK(Ill5?r52r5I

5? Nl=ML(I)
N2=M2 ( I )
PROD ( I ) =C (Nt ) rlC (Ne, **RK ( I )

5I CONT I I.JUE

D0 60 L=l rNC
IF (JSK (L) )43r43r6000

43 DCDT (LTNCYCL) =RF (L)

MATN PROGIìAM BRANCHES TO EOUILIBRIA

IF(MEOA.EQ,O)CO TO 50I
IF ( (L-MEoA) .GE.0.AND. (L-MEQA)'LE.2) CALL EQUIL4
CONT I NUE
DC 4? I=l¡NR
IF(ISK(lll44ç44ç42
IF (t(OEFF(LçI)) 41ç42ç4I
DCDT ( L ç I'ICYCL ) =DCDT (L t NCYCL ) +PROD ( I ) |FLOAT

CONT I NUE

c
c
c

c
c

s0l Þ
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c
c
c

SLOPE=0.
IF(ILINK)54r54r58

STANDARD ROUTINE FOR COMPUTING SLOPE

IF(LCYCL-l)55r55r56
SLOPE=DCDT (L r NCYCL )

G0 TO 59
D0 57 K=ITLCYCL
I I.JDK=NCYCL + 20 + I -K-20 r¡ ( ( NCYCL + 20-Kl / 2A I
SLOPE=SLOPE+AM (LCYCL-l rK );IDCDT (Lr INDK )
G0 T0 5e

{tL INK{T ROUTINE FOR COMPUTING SLOPE

58 IDIF=-l
DO 158 K=l rP
I STEP= I
IF ( (K+ILII'lK) .GT. (P+l ) ) ISTEP=Z
IDIF=IDIF+ISTEP
I NDK=NCYCL +20- ID I F-20$ ( ( NCYCL+ ?O -TD I F- I,' /?O I

158 SLOPE=SLOPE+AM (P-l rK) *DCDT (L; INDK)

CALCULATE AND STORE NEh¡ CONCENTRATIONS

54
55

56

57

c
c
c

c
c
c

59
258

lse
ó(}0 0

ó0
c
c
c

IF (TI14E.LT.T (IT) ) 159r258
C (L) =C (L ) +SLOPE+â (DT+T ( IT ) -TIME)
G0 TO ó000
C (L) =C (L) +DT+SLOPE
CONT INUE
CONT I NUE

STORE VALUES FOR PLOTTING IF REQUIRED

IF(LPLOT.EO.O.OR.NPRINT "NE.O)GO TO IOI5
IF (TIME.LT.T ( IT) ) l0l8r l0l7

IOTE DTPLOT=DTPLOT + DT
G0 T0 l0le

Þ
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c
c
c

IûI7 DTPLOT=DTPLOT + DT + T(IT) TIME
t0t9 IF(III.GE.50l)GO T0 l0I4

IF (DTPLOT.GE.PLTMIN) CALL PLOTST (NPL0TSçNPTS)
GO T0 l0r5

ITI4 CONTINUE
tdRITE (6r I0l6)
NPR INT-I

I O I5 CONT INUE
l0Ió FoRMAT(tH?çâ ii+++++++++++++ GREATER THAN 500 P0INTS 0N PLoT ï TR

IUNCATED +++++++++++++++lå)
IF (TIME.GE.T ( IT ) ) 259r 160

259 T IME=T ( IT )

LCYCL=O
GO T0 73

160 ILINK=MAX0 (0.l ILINK-l,
NPR=NPR+ I
DTP=DTP + DT

STORE VALUES FOR PRINTING

I F ( NPR. GE.NP. AND.DTP. GE . DTPM IN. AND.MEQ. EQ. 0 ) 6? I 65
6? CALL STORE

IF ( IFAII-) ó3r63r535
63 CONTINUE

IF (LT.GE.25O) GOTO I3O
65 CONTINUE

CHECK TIME LIMIT

73 CONTINUE
CALLSPARE (TLFT }

IF (TLFT.LE.E.OOO) GO TO I30

BRANCH TO EOUILIBRIUM ROUTINES

IF ( (ME0.E0" I "0R.MEO.EQ.3 ) . AND.NE0.GT'0 ) CALL IOUIL?
IF (MEO.GE.Z} CALL F..OUIL3
IF(MEA.NE.0l75ç?73

c
c
c
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75
s75

174
?73
274

IF(IFAIL)174t174ç575
WRITE(ór666)
GO TO I3O
LCYCL=0
IF ( (NPR.GE.NP.AND,DTP.GE.DTPMIN).0R.TIl,lE.E0.T ( IT ) ) 274ç175
CALL STORE
IF ( IFAIL) ?75ç 275r535

275 CONT I i!UE
IF (LT.GE.25O) GOTO I3O
IF (TIME.EQ.T (IT)' l20r 175

REDETERMINE TIME INCREMENTS

175 DFDCMA=O"
DO 36û L=IrNC
IF(JSK(L}.GE.I}GO TO 3óO
DFDC=0.
DO 350 I=lrNR
IF(ISK(tr}.GE.I)GO TO 350
MII=Ml(I)
M2I=M2(I)
IF (MI I.EO.L) DFDC=DFDC+FLOAT (KOEFF(LI I ) }'1RK ( I ) ITC (M2I )

IF (l'.12I "E0.L) DFDC=DFDC+FL0AT (K0EFF (Lr I ) ) nRK ( I ) 11C (t'41 I )

35C COI'lT INUe
DFDCAB=ABS (DFDC)
IF (DFDCAB.GT.DFDCMA) DFDCMA=DFDCAB

3é.0 C ONT I NIJ E

DTREO=ACCFAC/DFDCMA
DTMX=DTf'tAX
IF ( MEO oGT "0) DTMX=DTMXEQ
IF ( DT. GT . ( I . 4¡tDTRECI ) . AND. DT. GE . (?.*DTlvl IN ) . AND. ( I T . NE.NT.OR.

t IFR.EQ.U) )3ó5r370
365 DT=DTIIO.5

LCYCL=Ð
GO T0 36

370 IF tDT"LT. (0.7rrÐTREQI .ANDnDT.LE. (0.51*DTMX) ) 375r36
375 DT=?. råDT

ILII'iK=P-l

c
c
c

Þ
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GO T0 36
I?O CONTINUE

c
c
c

130
c
c
c

t32

133

134
670

t3s
c

2?0

¿?5

DIFFERENTIAL EOUATIONS SOLVED

CONT I NUE

EUFFER OUT LAST SET OF CONCENTRATIONS IF NEEDED

IF (LTT.EQ.0) l35rl32
BUFFER OUT (l0rl) (CCL(l) rCCL(1500) )
IF (UNIT (10)) I33rI3arl34
NBUF0=NBUFO+ I
GO T0 t35
'¡¡RITE (6r670)
F0RMAT (lXrëERROR ON LAST BUFFER OUTçRUN TERMINATEDìt)
G0 T0 590
ENDFILE IO
DEFINE COLUMN HEADINGS
D0 220 J=lçNC
AN(J)=THMOLES/L
DO 225 J=NClr30
AC (J) =5H
AN(J)=7H
AC(NCi)=SHCONDC
AC(NCz)=5HABSC
AC(NC3)=5HDT
AN(NCl)=7H MH0,/CM
AN ( NCz ) =7H /Cl{
AN (NC3) =7H SEC

ARRANGE RESULTS FOR OUTPUT.
ARRANGE COLUMN HEADINGS FOR OUTPI.'T

IGROUP= (NC3+51 /6
D0 150 IG=lrIGRO|.JP
IF ( IPUNCH. GT. 0 ) !lR ITE ( 7 r 31 5 ) N0RUN r I G r l-T r T ( NT )
D0 140 L=l¡6

c
c
c
c Þ
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c
c
c

c
c
c

IGL=(IG-1)+6+L
AAC(L)=AC(IGL)

140 AAN(L)=AN(IGL)
IF (IPUNCHI 14?tL42rl4l

l4l l¡IRITE (7r310) (AAC(L) rL=lr6) r (AAN(L) çL=l ró)
T4? CONT I NIJE

SET UP COUNTERS FOR BUFFER IN OPERATIONS

IPT=0
NBUF I =NBUFO
RE'¡,IND I0

BUFFER IN ONE SET OF CONCENTRATIONS AND PRINT COLUMN HËADINGS

DO 750 K=ITNBUFO
h!RITE (6r310 ) (AAC (L) rL=L r6) r (AAN (L) çL=l r6)
BUFFER IN (t0rl) (CCL(l)rCCL(1500))
IF (UNIT (10)) ó91r691r690

ó90 \À,RITE (6r669) NBUFO
669 F0RMAT (tXç*ERROR ON LAST. BUFFER INç RUN TERMINATED+r6Xç

lnNO. 0F BUFFER 0PERATI0NS+rI6)
G0 TO 590

69t IF (NBUFI-l) 692ç692c694
692 IF (LTT.EQ.0) 694r693
693 LLT=LTT

GO T0 695
LLT=5 0
NBUF I =tlBtJF I-l
CotlT INUE

LOOPS FOR REARRANGING DATA FOR OUTPUT

00 75fi I=l rLLT
DO 700 J=lr6
IGL=(iG-ll*6+J

700 Cí'(J)=CC(IGLTI)

6e4

ó95
c
c
c Þ
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c
c

PRINT AND PUNCH ONE LI¡,¡E OF OUTPUT

LPT=LPT+ I
IF (IPUNCH.GT.0) I,lRITE (7r313) TT(LPT) r (CP(L) çL=lç6)
þjRITE (6r313) TT (LPT) r (CP (L) çL=l ró)

750 CONTINUE
IF ( IPUNCH.GT.0) t/,JRITE (7r998)

I5Û CONTINUE

REARRANGE THE OUTPUT DATA FOR PLOTTING. THE NUMBER OF PLOTS
IS GIVEN BY NPLOTS. THE NTJMBER OF POINTS PER PLOT IS GIVEN BY
f'lPTS. THE t'IAXIMUM VALUËS ARF NPLOTS = 5r NPTS = 500

CONDUCTANCE AND OPTICAL DENSITY ARE FLOTTED SEPERATELY

c
c
c
c
c
c

580
58t

IF (LPL0T.NE.0) 580ç590
IF (NPTS.EO.500) 585r58I
J=l
I=l
D0 584 K=ITNPLOTS
D0 584 L=I rNPTS
C0NCN ( Jr I ) :ECONCN (LrK )

J=J+ I
IF (J.GE.50l) 582ç584
I=I+l
J=I
CONT I NUE
CALL PLOTIT (NPLOTSTNPTSTCONCNTODCONDçPOTIMË)
IF (TLFT.LE.?.000 ) þiRITF- (6 ç6671
IF (LT.GE.250) l¡,RITE (6r668)
IF(TLFT.LE.2.000) ó00r1

582

584
585
590

c
c
c

?00 FORI''lAT ( lX I I4e15l
201 F0RMAT(3(5XrA5) r3(lXrAl r3Xç45) r5XçEl5'?)
203 F0RMAT (6X r I?cZXr A5rEl0.3r 3El5.3r El0. 3)
2I5 FORMAT ( 5X r El5. 3ç EX 0.3 ç 245 ç?83.û. 3 ; 5 I3r4X r I I )

2û6 F0RMAT (E10.3¡ I5¡4E1.0'3r I5)

Þ
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300 F0RMAT (IXTI0HRUN NUMBEÊrI5ç5óXr AIQ// )

3,ìl FORI'4AT(6X;A5r5H + tA5r5H = :45r3(lXrA4ç45)r?Xç?HR(ç
I I2ç3H) =eIPE10.2)

3(12 FORMAT (//6Xr2HNOr2XróHCt_iARGEr3Xr4HNAt,4Er5X I lHGr 9Xr LHSr l lX ç?HClt
t l0Xr4HEQC0rTXr3HEXT/)

3tl3 FORMAT ( I8ç4X r I2r5XrA5rF7 .3¡?(3X r lPE9.3r lX ) rFl0.3rZXr lPFl0.3)
3itc FORl.,lAT ( lHl r 5 (/ I ç 5X rZHN0 ;4X¡4HT IVET4X ç 9HD0SF RATE q3X.c7l-ISPECIESr

l6X;4HCSKl r7Xr4l'lCSK2r?Xç91-{REACTICtrlS.3Xr IHI/79)lrlHE/ l2Xr3HSECr5Xr
?ïHEV / L-SEC r 4X r THSK IPPED ç 5X r THMOLES/L v 4X slHMOLES/L ç 6X r THSK IPPED r
34XrIH0/)

3ij5 FORMAT ( IB r2 (2Xr IPEB .?l çZXr A5r lX r A5 ç2 (,?Xr I PE9.3! r 5i3 I lXr I I )

386 FORMAT ( IHO I /6Xç I5HACCIJRACY FACTORI IPETO "?/I óX¡?4HVALUES PRINTED OUT EVERYTI6TTH CYCLES/
Z6Xç23HMINIMIJM PRINT INTERVAL IIPETO'3ç4HSEC /
3 6\ç231-IMINIMUT4 TIME INCREMENT rlPEl0"3r4l-¡ SEC/
4 6XT23HMAXIMUT'l TIME INCREMENT rlÞEl0.3r4H SEC/
5 óXT22HSAME IF E0UILIBRtrUM fS¡/6XrBHCOMPLlTEDrl5XrlPEl0.3ç4H SEC)

3t7 F0RMAT (6Xç*TIl'lE trNCREMENTS FROZEN IN LAST TIME INTERVALT¡)
3û8 F0R14AT l///',t
310 FORMAT (ll-ilr5(/l T5XT4HTIME;3Xr6(5XçA5rlXl //

l5X ç THSECONDS r 6 ( 4Xç À71 / I
313 FORMAT l?\¡7 (IPEll.3))
315 F0RMAT (I4rlH*rILrlHçrI3rlPFl0.3/)
400 FoRMAT (/ /6XrÈINITIAL C0NDUCTIVITY =*r lPEll.3r l\ç*t4flO/CV,*/

t 6X.r*INITIAL AIiSORBANCE =+rlPE].I.3rlXç*/Cl4#//l
666 FORî'4AT ( ÌXç+RIJN ABAND0NEDn)
667 FORMAT(lXr#LESS THAN ? SEC LEFT' SE0IJENCE TERMINATEDTT)
668 FORMAT ( IXr+PRINT LIMIT tIEACHEDT RUN TERMINATEDù)
998 F0RMAT (79X r IH-)
999 FORMAT ( THI )

6()0 sT0P
END

Þ
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l0

SUBROUTINE SCAN (CHARGE'CHEM)

INTEGER CHEM TCHARGETC (4 )

D0 30 N=lr4
ENCODE(7rl0rM)N
FORMAT ( lH ( ç Il r5HXrAl I )
DECODE(5rMrCHEM)C(N)
IF (C (N) .EQ.lH-) CHARGE=Cl-IARGE-l
IF (C (t\¡ ),8Q. lH+ ) CHARGE=CHARGE+l
CONT I NUE
RETURN
E ¡IT)

SUBROUTINE STORE

CALCULATE CONDUCTIVITY AND ABSORBANCEI STORE SET OF OUTPUT VALUES
THIS VERSION OF STORE BUFFERS OUT THE OUTPUT VALUES IN BLOCKS OF
30 If 50 VALUES

INTEGER CHARGE

DIMENSION CCL(I50O)

EQUIVALENCE (CC( 1çl ) rCCl- (l) )

C0MM0N CC(30r50) TC0NCN(500r5) rK0f,FF(27r30) TK0EFL (27r301 r
I oDCOND ( 500 )

C0MM0N/BL0CKl/ AC(301 rC(301 TCHARGE(28) rNC

COMMON /BLACK?/ TFAIL

COHM0N /BLOCK6/ ABSI çCOl{0I rDTPrE0C0 (28) rËXT (?E) ¡LTç

30

c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c
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c

c

c

L
c
c
c

lNCl rNCz rNC3 tNPR t T IMEr TT (250 ) r LTT

COMMON /gLOCK7/ DT

COMMON /BLOCKI?/ MPLOTTNBUFOTPTT(30) rXC(10)

C0NDC=-COND I
ABSC=C.

ABSC=O "O RESIJLTS IN OPT ICAL DENS ITY VALUES I,,HICH ARE REFERENCED
TO AN ARBITRARY ZERO OF OPTICAL DENSIÏY AT TIME EOUALS ZERO

LT=LT+l
L TT=LTT + I
CO 20 L=lrNC
CC(LçLTT)=C (L)
TT(LT)=TIME
CONDC=CONDC+C (L) {åEOC0 (L) nABS (FLOAT (CHARGE (L) ) ) lt0.001

20 ABSC=ABSC+C (L) ITEXT (L)
CC (NCl rLTT) =CONDC
CC(NCZTLTT)=ABSC
CC{NC3çLTT)*DT
IF (NC3-30, ?5r40r40

25 NC4=NC3+l
DO 3C L=N|C4r30

:ì0 CC(LTLTT)=0.0
NPR=C

40 DTP=0.0
IF (LTT.EQ.50) 50r55

50 BUFFER OUT (10çl) (cCL(l) rCÇL(1500) )

IF (UNIT(10) ) 60r61;61
ó0 LTT=0

trtBUF0=NBUFO+ I
G0 T0 55

6l hRiTE (6r70) NBI,FO
IFAIL=l

70 F0RMA't ( lXç+ERROR 0N I-AST BUFFER OUTç RUN TERMINATE0*r6Xr
Ì+rNUl"'IBER 0F EUFFER 0PERATI0NS+r I6)

Þ
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55 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

SUBROUTINE EOUILI

READ AND PRINT EAUILIBRIUM EOUATIONS

INTEGER ACI AEçBLANKICHARGE

COMM0N/BLOCKI/ AC(30) rC(30) TCHARGE(28) tNC

COMMON /BLOCK?/ IFAIL

COMMON /BLOCK3/ NEO

C0MM0N /BLOCK4/ AE(3ç I I ) rEO (tl ) rEQ2( ll ) rLE0 (4rll )

DIMENSI0N ISHIFT (10) r ISKIP (10)

DATA (BLANK-5H )

DO 51,0 K=lrl0
KK=K
READ (5ç?l I ) (AE (MrK) rM=l ç3) rE0 (K)
trF (AE ( I rK) -BLANK) 5l0r5I I r5l0
ì^/RITE (6r3I I ) (AE (MrK) rM=l r3) rEO(K)
NE0=KK- I
IF (NEOt 530r530r519
COI{T I NUE
IDENTIFY SPECiES IN EOUILIBRIUI4
D0 52S K=l rNEO
D0 52A M=l13
D0 5t5 L=lrNC
LL=L
IF (AC (L) -AE (MrK) ) 5l5r5l2r5l5

5t0
stI
5lq

c Þ
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c

c

5I2

5t5

5?t

525

630

LEO(MrK)=L
G0 TO 520
CONT I NUE
IF (LL-NC)520 ç520ç5?6
CONT i NUE
ERROR CHECK
D0 525 K=lrNEQ
IF (AE ( I çK ) -AE ( I r I ) ) 526ç5?5¡526
CONT I NTJE

CHECK FOR zND DISSOCIATION STAGE. RENUMBER

ISKIP(Ì)=0
ISHIFT(l)=0
D0 630 K=lrNEQ
ISKIP(K+l)=0
ISHTFT (K+ 1 } ËISHIFT (K )
LEA(4rK)=NlC+I
b,-02(K)=0.
IF ( I SKIP {K ) ) 630r605r630
IF (Lf0 (2çK) -LEO (3rK+l ) ) 630róI0ró30
IF (LEA (3rK ) -LEQ (2çK+l ) ) óI5r526ró15
E02 (K ) =EO (K.l )

LE0(4rK)=LEQ(2rK+l)
ISHIFT (K+I ) =ISHIFT (K ) +I
ISKIP(K+l)=l
CONT I NUE
DO 65C K=ITNEO
IF ( ISKIP (K ) ) 650r635ró50
KllIlI=K-ISHIFT(K)
E0(KIllll)=Ea(K)
802(Klllll)=F02(K)
DO 64Û M=l r4
LEA {MçKl t ll I ) =LEQ (MrK)
CONT I NUE
NEQ=NEQ-ISHIFT (NEO)
G0 T0 530
I'IRITE l6s777l
IFAII-=l
RF T('RN

ó05
6tc
6t5

ó35

640
ó50 ÞÈ

Cr)

52 Í't

530



c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

2ll FORMAT (3 (5XrA5) r5XrEll).3)
3tl FOR!4AT(6XrA5r5H * rA5r5H = rA5r4H +r rEl0.3)
777 FoRMAT ( lX;+ERR0R IN EOUILIBRIUM EGUATIONST¡)

END

SUBROUTINE EOUILz

COMPUTE EAUILIBIìIUM OF IONIC SPECIES

INTEGER ÂCTAEICHARGE

C0MMoN/BL0Cl(l/ AC(30) rC (30) TCHARGE(28) rNC

COMMON /BLCCK?/ IFAiL

COMMON /BLOCK3/ NEO

COMMON /3LOCR4/ AE(3rll) rE0(ll) rE82(ll) rLEO(4ç1tr )

COMMON /BLOCRS/ DELTA

DIMENSI0N HPLUS (3) çT0TAL ( t0)

LE0I=LEQ(Irl)
CH=FLOAT (CHARGE (LEAf ) )
HPLUS(l)=C(LEOI)
DO 541:: K= L r NECI

LEOZK=LEQ(2rK)
LEQ3K=LEO(3rK)
LEQ4K=LE0 (4¡6¡
TOTAT- (K} =C {LËA2K) +C (LEG3K) +C (LEO4K}
D0 560 NSTEP=1r20
D0 555 I=?ç3
DC 545 K= I ç NEO

LE0ZK-LE0(2rK)

Þ
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LEQ3K=LEO(3rK)
LEO4K=LEO(4rK)
C(LEO3K)=TOTAL(KI/1I.+EQ(K)/HPLUS(I-I}+88(K){TEQ2(K)./HPLUS(ITI)$TS2)
c fi-EGzK) = (EO (K) 11C (LEO3K ) ),/HPLUS ( I-l )

545 C (LE04K)=(EQ2 (K) t¡C(LEOZK) ) /HPLUS( I-l)
HPLUS(I)=HPLUS(I-I)
D0 551 L=lrNC
IF (Ct-IARGE (L) ) 550r551r550

550 t"lPLUS ( I ) =HPLUS ( I ) -CHTlFLOAT (CHARGE (L) )+rC(L)
55I CONTINUE

CHECK=ABS ( (HPLUS (I)-HPLUS(l ) )/ (HPLUS( I) +HPLUS(1 ) ) )
IF ( CHECT(-DELTArl0. I ) 553 r 553r 555

553 C (LEOl )= (HPLUS( I ) +HPLUS (I-ll, /?.
GO T0 56?.

555 C(LE0I)=HPLUS(I)
HPLUSO=HPLUS ( I )

HPLUS l2l= (HPLUS (21*+?=hPLUS ( I )'IfHPLUS (3) ) / (?.*HPLUS (2) -HPLUS ( I )

I -HPLUS(3))
C(LEOII=HPLUS(I)
CHECi(=/rBS ( (HPLUS (I)=HPLUSO)I (HPLUS( I) +HPLUSO) )

IF (CHECI(-DELTA) 562 ¡5621560
5óO CONTINUE

IFAIL=I
r¡JRITE l6ç777 )
G0 T0 570

562 D0 565 K=lrNEQ
LEO2K=LEQ(2rK)
LEQ3K=LEQ(3çK)
LEQ4K=LEQ (4çK)
c (LEO3K ) =T0TAL (K 

' 
/ (1. +E0 (t( ) /HPLUS ( I ) +EQ ( K )'r1EQ2 lKl /tlPLUS ( I ) r¡r+2 )

C (LECJ2K ) =EO (K ) {TC (LEA3K ) /HPLUS ( I )
565 C (LE04K ) =EQ2 (K) r+C (LE02K),/HpLUS ( I )
77T F0Rl'.14T (lXr+DIVERGENCE IN EOUILZi')
570 RETURN

END
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c
SUBROUTINE EOUIL3

C0MMON CC (30r50) çCONCN(500r5) TKOEFF(27r30) TK0EFL (27r30) r
I oDCoND (500 )

COMMON /BLOCKI/ NN (30) rC (30) rNNN (28) çNC

COMMON /BLOCK.z/ IFA IL

COI.iMON /BLOCK5/ DELTA

C0MMON /ïLOCK9/ ISK(30) rISK3(30) r.lSK(30) 'JSK3(30) II Ml (30 ) rMZ (30 ) rNR;RF l?Tl ¡ RK (31)

DO 150 N=l;20
TFST=û "D0 100 J=lçNC
IF (JSK3 (J) "NE"0) 5r 100
Co=C(J)
AO=RF ( J I
Al=0.
A2=0"
tJ0 50 I=l rNR
IF ( ISK ( I ) .NE.0.AND. ISK3 (I ) .EQ.0)50r7
CONT I NUE
MII=Ml(I)
MZI=M2(ll
IF(KOEFL (JçI ).8Q.-?l A2=A2+RK(I)*FLOAT (K0EFF(JrI) )

IF (i(OEFL {Jç I ) .E8.-l ) I0r30
IF(MII.EQ.J)15r20
AI=/\I+RK (I )IlFLOAT (KOEFF (Jg I) )tIC (M2I }

IF(M2I.EQ.J)25r-10
I\I=AI +FK ( I ) ITFLOAT (KOEFF (Jr I ) } üC (MI I )
IF (K0EFL (Jç I ) .EO.0,AND.KOEFF (Jr I ) .NE.0) A0=AO+RK ( I ) ìSFLOAT

I (Jr I ) )+C (Ml I ì ',âC (142I )

CONT INUE
IF {A2.EQ. 0. } C ( J) =-40lAl
IF ( A2.NE. 0. ) C ( J ) = ( -A t -S0RT ( AI'¡AI -4" râAOI1A?l I / { 2.r?42 )

c

c

c

c

e

q

7

l0
l5
20
?5
30

50
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TEST=TEST+ABS (C(J)-CO)
r(IO CONTINUE

IF (TEST.LE'2.råDELTA) G0 TO l€,0
I5O CONTINUE

IFAIL=I
!'rR ITÊ (6 r 666)

I6O RETURN
6ó6 FORMAT ( IXr*DIVERGENCE IN EQUIL3+1)

EI{D

c

c

c

c

c

c

SUBROUTINE READEO

REAL K (e) rKI2 çR?lçK23çK32

COMMON/8LOCKt/ AC(30) rC (30) TCHARGE(28) rNC

C0MMON /BL0Cr(Il/ CI (30) rMEQA

COF4MON /BLOCKI5/ Kl2rK2l çK23çK32

DIMENSION EK (2) çAEQ (3) rSP (2) rCONC (2)

D0 I I=lr2
READ (5 r 2 ) AEO ( I ) rSP ( I ) r AEQ ( I +l ) rfK ( I Ì rK ( I )

FORMAT (5X rA5r5X rA5ç5Xç A5r30Xr 2El 0'2 )

IF (AEO ( I ) .EO.5H ) GO TO 3
CONT I NUE
D0 4 I=lr2
DO 4 N=trrNC
IF (SP ( I ) .E0.AC (N) ) CONC ( I ) =CI lN)
CONT I NUE
KI2=C0NC(llnK(I¡
K2I=KI2lEl( ( I )
K23=CONC(Z)rfK(2)
K32=K 23/EK r,?l

?

t
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5

30e

32t

3

D0 5 N=lrNC
IF (AEO (I ) .EQ. AC(N) )MEQA=N
hlRITE (6r309)
FORMAT ( lHl r+ EOUILIBRIUM E0UATI0NS*;///l
uR I TE (6 t 3?0 ) AEO ( I ) r SP ( I ) r AEQ ( 2 ) I K 12çRZl I EK { I )
I'iRITE (ó r320 ) AEO (2) rSP (2 ) ç AEO ( 3) çK23rK32t EK ( 2)
FORMAT(I0XrA5ri + 11çA5ç* = +rA5ç2Alç+(f=+rEl0.3rã

S n E0 CONST=+rELo.3çy'1
CONT I NUE
RETURN
END

KB=l¡rEl0.3r

SUBROUTINE EOUIL4

INTEGER CALL

REAL L2rL3

COMMON/BLOCKl/ AC(301 rC(30) TCHARGE(28) çNC

COI4MON /BLOCKT / DT

C0MM0N /BLOCKL2/ CALLTL

COMMON /BLOCKI4/ Al0rA20;430:LZrL3rTl rT2çT3rUl rU2rU3rVl rVZrV3

CALL=CALL+ I
IF(CALL.NE.I}GO TO T

AIO=C(L}
A2O=C (L+ I )

430=C (L+2 )

CALI- COMP
EXI=EXP(-DTçLZ)
EX2=EXP ( -DTËL3 )

C (L ) =TI +T|#EXl +T3*EX?

c

c

c

c

c

c
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t
GOTO3
CONT INUE
IF(CALL.NE.2)GO TO ?
C ( L ) -Ul +UZ*EXl +U3*EX2
GOTO3
CONT I NUE
C (L ) =Vl êV2{,'EXl +V3ãEXz
CONT I NUE
IF(CALL"EO.3)CALL=0
RETURN
E T\!D

SUBROUTINE COMP

REAL L2rL3rKl2rK2l çK?3rK32

COMMON /BLOCKL4/ Al0rA20rA30rLZrL3rTl çf?¡T3rUl rUZrU3rVl rV2:V3

COMMON /BLOCKIS/ K12çK2l rK?3çK3?

P=K I ?+RZI +K23+K32
Q2= ( PËP ) -4. 0{l- ( K I2r+K23+K¿l+K32+KI 2#K32 )

0=S0RT ( Q2 )
LZ=0 " 5râ (p+e )

L3=0.5+. (P-Q)
X=K I ?/K?I
Y= (Ktr?-L2l /K?l
7.= (K l2-L3l /K?l
A=R23/K3?
B=K23/ ( t<32-L2 )

C=K23/ ( K32-L3 )

D=Z* (C-A ) -Y{' (ts-A) + (Z-X) / (Y-X)
e3=Al0ltXr+Yrt (B-A ) / (,D* (Y-X r l -A?0/D+ ([+!* (8*A] / (Y-X] ] tA30/D
G)2= (A20-Xr$410- (Z-Xl ì1Q3 ) / lY=Xl

2

3

c

c

c

c
c
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c

oL=AIc-02-03
TI=O}
T 2=02
T 3=G3
Ui=QI+X
lJ2=O?11Y
U3=Q3*Z
Vl.=QIìfX{'A
!l=Ql+!*S
v3-Q3rf ZrlC
RETURN
END

SUBROUT I l,lE PLOTST ( NPL0T S r NPTS )

COMMON CC(30r50) rCONC(500r5) TKOEFF (?7 ç30) TKOEFL(27r30) I
I oDcoND (5Cf 0 )

COMMON/BLOCKt/ AC(30) rC(3Ú) 
'CHARGE(28) 

rNC

COMMON /8LOCR6/ ABSI ICONDI TDTPTEOCO (28) IEXT (28} ILTT
lNCl TNC2TNC3TNPRTTIMETTT (250 ) rLTT

COMMON /BLOCK}/ DTPLOT I I r NR I ( 2) r NPRINT IPLTIT'48 (5OO )

COMMON /Bl-OCKt0/ MPLOTTNBUFOTPTT (30) rXC( l0)

COMMON /ELOCKI]'/ CI ( 30 ) r ME0A

INTEGER CHARGE

c

c

c

c

c

c



3

7
(,

2

4
I

2ß
?t

30
3l

5

IO

PLTIME(l)=0.
D0 7 K=l rNC
C(K)=CI(K)
CONT I NUE
J=0
DO I N=lrNC
IF (PTT (N) .EO.O. ) GO TO 4
IF(J.GE.4)GO TO ?
J=J+ I
CONC(IrJ)=C(N)
IF (CONC(IçJ).GT.XC(J)) XC(J)=CONC(IrJ)
GOTO4
CONT T NUE
IF (NPRINT.EO. O } WRITE (6I IO )

NPR INT= I
CONT I NUE
CONT i NUE
IF (PTT(28).E0.0.01 G0 T0 2l
ODCOND ( I ) =-CONDI
D0 ?0 N=lrNC
ODcoND ( I ) =ODC0ND ( I ) + C (N) ëEQC0 (N) ItABS (FL0AT (CHARGE (N ) ) ) rs0. 001
CONT I NUE
IF (PTT(?.91 "EQ.0.0) G0 T0 3L
ODCOND(I)=0.0
D0 30 N=l rNC
ODCOND(I)=0DCOND(I) + C (N)nEXT(N)
CONT I NIJE
IF(NRI (}).EQ.O.OR.NRI (2).88.0)GO TO 5
J=..!+ I
NI=NRI(I)
r.J2=NRI (2)
C0NC ( I r J) =C (Nl ) /C (N?)
IF (CONC(IrJ).GT.XC(J)) XC(J)=CONC(IrJ)
CONT I NUE
NPTS= I
NPL0T S=J
DTPLOT=C.
FORMAT{IH2r* +++++++++++++++ GREATER THAN 5 GRAPHS - TRUNCATED ++

Þ
C.n
ts



c

c

c

c
c

]++++++++++++{')
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PLOTIT (NPLOTSTNPTSTCONCNTODCONDTPOTIME)

COMMOi.j /SLOCKIA/ MPLOT TNBUFOTPTT 130 ) r XC ( l0 )

DIMENSION CONCN (NPTSINPLOTS) IODCOND (NPTS) TPOTII4E (NPTS)

DIMENSION M(IO)

IF (NPLOTS"E0.0) llrl0
l0 D0 I I=ITNPLOTS

M (I )=ALOGI0 (XC( I) ) -l'0
ÂB=I0.nr+M ( I )
D0 I J=ITNPTS
CONCN (Jr I ) =CONCN (JçIl / AB

CONT I NUE
TI CO¡ITINUE

IF(I4PLOT.NE.O)GO TO 2
CALL PLOTS (SHSCGSLT5)
CALL XLIMIT(2I0.)
MPLOT= I
CONT I NUE
IF (NPLOTS.E0.0) ?l¡20

?O CONTINUE
CALL AUTPLT (POTIME:CONCNTNPTSTNPLOTSç6H*T IME'*r6H*C0NC+)

?I CONTINUE
IF (PTT (28).EQ.1.0) CALL AUTPLT (P0TIi'lEr0DC0l.lDrNPTS: ì ç6H#TIMEÞr

I Ì 3HlrCONDUCT ANCEII )

IF (PTT(291 ç8Q.1.0) CALL AUTPLT (POTIMETODCONDTNPTSTITóH+ÏIME*r
I I 7HJ+OPT ICAL DEI'ISITY'¡ }

REÏURN

I

?

Þ
Crl
N'



c

END

SUBROUTINE SPARE (TLFT)

CALL SECOND (T}
AL I M=40 .0
TLFT=AL I 14 T
RETURN
END

Þ
ctl
C^)
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